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INTRODUCTION

Man makes Rain

On 20 December, 19^6, Vincent J. Sohaefer, self-

taught chemical engineer, climbed into a two-seater airplane

for a flight over the Greylock Mountains of New England.

Equipped with a box of dry ice, much as one finds in an

ordinary storage freezer, Schaefer and the pilot circled

about for some "likely-looking clouds". Suddenly, Schaefer

spotted a base of cumulus clouds at around 7000 feet. Sig¬

naling the pilot to turn towards the clouds, Schaefer dipped

his hand into the box and began to throw out the dry ice pel¬

lets into the clouds. Within thirty minutes, Dr Irving

Langmuir, employer and mentor to Sohaefer, who was observing

from ground level, reported seeing traces of snow falling

from the clouds. Two hours later, it started snowing over

a 100-mile radius of the Northeastern United States,

eventuating into one of the heaviest snowstorms ever re¬

ported for that region.

Governmental Entry

Newspapers and other media blazoned headlines - "Man

Can change the Weather." Farmers from the southwest and

midwest, then oppressed by drought, viewed cloud seeding as

a miraculous remedy. Almost overnight, organisations of
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commercial rainmakers formed in response to the farmers1

demands. Congressmen in support of their drought stricken

constituents opened governmental machinery to proposals for

realisation of the new "rainmaking" technique. Executive

agencies, especially those concerned with defence initiated

cloud seeding programmes.

But what first seemed like a miracle, on closer look,

appeared less so. Some farmers for whom commercial rain¬

makers had endeavoured to provide rain began to complain

that they were not getting their money's worth. Some

governmental bureaus after assessing several cloud seeding

techniques subsequently became sceptical. Only a few

Senators reamlned steadfast in their support despite

further doubts voiced by prominent meteorologists regarding

the inohoate nature of the scientific bases of cloud seeding.

As the more sceptical pressed return to basic research,

the two optimistic Senators continually advocated practical

rainmaking programmes. As the debate wore on, the difficulty

of obtaining conclusive proof remained the major hindrance

to achieving a national policy for rainmaking. If one could

have seen rain falling from seeded olouds, no additional

proof would have been needed.

In its absence, twelve years were consumed in stubborn

confrontation. Several kinds of cloud seeding tests and

experiments were carried out in the search for proof.

Standing and special machinery in both the Congressional and
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Executive branches of the Federal Government conducted

extensive Investigations. But not until the end of the

twelve year period was the optimistically inclined political

will (personified by the two Senators) ready to accept the

scientific recommendation: before any practical results

could be hoped for via oloud seeding, extensive research into

its meteorological underpinnings was a sine qua non.

Case Study in Solenoe-Pollcy

One could approach the cloud seeding story as an episode

in the history of science or, alternatively, as an exercise

in political science. Our scan combines elements of both:

science - policy.

One of the major reasons for casting this study in the

context of science-polioy stemmed from the distinctive nature

of the scienoe object concerned} one which posed an extra¬

ordinary degree of difficulty of proof and, the corollary,

to determine how policymakers handled this genre of science.

A key problem of interest to students of science-policy is to

see how well equipped policymakers are to grapple with

scientific phenomena requiring confirmation prior to political

exploitation. In this sense, our interests exceed the tra¬

ditional boundaries of political soienoe or science history

to the in-between area where policymakers are obliged to deal

with scientific uncertainty.
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In general, there are two kinds of scientific objects

which cross the political threshold: one confirmed, the other

unconfirmed. Confirmed science and technology relieves policy¬

makers from dealing with scientific and technological ambi¬

guities. The decision to establish a programme for outer

space by U.S. policymakers, for example, was based on pre¬

viously confirmed knowledge. Rocket technology had been de¬

veloped by Robert H. Goddard during the 1930s to the point

where by 1937 he had demonstrated that -

1) a liquid fueled motor could be flown (as high
as 8500 feet)

2) rookets could be usefullly employed (e.g.
carry Instruments)

3) dry fuels were Inadequate
4) suitable fuel combinations could be developed
5) fuels could be forced Into a chamber by inert

gas pressure (1)

Building on Goddard's achievements, the German govern¬

ment developed the famous V-2 rockets which before the end

of World War II attained distances of over 150 miles, when

the V-2 rocket arrived in America in 1946, director Werner

von Braun and his team accompanied them, Imparting a sub¬

stantial boost to the then fledgling American programme. (2)

(1) For a detailed account of how Goddard achieved these
feats and for some insight into his character and back¬
ground, see Milton Lehman, This High Kan: the Life of
Robert ti« Goddard (New Xork: Parrar and Straus, Inc., 19&3).

(2) Cf. Werner von Braun, "The Redstone, Jupiter and Juno",
Technology and Culture, IV, Fall 1963# PP« 452-465 and
Walter Domberger, "The German V-2", Ibid., pp. 393-409
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"Viking", America»s first upper atmospheric research

sounding rocket, derived from the efforts of scientists and

engineers who had worked alongside Goddard and from the

similarity of its configuration to the V-2.

The subsequent decision to use rooket technology for the

exploitation of outer space in competition with the Soviet

Union was purely politicalj the technology had previously

been established. Indeed, when the decision was finally made

by the top American policymakers in 1957, following the launch¬

ing of the Russian Sputnik, the rocket (Redstone) launched

was one that Von Braun had been keeping in storage for some

time, awaiting only the political go-ahead. (3)

Project Manhattan also developed from a confirmed base

of knowledge, but scientific rather than technological. The

theory of atomic fission promulgated on the eve of World war

II whilst recognised as revolutionary, yet required scientific

confirmation to dispel all doubts. Laboratory confirmation

came via experiments conducted by Drs G. Hahn and L. Straus-

mann. (^)

But practical-minded policymakers demanded further as¬

surance that atomic explosives could be accomplished (and not

merely proof of atomic fission). Dr Enrico Fermi, Jewish

(3) See R. Cargill Hall, "Early U. S. Satellite Proposals",
Technology and Culture, IV, Fall 1963, PP ^10-^3^.

j(4) Werner Heisenberg, "Research in Germany and the Technical
Application of Atomic Energy", Chemloal and Engineering
News, XXV, September 15, 19^7 • pp. 2620-2623.
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refugee scientist from Italy, tested the Hahn-S trasmann

theorem in an experimental nuclear pile in his basement

laboratory at the University of Chioago. On 2 December 19*1-2,

Dr Fermi wired the White House: M... the Italian navigator

has landed". Nuclear fission had passed its critical text. (5)

Under more normal circumstances, further preliminary steps

should have followed to translate the experimental proof into

engineering models, ranging from mock-ups to developmental

models to prototypes to field tests. But a war was on.

Engineers were obliged to compress models and to gamble on

their feasibility. The political decision to launch Project

Manhattan was based on scientific experimentation but the

technology remained uncertain. The cost for simultaneous

pursuit of several engineering alternatives eventuated one of

the most expensive undertakings in American wartime history.

But polioy makers were willing to pay the price.

Robert W. Prehoda, in his book Designing the Future, takes

the Hahn-Strausmann scientific confirmation point as a point

of departure for analogous points of confirmation in other

fields of science. Mr Prehoda believes that such confirmation

points constitute a useful demarcation for determining when

to proceed with practical applications. But the difficulty,

as Mr Prehoda acknowledged, is to recognise when the Hahn-

Straussmann confirmation point has, in fact, been reached. (6)

(5) Richard G. Hewlitt and Oscar E. Anderson, A History of
the U. s. Atomic Energy Commission, vol. I, (Pennsylvaniai
University Park, 1962) chapter I.

(6) Robert Prehoda, "The Growing Role of Technological
Forecasting", The Futurist, June 1967, pp. 1-3.
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It Is considerably more difficult to confirm m break-

through, even experimentally, when there is no accompanying

theoretical development or, alternatively, an absence of

evidence which eliminates the need for proof altogether.

Policymakers faced both difficulties in the case of rain-

making.

Unconfirmed science and Technology

Nor is rslmaaking the only instance in politics of a

scientific breakthrough difficult to confirm. The current

situation in sub-atomic physios (following project Manhattan)

has been described ©s "sophisticated chaos". In the opinion

of Professor Michael J. Horavsoik of the University of Cali¬

fornia Lawrence Madiation Laboratory!

The majority of the people in the field do not
believe we have reached a basic understanding
of particle physics or that we necessarily ©re
moving in the right direction. (?)

Professor H. J. Lipkln of Princeton University de¬

scribed quarks, one of the more widely held physical theories,

as a "broom and rug model, in which one uses a broom to sweep

all aspects of the problem which one does not understand under

a rug", {8)

(?) Michael J. Moravsoik, "Rochester Conference on High
Energy Physios", Physics Today, vol. 22, January 1969,
p. 129.

(8) h, J. Lipkln, "Fifth coral Gable® Conference on Symmetry
Principles of High Energy" in Proceedings of Conference.
J. Perl®utter (ed.) (Mew Xork* 1 enjaaln press, 19&6)
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At the same conference, Professor Y. Ne'eman of Tel

Aviv University added that...

Whether this physical theory (quarks) was adopted
would depend on the extent to which the model can
he taken seriously, i. e, matohed with scattering
theory and the rest of particle physics, (9)

Physicist Victor Welsskopf went further stressing the dangers

that accompany additional efforts -

Sub-atomics may not necessarily lead to third
fundamental spectroscopy but only ireflnements
of nuclear level. The insistence to impute
sub-nuclear qualtles to nuclear particles could
confound understanding of the structure of matter,
subverting its declared profound search. (10)

The search for a viable ordering principle to explain struc¬

tural fundamentals of matter has gone on for over twenty five

years. Aside from the prestige of participating in the inter¬

national sub-atomic competition, national policymakers have

gained little more than the promise that "someday a break¬

through might occur." A student of science-policy might query

whether this is a fair argument for scientists to present
year after year or even a sound one on which to base national

programmes, especially costly ones. This query, as we shall

see, is relevant to the twelve year endeavour to shape a public

policy for artificial rainmaklng, (J')

(9) Yuval Ne'eman, Ibid., ("Implications of the Spin 2
Multiplet," p.

(10) Victor P. Weiskopf, "Three Steps in the Structure of
Matter," Physios Today, vol. 23, August 1970

(11) See D. S. Greenberg, The Politics of American Science
Middlesex, U. K.: Penguin Books, 1969 for commentary
on scientific cpmpetltlon and national prestige.
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Another Instance where American policymakers invested

huge sums hoping for a significant breakthrough was the study

of heart-diet relationships. In ?une 1957# the U. S. govern¬

ment appointed a panel of heart experts to determine whether

a lowered intake of fats in the diet could reduce the inci¬

dence df heart attacks. Scheduled for a minimum of five

years, involving up to 70,000 Americans and costing more than

$50 million dollars, the heart-diet study was characterised

as the largest medical experiment in history.

Its magnitude notwithstanding, many scientists con¬

cluded, even after the study, that the realtionship between

heart thrombosis and fatty foods still remained unclear.

One could not yet say that a reduction of fatty foods in the

diet would "safely and significantly lower the blood level of
T ^

cholest^ol." Although the suspicion persisted that oholestrol
eould be a critical factor in causing arterial diseases, the

underlying mechanism was insufficiently understood. Thus,

after years of intensive and expensive study, medical re¬

searchers, like some of their colleagues in sub-atomic physics,

felt no closer to a breakthrough than formerly. (12)

Meteorology, physics and medicine are not the only

fields of science and technology confronting policymakers

with persisting ambiguity. Biology has also experienced its

share of uncertainty, notably in the long standing question

(12) Barry Wilson, "Sugar- New Heart Disease Suspect,"
Jerusalem Post, (Jerusalemylsrael) January 29, 19?2
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on whether environment or heredity explained alleged differences

in intelligence between racial groups.

Two prominent scientists advocated a view held by few

biologists but nonetheless succeeded in having their views

printed in the U. S. Congressional Record. William Shookley,

a Nobel Laurate in physios, and Arthur Jensen, professor of

psychology at Berkeley, insisted that there was "sufficient

snifentlfio evidence to establish that the average distribution

of hereditary genetic potential for intelligence is lower

among blacks than among whites." (13) Dr. Shockley argued

further that "concentration upon environmental factors cannot

solve the important problems of man's future. Adequate

solutions to poverty, crime, illiteracy and national security

problems demand facing up to hereditary problems." (14)

In its review of the hereditary versus environmentalist contro¬

versy, the U. S. National Academy of Sciences concluded that

"none of the current (research) methods can produce unambiguous

results." (15)

Challenge to Policymakers

These cases of large-scale and persisting ambiguity

challenge policymakers not only on scientific grounds but on

practloal ones e*g. large expenditures, as well* Generally

tied to national security, research and development funding

(13) Congressional Record (Washington, D.C.t Government
Printing Office, November 5» 19&9) p. E 8849

(14) Ibid., p. E 9398 (15) Ibid
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in the U. S. (as in other countries) mushroomed during World

Wars I and II, exceeding two billion dollars in the latter war

alone and reaching its zenith during the Cold War. (16)

Sub-atomic physios has been one of the lairgest expen¬

diture items in many countries, generally outstripping all

other items in the soiaace and technology budget. The United

States, United Kingdom and the Soviet Union experienced ago¬

nising debates on how big atomic ©coelarators have to be

before the results hoped for by sub-atomic scientists can be

realised. (17) The huge costs of accelerators testify to the

real need for deliberate consideration by policymakers of

such scientific arguments as "someday...,"

Nor can many governments afford to expend five million

dollars on a single project as with the heart-diet study with¬

out greater assurance that they will achieve more precise

scientific dividends. Governments can ill afford to travel

long, involved and expensive paths of scientific or technolo¬

gical investigations only to meet further ambiguity as exem¬

plified by the final conclusion of the National Academy of

Soiences on "the environment versus heredity controversy.

(16) For an historical account of U. S. spending on research
and development from WOHLD WAH II up to the present,
see the Annual neports of the National science Foundation
(Washington, P. C.s Government Printing Office)

(17) Cf•, Michael Gibbonafs, "The CSHN 300 GeV Accelerators
a Case Study in the Application of the Weinberg Criteria,"
Minerva, vili, April, 1970, pp.180-191
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The enduring lesson to be drawn from such cases is that

quantity of effort does not necessarily ensure a higher quality

of understanding. To the extent that governments support

science and technology, they may be described as having entered

the domain of public policy, but Just that. Unless soience and

technology receive special handling by policymakers, they could

Justifiably be regarded as a routine aspect of politics and

not as sui generis.

Science and Technology overwhelmed by Politics

Some students of science-policy as well as science-

policy administrators maintain that science and technology

have not reoeived the separate consideration they warrant
from policymakers and that, conversely, they have been treated

as political maidservants, with their entrance and survival

completely dependent on political whim*

When science becomes an instrument of public
policy, it becomes a soldier of fortune,
dependent on a web of circumstances, (18)

The above statement by a senior offioial of the Bureau of the

Budget was echoed by another student of science-policy who

emphasised the predominance of political over scientific concernsj

To the extent that chemistry research helped
achieve utilitarian objectives, such as insect
control or the development of nuclear fuels,
it was relatively well supported, not for the
sake of chemistry but for the purpose of getting
the Job done. (19)

(18) William D. Carey, "The Support of Scientific fiesearoh,"
in Polltlos of American Science. J. L. Penlck, Jr. (ed.)
(Chicagoj Hand, Mc lially & Co., 1965) P. 189

(%9) Greenberg, op. olt.. p. 200
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The exclusive concern with polities and its tacit

assumption of science and technology may be said to reflect

a certain self-confidence on the part of policymakers to deal

with all sorts of subjects. Many soience-polioy authors and

administrators do not subsoribe to the reasons for Congres¬

sional self-confidence.

Absence of National Solenoe-Polloy

Students of science-policy in two leading countries

fault policymakers for failing to cooperate with scientists

in devising a national policy for science and teonnology.

Norman J. Vig, student of British sconce-policy maintains -
There is no coherent articulated •national sclsnce
policy in Britain (or perhaps any other country)
but a multitude of separate and often competing
Policies.... Basically. Britain developed her
government science establishment in bits and
pieces in response to particular demands, never
attempting a coordinated structure. The prin¬
ciples of government administration have not changed
fundamentally after World War IX, when the expansion
of science policy began in earnest. (20)

American political Scientist Dr. Wallace Sayre outlined what

he thought a proper national science-policy should look liket

It may be assumed then that an American science
policy is something aspired to but not yet achieved
by the scientists! a unified, comprehensive,
coherent, rational statement of goals and methods
for science in the United States, accepted by and
binding upon all the participants in the policy
process, and including agreement upon the rules
by which the policy may be changed.

(20) Norman J, Vig, Science and Technology in British Polltlos
(United Kingdom! Pergamon Press', i960) p. ^
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If suoh a body of public policy existed,
accepted by the scientists and legitimized
by the President and Congress in a statute,
thus attesting the consent of the nation,
then an American soianoe polioy in the
fullest implications of that phrase would
have been established, (21)

The second international ministerial discussion of science-

policy convened by the Organisation for Economic Cooperation

and Development in Paris articulated some of the reasons why

a national science-policy was "something aspired to but not
ii

yet achieved -

Even a simple listing of problems of national
science policy suffices to remind those
responsible for it that this branch of public
policy is new and in a primitive state of
development. Even in countries with the most
articulated mechanisms, greater experience and
theoretioal understanding are needed before a
moee systematic approach can replace the often
Ingenious but essentially empirical procedures
and solutions that have been the rule to date. (22)

Gaps in Sclence-frollcy Literature

This point of view is shared by many writers on science-

policy. Professor Brewster Denny, director of the School for

Public Affairs at the University of Washington, entitled his

review of three books dealing with science and politics: Science

and Public Policy- a Literature in Search of a Field."

(21) Wallace S. Sayre, "American Science Policy" in Scientists
and National Policymaking, Robert Gilpin and Christopher
Wright (editors) (New York: Columbia U. Press, 196^) p. 102

(22) Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development,
Government and Allocation of Resources to Science,
(Paris, France: o.ifc.c.D., 1966) pp. 14 and 24



Particularly lacking in the growing literature
is any substantial body of analysis of the
field itself which gives it the kind of shape
and direction in which priorities for study
and action can be identified. (23)

Avery Leiserson, professor of political science at Vanderbllt

University added -

Each of these terms or phrases (in science-policy)
refers to a problematic aspect of science policy;
none of them provides a reliable conceptual map
of the field. (24)

In a summary view, Robert Gilpin, political science professor

at Princeton University, concluded that the works following

Don K. Price*s pioneering study of 1954 (25) "still leave

the field of enquiry largely unexplored." (26)

Objectives of Thesis

As a case study in scienoe-pollcy, this thesis will

focus on one category of science-politics interaction. Instead

of taking on the wider and more amorphous field called science-

policy.

(23) Brewster C. Denny, "Science and Public Policy; a
Literature in Search of a Field," Public Administration
Review, xxv, September 1965, pp. 239-2^
The three books he reviewed are: O.E.C.D., Ministers
j/alk about Science (Paris: O.E.C.D., 1965)l Don K, Price,
The Scientific Estate (Cambridge, Mass., Belknap Press,
1965); Amltai Etzionl, The Moondoggle (Toronto: Double-
day, 1964)

(24) Avery Lelserson, "Scientists and the Policy Process,"
American Political Science Review, lix, June 1965.
pp. 4o6-4l6

(25) Don K. Price, Government and Science: their Dynamic
Relation in American Democracy (New York: New Xork
University Press, 1954)

(26) Gilpin and Wright, op. olt.. p.2
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The focus will enable us to see how solentlflc ambiguity Is

managed by policymakers, whether the mechanisms they provide

for its assessment are sufficently sensitive, and, equally,"""

whether the policymakers are appropriately sensitive to

the evaluations that emerge.

The number of case studies in soienoe-policy is few;

the number dealing with unconfirmed cases of science and

technology virtually nil. The bulk of writings have focused

on defence, atomics and outer space. In most cases, the stress

has been on politics, with science and technology receiving

secondary treatment. There have been some works on the influ¬

ence of scientists on politics but even more on general

philosophising by formerly active governmental scientists -

For every book or article dealing with the broad
field of scjjihce and public policy written by a
political scientist, there seems to be, on casual
observation, at least ten written by physicists.
One derives small comfort from the fact that ten
articles on physics are not written by political
scientists to every one by a physicist, (27)

Another large feature of the science-policy literature

is the number written by "one timers," Upon completing the

one book, article or monograph, the author(whether scientist,

sociologist, economist or political soientist) usually returned

to his original interests, never to be heard from again. (28)

By far the majority of soience-policy studies have been

quantitative accounts of amounts spent. The National Science

Foundation, along with other governmental agencies, issues

(27) Denny, op. olt., p. 2k0

(28) See Solenoe, Technology and Public Policy. Lynton K.
Caldwell (ed,)(Bloomington, Indianat Indiana Univ., 19&9)
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annual, semi-annual and monthly reports in addition to specia¬

lised surveys graphing the funds expended on research and de¬

velopment by the Federal and state governments, universities

and industry. Much the same sort of documents has been pub¬

lished by the O.E.C.D. for its member states.

To counter-balanee these trends, this thesis will probe

behind one case, keeping in mind a basic scientific factor*

"was the field of artificial rainmaklng ready for political

exploitation?" and its corollary,"were the policymakers

sensitive to the scientific considerations that developed?"

The reasons for delimiting this study to a twelve year

period are seversli

1) the year 19**6 represented the beginning
of serious governmental participation in cloud
seeding and 1958 the beginning of serious
policy formulation,

2) twelve years seemed reasonably sufficient to
acquire a perspective on the events that led to
the decision of 1958.

3) most of the important dramatis personae had
already appeared on the scene and most of the
significant findings, both pro and con, had been
expressed by 1958.

k) since this study is not designed to provide a
comprehensive or detailed coverage of human efforts
at rainmaking, twelve years seemed adequate for
achieving the primary objective of revealing the
nature of the confrontation that took place between
scientific assessments and political will.

Tha- initial chapter will outline attempts at rainmaklng

before 19*1-6, providing some idea of their seriousness and the

quality of their reception by previous generations of

scientists and policymakers.
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In the narrative, the reader should gain some idea of

/ the interplay amongst policymakers, mechanisms, motivations

and environment as the debate on ralnmaking gathered force.

The final chapter will draw these elements together, analysing

the type of mechanisms employed to evaluate rainmaklng, deter¬

mining to what extent they were effective, assessing the

motivations that impelled the policymakers to exploit rain-

making in the first instance, and their reasons for continued

interest even after ralnmaking evidenced difficulty of proof,

and finally, to appraise the influence of environmental cir¬

cumstances on the final outoome.

What this thesis cannot do is to set out a conceptual

map for science-policy. The hope is that by focusing on one

category of soienoe-policy interaction, others might be

encouraged to compare this study with analogous cases and

begin demarcating the outlines of a conceptual understanding

of what Professor Denny described as w.,.a Literature in Search

of a Field." (29)

(29) For extended discussion on other categories of science-
policy interaction, see Alvin M. Weinberg, Reflections
on Big Science (Cambridge, Mass., M.I.T, Press, 19&?)
especially pp. 71-72
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Chapter 1-

TKE SHAPING OF A PUBLIC rOLICI IN

ARTIFICTAL RAINMAKING; 1948 - 1958
/
I /

PRELUDE TO 1946

The brief review that follows dealing with the attitude and involvement

of meteorologists (and pseudo-meteorologists) in rainmaking experimentation

(and wizardry) before 1946 will unlikely render any of us rainmakers or

meteorologists* Tliis is not its purpose,, What we hope to discern is the

construction put upon earlier- rainmaking endeavours by those versed in the

vagaries of weather - the meteorologists, both as a background to a better

comprehension of the place of Vincent J. Schaefer's effort in the history

of meteorology, and as a basis for comparing how meteorologists appraised

Schaeferfs work 1: -fore the forum of the U.S. uorernment from 19-46 - 1958,

1. SCIENCE AND ART 0? RAINHAK1NG

Meteorological Voids

As one searcnes the scientific literature for artificial rainfall

experimentation prior to Schaefer-, one finds little evidence that the topic

loomed large as ar area of meteorological research. Except for sporadic

investigations conducted by a few individual, meteorologists, research on

artificial precipitation was not of central concern to the meteorological

profession. Conscious of the relative inchoatsness of the entire science

of meteorology, most research meteorologists were more interested in probing

fundamental questions which would illuminate basic meteorological theory
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rather th*n engage in the riskier proposition of treating or amending its

consequences*

Dr. Henry G. Houghton, Chairman of the Department of Meteorology at

the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, voiced the need for improving

forecasts end even forecasters. In his Presidential Address before the

American Meteorological Society in December, 194&> Houghton declared:

There has been no significant increase in the accuracy
of even short-range forecasting in the past thirty or
forty years. (and that)... Many forecasters, with
little or no formal training, arc able to compote on
equal or better' terms with the products of our best
university training.

To Houghtonj the reason lay in the t!abysmal lack of understanding of

atmospheric processes1'1, concluding that further progress in meteorology

could only be assured by a prior and significant increase in knowledge

concerning the physical behaviour of the atmosphere. (l)

In 1952, a similar judgement on meteorology was rendered, and again by

a prominent scici.tistj, Alan T, Waterman, the first Director of the National
Science Foundation. I In a banquet speech before the American Meteorological

V

Society, Waterman described the immense handicaps besetting the theoretical

advance of meteorology as a science. The most retarding factor, he pointed

out, was the availability wf data in only two dimensions for what was

obviously a three-dimensional problems

Meteorology (ne maintained) is an empirical science
struggling to become established on a firmer theoretical
basis. like all science, the aim has been to find the
fundamental facts and establish the basic principles
from which far-reaching and important conclusions may
be drawn and sound predictions attempted8 Thus far
it has necessarily been handicapped by the complexity
of its subject matter and the extent extrapolation
required. ^

Sir Graham Sutton, former Director General of the British Meteorological



Office (and Dean of the Royal Military College of Science), as recently

as 19ols expressed similar sentiments:

Meteorology is a sciencej weather forecasting is a
profession... the meteorologist tries to trace
sequence of cause and effect. The forecaster uses
the knowledge so gained to predict the course of the
weather. As yet. neither the theoreticians nor the
forecasters have entirely succeeded in their tasks.
The scientist cannot always explain the movements of
the atmosphere and forecasts sometimes mislead.

In sum, Sir Graham concluded, "When compared '-rith advances in other fields.,

progress in the science cf the atmosphere seems painfully slow.v (3}

Operational Metsorology

In addition to its incompletely formed base, meteorology has experienced

a long-standing schism. One school of meteorologists has been concerned with

increasing the base of fundamental knowledge , while another school has been

actively engaged in increasing the range and quality of its applications.

From its earliest stages,, meteorology has experienced a dichotomy between

"fundamentalists" and "practitioners". Thv.se two parallel but unequal
I

groups have characterised the bifurcated development of meteorology up to the

present day. Indeed, since the development of the tele'graph in 1810, which

made possible .apid communication of meteorological data, the brunt of the

meteorological profession has been forecasters, with research meteorologists

decidedly in the minority. (4)

The objective of the operationally-oriented meteorologists has been tc

enhance the quality of weather prediction and forecasting. The problems

confronting even incremental improvement in v. lather prediction, substantially

less demanding than any form of weather modification,including rainmaking,

were held by most meteorologists as abundantly difficult. (5) Under

these circumstances, weather modification vas felt better left to the distant

future.



Limited Experimentation; unlimited variety

It is understandable why few meteorologists hazarded manipulation of a

process like rainmaking when prominent meteorologists, readily, indeed

publicly, acknowledged the shortcomings of the underling meteorological

base6 Bub whilst the total amount of rainmaking experimentation may have

been limited, the variety certainly was not. Innumerable mechanisms.,

gadgets and incantations were employed alternatively and severally to

successively prod, cajole and implore the cl;uds to iclease their rainfalle

Relationship to theory was often incidental. Experimentation frequently

resembled supplication. One heard refrains up to modern times of appeals

to the powers of various and sundry gods to bestow their- bounty earthwards .

The Indians of the arid Southwest regions of North America sought rain through

ritual dances or poured libations into the cowl hold ly an image of the rain

god. Among seme primitive peoples the frog was considered the god of waters,

and beating frogs xjith sticks was supposed to bring rain. Lulu women used
to bury their children in the ground up to their necks and go away and wail

with the idea +hat the heavens would be opened up with pity. (6)
One might well smile at the charming escapades of rainmakers of an

earlier age, out whilst ohe 19th Century brought with it certain ideas to which

a measure of "scientific theory" was ascribed, one might still wonder . Of

the rich variety that prevailed in the 1900!^, three approaches stood out:;

1) fire, 2) concussion or cannonading and 3' modifying polarisation of the

atmosphere.

Fire

Briefly the fire theorists believed that rising air from fires formed1

clouds leading, in turn, when sufficient in number and density, to storms and

rains. James P. Espy, an American meteorologist, advanced this theory in



1839» In his jpinion, tills explained why great fires in history had

always been followed by severs storms. (7). But the proponents of this

theory soon realised that precipitation was not so easily explained, and

more certainly, not so easily arrived at® A variety of factors were held

accountable. fain, they discovered, would not form when the upper air was

too ligh - or moved too rapidly, or where the dewpoint was too low® (8),
Cannons

The "concussion" school held the view thai explosions and. cannonading

caused moisture particles in the air to agglomerate'whilst the smoke

produced precipitation nuclei. Changes in the static charges in the air

then took place accompanied by updrafts. In a book published in 1871,

entitled War and the Weather. Edward Powers cited hOO battles and salutes

which had been followed by rain. (9)« Convinced of .he concussion theory,

Powers proposed an experiment, the reverberations of which we shall hear anon,

estimated to ccri $161,500, employing two special guns for cannonading which

he alleged would definitely produce rain and snow.

Polarisation

The theory of inducing precipitation through changes in polarisation

of the atmosphere boasted :.f fewer adherents than the other two theories, both

of which enjoyed a fair number of supporters ard practitioners. In 1872,

Professor John Trowbridge of the United States demonstrated that flames caul'1

cause a positive charge in the air to change to a zero or negative charge®

Negative charges, he asserted, could be made to induce precipitation since

negative charges always accompanied bad weather® (10)

Subsequent experiments in Australia with electrical discharges from kitbs

were said to have been followed by rain, but these results were deemed,

inconclusive because the rci n that fell covered too extensive an area to be

attributable to the kites alone. More damaging was the theoretical assertion



that most rains occurred without the presence of much electrical charging

or discharging. Writing in the same period as Trowbridge, John. Knox Laughion»

British Meteorologist, warned that:

.«o* in our present ignorance of the cause of storms
generally, (the evidence) is quite insufficient to
compel us to attribute any one particular gale
extending over a wide area to some very limited and
comparatively insignificant disturbance, (pp)

Ard so forth and so on

Prom 1870 on, the polarisation theory, ?ike the others, languished.

Later experiments cast doubt on all three, (12). To fill the vacuum,

the number of rainmaking machines and theories increased in quantity,
i i

complexity and imputed capabilities. But as legends and boasts abounded,

the field of ra. miaking was correspondingly subjected to public scepticism

and essentially relegated to science fiction,

Notwithstanding the admittedly large area of ignorance ana scepticism

surrounding artificial, precipitation, the stringencies of World War 1 encouraged

another corps of aspirant rainmakers to try their luck, Several, still

adhering to the concussion school, fired off a series of volleys designed to

dissipate cumulus clouds but enjoyed no better success than General Dryenforid.

Further interest developed in the dispelling of fogs by placing oil film or-

the surface of nearby bodies of water and by sending electrical charges through

the fog. While none of these efforts succeeded in producing rainfall or in

dispelling much fog, the overall approach was sufficiently intent to prompt

Alexander McAdie, Irofessor of Meteorology at Harvard University, to comment:

We are fallen on strenuous days, for r >w met) seriously
purpose to regulate rainfall and chase away clouds.
Natural"'/ there is some argument and some difference
of opinion. (l^)

Engineering, not science

After World War I, and no notable success, some observers, encouraged



by the development of scientific instruments for measuring upper atmospheric

conditions, including balloons, aircraft, and later, radio sounding devices,

turned to thoughts of engineering rainmaking. Sir Napier Shaw, Head of the

British Meteorological Office, writing in 1921, maintained that;

The control of weather is engineering.«. It is no
more meteorology than the building of the Channel Tunnel
is geology.

To reinforce this thesis, Sir Napier performed some calculations purporting to

show that, in order to produce one millimeter of rain over a square kilometer

would require 1,000,000 horsepower hours. Despite these staggering require-

jinents, Sir Napier concluded;

All suggestions for the human control of weather
oppress one not by any mistaken conception of
physical n-rooer-ses, but by the scale and effect. (15)

xl•0r Russell, President of the Royal Society of Hew South Wales and

government astronomer of Australia, outlined similarly impressive engineer-fig

requirements. Russell calculated that to hc^t. a mass of air of 52,000 square

feat over Sydney, would require 9,000,000 tons of coal a day. (1C)

Weather Bureau Doubts

In the United States, the governmental body concerned primarily with"

meteorological activities placed a rather different construction on the matter.

To the U.S. Weather Bureau, rainmaking was neither within the realm cf engineering

nor yet within the province of densnstrable theory. The chief spokesmen for

this point of view were Drs. Cleveland Abbe ard William J* Humphreys, who,
h

as successive physical, meteorologists for the Weather Bureau for almost a

half century, (1890-1942) were regarded as the chief authorities within the

agency on all aspects of meteorological expel'mentation including rainmaking*
I

Throughout his tenure, Abbe '.followed closely the efforts of would-be rainmakers

both in America and abroad. (!?)• Allowing that the nervous energy of



rainmakers was greatly to "he admired, their methods, Abbe felt, evoked othf

sentiments, To Abbe, rainmaking had clearly been give i a:

full and fair trial, and moreover, at great expense
by men of imperious nature that would brook nc,
denial short of nature's own experimental demonstration
of their errors» f~ia\

\ ° )
r

In this vein, Abbe summarily dismissed even Congressional support of

rainmaking by cannonading in 1892 with the observation that s

..,. rainmaking by explosives was most thoroughly •
tested by the order of Congress at an. expense to
the public of many thousands of dollars, and the
results have been discussed sufficiently, both in
public and private, to show that nothing in the way
of rain and probably nothing in the way of cloud or
mist was produced. (19)

As if to leave no doubt concerning his views, Abbe concluded?

In the spe^iai mutter of the artificial formation
of rain, we neartily endorse the statement that if
it is in any way possible to bring this about, we
must labour to discover it; in fact, we eventually
shall discover the way, if there"be one, but thus
far nothing has been accomplished to justify us in
believing that feasible methods exisf or are likely
to exist.

William J. Humphreys, successor to Abbe, held essentially similar view-

In a book published in 1926, Humphreys assessed all of the known theories •>

rainmaking, harking back even further than the period examined by Abbe, and

appraising the fire, concussion, and electrical charge theories as well as

theories proposing chemicals, imitation mountains, giant air-blower-uppers,

fog catching screens and cloud seeding or dusting. • To Humphreys, most of

these rainmakinj devices were either pseudo-scientific or unreliable. (2l)

In attacking the fire theory, Humphreys observed that in order to

produce any appreciable rain by this method, one would have to set fire to

such a vast extent of ground area that one soon "... burned the barn to get
/ n i I

rid of the rats". (22). As for cannonading, Humphreys advised,



If anyone insists on testing for himself the
efficacy of sound as a precipitant, let him
sometime when in a fog, try to yell it away.
He will find ... all his helloing net. worth a

whoop.

In the- i, Humphreys believed that while:

... one may do as he likes with a siaall bit of
air entrapped in a bell jar ... the free <

atmosphere covering hundreds of square miles and
weighing billions of tons, is hopelessly beyond
human control.

(2d)

In terms reminiscent of the engineering challenges, Humphreys concluded

that to produce one acre-inch of rain would require 115 tons of water (if that

were the cloud seeding agent) and the logistical support of at least six

airplanes all day long. (25) •

In terms reminiscent of former Weather Bureau physical meteorologists,

Cleveland Abbe,&William J. Humphreys, Francis Heichelderfer 5 Chief cf

the V/eather Bu-eau, in an article published in January, 1946 in Natural History,

Artificial (weather) modification v.o.s impossible.,.
The physical processes by which weather is produced
are on so gigantic a scale, and. involve forces and
energy of such inconceivably great magnitude as, in
general, to make it impossible for them to be
appreciably modified or influenced by any of the
activities of man.

2. EARLIER INSTANCES OF MI IMAKING AND EQVERi3CTT

Before we probe further into the nature and extent of the federal

government's interest in artificial raininakn.g, it would seem appropriate ;o

ascertain whether this was, in fact, the first instance of governmental reaction

to man-made ram. Research reveals one notable instance occurring in the United-

States in I89I and another taking place in Holland some forty years later (1930).



Since the recounting of these two stories cou.il prove useful xn contrasting

the current governmental handling of artificial rainmaking, let us examine them

briefly bearing in mind, for the purposes of this study, how they came to

governmental attention and how the respective governments reacted*

TJ. Congress and Cannons - 1992

The official involvement of the U.S. Federal government in the rainmaking

foray of 1892 was the doing- of essentially one person ~ Sen. Charles B, Far rill.

Impressed with E'~ward Power's thesis for inducing precipitation by cannonading

the atmosphere set forth in his book, War and the Weather, (og) Sen, Farwcll
spearheaded a one-man drive within Congress to enact legislation designed tc

test Power's approach.

The manner in which Farwell's bill passed through Congress was, however,

more revealing of the casual manner in which some bills were adopted by Congress

than in demonstrating the extent and quality of Congressional interest in

artificial rainmaking, whether by cannonading or otherwise. As the following

account by Sen. Farwell acknowledges, the chic, virtue of his bill lay in its

anonymity. Farw11's personal standing amongst his colleagues proved more

significant than the alleged merits of shooting cannons at recalcitrant slcios.

Even the Senate Committee on Appropriations laughed
at me about this. When the Appropriations bill came
over from the House, I went around tc my colleagues of
the Senate Committee and said to them *1 want you tc
put $10,000, in there for rain'. They laughed at me
but they put in the $10,000, just as a personal favoiT. (??).

Unfortunate.y for Farwell, the $10,000, favour accorded by his senatori - ,1

colleagues found a less gracious reception in the House of Representatives,

where it was unceremoniously dropped. But senators are not so easily put off.

Faxwell's resourcefulness had ample opportunity for expression in the small

but select conference committee appointed to review the overall appropriations
(?0)



When the bill went back to the House, that $10,000.
was knocked out. 1 was one of the conference
committee to whom the bill was referred. I went

z to the other members and asked them to put in the
rain, appropriations just as an accommodation to me.
The items in the appropriations bill are numbered
bo when the conference committee reported favourably
on No. 17f nobody in the House cared to see what I\To.l7,
a little appropriations anyhow, was, and it passed. (29)«

The unpretentious $10,000, appropriation was then made available to th*

Department of Agriculture for execution. (p0). Given the money and the

mandate by Congress, the Department of Agriculture felt constrained to carry

on. Gen. R.G. Dryenforth (ret.) was appointed special agent for the U.S.

government to f st Power's cannonading thesis, (jl).

Dryenforth completed a series of cannon firings in Texas, preceded by

some preliminary volleys near Washington. Huwireds of pounds of dynamite,

hydrogen-filled balloons, rackarock and other explosives were rapidly consumed

but with little to show in the way of results, Indeed, only one test area

recorded any measurable amount of rain (.47 inches). Whilst some Weather'

Bureau officials at San Antonio allowed that this might have been hastened

by Dryenforth's blasts, another meteorologist rejoindered that the rain was

due to fall anyway. (32). Like many of the subsequent rainmaking experimen

the limited number of volleys fired by Dryenfortn in conformance with Power's

prescription made it difficult to reach any sort of definitive conclusions, as

Dryenforth himse]f said:

The fe* experiments which have been made do not
furnish sufficient data from which to form
definite conclusions or evidence upon which to
uphold or condemn theories of artificial production
of increase of rainfall by concussion.

(33)
August Yeranrt, Rain-Sunshine and. Holland - 1930*8

The Dutch episode in ra.inma.king that occurred in rhe 1930's also centered



about one man. But in contrast to Powers, August Veraart was characterised

as "a somewhat adventurous men, no scientist, and no meteorologist". (34)*

Notwithstanding, Yeraart experimented with artificial, rairaaakirg for ten years,

varying his hana at artificial modifications of clouds, fogs and thunderstorms,

and the even more impressive feat of reversing the process to create sunshine!

In perusing various writings of Yeraart, one finds two different

scientific explanations for his experimentation. On some occasions, he

hypothesized the induction of a sudden refrigeration in clouds by the ir-tro-

sduction of cooling agents which cooled the upper layers of the clouds. In

others, he maintained that one could affect the electrical field surrounding

clouds by introducing foreign agents such as dry ice. (35)« In either vase,

he alleged, the effect was the same - a release of 1 p-Lent heat leading to

an increase in convection and turbulence, and ultimately, precipitation.

Of the two approaches, Yeraart seemed to concentrate on the refrigeration

process, becoming the first on record to undertake large-scale seeding of
/
; i

clouds by dry ice. If this method is ever conclusively proven as capable of

bringing on precipitation, then Yeraart should be hailed "as its true founder

or propagator, and not Vincent J. Schaefer.

Yeraart maintained that the most auspicious conditions for artificial

cloud seeding occurred wnen the cloud tops consisted of supercooled water

droplets (-10° tc 20°C). Supercooled or supersaturated clouds, Yeraart stated,

contained tens of thousands of swirling, undulating ice particles. (36).

The particles, Veraart contended, failed to turn to ice crystals due to unstable

conditions prevailing in the clouds. In this kind of situation, surmised Yeraar

a cooling agent might trigger off a significant chain reaction. (37). To

achieve this reaction, Veraart experimented with a variety of seeding agents

including dry ice, supercooled water ice and other mixtures of carbon dioxide



and ammonium sa Its. ( 38).

In 1930j 7e.raa.rt felt ready to put his theory to the real test. Under

his instruction, several airplane pilots went aloft on several occasions equipped

with dry ice which they proceeded to drop in to the clouds overlying the Ztyder

Zee. Some of the pilots affirmed that they actually saw rain develop from the

seeded clouds. (39)- One said that he saw a rain squall develop under a

cloud gust ten minutes after seeding, while on another occasion, other pil ~>ts

stated that rain had fallen along- a 10 kilometer strip of the Zuyder Zee. But,

these pilots added, they could not prove that the rainfall had, in fact, reached

the ground. (40).

Yeraart was not the man to he put off 1/ equivocal observations. In

a bid for pub? ic acclaim, he invited a, number of reporters, scientists, and

ordinary spectators to watch another series of cloud seeding trials held during

•July, August find October of 1950. (41).. It was on the basis of one of .he

trials in the latter period that Yeraart claimed credit for producing the record

rainfall that -fell over virtually the entire country. For Veras-rt was not only-

convinced of his ability to induce rainfall artificially, but was further

persuaded that artificial induction could be propagated throughout entire

cloud systems. According to Yeraart, precipitation induced in one cloud set¬

off precipitation in neighbouring clouds as the original cloud system moved

on, (42).

Irked by Yeraartfs extravagant claims, and dubious about the scientific

basis of his'explanation, several scientists, both within and outside the

Butch government, voiced their scepticism, A German scientist, Johannes

Grun.ow, added his conviction that it was impossible to produce rain over a

large area especially during times of drought. Uuring drought, the air was
I 1

stable, clouds scarce, and surface air so dry that rain would evaporate before



reaching the ground. Gruuow concluded that M.». when conditions are favourable,

nature takes cars of making it rain". (43). Others, though equally negative,

were less charitable in their more personalized comments of Yeraart.

Undaunted by criticism, Yeraart sought financial support from a variety

of sources. Taking advantage of his brother's position in the Dutch Parliament,

Yeraart successfully prevailed upon the War Ministry to make airplanes available

from time to time. Less successful but no less vehemently, Yeraart also

appealed to rich Dutch Planters in the West Indies assuring them that he could

make rain over Java and Sumatra during the dry monsoon period. Aware of the

importance of ensuring good weather for flying, Yeraart also approached the
f

Royal Dutch Airlines in a bid for financial aid. Nor was this all - Yeraart

visited "physicians, pharmacies, and so on selling his pamphlets and expounding

his formula for rain and sunshine... and improved health". (44).

With our focus on governmental reactions to scientific advances, let us

examine Yeraartfs sallies in the governmental circles more closely. On 9

November, 1931? Yeraart wrote to the Dutch Minister for Education, Arts and

Sciences, in one of. his more extensive bids for financial support. In a

lengthy petition. Veraart outlined all of his rainmaking experiments in some

detail, (45) attempting to shew the soundness of his approach and the certs,5 ity
of results. But to no avail. E. van Everdi^agen, Head, cf the Royal Butch

Meteorological Service (counterpart to the U.S. Weather Bureau) not only rejected

Yeraart's claims but applied to him the extreme label cf "nor- meteorelogis0"

with "cha?lataik thrown in for good measure.

Everdiengen had analysed the rainfall and air flow over Holland on the

day following Vcraart's final demonstration in October 1930, from which he

produced a chart designed to show that Veraart's claims cf artificially producing

a record rainfall over Holland was greatly exaggerated. The prevailing air flow



at that time, Everdiengen stated, was from the West--Nor+hwest and not the

West-Southwest as Veraart had maintained.. Therefore, Everdiengen concluded,

the heavy rainfcll that occurred during the night following Veraart's cloxid

seeding could not have been caused by his seeding since the air masses were

then far to the eastward and inland. (46), Not unexpectedly, Everdicngen

recommended against Veraart!a petition for a governmental subsidy of 1000

Dutch florins, despite its modest proportions. (47;•

It is not easy to evaluate Veraart's *tprk. Qr the one hand, one notes (48

considerable comment of his boastful character end sweeping claims. But as

Professor Sleeker, successor to Everdiengen at the Royal Dutch Meteorological

Service acknowledged, "... from a scientific point of view his behaviour

was irrelevant," adding that in his personal opinion, "Veraart was perhaps

too much critic sed." (49)«

On the other hand, Bleeker also castigated Veraart's untutored knowledge

of rain forming processes, adding that luckily for him, he experimented cu

days when rain would have fallen anyway. (50)- In a final hurst of criticism,
«*

the sort against which he had himself inveighed, Bleeker, after reviewing a

report Veraart had submitted to KLM, dismissed the whole affair as a bunch

of physical nonsense.

Veraart's efforts were later examined bp the U.S. Weather Bureau. After
v-

Schaefer's rainmaking trials in late 1946, the Weather Bureau initiated its own

project to investigate artificial precipitation and included an evaluation

of Veraart's work. Acknowledging that Veraart's efforts could be regarded as

the first (n.b. not Schaefer), rational rain'--iking experiments, it felt

obliged to describe his knowledge of classical meteorology as not too thorough,

and his work and ideas as seriously compromised by the highly publicised an.l

sweeping claims he made. These claims, they concluded, were not justified



in view of the "very few controlled experiments he performed"» (51)«

3. MODERN-DAY RAINMAKIWG

Bergaron-rinaeisen Postulates and Predictions

As the Weather Bureau spokesmen were underscoring the deficiencies in

rainmaking by cloud seeding, others were working on extending new postulates

in meteorological theory in an attempt to explain how precipitation occurred nat

In 1935} Tor Bergeron, a Finnish- meteorologist, set forth his ice crystal

theory. Bergeron postulated that precipitation took place in clouds comprised

entirely of supercooled droplets at a temperature below about -10°C subsequent

to the appearance of ice crystals. In Bergeron's opinion, ice crystals

arose from the freezing of supercooled droplets infected by a freezing

nucleus (or less likely, by sublimation of water vapour onto special

nuclei). (52).

Walter Pindeisen, a German meteorologist, believed that ice crystals

developed only by the sublimation of vapour cu to sublimation nuclei. These

hypotheses constituted the basis of what ha° subsequently been referred tc

as the Bergeron-Findeisen theory. *

According tc this theory, once set into motion, ice crystals grow at

the expense of the surrounding watervapour in the clouds by the process of

sublimation until they became large enough to overcome the updraft or seri'3

of updrafts around the cloud, depending on wind conditions. The updrafts

are vital in causing the ice crystals tc move up and down, in tne cloud and

thus grow by accretion. Once the crystals hove grown large enough to fall

through the cloud, further growth comes mainly from sweeping up cloud droplets.

When the crystals are large enough and sufficiently abundant so they can

overcome the updrafts, they will finally fall as snow or rain, depending on



how cold the intervening atmosphere is.

In a paper published shortly before World War II, Findeisen confidently

predicted thats

Amazingly small quantities of sublimation nuclei can
markedly influence huge weather processes... This proves
that, in time, human science will be able to control the
course of weather by technical means... It can be boldly
stated that, at comparatively slight expense, it will,
in time, be possible to bring about rain artificially,
obviate the danger of icing, and prevent the formation
ox hailstorms. As a result.of the accompanying energy
transformations, it should also be possible to influence,
within limits, other phenomena (e.g. temperature, wind,)
which can probably never be appreciably changed by
direct technical means.

v O)

In time, the Bergeron-Findeisen theory gained increasing currency as a

plausible explanation of how precipitation actually occurred in the atmosphere.

This plausibility, plus Findeisen's style of writing, induced a number of

meteorologists and ethers to try their hand at finding- a substitute for

nature's nuclei.

Among those who set about to locate artificial sublimation nuclei, and

thus influence precipitation processes by direct technical means, were

Vincent J. Schaefer and Irving P. Langmuir of the General Electric Research

Laboratory.

Langmuir and Schaefer Search for Special huelei

Schaefer'p interest in ice-crystals developed initially from his association

with Irving P. Langmuir, a fijobel prize winner in chemistry, for whom he worked

at General Electric as laboratory assistant. Soon after his arrival at C-E

in 1935> Schaefer became entranced by the fascinatingly diverse shapes ox ice-

crystals. After several trials, Schaefer, a self'-educated chemical engineer"

from Pittsburgh, perfected a method of producing synthetic replicates of ice

crystals so that one could examine their struc' ire more closely.



Following this work, Shaefer and Langmuir thought about the Bergeron-

Findexssn theory and the prospects for actually locating artificial ice nuclei

Like Findeisen, they thought the absence of sufficient quantities of such

nuclei in the atmosphere accounted for the failure of supercooled clouds to

precipitate., The key was to ascertain whether the stock of nuclei in clouds

could he increased via some artificial agent capable in turn, of triggering -

the cloud system to the critical, point of precipitation. (54)«

Wartime Diversions and Supercooled Cloudc

But as World War II broke out, Schaefer and Langmuir had to divert their

interest in ice-forming nuclei to ether areas of atmospheric research requests

of them by the War Department. The military services, for their part, were

not greatly impressed with research in artificial rainmaking.

TInJnr a contract with the War Department, Schaefer and Langmuir undertook

a study on how to eliminate or reduce precipitation static in the atmosphere.

Electric disturbances often caused by precipitation static in the atmosphere

had become a major.hazard to military communications, resulting in a s.rious

loss of radio contact between pilots and ground stations. (56)

Under their next wartime contract with the Army Air Force, Langmuir and

Schaefer studied another phase of atmospheric phenomena, how ice formed en

airplanes at high altitudes. (57)• Of the three major weather hazards

impeding the navigation cf aircraft, namely, fog, turbulence, and icing, the

last had proved die most obdurate, (50).

The fortuitous circumstances accompanying Langmuir and Schaefer's

interest in ice crystallisation were illustrated in the occurrence of roost

of their wartime experiments on Mount Washington Observatory in Dew Hampshire,

which happened to be one of the highest and coldest weather observatories in

the U.S. Here one could observe at eye level the natural development of



supercooled clouds, and more importantly, see how frequently they failed to

precipitate. The two were entranced by the continuous succession of

supercooled clouds containing water droplets below freezing temperatures,

many of which, for some unexplained reason, failed to precipitate. After

watching a number of these unprecipitatod clouds at close range, Langimiir and

Schaefer resolved that at the war's end, they would endeavour to study

supercooled clouds to locate the nuclei which Findeiseu claimed served as

triggering agent for converting water vapour into ice crystals, preparatory

to precipitation. (59)

This theory had. been reinforced in the course of their wartime studies

on precipitation static and ice formation at high altitudes. But before

any meaningful progress could be made in these areas, Langrauir and Schaefer

felt that further research was required on more fundamental aspects of

atmospheric precipitation, especially the need for pinpointing the role of

ice-forming nuclei. j (60)
I

I

Ice Box, Dry Ice and Eureka!

Determined to find the agent responsible for ice crystallization, Schaefe

took the initiative toward thevar's end to set up apparatus within his own

laboratory at GE, hoping to produce artificially supercooled water.(61

The key ingredient was an ordinary, second-hand, home food freezer which he

fitted out with a lining of black velvet cloth and a beam of flashlight, the

contrast of which was designed to show up whatever crystallization effects

might be produced within the box. Schaeferexperimental approach, equal y

simple, consisted of breaching into the box vHereupon the moisture from his

breath would condense into supercooled water ^ due to the low temperature

in the box.

Proceeding on a trial and error basis, Schaefer "dusted" the water



in the freezer with a vide variety of substances selected at random including

dust from the laboratory as well as "carbon, graphite, oil, sulphur, magnesium

oxide, volcanic dust, talc, silicates, silica, diatomaoeous earth and many

others „,," (62). Despite the variety employed and. a great deal of

persistence, Schaefer was unable to cajole the supercooled water to

precipitate into ice crystals0

One hot day in July, upon discovering that the temperature of the freerer

was not low enough to continue his experimentation, Schaefer dropped a large

piece of dry ice into the freezer to lower the temperature, (63). , "In an

instant" Schaefer reported, "the air was full of crystals". (64).

Thus, by sheer inadvertence Schaefer had hit upon a method for charging

supercooled waver vanoy* into crystals. The dry ice conversion of vapcur into

ice crystals took plane because the low temperature of dry ice cooled the ambient

air and the supercooled droplets below temperature (-40°C) at which homogeneous

nucleation takes place, Schaefer immediately proceeded to test the validity

of his accidental discovery. In follow-up probes with the freezer, he

observed that even a tiny grain of dry ice would transform the supercooled

water vapour into a multitude of crystals, thus confirming his original A

observation of the critical importance ofyihe low temperature.

To confirm this hypothesis further, Scha? fer placed a variety of

pxecooled devices in the freezer, including a common sewing nepdle dipped

in liquid hydrogen, the temperature of which was also far hebw freezing. He
ki

soon found that this and any other sufficiently cold substance had the same

effect on the supercooled water vapour as dry ice. The critical temperature

at which supercooled water droplets changed into ice crystals, Schaefer concluded,

was around «39°C. In his opinion, any catalytic agent at a tempera.ture 01 ~39°S
I

or below was capable of causing the transformation of water droplets into ice

crystals, (63)-
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Vonnegnt, Silver Iodide and Periodic Table

• Whilst Schaefer was mulling over Ms process for producing ice

crystals based on a sudden, or- spontaneous chilling, a colleague at GE
/ ,

[ .

Research Laboratory, Bernard Vonnegut, who shared Sch&efer's interest

in artificial precipitation, pursued an alternative avenue of research which

was more closely aligned with the Bergeron-Findeisen theory's emphasis

on special nuclei. Vaimegut searched for another chemical particle

similar in crystalline structure to natural ice which might serve as

artificial nuclei, encouraging precipitation by "tricking" the clouds

into believing real nuclei were there. (66). By duplicating the

nuclei themselves rather than simply lowering the temperature level, (to

spontaneous chilling) as Schaefer had done, Vonnegut hoped to induce ice

crystallisation over a wider range of atmospheric conditions including

temperatures above - 39°C.
In contrast to Schaefer's random seedings, Yonnegut's approach was quite

straightforward. To determine which, elements were closest in stx-ucture to

natural ice crystals, he simply consulted the list of substances listed

in the classical chemical table. In this primer, and freely available to,,all,

Vonnegut noted that the closest ones to ice crystals were silver iodide and

lead iodide. Trying both materials separately- Vonnegul dusted the supercooled

watervc/pcijuf in Schaefer's freezer. After an initial false start, he succeeded
<)U<jjhXA

in converting the water vapour into ice crystals with silver iodide. In

Vonnegut's opinion, silver iodide acted as the triggering agent for the

formation of ice crystals "because it very closely resembled ice in crystal

structure and in effect tricked the water vapour into behoving as if ice crystals
U . \

were present. (o7j In short order, silver iodide became competitive with dry

ice for cloud seeding, especially when it was found that silver iodide crystals



could "be released with the air from ground generators disposing on. the

dependence on airplanes. Later, seeding was attempted using water droplets.

Dr. Irving Langmuir was its chief proponent. Water had the advantage of

acting on warn clouds, i.e. above supercooled temperatures; a phenomenon

common in the tropics where dry ice and silver iodide were considered less

effective.

Cloud Seeded: Dissipation and Sr-cwfall

Meanwhile, Schaefer became anxious to tost his laboratory discovery

further by depositing or "seeding" dry ice directly on clouds in the sky.

Distressed by a long-drawn-out period of virtually cloudless days, Schaefer

finally spotted an extensive system of clouds on November 13, 1946. Losing

no time,' he contacted a civilian pilot and the two went aloft that very day

determined to test the impact of dry ice under actual cloud conditions

directly in the atmosphere.

Upon locating a four-mile supercooled strato cumulus cloud, Sehasfer

proceeded to drop three pounds of dry ice directly into its midst. Turning

around, Schaefer and the pilot looked back end saw "... long streamers of

snow failing- from the base of the cloud through which we had ,just passed". (6S)
Another three pounds of dry ice were then turned loose in a different portion

of the cloud with the result that the cloud began drying: up rapidly. Schaefer

enthusiastically reported. ' •

The rapidity with which the CO^ (dry ice) dispensed from
the window .of the airplane) se'emed to affect the cloud
was amazing.. It seemed as though it almost exploded,
the effect was widespread and rapid. {69)

living Langmuir, who had been observing Scliaefer's cloud seeding operations

from the ground d5 miles away, later wrote that "In less than two minutes after

Schaefer had started his ran, long draperies of snow had appeared from the



vicinity of the seeded cloud11 c (70),
On 22 and 29 November, Schaefer carried out two more cloud seeding

operations* Whilst the first was reported as causing some precipitation

lasting a few minutes, the second apparently resulted in cloud dissipation

rather than cloud precipitation* Schaefer explained that he had "sown.15

too much dry ice into the clouds, thereby transforming them from water in^o

ice clouds* (7l)»

Clouds Seeded^ Dissipation and Rainfall
On 20 December, 194&, Schaefer conducted what proved to be his most

spectacularly acclaimed cloud seeding operation* Taking twenty-five pounds

of solid dry ice (COo) and two pounds of liquid City, he dropped them from

the plane into the base of a supercooled stratus cloud at a height of 7CCC

to 8500 feet. The pilot later reported th-t all along the line of seeding,

snow was clear j visible. Two hours after seeding, it started snowing with,

a 100 mile rah-'us, eventuating in the heaviest snowfall of the winter for

the Northeastern ujs. (72). From the wid -spread publicity that followed

this snowstorm, Vincent J. Schaefer and artificial rainmaking became a topic

of national anu even international discussion among farmers, ranchers, and

members of government.

But the era cf personalised dabbling in artificial rainmaking was soon,

to come to an end* Schaefer'a experiments with iso-forming nuclei required

little funds since the equipment and techniques employed in the laboratory

were both simple and inexpensive. Further, Schaefer, typical of many moden

day researchers, experimented after office hours, so to speak. For those

reasons, the question of financial support d.cd not, at that point, emerge

<3 a factor of any consequence. Equally, Vcnnegut's equipment needs wore

modest, requiring little financing* Also, like Schaefer, Vonnegut's



research was conducted on his own initiative and essentially outside his

official duties at GE- But to continue experimenting, more extensive

tests and funds would be required. Schaefer and Vonnegut became anxious

to conduct further experiments, especially in the skies. Such ambitious

would r jcessitate a continuous supply of planes, pilots, measuring,

recording and other equipment. So off they went to their superiors at

General Electric who, in turn, went hat in hand to the federal government

And thi-o poiitisation of rainmaking began.
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Chapter II.

PUBLICITY CATALYZES POLITICAL INTERESTS

On 20 February. 1947, the U.S. Army Signal Corps and the Office of

Naval Research, concluded mi agreement with Schaefer's employer, General

Electric, for a "research, study of cloud particles and cloud modification"..

On 18 March, 1948 Rep. Sid Simpson (D-IIL) presented a bill calling for "the

Chief of the weather Bureau to conduct experiments in methods of controlling
I "S

rainfall" which was subsequently given a hearing before a Congressional

subcommittee. Why did the federal government in both its executive and

legislative branches manifest an interest in artificial rainmaking?

1• CATALYTIC PUBLICITY

An important element in bringing Vincent -T, Schaefer's artificial rainmaki

activity across the threshold of politico was publicity - lots of it and
v

sensationalist-oriented. Newspapers, magazines and periodicals throughout

the country hailed Sohaefer as the "wizard of the shies" who could, with a tew

pounds of dry ice, cause clouds to produce snrr. or rain. Headlines in over

100 publications ranging froa Science Digest. American Magazine, Science

Newsletter, Readers Digest. Science Illustrated, Populsr Science. and Business

Week boasted "Men Can Change the Weather", "How Will You Have Your* Weather?",

"Weather Control Predicted", "Man Hakes Snow". "War-Against Hail" and "Rain

By Contract". 'n editorial in the New York Times asserted that while earlier

theories for producing rain by cannonading and sanding the atmosphere were

rightfully subjected to ridicule, "it was now nroven that clouds could be
j

made to precipitate". (2) 1



Schaefer and Langmuir Notvri thstending

The scale and dramatics of the publicity over the December snowstorm

ground out by the mass media was oftentimes greatly in excess of any claims

made by the originators. Schacfer and Langnuir, on several occasions, tried

to point out the tentativeness of the cloud seeding trials and of.the limiting-

preconditions that were necessary in nature (such as clouds of the right kir.d

and amount) before seeding could take effect. But for media designed for

the masses, conditions and limitations do not make good headlines. J'c is

not surprising that the statements of Langmuir given greatest currency were

his optimistic ones.

"Every cry'tal is the nucleus of a snovrflake", Langwuir explained.

...one such pellet (dry ice) would suffice to produce ten tons of snow...
For a quarter at your corner drugstore you can buy the makings of a
jim-dandy snowstorm." (?)

Nobel prise winner in surface chemistry and mentor of Schaefer, Langmuir's

statements were reported avidly, especially when Langmuir prognosticated the

prevention of thunderstorms by seeding cloud-tops and of cutting wide holes in

clouds for greater visibility, both of which had significant military and civilian

appeal. (4) In an even more optimistic vein, Langmuir anticipated that

"... under favourable circumstances, the effects produced by seeding may become

self propagating," (5) meaning that a single ' eeding could affect successive

numbers of clouds. Even though Langmuir readily admitted that no one had yet
. (6)

uncovered any evidence of being able to producv. a self-propagating effect, ' he

quickly added, we are looking for it." (?) In fine, the impression he created,

end the one most -widely publicised, was that of great promise cum expectation.

In contrast Vincent J. Schaefer adopted 3. relatively more restrained pose
! 1

and, indeed, warned of the danger of over-reaction. He observed,



Unfortunately, as often happens when scientific studies have a
popular appeal5 exaggerated claims, fantastic complications, and
unsound experimental activities accumulate in rapid succession to
confuse the true picture, (s)

Time and again Rchaefer underscored the hazards and complexities attending

could seeding. Before a joint meeting of the American Geophysical Union and

the American Meteorological Society, Schaefer admonished,

Science is only beginning to scr.at.ch the surface of this question
and experiments in it should be carefully controlled ,e. Unqualified
persons can produce disastrous results. (3)

Notwithstanding his admoritions and stress on a disciplined approach,

Schaefer was still hailed as the "man who could make rain". In the numerous

articles on rainmaking, Vincent J. Schaefer, self-made and self-taught, was
(10)

invariably depicted as the "chief rainmaker". On occasion, Schacfor's own

statements formrd grist for popularisation. After acknowledging that natural

weather processes generally produced precipitation, given suitable cloud
(ill

systems without •'•he necessary addition of any artificial stimulant, * Schaefer
1

went on to claim that] artificial agents such as dry ice could trigger "considorabl
showers from a towering cumulus before the precipitation cycle developed by

"
/ \

natural processes. (12; "Considerable" was a term that Schaefer had generally

avoided. Similarly, Schaefer on one occasion implied a connection between his

seeding and the famous December snowstorm by averring that he could have "started

the anowstorjn two to four hours earlier". (13) Schaefer again singled out the

December 20 seeding from oiaong the various cloud seeding trials he had conducted

during 1946 and 1947 as the one that produced "extensive snow"' despite his

general disavowal of responsibility for the snowstorm on previous occasions. (l4)
Besides claiming the ability to cause precipitation of a considerable amount

and earlier than would have occurred naturally, Schaefer at times spoke of

targeting the seeding of clouds, i.e. causing snow or rain to fall at a specific
(l5)

location, an even more demanding feat.



Negative-Positive General Electric

General Electric displayed a similar ambivalence. At times they supported

Schaefer's disclaimer of responsibility for the snowstorm acknowledging instead

that f ie "coincidence of the two events did cause some independent speculation

over the possibility of cause and effect,"( 16) C. Lester Walker, writing in

Earners Magazine, added,

The refusal (by Schaefer) of credit was sincere, but the press, far
and wide, by indirection, juxtaposition, or mere 'interesting'
speculation inevitably 1 inked Schaefer's snow making with the storm." (17")
GE had good reason for emphasizing non-responsibility for the snowstorm.

For a number of commercial and amateur rainmakers who followed Schaefer's

example (thanks to the widespread publicity) were subsequently sued for causing

rain to fall at inopportune times. (l8) A nvourite target. General. Electric

was sued by resort owners and farmers in the Fiddle Atlantic region, alleging

that the "GF-manufactured snowstorm" had caused widespread havoc to their crops,

fields and tourist business. Disturbed by the spectre of expensive litigation,

GS officials alternatively wished that the mass media should just go away and

most particularly, the legal liability involved. (19) Meanwhile, GS told

Schaefer to conduct "no further seeding flights ... until such sponsorship was

provided." (20)
But whilst GE regarded rainmaking as somewhat remote from their traditional

interests and were especially sensitive to the attendant legal risks, they were

impressed with some of the positive aspects of the publicity, With the t.t: .ught

that there might be some future significance for the Company in further

development, Schaefer was granted permissi~n to continue his research (kit

only that, being confined to his laboratory) for a while longer.
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Afc the sas,3 time, CJS explored prospects for passing on liability

assumption to the government by pressing the Amy Signal Corps (ASC), lis

erstwhile supporter for atmospheric research luring the war, for a contract-

A government contract meant not only transference of liability but a saving

of the expenses incurred in sending up planes for cloud seeding, and in

outfitting them with pilots and flight equipment to obtain the extensive weather

data required, not to mention possible profits.

As GE intensified its approaches toward* the ASC, the positive side of the

extensive publicity redounded to EE's benefit. In seesaw fashion, as the Taw-

suits and publicity exerted a dampening effect on the outlook of OB, the ASC

was impressed that raimasking might be within reach. Commingled with the
positive (often euphoric) construction put on the December snowstorm were the

underlying interests ox the parties involved.

2. CONSTELLAxI IN 0! * INTERESTS; Executive. Public and Congressional

Three elements comprising the underlying interests involved - 1) individual*

2) organisational attitudes and 2) environment. Whilst General Electric was

in the process r.f negotiating with the defence agencies, the relaxed euphoria

of post World War II was giving way to the growing Soviet-American

confrontation. In place of demobilization and severe pruning of governmental

budgets and troop reductions, governmental agencies, especially those entrusted

with defence responsibilities, renewed their mterests in enhancing the military

capability of the U.S. The Army Signal Corps (ASC) and the Office of Naval'

Research (OUR) h-d already examined meteorological and cloud physics research

ar' of possible military value.



Army and Navy

Army and Navy interest in weather, its perturbations and modification,

was, as one might expect, of long-standing. Substantial expression of this

interest took place during World War II, when the Army Signal Corps, the

Army Air Force and the Office of Naval Research supported a variety of

meteorological projects encompassing meteorological research, observation and

instrumentation, premised on their future military value. (22) By the onset

of the Cold War, the military services were so deeply engaged in meteorological

research (not to mention support of fully equipped military command weather

services) that they rivalled, indeed outdistanced, the primary civilian agency

in this field, the U.S. Weather Bureau. (23).

The Army Signal Corps support of meteorology emphasized the development of

new meteorological instrumentation and was conducted via grants and contracts

with universities and research laboratories. From 1947 to 1949 the ASC

expenditures for meteorological research averaged one million dollars annually.

Although naval funding of meteorology was somexfhat less than that of the ASC,

it was extensive. (25) Like its Army counterparts, ONR's primary concern in

meteorology stemmed from "how to accelerate the utilization of the results of

basic research in the development of new and improved naval weapons, within the

spirit of .... ensuring that the Navy has at all times as comprehensive and as

well balanced and distinct a research effort as is possible within fiscal

limitations." (26)

Against this general interest in meteorology and its implicit value

for advancing military purposes, there were additional and particular reasons

accounting for Army and Navy interest in artificial rainmaking.
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Army Signal Corps interests in the particular topic of rainmaking centred .

mostly around one individual, Michael Ference, Jr. Ference was the civilian

chief of meteorology for the Army Signal Corps Engineering Laboratory. Like

Schaefer, he had read and been inspired by Findeison's papers on ice

crystallization and prediction of weather control. (27) When news of Schaefer's

efforts were publicised, Ference approached his superiors in the Signal Corps.

But the ASC was not the only executive agency considering contracting with

GE for the further development of cloud seeding techniques, the Navy in the

guise of the Office of Naval Research was also. (28)
The ONR's specific interest in determining the mechanism responsible for

natural precipitation, like the ASC's, predated Schaefer's cloud seeding trials.

Indeed, the predecessor to ONR, the Naval Office of Research and Inventions

(ORl) had expressed specific interest in the Bergeron-Findeisen theory and
(29)

in the "mechanics of rain formation", before any mention of Schaefer.

ORI accepted the Bergeron-Findeisen stress on the role of special nuclei

maintaining that "identical thermodynamic conditions may produce different

meteorological results depending on the presence or absence of suitable nuclei,"

and that furthermore, "the availability of suitable sublimation nuclei could be

a "controlling factor in the production of moderate and heavy rainfall." (30)

To probe this theory, ORI was considering establishing a programme of research

directed towards determining the exact role of sublimation nuclei as early as

May 1946 (whilst Schaefer was dusting his ice box with a variety of substances).

By the time ONR took over ORI (and its various proposals including research on

sublimation nuclei), Schaefer had carried out his well publicized Dej/ember seeding.

In February, ONR joined with the ASC to sign a joint contract with GE on

cloud particles and cloud modification.



Like its Array counterpart, (ASC), the ONE recognised the military

potential latent in human manipulation of the weather. In an otherwise
o

routine testimony before the Hcjfse Appropriations Hearings in early 194-8,
the OUR representative called attention to the impact that the programme on

weather modification exerted on current thinking on naval operations, hailing
|

cloud physics as one of the five most promising areas of research undertaken

hy the ONR. (31)

Air Force

The third arm of the military services, the Air Force, did not join its
I

colleagues in signing the GE contract. Why not?

The Air Force, like the other services, was also interested in acquiring a

"comprehensive understanding of the physical properties and processes of the

atmosphere". (32) The atmosphere being the medium within which it operates,

the Air Force was intent on increasing its stock of atmospheric data. More

specifically such data would, it believed, enhance "the design and development

of guided missiles, supersonic aircraft, associated electronic equipment and air

defence systems". (33) So intent was Air Force interest in such matters

that by 1949, Air Force projects in meteorology totalled more than four and a

half million dollars annually, more than matching the combined efforts of the

other two armed services and the Weather Bureau combined! (34)

With these sort of interests, one might expect Air Force interest in cloud

modification to be at least a3 keen as ONR and ASC. In actual fact, however,

the Air Force's stance on cloud seeding was markedly different. In a letter

sent to the Secretary of Agriculture in November 1947 in response to a query

regard ing Schaefer's cloud seeding, Carl B. Spaatz, Air Force Chief of

summarized the Air Force view as -
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.
.. The current process of seeding clouds with dry ice appears
to offer no possibility of precipitating more moisture than
is physically present in the cloud at the time of seeding,
Computations of this amount show it to bo insignificant and
our presen. knowledge of cloud physics does not support the
widespread claim that the dry ice method will cause or even
stimulate continued convective action. (35)

Among the reasons for the rather negative Air Force view was the absence"
C c 3

C ® ®

of3 a lobby within the Air Force equivalent to Fprehce in the •Army Signal .Corps,
c ®

Q ° •
<5

-or a long-standing interest in the mechanics of rain formation, as in the Office =c
* - c

e ** "•
_ O ^

of Maval Research: On the other hand,-,the Air Force"liad engaged in cloud seeding

experimentation at an early date. In 1945,' the Air Material Command conducted° C* c

general experimentation on ice formation in clouds at the Mount Washington
c

Observatory in Mew Hampshire under the direction of meteorologist Wallace

Howell. Howeul's experiments were primarily concerned with the classification
o

and nomenclature of ice forms,, When Howell heard of Schaefer' s use of "dry
•• o

^
r) O

ice in cloud,seeding, he asked permission of the Air Material Command to determine
- «■ O o

the physical effects^ of dry ice seeding on supercooled clouds. After a number
j

of cloud seeding trials conducted in early 1947, Howell concluded his modest

experimentation. Whilst he found that dry ice in small quantities apparently
o

exerted some effect on supercooled clouds, his observations were highly tentative

because of the small amount of data accumulated. (36)
C

In all probability the more marked influence on Air Force policy came
C

from the Weather Bureau. As a result of the Air Force's collaboration with

the Weather Bureau in the latter's cloud Physics Project, the Air Force veered

clearly towards the sceptical view of rainmaking held by the Bureau, in cor- ;rast

to the optimism of the Army Signal Corps and Office of Maval Research. Like

the Weather Bureau, the Air Force became convinced that "more basic research

must be accomplished before any practical sppli cations will be possible", *v57)
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Aware, however, of "the significance which a successful method of artificial
,, , „ (38) the Air Force did not close the door entirely,

precipitation would have",
but chose to keep its options open. Although it did not become a party to

the General Electric contract as did its sister military agencies, ASG and

ORR, the Air Force participated to the extent that it provided aircraft, air

crew and supporting facilities as required. (39)

Tri-service Project Cirrus

Dubbed Project Cirrus, the GE contract encompassed experimentation in

cloud modification and the study of cloud particles. Project Cirru3 was

modestly funded at first - $63,000. The following year the contract was

more than doubled, reaching $150,000, a still modest sum, however, in the

context of the rather high level of military research and development. The

complete costs of Project Cirrus becomes clearer, however, when one adds to the

formal funding, costs for supporting aircraft, maintenance and crews, plus

logistical "expenses. The actual expenditure then climbs to over $750,000
1

(1947-1948). (40)

In order to forestall the possibility of legal damage suits, GE immediately
/

established a clear distinction between its research role and the assumption

by government of responsibility. As a consequence, Langmuir and Schaefer's

attendance at subsequent meetings voider Project Cirrus was formally listed as

consultative. (41) To emphasize further its desire to remain free of legal
- ■

responsibilities, the Director of the GE Research Laboratory notified all

personnel that GE participation was to be confined "strictly to laboratory work

and reports". (42) The entire flight programme was to be conducted exclusively

by the military agencies, involving only governmental personnel and equipment,

underscoring that government responsibility was paramount.
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In the same vein, direction for the entire project lay clearly with the

military. The Steering Committee put in overall charge of approving tasks for

Project Cirrus and its general execution was predominently military, comprised •

of official representatives from the ONR, Air Force, and the ASC, with the

latter acting as executive. (45) Whilst the Weather Bureau attended meetings

of the Steering Committee, it did so in the capacity of observer. (44)

Initially, Schaefer and Langmuir had also been included as representatives on '

the Committee, (45) but at the request of GE, they were replaced by

representatives from the Air Force, the latter being responsible for supplying

airplanes, crews and associated equipment to Project Cirrus. (46)
Under the direction of the Military, Project Cirrus developed a clearly

practical applications orientation. Although some laboratory studies were

sponsored exposing supercooled vapour to varying temperatures and degrees of

liquid water content, the brunt of Project Cirrus consisted of cloud seeding

trials designed to explore the feasibility of cloud modification. For a time

operational projects such as combatting hurricanes and extinguishing forest

fires were undertaken, r

On 29 October' 1947, a raging forest fire bgj9ke out in New England.

Capitalizing on the opportunity to try out the operational potential of cloud

seeding, the Steering Committee dispatched two B-17's to seed clouds over the

affected area with dry ice in the hope of inducing widespread rainfall and

thereby quench the fire. (47)

But the results proved inconclusive. Scattered showers began to form about
(48)

one or two hours before seeding, whilst the number of clouds suitable for seeding

over much of the affected area was small. (49) Photographic studies made of

the effects following cloud seeding, in addition to micro studies performed

directly within the supercooled clouds, did not provide sufficient evidence'to

prove or disprove any meteorological change. (50)



During the same month, the Steering Committee was presented wiijh another

occasion for probing the capabilities of cloud seeding. On 13 October 1947

the Steering Committee directed two B-17's to seed a hurricane that was developing

off the coast of Florida. (51) They hoped that by seeding at an early stage

they could somehow reorient or perhaps modify the subsequent development of the

hurricane. Eighty pounds of dry ice was dropped over a 110-mile track of

the hurricane in addition to two mass drops of fifty pounds each. Examination

of the subsequent effects again proved inconclusive. Moreover, the day after

seeding, the hurricane actually turned inward from the sea, causing untold

havoc off the coast of Georgia, and diminishing military interest in hurricane

seeding in the process.

Irate citizens accused the military of having caused the turnabout.

Finding itself in an uncomfortable position akin to that of GE after Schaefer's

December cloud seeding, the Steering Committee hesitated until the Weather'

Bureau, after a painstaking search of its records, located a hurricane that had

taken the very same course in 1905. This meant, according to the Weather

Bureau, that the hurricane in question was a "natural freak" and not man-made.

Ever zealous of his developing art and reputation, Schaefer intimated that

the seeding had taken place a bit late in the formation of the hurricane, and

that any future seeding of "hurricane attacks" should be directed against

young hurricanes only. In a further cautionary note, Langmuir added that

future hurricane seedings should be conducted safely away from land areas. (52)
The most conservative stance was taken by the Steering Committee. Soured

by their first and unfortunate experiences at hurricane and fire seeding, the

Committee decided that the best move was to abstain completely.

The uncertainty that pervaded attempts to interpret the results of the fire

and hurricane cloud seedings was reflective of large portions of the Project



Cirrus- experimentation. Glimmerings were already apparent in mid-1947, when --

Schaefer and Langmuir reported on the first phase of Project Cirrus. After

pointing out that the experimentation was still in too early a stage to

ascertain the exact effect of dry ice on cloud systems, Schaefer acknowledged

that "the results were inconclusive". (55)

Part of the difficulty in evaluating cloud seeding results rested on the

inability to determine what actually took place in the clouds following seeding.

As Langmuir pointed out, photographic observation directly within the clouds

was not yet technologically feasible, whilst photographs taken below clouds

were often difficult to interpret. Similarly, visual observation by airplanes

was often handicapped by a loss of visibility due to falling snow or rain. (54)
These impediments which showed up in the hurricane and forest fire seedings,

made it difficult to determine what was the precise mechanism or triggering

agent that converted water droplets into snow or rain and a fortiori, the effect

of dry ice on clouds.

Weather Bureau

In applying the same factors of individual champions, organisational

attitudes and environment to the civilian sphere, one might have expected the

Weather Bureau, because of its position as the central agency of the Federal

Government for weather purposes, to have a relatively extensive programme in

meteorological research and possibly some interest in rainmaking. In actual

fact, however, the meteorological research undertaken by the Weather Bureau,

both in extent and quality, was by any standard of comparison, modest. The

Bureau's expenditures on research from 1947 through 1949 remained well below

one million dollars, whilst military expenditures in metoorological research

from 1947 averaged more than five million dollars annually. Weather Bureau



spokesmen openly acknowledged the low quality of Bureau research as well as

the agency's general conservatism. As Chief Reichelderfer admitted, "Ve are

quite serious when we say that meteorological research in general needs more

attention."

"Although the Weather Bureau had a meteorological laboratory concerned
I

with extended weather forecasting," Reichelderfer continued, "...it canjhardly
/ •

be dignified by the name of laboratory." (55) Assistant Secretary Bujrden of
the Department of Commerce (which serves as overseer for the Weather Bureau)

acknowledged that "The requests of the 'Weather Bureau for research fund's have
I

always been on the conservative side." (56) Rep. Walter Horan of Washington

State referred to "... that very conservative and very commendable Weather

Bureau..." (5V)

Against thi3 background of conservatism and low-level funding of research,

one can surmise that the Weather Bureau would not have been terribly keen on

entering such an uncharted area of research as rainmaking. But when the first

reports came out on Schaefer's and Vonnegut's experimentation on cloud modification

followed by impressive results reported by rainmakers in Australia, Weather

Bureau personnel began to think that perhaps there was something to artificial

rainmaking after all. (58)

The initially favourable reaction did not, however, last very long. (59)
The extensive rainmaking publicity exerted a negative impact. The 'Weather

Bureau became increasingly put out by the often sensationalist publicity accorded

the December snowstorm, Schaefer and rainmaking alongside an often unflattering

depiction of the Weather Bureau as conservative and negative.

The 'Weather Bureau's ire showed up most sharply in a letter Chief

Reichelderfer wrote to the editor of Fortune magazine. In its February 1948

issue, Fortune had (to Reichelderfer's mind) portrayed Schaefer and Langmuir as



heroes and the Weather Bureau as the villain of the piece. Reicheld.erfer

acknowledged that Schaefer and Langmuir deserved "great credit for their

work and their forward-looking ideas", but he added, the Weather Bureau has

also been "wholly bullish" on the programme. (60)

In the balance of his letter to the editor, Reichelderfer stressed the

limited aspects of man-making rain. Using an analogy which now has ironic

overtones in our age of space exploration, Reichelderfer asserted:

... to say at present that general production of rain and widespread
weather control are likely or even possible is not more justified than
to say than man will soon journey to the moon and the planets in a .

rocket and return to tell the tale. Rainmaking or weather control
on a limited scale - yes . To an extent representing considerable
practical value - possibly. But on the large scale that the public
will expect from as startling an article as this, probably not for a
long, long time, if ever. (61)
Reichelderfer's views (62) were pretty much shared by several of his

colleagues in the Weather Bureau including Harry Wexler, Chief of the Special

Scientific Services Division, who also doubted the possibility of large scale

rainmaking. Like Reichelderfer, he felt that weather control on a global scale

was not likely. The velocity of the huge air currents alone, he stated,
(63

which measure in the millions of miles, would challenge any attempt at control.

After pointing out that rainmaking was in its early stages, the real question,

Wexler emphasized, was how much rain (i.e., economic quantities) could be

precipitated by dry ice. (64) Angus KacDonald, reporter for the Hew Republic,

reported widespread misgivings among other members of the Weather Bureau.

Preventing a drought by "some kind of gadget or explosion", they asserted,

"was like trying to cause a tidal wave by spitting in the ocean." (65)
Its relation with the extensive and sometimes unflattering publicity

notwithstanding, the Weather Bureau eventually found itself involved in cloud

seeding. The prod came from Congress, more precisely, individual Congressmen,
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such, as Rep. Karl Stefan (R—Neb.), Chairman of the House Appropriations

Subcommittee concerned with, the "weather Bureau, and Rep. Ivor D. Penton,

of Pennsylvania.

In March 1947, Rep. Stefan told Reichelderfer when he appeared to testify

for routine purposes -

Now we nave gone through many droughts, and we- are thankful for
every bit of rain that comes to us to produce the food. When
people in the farming districts hear that scientists are going

® • into the air and producing snowstorms, they wonder what is
coming, of course. Naturally we are interested, and rightly
so,'so we are net trying to be' humorous about that. It is a
very serious thing with us. (66)

An even more pointed suggestion was directed to the Weather Bureau by

Congressman Benton of Pennsylvania. "If the Weather Bureau develops rain-

making, it would mean a great saving in appropriations." (67;
Like many governmental officials, Reichelderfer was sensitive to

Congressional urgings. He viewed the activities of the Weather Bureau,

his own construction of the limited efficacy of rainmaking notwithstanding,

to see how the Congressional hints could be most efficaciously^honoured.

In this manner, Congressional interests become executive interests.

After searching about, Reichelderxer found an on-going project, Project

Thunderstorm, which he thought might prove amenable for appending a program©

in rainmaking. Project Thunderstorm encompassed the study of atmospheric
c

disturbances such as thunderstorms, hurricanes, and cyclones, which the

Weather Bureau had been stuiying since 1946. (68) In the course of its

development, special testing facilities and professional personnel had been

collected at an.operational centre located at ' ilmirgton, Ohio, which Reichelderfer

felt could easily be adapted to .incorporate experiments in artificial rain-

making. In. the summer 1947, a few months after the military agencies, the

rainmaking phase of Project Thunderstorm was begun at the tail end, so to
' ' '

speak, of another project, wagging in response to Congressional stimuli.



Reichelderfer's sensitivity to Congressional stimuli was further revealed

in the care he exercised in obtaining the agreement of the Chairmen of the

House and Senate Appropriations Committees, before going ahead with the albeit

modest rainmaking extension to Project Thunderstorm. Such agreement was not

in any way required constitutionally, but to Reichelderfer, it represented

the course of practical wisdom. (69)
t

Project Thunderstorm

Confined to cloud seeding experimentation, the Weather Bureau project,

in contrast to Project Cirrus, had greater controls built in, demonstrating

the Weather Bureau's concern to pinpoint the exact effect of seeding on clouds.

The controls selected were:

(1) only supercooled clouds were to be seeded; (the type considered

most amenable to seeding)

(2) neither rain nor snow was to be present in or falling from the

clouds to be seeded; (this confounds evaluation)

(3) no thunderstorms were to be in the vicinity; (thought to have a wide-

ranging disturbance effect)

(4) the clouds selected were to be restricted to the area over which

surface micronetworks were located (so that any impact could be

recorded). (70)
I

But when the actual flights commenced, these conditions proved somewhat

difficult to adhere to.. Finding the right clouds proved the most elusive.

Either the pilots found themselves surrounded by thunderstorms or when they
;

finally located a cupercooled cloud, it nearly always developed into! a big
. . I

shower in very short order without artificial seeding. (71) !
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The Weather Bureau reported.

Thus we were trying to work in a transition zone between the first
supercooling and the first rain, and it seemed to be a very brief
transition. The occasions when a cloud seemed to be in a j
supercooled stage for a considerable period of time were rare. (72)

I '

In all, only three occasions appeared suitable for seeding with dry

ice. (73) Because of such meagre trials, the Weather Bureau, like Schaefer

at the close of the first phase of Project Cirru3, considered the results
(74)

"almost wholly inconclusive". But, on the other hand, whilst admitting that

their experience with rainmaking was relatively brief, the Weather Bureau,

even at this early stage, unlike Schaefer, began to evince scepticism regarding /

the practical effect of cloud seeding. In a document initially restricted

to internal circulation, the Weather Bureau characterized rainmaking
(75)

possibilities in the main as "trivial", adding that in most instances rain

would probably have occurred \rithout seeding.

The Weather Bureau simultaneously volunteered, however, that much more'

quantitative and qualitative data was required before any sort of firm conclusion
I

could be reached. The impetus for securing additional information stemmed

not only from its desire to resolve scientific questions surrounding rainmaking

but also from continued political urgings from Congress. Congressman Ivor D.

Fenton of Pennsylvania, during the course of an exchange with Reichelderfer at

a Congressional hearing in March 1947, said pointedly, "If the Weather Bureau

develops rainmaking, it could mean a great saving in appropriations." (76)
An additional specific impetus came from the aeronautical interests

represented in the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (NACA) who (77)
had participated in the Thunderstorm Project. NACA, interested in improving

atmospheric visibility for aircraft, thought cloud seeding could induce or
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suppress precipitation as required, enhancing visibility. (78) In August

1 947, the Meteorological Subcommittee of the Air Co-ordinating Committee of

the NACA (on which the Weather Bureau was represented) recommended that

such a study be set in motion. (79)

Having more advance warning this time, the Weather Bureau could contemplate

establishing a programme for rainmaking rather than appending it to an on-going

project. In this way, they thought, a more extended probe of cloud seeding

could be accomplished.

Project Cloxid Physics

On 16 October 1947, Project Cloud Physics was bora. The Weather Bureau

had grown increasingly concerned by the unrestrained enthusiasm that had been

generating among the public, producing an aura of "rainmaking as you like it".

The Weather Bureau felt compelled to do something - and soon - to counter the

"great public interest in the possibility of artificial weather control", (so)
What irked the Weather Bureau most was the typical characterization of artificial

rainmaking in simplistic and foolproof terms. To counter this they selected

the name "Cloud Physics" (instead of rainmaking) precisely because several

Weather Bureau personnel found the latter term too reminiscent of the

popularistic press. (8l) The objective of Project Cloud Fhysics was

to determine in definite quantitative terms the practical limits and
general utility of cloud modification processes in producing or
suppressing precipitation and increasing the visibility from flying
aircraft. \Q2)

In a desire to improve upon the limited experimentation conducted under Project

Thunderstorm, experiments were scheduled not only for the summer but the winter

as well, when supercooled clouds lasted longer, and when the transition zone

between the initial supercooling within the cloud and actual precipitation was

wider.



To carry out the technical planning and scientific direction of Project

Cloud Physics, the Weather Bureau specially hired a research meteorologist,

Dr. Ross Gunn. The NACA contributed a cloud analysis team and a specially

equipped airplane. The Air Force, as in Project Thunderstorm, supplied

supporting airplanes, crews and radar equipment. Under Gunn's direction a

series of cloud seeding trials under a variety of atmospheric conditions took

place over Wilmington, Ohio. Special surface and upper air monitoring stations

were used to check the results of the cloud seedings. (83)

In December 1947, only two months after Operation Cloud Physics had gotten

underway, the Weather Bureau, in a desire to constrain the exuberance of public

opinion that had followed Schaefer's cloud seeding, issued a "Statement on the

Practical Results of Recent Experiments to Produce Rain Artificially". (84)

In its opinion, the scientific base underlying rainmaking was much too

meagre. The number of rainmaking experiments on which the publications in

this field were based (essentially those conducted by GE under Project Cirrus

and August Veraart earlier) were simply inadequate. Although the conclusions

in the Statement were somewhat more explicit regarding the possibility of a

cause and effect relationship between dry ice and precipitation, thah the

Report issued two months earlier under Project Thunderstorm, the overall tenor

of the December 1947 Statement seemed clearly designed to delimit evdn more
i

precisely the exact extent of dry ice seeding in clouds: j
(l) It has been definitely shown that particles of dry ice dispensed

In clouds with temperatures below freezing will, under conditions
not yet fully known, cause the precipitation of snow, which may
then melt and form rain.

However, much of the snow or rain may evaporate on its way to the
ground and there is as yet no authenticated case where precipitation
reaching the ground solely as a result of "seeding" a cloud, has
amounted to more than a fraction of an inch.
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(2) Up to the present time, there is no conclusive evidence as to
how much, if any, of the shower was produced entirely by
artificial means (dry ice) and how much resulted from natural
causes.

(3) It is generally agreed that no method so far developed is likely
to produce sufficient rainfall to relieve drought (which always
experiences insufficient moist air).

(4) There is no real evidence at present that artificial methods
can be used to create, destroy or deflect hurricanes. (85)

This pattern of acknowledging the possibility of a cause and effect

but then immediately following with serious qualifications was a pattern repeated

several months later in the Weather Bureau's First Partial Report on Project

Cloud Physics issued in August 1948. Whilst more formal than the Statement

of December 1947, the report essentially reinforced the latter's cautious conclu¬

sions.

The 1948 report, .like its predecessor,was designed to dampen public

euphoria. Doubt was again expressed that dry ice could act as an agent to
I

precipitate rain or snow in any appreciable quantity, and that furthermore,

unless precipitation was about to occur via natural causes, the results induced
J

via artificial seeding would probably be negligible. Like the December

Statement, the 1948 report stressed that indications were that the quantity of
I

precipitation produced artificially would be too small to be of economic

importance. Once again droughts and hurricanes, the favourites of the lay

public, were characterized as beyond dry ice and human manipulation, commercial

rainmaker's promises of miraculous results notwithstanding. In conclusion,

the report stated -

Although there may be special conditions under which it would be
economically worthwhile, investigations now indicate that artificial
methods will not have the widespread applications which the public
was led to expect by premature commercial publications on the
subject last year. (86)



Public (lay and commercial)

Interest in artificial rainmaking was not confined to government agencies;

it literally spread throughout the U.S. The major reason for the extensive

interest in rainmaking arose from worsening drought. For some time, a

suffocating dryness was wending its way through the Western U.S., wreaking

most damage in the "dust bowl" area, encompassing States of the Southwest

and Great Plains, all lying west of the Mississippi and concentrated in that

area between the Mississippi River and the Rocky Mountains, the most arid

portion of the country. These States, including Kansas, Nebraska, The Dakotas,

Oklahoma, Texas, Colorado, Arizona and New Mexico, had experienced severe

deficiency in natural rainfall throughout the decade of the thirties. Such

phenomena as "dusters" and "black blizzards" had resulted in repeated crop

failures. (87)

Against the background of the drought, a possible cure appeared miraculously

on the horizon in the form of cloud seeding. The catalyst reconciling need

with cure was,as in the case of the military agencies, publicity. Magazine

articles and newspapers fed deep-seated anxieties on the hope that "When

Conditions Are Right You Can Make Yourself A $1,000,000 Snowstorm With An

Airplane and 85c of Dry Ice." (88)

Promises publicized via national circulations found especially favourable

reception in the southwest where the need for more rain was a perennial feature

of the landscape and where a wide variety of rainmaking gadgets, methods, and

techniques, including Indian "rain dances" were an accepted part of the

environment. Coming from a background favourably disposed to human

manipulation of the skies, a number of ranchers took to the skies in their own

aircraft or hired commercial rainmakers to do the seeding for them. (89)



Nicholas Grogovitch, owner of an airplane and ranch in parched-Southern

Arizona, had read an article in Life magazine about some scientists, at General

Electric who had sooded clouds with dry ice. Fascinated, he took some dry ice

fi'om his ice cream container, climbed into his airplane, and dumped it into

some "fat" clouds". Five minutes later "... he was struggling to keep his little

plane right side up in a swirly snowstorm". "Hell", said Nick, "this(is a good
|

deal. Soon other neighbours tried their hand. One group of farmeis claimed

to have caused 3leet, lightning and rain by seeding "but unfortunatelyjhad
I

missed their farms by one-quarter of a mile". Nonetheless, the farmeps judged

the effort "Iwell worth the $132 they had chipped in..." (91)
!
i

Persons in industry and agriculture, the vital users of water, attempted

to find out if rainmaking might not aid in alleviating their water problems.

Soon commercial corporations formed to seed clouds. One large company which was

producing seed in Illinois conducted experiments in rainmaking which experienced,

they said, both success and failure. (92) Most of the early projects undertaken

by the commercial rainmakers were agricultural. In the West, farmers'

co-operatives often contracted for rainmaking services.

It was soon found that the industrial client was easier to manage than the

farmer. Partly due to the fact that the farmers' co-operatives sometimes

numbered hundreds or more farmers, many of whom had varying interests.

Agricultural projects also required more sensitive timing so that any increase

in precipitation would ensure maximum crop yield. In contrast, in a snow pack

operation, the amount of snow is increased over an entire winter and not require

the same precise timing.
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Congressional Hearing

But not everyone hopped into a plane to seed clouds like Nick Gregovitch

nor could everyone afford to pay commercial organisations to coax rain on a

fee-paying basis. For many people, caught in'the rigours of the drought, as

they Had been during the thirties, again turned to the agent that had come to

their rescue before - the U.S. government. A number wrote their Congressmen

exerting pressure on them to do something about the drought and to look into

the prospects of cloud seeding.

Another influence on Congressmen stemmed from the widespread publicity on

rainmaking. One 'journal, in particular, Country Gentleman, whose articles

usually waxed optimistic on man-making rain (and cheaply), was frequently cited

by a number of Congressmen, especially those from the drought-stricken Southwest

who made statements on the floors of the Senate and the House, calling for

government action. None of these bids seemed particularly keen, however, on

really engaging the machinery of government to shape some sort of policy for

artificial rainmaking. Most Congressmen seemed content to go through the

motions hoping at least to impress their constituents with some token of interest.

One Congressman stood out. Hep. Sid Simpson, who was also anxious to

impress his constituents and simultaneously enhance prospects for his re-r-eleetion,

introduced a bill. Rep. Simpson, Democrat from the drought-stricken state of

Illinois, a newly-elected member to the House of Representatives, was keen to

demonstrate his responsiveness to his constituents' pleas that the government

do something to relieve the drought. Simpson succeeded in convincing his

Committee (interstate and Foreign Commerce) chief, Charles A. ¥olverton

(Republican of New Yersey) of the desirability of holding a hearing on Simpson's

bill, H.R. 4582, calling upon the Weather Bureau to undertake a programme for

controlling rainfall.



some effects of a long-suffering dry spell, and who was sensitive to Simpson's

felt need to maintain liis political standing baclc home, opened the political

machinery to accommodate Simpson's hill H.R. 4582.

A BILL to direct the Chief of the Weather Bureau to conduct experiments

with respect to methods of controlling rainfall

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled. That the Chief
of the Weather Bureau, after consulting with the Department of
Agriculture and other interested Federal and State departments
and agencies, shall conduct such experiments and shall take such
further action as may be necessary to perfect at the earliest
possible date methods of causing rain to fall and of otherwise
controlling the rainfall for any given area.

Sec. 2. There are authorised to be appropriated such sums, not
to exceed $500,000 in the aggregate, as may be necessary to carry
out the purposes of this Act. (93)

As one scans the one-day hearing of March 18, 1948 for the governmental

position on artificial rainmaking, one finds instead a diversity of statements

often superficial, at times contradictory, tendered by a motley assortment of

witnesses with a conspicuous absence of representation of the principal parties

No witness appeared from either the ASG or the ONR despite their heavy

involvement in rainmaking activities. Nor for that matter were Schaefer and

Langmuir, the originators of the cloud seeding trials or their colleague

Vonnegut invited, notwithstanding that without them, there would have been no

hearings in the first place. Invited instead was Dale Chambers, Executive

Engineer of GE, who, whilst higher in the bureaucratic echelon of GE than the

other three, was .an administrative official rather than a scientist, and not

directly involved in Project Cirrus.
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What followed was 8. wide-ranging expression of views revolving essentially

around two topics: l) the state of the art of rainmaking, and the nature of

the supporting research required, and 2) determining the appropriate governmental

agency to perform rainmaking activities.

State of the art (Rainmaking)

One member of the Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee, Rep. Jack Z.

Anderson (D-Calif.) optimistically declared, "In this atomic age, apparently

almost anything is possible, if man sets his mind to it..." In contrast, (94)

Rep. William Miller of Connecticut, another member of the same committee, was

content to leave the allocation of precipitation and rain to Divine Frovidence

"... even though the record might depict him a reactionary". (95)
The executive witnesses appearing before the Congressional subcommittee

exhibited an equally differing range of opinions on the efficacy of artificial

rainmaking. The Department of Agriculture spokesman, after underscoring the

vital importance that the promise of artificial rainfall held out for farm crops

and for the relief of drought, asserted that the use of dry ice had met with

"considerable success" but added, "only under certain conditions" and that it

was especially difficult to target the rainfall over predetermined areas. (96)
C i

J.A. Krug, Secretary of the Interior, stated that there was "little authoritative
information that would permit conclusions to be made as to the practicability of

controlling precipitation". (97)

Other executive witnesses confined their remarks to the benefits which

might attend the realization of man-made rain without commenting on the likelihood

of its realization. Oswald Ryan, Acting Chairman of the Civil Aeronautics

Board, pointed out that the dispersal of fog and low clouds around airports by

artificial means and elimination of icing conditions could have important civil
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and. military implications. (93) B.T. Shaw of the Agricultural R<:

Administration (Department of Agriculture) underscored the advanta,:
.

producing rainfall in areas where water could be stored for irrigation instead

of 3imply allowing it to fall naturally in areas where it would bej lost by

runoff. (99) The reason offered by A.A. Brown, Chief of the Fire Control

Division (Forest Service) for his Division's interest in rainmaking was the

close dependence of forest fires on the amount of moisture in the air.

"Even a sprinkle of rain or quick change in the humidity of the air would enable

us to get control of a dangerous fire." (lOO) A.M. Buswell, Chief of the
/

State Water Survey Division of Illinois*, who also testified at the hearings,

emphasized the importance of induced precipitation for flood control, augmenting

water supplies, clearing airports, increasing winter sunlight, and increasing

snow cover on winter wheat. (101)

In the contrast to the foregoing, the stance of the Weather Bureau at the

hearings was decidedly restrained, both as to the promise and the benefits of
I . .

rainmaking. In his testimony, Weather Bureau Chief Reichelderfer reverted

to the Cloud Physics Report of December 1947. Very few, if any, instances of

cloud seeding, said Reichelderfer, caused more than a fraction of an inch of

rain to reach the ground. Under no circumstances, he continued, could artificial

rainmaking work under drought conditions due to the absence of moist air,

nor was there any real evidence that cloud seeding affected hurricanes. The

most bedeviling point, concluded Reichelderfer, was that cloud seeding had been

consistently conducted in situations where showers were already occurring

naturally or at the incipient stage. This made it exceedingly difficult to

pinpoint the exact effect of artificial seeding. (102)

For these reasons, Reichelderfer stressed the importance of undertaking

a programme on basic cloud physics. In his opinion, greater understanding was

* from the same state as Rep. Simpson,as was F.J. Currens who sent in a let^hftG*̂
to tho Subcommittee. |u>

Ay



required of such cloud physics phenomena as the nature of the electrical charges

contained in cloud particles to determine whether they played a part in causing

precipitation.

The representative of GE appearing before the Congressional subcommittee

was more positive, if not enthusiastic, in his appraisal of cloud seeding.

D.E. Chambers, Schaefer's supervisor at GE, told the Subcommittee that

demonstrable effects could be clearly obtained from dry ice seeding3 conducted

in the laboratory and that some modifying effects could be initiated in actual

cloud formations. The only point requiring confirmation, he acknowledged,

was the level of practical results. (103)

Whilst Chambers agreed with Reichelderfer that results sometimes attributed

to seeding would have occurred naturally, he took issue with Reichelderfer

on whether one could explain why the precipitation, whether triggered artificially

or naturally, took place. In Reichelderfer's opinion, one could not yet ascertain

whether precipitation was necessarily dependent on a certain type of nuclei or

sublimation particle or conversely, whether a completely different phenomenon . ■

such a3 electrical attraction was involved. Chambers, whilst agreeing that no

one could determine definitively what mechanism caused ice crystals to form in

supercooled clouds, nonetheless thought it plausible'that dry ice worked because

of the localized chilling set into motion by the dry ice in clouds of temperatures

below-33°C. In the case of silver iodide, Chambers explained, transformation

from cloud vapour to precipitation was due to the close identity between the

molecular structure of silver iodide crystals with that of natural ice crystals

enabling silver iodide to serve as an artificial seeding catalyst.

Consistent with his moro optimistic construction of cloud seeding techniques,

Chambers favoured expansion of cloud seeding operations rather than theoretical

investigations. In contrast to the emphasis placed by Reichelderfer on

research laboratories and apparatus, Chambers opted for operational equipment
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such as aircraft, instrumentation, observation stations, and technical and

supporting personnel. • Further, he proposed testing of techniques (dry ice,

silver iodide and water droplets) capable of affecting precipitation, given

supercooled clouds possessing sufficient depth and convection currents.

The sole representation from the scientific community presented to the

House Subcommittee took the form of a letter to Rep. Simpson which was published

in the Appendix to the hearings. F.J. Currens, Chairman of the Chemistry and
C

Physics Department at Western Illinois Sta^e College wrote that -
Some of the best scientists in this country have indicated recently
that enough experimentation has been done to show that rainfall can
be produced artificially in dry areas. (105)

Angus MacDonald, reporter for the Hew Republic, in an article written five

months before the hearings, expressed the contrary view that "not a single

outstanding meteorologist in the country endorsed the boast of the rainmakers". (10»

Appropriate Agency

Despite having designated the Heather Bureau as the agency to conduct the

rainmaking experimentation, Simpson's deportment at the hearing showed something

less than rigorous allegiance. Simpson declared himself quite ready to entrust

"any other necessary agency (with) any legal authorization and clarification

they need to conduct such experiments as they see it". (107)

For that matter, the Weather Bureau itself failed to evince great

enthusiasm for its designated responsibility. From a private interview with

Weather Bureau Chief Reichelderfer, it seems that Reichelderfer was well aware

of Simpson's overriding desire to impress his constituents and of his something

les3 than seriousness in introducing his bill. Simpson was new to Congress;

an instance of his naivete was his calling the Weather Bureau Chief just a few

days before the hearing. Despite the short notice and Reichelderfer's awareness

of the underlying motivations, Reichelderfer agreed to attend the hearing - and



left it at that. Nor did the Weather Bureau avail itself of the gratuitous

support of C.P. Anderson, then Secretary of Agriculture, who volunteered

that an operation as complex as rainmaking should be under government control,

and that the Weather Bureau would be the logical agency. (108)

Instead of capitalizing on the 3500,000 proposed in Simpson's bill for

conducting rainmaking experimentation, Chief Reichelderfer informed the

Congressional subcommittee that his bureau would limit its appropriation request

of Congress for the following fiscal year to SlOCpOO. Moreover, this smaller

amount encompassed overall research in cloud physics as well as research on

rainmaking and cloud seeding. The latter sum was only slightly above what the

weather Bureau had requested the previous year (385,000) for its Cloud Physics

Project. This unusual modesty prompted Congressman D.L. Rogers (D-Fla.) to

congratulate Reichelderfer for asking Congress to decrease an appropriation

item, observing that "this is the first time that I have ever heard that

done". (109)

By contrast, Chambers (G2) pointed out that the requirements for aircraft,

technical and supporting personnel, etc., would substantially exceed the

8500,000 proposed in Simpson's bill, implying that the designation of 3500,000

may not have been carefully researched. As Simpson himself admitted at the

hearing, "The amount of 3500,000 in this authorisation was simply an amount

almost picked at random." (110)

But whilst the Weather Bureau may have been disdainful of Simpson's

designation of it as the central agency for rainmaking and of the proposed

appropriation of 3500,000, it was much less so in asserting its position

vis-a-vis other executive agencies. After affirming that "the experiments of
(111)

any government agency at the present time should be expanded",
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Reichelderfer said,

In a few words, I feel the Government Weather Bureau and any other
necessary agency should have any legal authorization and
clarification they need to conduct such experiments as they see
fit. (112)

Othez' agencies 'exhibited a similar interest in protecting their perogatives.

The Department of the Interior and the Civil Aeronautics Board, in their letters'
j

to Rep. Wolverton (Chairman of the Congressional Subcommittee), pressed for the

inclusion in Simpson's bill of language directing that the Weather Bureau

should consult their groups in carrying out rainmaking experimentation. (113)

By contrast, the Bureau of the Budget, chief co-ordinator within the

Executive Office of the President and overseer of inter-agency relations,

opted for side-stepping the thorny determination of which departments should
(114)

be included and which ones left out, recommending instead that the provision

for consultation among the agencies be kept in the generalized form contained

in Simpson's bill, thereby leaving the matter of consultation more informal

(if not amorphous).

But with regard to Simpson's bill in general, the Bureau of the Budget

did not mince words, virtually dismissing the bill as superfluous. In the

opinion of the Bureau of the Budget, Simpson's legislation entrusting the

Weather Bureau with authority to carry out rainmaking experiments was

unnecessary. (115) Public Law 691, adopted in 1946, already permitted the

Chief of the Weather Bureau under the direction of the Secretary of Commerce to

"promote and develop meteorological science and foster and support research

projects in meteorology through the utilization of private and governmental

research facilities ..." (116) This statute, the Bureau of the Budget felt,

provided sufficient authority to conduct the kind of rainmaking experiments

envisaged by Simpson.



Moreover, the Bureau of the Budget was fearful lest an undesirable precedent

be established if specific authorizing legislation were to be enacted by

Congress when the basic authority already existed. Such legislation, although

superfluous, and thereby possibly harmless, might still be construed a3 an

infringement on executive perogatives. Believing, however, that the Commerce

Department had "thoroughly considered the possibility of establishing a

(11?)
precedent ... (and was) willing to run ouch risk", the Bureau of the Budget

interposed no objection to feather Bureau endorsement of Simpson's bill.

Elmer Staats, Director of the Bureau of the Budget, did, however, advise Acting

Secretary of Commerce, David Bruce (feather Bureau's superior) to emphasize in

his statement to the Subcommittee the limited effect of Simpson's bill on

existing legislation. (11S) Heeding this advice, Bruce, in his formal

statement to C.A. folverton, Committee chairman, suggested the inclusion of

language within Simpson's bill to make it clear that "nothing in the proposed

act shall be construed to modify any existing authority of the Bureau or the

Department to undertake research in meteorology or related fields". (119)

At the conclusion of the hearings, Chairman folverton of New Jersey stated,

fe can assure you, Mr. Simpson, and the others who are interested
as you are in this important matter, that it will have the serious
consideration of our committee. (l20)

Despite folverton's assurance and Simpson's hope for action before the drought

damaged the following year's crops, the bill languished in Committee and never

reached the House.

In retrospect, the witnesses presented few substantive recommendations on

rainmaking to the Congressional Subcommittee. Most of them seemed concerned

with speculating on possible benefits accruable to artificial rainmaking

without necessarily assessing the state of the art. The one-day hearing, in



fine, consisted of an exposition of views separately stated, rarely joined,

and unevenly related to the policy issues surrounding artificial rainmaking.

Congress, in the person of Chairman Wolverton, simply published an account of

the hearings without taking the trouble to draw up any committee report.

A report, even a short one, would have indicated a more serious attitude on

the part of Congress to really press legislation on the executive, and would

have provided some idea as to where Congress stood. In the absence of such

a report, the basis for drawing up a more definitive bill on rainmaking was

bypassed.
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1. Diverse Views on Scientific Rainmaking
!

Por a time the Congressmen concerned were willing to allow the executive
I
I

agencies to carry on in the expectation that their efforts would be qrowned

with success, relieving the prevailing drought and water scarcity. jBut as

the rainmaking projects of the ASC/ONR and the Weather Bureau wore on from

1947 to 1948 to 1949 and beyond with no noteworthy results, Congressmen and

farmers became increasingly anxious.

Compounding the anxiety was a debate emerging amongst the meteorologists

themselves, a debate that grew in intensity and confusion. Statements by

Langmuir, Schaefer and Vonnegut reflected the state of the debate, made more

acute because of the public's awareness of their prominent role in cloud seeding.

Langmuir, Schaefer and Vonnegut

On 21 July, 1949, a rainstorm occurred over Santa Fe which Langmuir claimed

credit for spawning, in collaboration with meteorologist E.J. Workman of the

Hew Mexico School of Mines, On that day, a silver iodide generator operated

for 13 hours using a total of 300 grams of silver iodide. That same afternoon

1.2 inches of rain fell at the station where the generator was located - "There

was exceptionally heavy rain at Santa Fe." (l) After performing some statistical

computations, Langmuir estimated that the chances were one in a trillion that the

rain would have fallen naturally. (2)

The Weather Bureau strongly disputed Langmuir's claim. A cold front, they

said, had already been on its way, and a southerly component of winds had been

aloft - two factors highly correlative with the onset of rain. Langmuir

rejoindered,

We made that cold front and there is always a southerly component of
winds aloft in New Mexico... (Furthermore) if our cloud seeding did
not make the rain, why did not the Weather Bureau predict the rain
which occurred on these two days? (3)
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In the July 1950 issue of Science, Langmuir asserted that if weather

conditions orevailed over the U.S. similar to those that prevailed in

New Mexico during his silver iodide experiment of mid-1949» the cost for

doubling the rainfall throughout the U.S. would be a mere few hundred dollars. (4)

This, he felt, vindicated the estimate he had made earlier, in November 1947,—

that "a few rounds of silver iodide would be enough to nucleate all the air

in the U.S. at one time... Such a distribution... might perhaps have a profound

effect upon the climate." (5) Langmuir's concluding note read like a recipe

for the making and preventing of rainstorms. (6) "... a pellet placed into a

cloud at the right time and place, even a single pellet shot into the side of

a cloud from a flare nistol, could produce significant results." (7)

At about the same time, Langmuir also warned that many commercial rainmakers,

ignorant of the art, are using "... hundreds of thousands of times too much...

silver iodide throughout the Southwest." (8) In a speech, Langmuir employed

terms reminiscent of the former controversy whether rainmaking was best approached

as engineering or as science: the "new technology of meteorological engineering

is still too young to prove the drift of silver iodide and its effect." . (9)

"It was important," he stated, "to regulate the testing, i.e. to conduct tests

onpreselected days, using controlled amounts of seeding agents and to strive for

conclusive and statistical data." (10) In the meantime, he suggested,

"there ought to be a law or at least a voluntary agreement controlling the

amount of silver iodide to be fed into the atmosphere." (ll)
In 1951, Langmuir carried out his own recommendations and seeded clouds

over New Mexico every 7 days. Subsequently, changing to a tropical locale,

Langmuir performed similar tests and reached the following conclusions:

l) profound oliongno In wonl.hor In l.copionl lei mule nan 1>o tnduopd
by el Ivor tori .Wit* 11001II ng, and

) m t Ivor iodide period ion L needing (e.g. every '/ duye) induoee
equivalent periodicity in weather far away, (12)



The Weather Bureau, as in 1949, retorted Langmuir's claim. The seven

day periodicity to which Langmuir referred, said Ferguson Hall (Weather Bureau

spokesman) has been known to occur naturally in that region and further, it

occurred even more regularly in other parts of the NorthernHemisphere. (ip)

In a still more devastating write-off, the Weather Bureau presented the

"Evaluation of Dr. Langmuir's Claims of Producing Weekly Cycles in Weather by

Cloud Seeding", to the Nevr York Academy of Sciences.

As a result of this analysis it is concluded that the claims of
Dr. Langmuir of controlling the weather over large portions of the
country with the single silver iodide source are not well established...
No consistent predictable effect on precipitation was indicated. (14)

Bernard Vonnegut, who first suggested silver iodide for cloud seeding,

like his colleague, Langmuir, acknowledged the large area of ignorance

pervading meteorology generally, and the mechanics of rain formation

specifically.

The process by which clouds dissipate into rain sounds like a
very simple question, but it is one of the least understood in
meteorology. (15)

But, like Langmuir, Vonnegut stressed other aspects of cloud seeding -

Widely used cloud seeding may some day enable us not only to
make rain but to initiate and direct storms ana to exercise
a considerable control over the atmospheric circulation of
our planet. (16)
More immediately cloud seeding of supercooled clouds could make
rain or prevent rain (by overseeding) and possibly even reduce
hail and lightning. (17) I

/

Whilst Vincent Schaefer, like his GE colleagues, also admitted a ljarge
extent of uncertainty surrounding the basic process of cloud precipitatjion,

I
he was wont to emphasise the positive and scientific character of his work

as well. To Schaefer, his cloud seeding trials were synonymous with j
I

experimental meteorology -
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By using; the earth"as our laboratory bench, the lower atmosphere
as a beaker, the airplane as a stirring rod, and moisture in clouds
and seeding agents as chemicals, we have gradually learned how to
obtain information by experimentation on a scale not dreamed of a
few years ago. (is)

Other Views

If the lay public found the diverse statements of Schaefer, Langmuir and

Vonnegut bewildering, they certainly found little solace in comments made by

other meteorologists. Most members of the meteorological profession seemed

to share the view expressed in the Business Week article entitled "Weather:

Can We Control It?"

Many doubt that any substantial volume of rain can be forced
from a cloud unless that cloud was first about ready to produce
on its own anyway. (19)

One notable euphoric turned critic was E.J. Workman, of the Mew Mexico

School of Mines, who, as mentioned previously, collaborated with Langmuir in

the 1949 silver iodide seeding. Subsequently, Workman conducted his own

series of rainmoking experiments in 1951 again using silver iodide. (20)

At the conclusion of these trials, Workman found -

The enthusiasm with which we started about four years ago has not
been sustained. Our simple field experiments designed to list
elements of current rain-increasing practice have been uncovered, for
the most part, and moreover, our accumulated laboratory observations
give us cause to doubt some of the basic assumptions inherent in
the youthful rainmaking technology. (21)

In a paper delivered before the American Meteorological Society in January 1952,

Workman went still further asserting that the use of silver iodide in rainmaking

not only failed to increase precipitation but had actually decreased it!

Workman was not alone in his critical view of "the youthful technology

of rainmaking". Sverre Petterssen, chief scientist for the Air Force Cambridge.

Research Centre, acknowledged that whilst seeding could convert supercooled
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(22)
droplets to ice crystals, "There was no conclusive proof that the rain

produced would not have come naturally." (23)
We just do not know enough about atmospheric circulation to be
certain that an unseeded area was not also the recipient of
artificial nuclei. Our ignorance level is very high. (24)

Similar views were expressed by T.E. Kimble, Director of the Meteorological

Observatory at McGill University. After reviewing numerous cloud seeding trials,

including Schaefer's New England run3 and Langmuir's New Mexico experiment

as well as tests performed in Australia, he concluded: w

...the results of the experimentation in general have been
inconclusive. Of the dozens of tests made in many different
parts of the World, only a few have produced convincing amounts
of rain. (25)

Kimble called to question the underlying Bergeron-Pindeisen crystallization

theory. Some of the best results occurred in warm clouds (e.g. tropical)

where ice crystals could have played little, if any, part in the formation

of rain. (26)

In the same article (appearing in Scientific ''merican) E.G. Bowen of the

Australian Council for Scientific and Industrial Research, who had conducted

experiments in cloud seeding on an extensive scale and was regarded as one of ■

the world's leading experts, said,

It will be quite impossible to do anything for the desert areas
by this method; the right type of clouds do not exist there in
sufficient quantity. (27)

The polarisation that had taken place between the commercial rainmakers

who meanwhile emphasized the virtues of cloud seeding and the diverse segment

of the meteorological community was graphically illustrated in a public debate

before the Great Plains Agricultural Council joined by Harry Wexler (Weather

Bureau), Vincent Schaefer (GE) and Irving Krick (Water Resources Development

Corporation),



Krick: Cloud seeding "very definitely" affected rain patterns.

Scfcaefer* Unless cloud seeding was done carefully, there was real
danger of overseeding.

Wexler: Unless cone control areas were left untouched by the
commercial conjurors of precipitation, there would he
no way of determining the value of clcud seeding. (23)

What dismayed lay and expert alike was not jusi the dissonance amongst

the leading meteorologists and rainmakers over what rain came naturally and
©

what man could actually modify, h&i the differing "bases upon which each®
e ® t-

r *
. * a '

specialist seemed to draw his conclusion. "If they could at least agree
o

on a body of facts from which to draw their conclusions."

Diverse Views on Commercial Rainmaking

Public

As the scientific debate wore on, so unfortunafcely did the drought.

The drought not only maintained its grip but spread sporadically eastward and

northward from its entrenched base in the southwest. (30)

As the dnought spread its suffocating dryness over larger areas, the mood

of despair and frustration accompanying it grew correspondingly larger. lo

many a farmer, the argument that precipitation could not take place without

clouds of a certain quantity and quality, conditions that drought, ipso facto,

lacked, was unavailing in his single-minded determination to grab at anything

holding even faint promise. Ranchers, orchard keepers, farmers and utilities
O

continued to hire the services of commercial rainmakers. Business Week summed

up the situation in its leader "Rainmakers Thrive While Scientists, Debate TesulSs

In a comprehensive review of weather modification, Ralph Husolake characterized

the year 1951 as one of "public--awareness explosion" regarding the commercial m

potential of rainmaking. (32) By 1951, there were 12 times as manv ae/es.

in the "est under contract for croud seeding operations as »«re under
(33)

irrigation. One commercial firm was reported possessing rainmaking contracts
/ \ *

covering 100 million acres. (34,' By 1953, cloud seeding target areas jumped



to over 200 million acres, almost onedenth of the U.3. land area. (35)

The West, especially the Far West, continued to be more receptive to the

rainmakers1 claims than their East Coast Brethren. (36) The increasingly

acrimonious debate over the real effects of rainmaking apparently had a more
G

negative effect on the Easterners than on their- Western counterparts, for whom
e. *

drought and lack of sufficient rainfall was a traditional.problem and for whom

rainmakers of great variety and abundance had constituted i normal feature of

the landscape for decades. (37)

One avid supporter of rainmaking, the California Electric Power Company,

was the subject of an article "Cloud Seeding Pays Off Out ^est", in which

claims were made of inducing snow in the Sierra Mountains by the dry ice w Ihod.

Some believed in rainmaking so fiercely that at times it became a source

of friction and competition. Several owners of cherry orchards in the Pacific

Northwest, fearful that heavy rains would d^-v-.roy their blossoms, .collectively

hired the services of commercial rainmakers. Meanwhile, wheat farmers in the

same area," equally anxious for rain to aid germination of the young seedlings,

also hired the services of commercial rainmakers. The result: two groups of

rainmakers went scurrying around the countryside with portable silver iodide

generators; on.' group seeding clouds to induce rain, tne other -ever-seeding
O

to prevent rain. (39)

Commercial

c :1?'

Other groups and individuals found, to their dismay, that the promises Bade

by commercial rainmakers often overreached the fulfillment thereof. As more and

more clients began to complain, and the sped, e of expensive damage suits loomed
| ,

larger, a number of the smaller rainmakers, feeling that the risk was too great,



sold out to the larger firms, making the large firms still larger and the

consequent feeling of helplessness of those using their services yet wider.

In the case of New York City, which had hired Wallace Howell to perform cloud

seeding over New York State in 1951 , damage claims were filed largely by

resort owners, for over 32 million dollars. (41) Deeming it the better

part of wisdom to be safe than sorry, city officials directed Howell to abandon

all further experiments; whereupon Howell who, at times expressed diffidence

in estimating the exact effect of his cloud seeding, proceeded to form his \

own rainmaking association, Howell Associates, which subsequently conducted

rainmaking trials in Connecticut, Massachusetts, Alabama and Peru.

Even the largest rainmaking enterprise, Water Resources Development

Corporation, headed by Dr. Irving Krick, failed to escape the growing crescendo

of complaints. Formerly professor of meteorology at California Institute of

Technology, Krick founded the American Institute of Aerological Research in

1946 from which he built up a reputation for accurate weather forecasting. (42)

Subsequent to Schaefer's historic experiments in cloud seeding, Krick reconstituted

his Institute of Aerological Research into a new and commercial organisation,

the Water Resources Development Corporation. (43) Complaints against Krick

varied from inducing more rainfall than anyone bargained for to producing none

at all. Following a devastating flood by the Kansas-Missouri Rivers in the

summer of 1951, Senators from the riparian states called for swift federal

control. In their opinion, the responsibility for the floods stemmed from the

actions of rainmakers. Krick, rising to the defence of rainmaking, disclaimed

all responsibility. His silver iodide generators, he said, had not been in

operation for several weeks, due to the lack of clouds. In a rare display of

harmony, Reichelderfer accepted Krick's non-culpability of the rainmakers but

for rather different reasons, i.e. his non-acceptance of most of their claims



in the first place, pointing out that the source of the flood on this

occasion was the Gulf of Mexico.

I

Krick was also accused of failing to target the rainfall over Fort Worth,

Texas as he had contracted. Modestly, Krick explained that weather control

was still in its experimental stage. (45) Whilst on another occasion, when

Robert Beaumont, Meteorologist for Oregon State College, told the Oregon Wheat

Growers League that loss rainfall had fallen in seeded areas than in the

surrounding regions, Krick blamed the weather conditions, decrying the absence

of"sufficient cloud3 to work on". (46)

Krick also boasted of notable successes. In the summer of 1950, Krick

had undertaken one of the most massive attempts in history to increase rainfall

in 15 Western states, including 7 million acres of the Dust Bowl area3. (47)

Fearful of a return of the dreaded drought of the 1950*3, cattlemen in the Dust

Bowl had turned to Krick fox- help. (40) The following year, although no one

could prove conclusively whether Krick or Mature had produced the bountiful rain

that came, the farmers and ranchers were generally satisfied. "Mostly when he

seeded, rain fell." (49) . A more optimistic appraisal wa3 offered by Krick

himself - "we have increased rainfall in seven spots in Now Mexico by 150/' to

400>a. »
*

Such assertions were in fact troubling: how to prove or disprove such

claims. One necessary ingredient was the records maintained by the commercial

rainmakers. But most entreaties failed to convince the commercial operators

of the merits of opening their records in the apparent fear of divulging trade

secrets and possibly losing clients. As a result, the helpless client would

find it difficult to interpret the figures contained in the records, how they

were arrived at, or even whether reliable records xrere kept at all. In an
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article appearing in December 1950 in American City, the complaint was put

that "Until Xrick chooses to publish his methods in detail, meteorologists

will have a hard time appraising the validity of his approach." (51) The

Weather Bureau related how they had requested detailed information from the

larger commercial rainmakers in order to make comprehensive studies, but the

requests were not honoured. If a complete record of commercial operators could

be obtained and correlated with existing records of the Weather Bureau, important

conclusions, they said, might be eventually reached as to the effectiveness

of the tests in preduei:\g changes in rninfnVt.

The growing mood of rubiic malaise over rninmaking was evidenced in the

popular literature. In comparing the same range of mass circulation journals

containing articles on rainmaking published during l) 1949-1951 and 2) 1951-1955

i.e. before and after the tripartite Senate hearings, we find a curious reversal.

During the first period, the prevalent mood was optimistic, with the vast

majority of articles proclaiming the potential benefits achievable by cloud

seeding. During the second period, however, the vast majority of articles

expressed scepticism and doubt. (S'i) It Was during - this latter period

(1951-1953) that'commercial cloud seeding grew so rapidly that a peak of

300 million acres (approximately 1/10th of the U.S. land area) was reached in

1952. (54) Out of nearly 50 articles appearing before 1951, approximately

15/& expressed scepticism (of which Reichelderfer*s was.one). Between

1951-1953 out of about 60 articles, only 25/' espoused a positive outlook towards

rainmaking.

The reverse in popular sentiment towards cloud seeding accompanied by

growing confusion over the state of rainmaking was graphically displayed as

early as February 1950 in such captions as "Weather: Can We Control It?"

with tho reply -



Not entirely. We'll never be able to turn rain cn and off at will.
We might be able to make some rain that would not otherwise have
fallen. And we already can prevent some storms. (55.)

Another article published two months later (April 1950) in Popular Science

queries: "Can We Make It Sain?" 320,000,000,000 gallons of rain had followed

one-cloud seeding test "but maybe it would have rained anyway". An interesting

juxtaposition was posed by two articles appearing in the same journal (Science
Newsletter) justthree months apart; the first, in November 1951, was entitled

"Seeding Not Required", and the second, in February 1952, headlined, ''Seeding

may Reduce Rain". Serving to confound the rainmaking enthusiasts still

further was the publication by the Smithsonian Institution of. Eenry G. Houghton8

comprehensive ana critical analysis of rainmaking, "Appraisal of cloud seeding

by means of increasing precipitation".

Pressures r-x Congress

Thus by the beginning of the 1950's we find the catalyst of publicity

exerting an impact different from December 194'-' ~ from a mood of hopo and

expectation to one of increasing despair and frustration. Uryabie to ascertain
0

just what rainmakers could or could not do for which payments were' required
A-

nonetheless, (advertised via the mass media) increasing demands went up

for regulating the whole business of rainmaking. Articles appeared asking

"Who'll Set the Rainmakers?" (60) whilst others queried "Weather Control:

Government Function?" (6l) Confronted by commercial rainmakers with their

varying methods, flexible pricing and unconfirmed results, the farmer and.
/Vp\

rancher felt frustrated by the constraints of hie options: J (l) be could

pay the rainmaker for rain that would have come anyway, (2) he could pay for

rain ostensibly produced artificially (but how to know?), or (?) he could refuse

to hire their services, and hope for the best out chance seeing his crocs w.ther
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and fall in the meanwhile. Within this morass of uncertainty and anxiety,

a hue and cry went up for government help to regulate the rainmakers and"'provide

the farmer with some sort of guidelines. Senator Clinton P. Anderson in an. article
v .a » a

in March 1951 entitled "Should the U.S. Government Control the Rainmakers?" (65)

responded clearly and decidedly in the affirmative.

But constituent -pressures were, not the only ones working on Senator

Anderson; he had his own. In June 1950, Senator Anderson received notice

thai, his ranch in New Mexico was in danger of Being turned off. Midst vrsions

of dried up alfalfa and financial ruin, Senator Anderson decided that his

constituents were right and that the time was ripe for the government to sAp

in. In early September (1950) Anderson instructed his staff to undertake a

background study directed towards drawing up legislation to regulate rainmakin^

This study even tuated in Senate Bill S. 222, which formed the focus for the

special Senate hearings that took place the following March (l95l).

Three Bills

Senator Anderson was not the only one bringing forth raimnaking legislation-

Senator Francis Case (Republican S. Dakota) presented his own Lill(s 798)."

Like Anderson, Senator Case vfanted to" improve the let of the farmer (especially

in his homo state ox" South Dakota) who, like farmers elsewhere, had been suffering

from the widening grip of the drought. "My proposal," stated Case,' "is that we

utilise resources and equipment of the Government and bring together the

developing knowledge on the subject of clcud physics and try to develop a

practical application of current knowledge and skills in ihe modifying of

clouds." (64)

Whereas Anderson's bill postulated regulation smd control of rainmaking and

federal support cf ol-r-J. Case's bill looked to spreading hopes for



benefits from roinmnking in tangible nnd practical terms.

(Hi \t\ M.-tt .ihi | ').}•), ;iwu. honey hrnl int.i-Oihton.t 1500, Oil t I tn,«*; for an .

increase in the nation's water resources from the seas or other saline waters
I

to provide notable water for irrigation and consumption. Coming from a state

where farming was ciriticnlly dependent on the continued assurance of water from

irrigation canala, Senator O'Hahoney and his fellow cilinens from Wyoming

were on the alert for any moans for obtaining water. First desalination,

then rainmaking seemed to provide just such means. 3.1500 was accordingly

amended to provide for research and demonstration of practical means of

precipitating water from the atmosphere, (65) alongside the desalination

of salty brackish water, all of which were regarded as relevant to the "economical

production... of water suitable for agricultural, industrial, municipal and other

beneficial consumptive uses..." (66)

The Executive Office of the President supported O'Malioney's bill, S.5»

in its original form, dealing only with desalination, and withheld support frora

either Anderson's bill on regulation of rainmaking or Case's hoped-for practical

applications. As late as 1951, President Truman was explicitly positive in

supporting desalination when he said in his budget message,

Experience in recent years has shown that it may not be possible
to meet the shortages of water, which are a threat in some areas,
through our extensive water resources programme. I recommend,
therefore, that the Congress enact legislation authorising the
initiation of research to find means of transforming salt water
into fresh water in large volumes at economic costs.

In the case of desalination as opposed to rainmaking, inasmuch as techniques

had been established to produce fresh water from salt water, the primary issue

was the economic feasibility of the process. The Executive, in this case,

agreed that experimentation should continue and consequently supported Senator

O'Mahoney's bill, 3. 5, and the Department of the Interior to lead its passage

through the Congress.



In the absence of such interest in rainmaking on the part of the Executive,

those in Congress pursuing the matter further turned to their own house. In

January 1951, three senators introduced their respective hills. A fourth was

prologue! in the House of Representatives. The Congressional delegation from

California, a state vitally concerned with water, had established an informal

subcommittee to discuss the feasibility of cloud nucleation and its control.
1

!
Rep. Werdel (Rep. of Calif.) introduced the results of this study in the form

of a House Joint Resolution (550). (68) Presented in December 1950,

Rep. Vferdel's resolution proposed the establishment of a joint Congressional

committee to determine just whether and where artificial cloud nucleation could'

be carried out, including such details as the qualifications of those performing

such work. Reintroduced in the January 1951 session of Congress, as were the

three senatorial bills, Rep Werdel's resolution, however, seems to have been

placed in abeyance as the real action began to unfold in the Senate.

Whereas a joint committe e. of a sort was established in the Senate to

consider the three bills on rainmaking, it was not the joint committee of the

House and Senate as recommended by Rep. Werdel. In fact, its joint character

was limited to an ad hoc merging of pieces of three Senate standing committees.

Merging is relatively uncommon according to Congressional tradition even within

a single chamber, but the difficulty in the case of rainmaking was that because

of its wide-ranging scope, more than one committee could claim it as its own,

and more than one did.

In an endeavour to smooth the troubled waters, Senator E.C, Johnson (Dem.-Colo.

chairman of the Senate Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee, wrote to his

senatorial colleagues, Senator O'Mahoney, Chairman of the Interior and Insular

Affairs Committee, and Senator Ellender, Chairman of the Agriculture and. Forestry

Committee, both committees having vied with his own for first call in rainmaking
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legislation. _ j

The reading of Senator Johnson's letter provided an interesting insight

of how political in-fighting can take shape. In smoothened tones, Johnson

set out a brief for the primacy of his committee.Whilst acknowledging the place

of others which he immediately diluted by simultaneously inferring that just

about any committee might make a case, he tacitly suggested that any bills

on weather control should be handled by one committee - his.

Senator Anderson's bill, in my opinion, belongs in the Interstate and
Foreign Commerce Committee for the reason that this committee is
given specific jurisdiction over:

(1) Interstate and foreign commerce generally.

(2) Weather Bureau.

It is clear beyond question that these two eatagories, taken together
or taken separately,1 constitute the subject matter which 'Predominates'
in this legislation...

I realize, of course, that the Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs
has jurisdiction over irrigation and reclamation, including water supply
for irrigation projects, and has a direct interest in legislation
relative to precipitation and water supply. But in like manner, the
Committee on Agriculture and Forestry also could lay claim to
jurisdiction over bills such as S. 222 because the Committee is
interested in the overall problems of 'agriculture', 'forestry',
'agricultural products', and 'soil conservation'. In fact, Senator
Case had .introduced a bill, S. 798, to authorize the Secretary of
Agriculture to conduct research and experimentation with respect to
methods of control and nroduction of precipitation in moisture-deficient
areas. That bill has been referred to the Committee on Agriculture
and Forestry. (70)

The Committee on Public Works might well contend that it should handle
the Anderson bill for the reason that it consider legislation relative
to 'flood control' and 'water Power' as to which S. 222 and the programme
it envisions might have some effect... (71)

I am sure you will agree with me that legislation along the lines
of the Anderson bill is too important to be conducted piecemeal, and
that all bills dealing with basic research in weather conditions and
weather control should be handled by one committee...

I have carefully examined the bill and the legislative background of
the subject matter, and it is my considered opinion that ,3. 222 properly
is a subject for the consideration of this committee. (72)
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Having nailed down the question of committee jurisdiction in his favour,

Senator Johnson proceeded to develop the basis for a compromise in the event

the other two committees might not admit the strength -of his argument:

However, I shall be glad to appoint a subcommittee of threo to
sit with your subcommittee (referring to Senator O'Kahoney's
Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs) under the direction
of Senator Anderson and hold joint hearings on the whole subject.
I would hope that the Committee on Agriculture will do likewise. (73)

Upon the concurrence of the other two committee chairmen, a special ad hoc

committee wa3 empanelled from the three standing committees involved. By

accepting the compromise, the three committee chairmen avoided what could have

developed into a nasty bit of in-fighting whilst providing for recognition of

the interests of all concerned.

4. Tripartite Hearing

At this point, an' attempt to present even the semblance of a narrative

becomes immensely difficult. Seldom does any Congressional hearing provide
i

a framework ready-made for application. Nor do many witnesses endeavour to

relate their testimony to the person preceding or follovring. Even the one-day

Congressional hearing of 1948 conducted by Rep. Simpson was marked by q haphazard
I

assortment of topics and witnesses. j
To synopsize,a Congressional hearing runs the risk of misplaced ejnphasis or

even misunderstanding. Inasmuch as this work is a study of science and

government, a useful dissection of the 1951 hearings vrould be to focus on the

major issues affecting science and government, with special attention to those

that show how an ostensible scientific breakthrough is appraised by the machinery

of government.

The initial determination would seem to concern -

(l) state of the art of rainmaking.
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Corollary issues that follow would encompass -

(2) nature and extent of additional research required

(3) appropriate agency to conduct rainmaking

(4) nature and extent of regulation of rainmaking.

The major discussants at the hearing were: 1) senators, 2) executive

agencies, 3) meteorologists, 4) commercial rainmakers and 5) pressure groups.

State of the Art- - Senators

Of the senators taking part in the hearings, almost all exhibited a positive

attitude towards artificial rainmaking, but none so positive as senators Anderson

and Case. Senator O'Mahoney, a co-chairman of the tripartite ad hoc committee,

was also enthusiastic regarding the prospects of cloud seeding but only as one

of many ways to augment water supplies.
(74)

To Senator Case, cloud seeding had already "hit the jackpot". Senator.

Anderson went even further in his apparent acceptance of the possibility of

targeting rainfall and of "dividing up the rainfall where it is excessive in'

one area and insufficient in another". (75) Case and Anderson both envisaged

eventual control of forest fires and severe storms via cloud seeding (Project

Cirrus mishaps notwithstanding). Senator Lester Hunt (L-Wyo.) declared -

"On the basis of my own experience, I feel with a certainty far greater than

99 out of 100 that cloud seeding can be of enormous value to our country." (76)

Senator George Smathers (D-Fla.) coming from a state beset by torrential winds,

ihared the optimistic outlook of his colleagues adding the hope that future

loud seeding experimenters might examine the possibility of eliminating or at

east controlling hurricanes. (77)

Others, however, like Senators Herbert Lehman (D-1I.Y.) and Guy Gordon (f-Ore.)

—chibited some scepticism toward rainmaking. In his interrogation of "allace ■
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Howell, commercial rainmaker, Senator Lehman said frankly,

What I am getting at is this: I was in favour of carrying on
those experiments, "but what proof do you have that this
15-hillion-gallon increase is directly attributable to the
experiments that were carried on, the work that was carried
on? (78)

In an even more pointed exchange with the same witness (Dr. Wallace Howell)

Senator Cordon began by asking -

Senator Cordon: Do I understand, Doctor, that the data which you
compiled on your several tables represent an average over a
13-year period?

Mr. Howell: I have computed the average rainfall at each station,
yes, for which the record was available for that period.

c
Senator Cordon: Do you feel that you could get any satisfactory or
reliable conclusion when you compare an average of 13 years against
precipitation in 1, having in mind that the average must have
overages as well as underages? I

Mr. Howell: Fifteen years are generally considered in climatological
practice as an adequate basis for evaluation of the climate.

i
Senator Cordon: Is it satisfactory as a basis for determining rfesults
in a change in climate in 1 year, that is the point I am gett'ijig at?

Mr. Howell: Ho; I would not say that it is entirely satisfactory,
but it is the best we had to go on, Senator. j

Senator Cordon: I am wondering if it is. Could I, if you will pardon
me, express a contrary opinion here; it would appear to me that if
you could take your year, the year that you worked, and compare that
individually with each of the years, making up the total, you might
have more reliable data than you would if you took an average first,
or second or third, fourth or fifty of the 13-year period... the
precipitation in these several year3 might each have more nearly
approximated the results that you obtained by your seeding operation,
perhaps even exceeded them?

Mr. Howell: That is true, they may have. In the interests of
completeness, the kind of study that you outline certainly should be
made.

However, I do think that we have done the best that could have been
done with the particular restrictions of time, and so forth, under
which we worked. There is plenty of room for further study. (79)
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- Executive Agencies

'The Weather Bureau repeated before the Committee its cautious findings

derived from Projects Thunderstorm and Cloud Physics: at best, rainfall could

be modified only on a small scale and that in any event, more research was

necessary before firm conclusions could be reached; even more so, before one

could determine whether economic possibilities were realizable.

To bolster his argument, the Weather Bureau spokesman pointed out that

the 200 laboratory and field tests performed under Projects Thunderstorm and

Cloud Physics to determine the practical limits of cloud modification had led

to essentially negative conclusions. These tests.had been conducted over a

period of several years and had involved extensive cloud seeding trials in such

diverse climatic regions as Ohio, California and Alabama. (80) But even

under the most favourable conditions, the most rain the Weather Bureau recorded

had never exceeded l/l00th of an inch, which was substantially below economic

significance. (Si)

The Weather Bureau was still searching for an explanation of the mechanism

responsible for cloud precipitation, maintaining that "...there are relatively

few cases where a lack of nuclei is responsible for the lack of rain." (82)

In some cases, they stated, supercooled clouds over mountains (orographic)

might be profitably seeded as well as shower clouds which pass overhead

without releasing rain. (84) But even in these more limited instances, the

Weather Bureau felt that the proof had not been established beyond a reasonable

doubt. (85) In short, it was still uncertain that cloud seeding could either

increase appreciably the amount of rainfall or cause it to fall sooner. Although

Weather Bureau Chief Reichelderfer admitted that "this statement over-simplifies

a rather complex subject", he considered it as appropriate to "summarize what

we believe on the basis of the evidence available up to the present time". (06)

0
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Director of the Bureau of the Budget, F.J. Lawton,wrote to the Committee,

"In cur present state of imperfect knowledge, the difficulties of 'controlling'

or 'modifying' the weather-would seem to be so great that any Federal programme

should be limited to research and the evaluation of existing knowledge and

data." (8?)

The Bureau of the Budget recognized that the Departments of Interior and

Agriculture had a special interest in rainmaking, as did the Weather' Bureau

(Department of Commerce) and that "all three have responsibilities and programmes

which may be deeply affected by further developments in weather control and

modification." (88) Therefore, continued Lawton,

...we feel it would be appropriate for the several Federal agencies
concerned to continue whatever work they can under existing
authorities and funds made available under those authorities. (89)

In conclusion, Lawton recommended that -

...further information on attempts to alter weather conditions should
be collected from whatever sources are available throughout the
country and that such information should be presented to the Congress... (90)
In contrast to the Bureau of the Budget and Weather Bureau, Interior and

Agriculture spokesmen maintained that the state of the art of rainmaking was a

reasonably accomplished fact, and proceeded to discuss practical applications.

William Warno, Assistant Secretary of the Interior, who peppered his

remarks with political appeals to the Senators, alluded to the possibility of

preventing tremendous hailstorms such as those which occurred in Senator'

Case's State of South Dakota^^ "nd the application of weather control over

the formation of hurricanes which "Senator Smathers only yesterday talked

about." (92) Inasmuch as tornadoes are simply much more violent storms of the

lied by

yiichael ¥.;

arne in

same character as thunderstorms, ¥arne added, they might also be control'
/ (93)
..seeding, again alludingto the interests of the senators present.

Straus, Commissioner of the Bureau of Reclamation of I terior, joined Yi
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bressing the practical benefits achievable by cloud seeding, and in Appealing
-

directly to the senators. Water and power usage in the West, (from whence a

number of the senators hailed) could be appreciably enhanced by cloud seeding,

said Straus. (94)

The Department of Agriculture spokesman, shared Interior's favourable

interpretation of the efficacy of cloud seeding and, in some respects, went

even further in asserting that rain could be targeted to fall "at a desired
(95)

time and place", a claim which not even Schaefer nor Langmuir ever made, and

the difficulty of which was acknowledged among professional meteorologists.

The position of the Department of Defense fell somewhere between the

conservatism of the Weather Bureau and the optimism of the Departments of

Interior and Agriculture. In expressing the opinion of the Department of

Defense, Frank Pace, Jr., Secretary of the Army and spokesman for the defense

agencies, stated that

experiments end tests to date have had some possible significance but
the results cannot be considered conclusive as yet. (96) Under
favourable conditions some local changes could be produced by artificial
means. But this did not mean that cloud modification could effect

major weather changes including droughts. (97)

In conclusion, however, and even after acknowledging that a controversy was

still raging over large-scale changes, Pace felt that there was sufficient

evidence that some changes (local) could be induced and that it was therefore

desirable to explore further possible tactical and strategic implications, (98)
indicative of the department's military interest in rainmalcing, ergo, Project

Cirrus.

- Meteorologists

The loading witness from the scientific community was Henry G. Houghton,

professor of meteorology and head of the department of meteorology at the
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Massachusetts Institute of Technology, as well as past president of the American

Meteorological Society. In his opening remarks, Houghton characterized Sen. An¬

derson's bill setting forth a heather Control Commission as "premature". "It

presupposes that we are on the verge of "being able to exercise widespread control

over the weather... this assumption is still in question and the final answer

must await further research." (99)

Having specialised for some twenty years in those areas of meteorology

which encompass cloud modification and the artificial stimulation of rainfall,

Houghton presented to the Joint Committee the conclusions of his paper entitled,

"An Appraisal of Cloud Seeding As A Means of Increasing Precipitation". Among

his conclusions, Houghton stated -

Weather modification, on a small scale, such as protection against frost
and the local dissipation of fog and certain clouds, is known to be
possible.

There is very little available evidence and no present scientific basis ■
for the belief that we now have the ability to modify or control the
large-scale atmospheric processes which are responsible for our general ..

weather and climatic patterns.

The weather conditions which appear to be most favourable for the
artificial release of. rain or snow are very much the same as those requisite
for natural rainfall. (100)

Houghton's scientific findings presented at the hearings were largely adopted

by the American Meteorological Society (representing the meteorological profession)
and incorporated in its Statement issued on May 3, 1951, two months after the

hearings were held (inserted in the Appendix to the Congressional publication).
This statement agreed with the appraisal drawn by Dr. Houghton. Indeed, the

language shows a marked resemblance to his own. After pointing out that at

best seeding could convert a portion of the cloud to ice crystals and might

even "open holes and valleys in the cloud deck", the basic finding was -



Scientific knowledge of the physical processes by which rain and snow
are formed has not advanced to the point where it is possible to
predict the results of seeding rain clouds nor to prescribe, with any
certainty, the most favourable conditions for such seeding. (101)

Another research meteorologist testifying at the hearings was Charles■!.

Hosier from Pennsylvania State College. Painting a picture for the Joint

Committee, Hosier revealed his scepticism when he said -

The opinion would seem to be that the clouds were floating around
in the sky like so many cows in a pasture waiting to be milked, and
we have to go up there and do it. There are a lot of farmers that
do not understand how the cows produce milk, but they go out and
milk them. (102)

Senator Anderson queried here, "Do you think they ought not to be milked

until they know?" Hosier replied -

Ho, because we know that milk comes out but we do not know that we can
produce precipitation from cloud3. That has not been demonstrated
and not accepted by most meteorologists.

(continuing) ...we do not have sufficient information about the production
of precipitation by natural means in clouds to evaluate experiments in
the artificial production of precipitation.

(concluding) ... Seeding is more or less like praying. It seems to be,
at this point, a matter of faith. (lOp)

- Pressure Crouns

Turning to the other non-governmental witnesses appearing before the

Committee, Irving P. Krick, one of the most prominent practitioners of the

rainmaking craft, was positive about its prospects and boastful of his own

achievements. His organisation (Hater Resources Development Corporation) he

claimed, could not only produce significant increases in rainfall by cloud

seeding but could target the rainfall over a specific area. (107)
Robert Mckinney, chairman of the Hew Mexico Economic Development Commission^

hold a different view of the state of rainmaking. "I respectively wish,"

declared McKinney, "to impress upon this joint committee of the U.S. Senate
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of past, present and future research, HcKinney suggested, might produce a better

understanding of this subject. But until then, he said, "all of us are in

varying degrees of darkness." (106)

Evidently pleased with the research programme outlined in Anderson's bill,

McKinney described it "as intensive and as orderly as that established in the

field of atomic energy". (107) Eminent scientists have testified that

techniques can induce or increase rainfall in significant amounts, he continued,

"we hope and pray that they are right." (lOo)
Another representative of the interested public at the hearings was Richard

D. Searles, president of the Salt River Valley Water Users' Association. .This

Association had condticted some rainfall trials of its own during the summer of

1948. After six weeks of seeding with dry ice and silver iodide, they compared

the results with analogous six-week periods in 1937 (which had comparable

weather conditions). On the basis of this experiment, Searles concluded, cloud

seeding had accounted for an increase in irrigation runoff of about 12,000 feet.

In contrast to McKinney, Searles felt that much was to be gained from an

active pursuit of rainmakirig experimentation. Accordingly, he recommended to

Congrats a that rai?m;iVing research bo done on a. broad basis for the good of the

entire country with the hope that "Congress (would) see the possibilities that

can be developed by the successful application of this theory of artificial

precipitation towards the control of weather. (109) As for the Weather Bureau,

Searles remarked crisply, "The only help that I had was that any pamphlet they

(Weather Bureau) had which was critical of rninmaking got to every member of my

Hoard of P.trootovfi." ( I 10)



Research Required - Executive Agencies

In view of the more sceptical outlook of the Weather Bureau towards the

prospects of rainmaking, it is not surprising to find its spokesmen urging the

ad hoc Committee to lend support to fundamental meteorological research.

A scientific investigation of weather modification by artificial
measures involves the greatest possible knowledge of the processes
that make weather. Thus research in the weather forecasting and
other fields in meteorology seeks exactly the same body of knowledge.
We cannot conceive a profitable separation of research in rainmaking
from the equally important and closely related field of general
research in meteorology. (111)

To achieve greater understanding of weather processes, the Weather Bureau

proposed a series of studies for investigating basic atmospheric processes

including physical, chemical and electrical elements. From this funddmental

research, one might then be better able to determine the mechanism responsible
•' |

for the onset of precipitation. Examination should be made of the wa^ in
i

which moisture in clouds becomes transformed into'precipitation. Much more

data was needed before one could affirm whether nucleating agents (as the

Bergeron-Findeisen theory contended) exert a critical role in causing ;

precipitation. .

In contrast to the emphasis of the Weather Bureau on basic research, the

Agriculture representative, consonant with its more optimistic construction of

cloud seeding, suggested that the Committee"authorise the Department of

Agriculture to conduct research in the practical uses of the techniques of

precipitation induction to provide moisture for crops and pastures, and prevent

forest fires, and to discover practical means of dissipation to reduce damage

from lightning, hail, windstorm, erosion and floods." (112)

The Department of Interior, presented the ad hoc Committee with a

comprehensive programme embracing both extensive research and application
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proposals. But just as its view of ruinmaking leaned positively, so did it

incline towards application rather than research. Like the heather Bureau,

Interior called for study of the physical processes connected with precipitation

and the influence of various chemicals on precipitation, but laid greater stress

on investigation of the chemical agents used in practical rainmaking and on

field tests of both a statistical end control nature to ascertain the actual

effects of cloud seeding. (l15) But Interior's list of practical desiderata

did not stop there. Indeed, some of its proposed objectives in rainmaking

would have made any self-respecting meteorologist blush:

(l) Application of artificial precipitation for the relief of

seasonal drought (despite the widespread acknowledgement

that artificial precipitation could not take place under

drought conditions since the rampant dryness would absorb

any moisture that fell, if there were any moisture in the

first place.)

. (2) "Miscellaneous effects" ranging from using artificial

precipitation methods for removal of snow to reducing

floods, eliminating forest fires, and reducing damage

from hail.

(3) Changing climate on a local, national and even global scale.

(On this point Interior acknowledged that such aims' might

be) "more far-reaching than all the others", (and that

consequently) "considerably more research work would be

required. (114)

The Department of Defense spokesman offered little in the way of research

proposals or practical programmes, but if anything^felt that "emphasis at this
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might be to adopt legislation to co-ordinate rainmaking experimentation and to

support valid research studies. (115)

- Meteorologists

The scientific spokesmen at the hearings joined in stressing the need

for research. "I strongly agree," said Dr. Houghton, "that research is the

most important present need in this field."^f^re knowledge was needed of the

processes of which nature produces rain and snow before definitive answers to

the question of weather control could be expected.

Dr. Hans H. Heuberger, meteorologist from Pennsylvania State College

supported Houghton's call for research when he spoke of -

the need for further extensive and co-ordinated research efforts,
particularly in the fundamental facets of the problem, before it
can be established with any degree of confidence, what it is
that may need legislative controls. (117)

- Senators

Already favourably disposed regarding the feasibility of rainmaking, the

members of the ad hoc committee, particularly the three senatorial sponsors

of the rainmaking bills, did not appear overly impressed by recommendations

for further research. Whilst all three bills made some mention of the need

for additional research, the predominant thrust lay on practical applications.

The slant was clearly set forth in the opening preface to Senator Anderson

bill (S. 222) which provided that "research and development activities be

related to:

(l) the theory and development of methods of weather modification

and contx-ol, including processes, materials, and devices

related thereto;
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(2) utilization of weather modification and control for agricultural,

industrial, commercial, military, and other purposes, and

(3) the protection of life and property during'research and

operational activities. (118)

Senator Case revealed an even greater proclivity towards the practical

applications of rainmaking. In proposing S. 798 ana in making the Department

of Agriculture the responsible agency, Case explained, the main impetus had been

in "what you might call applied research, practically getting into the

demonstration field". (119) In S. 798, "A BILL to authorise the Secretary

of Agriculture to conduct research and experiments with respect to methods of

controlling and producing precipitation in moisture-deficient areas", the usage

of rainfall experimentation was directed towards such mundane ends as providing

"supplemental moisture for production of crops and grasses, prevention of forest

fires, protection of municipal water supplies and other purposes". (120)

8-. 798 contained no reference to research of a fundamental na.ture. |

The practical orientation of 8.5 introduced by Senator O'Mahonejj' was
'

.

equally practical in its subcaption:
i

A BILL to provide for research into and demonstration of practical
means for the economical production from sea or other saline waters,
or from the atmosphere (including cloud formations) of water suitable
for agricultural, industrial, municipal, and other beneficial j
consumptive uses, and for other purposes. (121)

The sole mention of research and development in S. 5 authorised the

Secretary of the Interior to "conduct research and development work" but the

accompanying details clearly followed an economic orientation:

the demonstration plant and other facilities to make careful
engineering studies to ascertain the lowest investment and
operating costs, and to determine the best plant designs and
conditions of operation.
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Aroroori-te Agency - Senators

Among the various proposals before the ad hoc Committee concerning the

most appropriate government agency to develop and regulate artificial raimnaking,

Senator Anderson's was in the forefront. In his bill, Anderson called for .the

establishment of a new national agency, the Weather Control Commission (WCC).

Apparently modelled on the ambitious Atomic Energy Commission, Anderson

outfitted the WCC with the power to issue licenses, promulgate regulations,

revoke licenses "inimical to free competition or to the common defence and

security", as well as to grant exemptions from licensing requirements, and

require records and reports from licensees. In its most sweeping provision,

the bill provided that "it shall be unlawful... for any person to engage in

activities unless in accordance with a license issued by the Commission..." (123)

In addition to promulgating regulations, licenses and rates, the WCC

would be empowered to conduct studies, investigations and hearings, hire

employees, acquire facilities, and issue enforcement penalties for any violations

of the Act, including a $5,000 fine or two years in prison; and for offences

potentially injurious to the United States or advantageous to a foreign nation,

a $20,000 fine or 20 years' imprisonment. (124)
Senator Case plumped for his favourite agency, the Department of Agriculture.

Both in his bill, S. 798 and in his statements during the hearings, Senator

Case emphasised the distinctive role that the Department of Agriculture could

perform .in developing cloud seeding. Although Case. acknowledged the

relevancy of other agencies, including the Weather bureau and the Department of

the Interior, even to the point of admitting that the latter agency "has a major

responsibility in this'field", he continued his support of Agriculture which

has responsibility for dry land farming in the Great Plains Area (which includes

his home State of South Dakota). (1 25)
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Senator Lehman of 'New York was concerned only that a strong, central

agency be designated and that the jurisdictional disputes among the various

agencies not become too heated -

Unless you have a central agency that can say to this area,
'You may or you may not carry on operations with silver
iodide', or whatever the operations may be, I cannot get
away from the fact that you are going to have great conflict. (126)

for instance, the Department of the Interior has an interest
of a certain kind. 'The Department of Agriculture, of course,
has a specific interest with regard to the raising of
foodstuffs, and what might affect the raising of foodstuffs in
certain parts might seriously affect the interests of the
Park service. Unless you have some single co-ordinated
agency to control this, are you not going to be confronted
with difference of interests in various departments? (127)

■ An apprehension shared by Senator Anderson:

I think the. committee, when we get farther along, is going to
have a hard problem with that one matter because, as we saw "v
by the testimony yesterday, the heather Bureau is anxious to
administer whatever programme is undertaken. There are the
Taylor grazing areas, where the Department of Interior has
specific responsibility. There are also forest areas,
where the Department of Agriculture has responsibility
(approximately 180 million acres); and then the Soil
Conservation Service, which is generally in the Department
of Agriculture again, has a great deal of land in this country
organized into soil-conservation districts. (128)

But Anderson himself complicated the situation when he added -

The real problem is that the Army ana the Navy and the Air
Force, co-operating with General Electric, have probably done
more work in this field than the heather Bureau or the

Department of Agriculture or the Department of the Interior,
and what I am hopeful of is that we will not come out with a
solution that will interfere with the experimental work being
done by the Army, Navy and Air Force, nor by those private
individuals who could do a whole lot more if given a chance. (129)

At the same time, aware of the keen interest of Senator Case in the

)apartment of Agriculture, and of Senator O'Mahoney in the Department of the

Cntcrior, Senator Anderson expressed an openness on the question of agency

selection -
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May I say, as far as I am concerned, there is no difference
of opinion between Senator Case and myself, or Senator O'Kahoney
ana myself, on these bills. I do not care whether Agriculture
does it, Commerce does it, whether the Army does it, the Navy
does it, or the Air Force does it as long as somebody keeps the
score and tries to find out what happens, and I think Senator
Case feels the same way about it. He had had experience. (130)

To which Senator Case added -

Except with this modification: That I would want it in hands of
somebody who is going to try to get some results and not merely
to try to find a negative answer.

/aiderson: I think so, too.- (131)

- Executive Agencies

The agency which Senators Anderson and Case agreed should not be selected

was the Heather Bureau, which was the subject of a testy exchange between

Senator Anderson and W.F. MacDonald (Deputy Chief of the Weather Bureau).

MacDonald: Well, I think the Government is wasting a lot of money
in this field for the failure to get behind the agency that has
the best know-how in the field. I defy anybody to bring to this
matter a higher sense of public responsibility than the Weather
Bureau brings to it.

Anderson: But if you approach it with a preconceived notion that
it is not good, the money that would be spent with you might be
wasted. It would be like turning over the development of the
atomic bomb to some group that says, "We will try it but we know
it cannot be built".

MacDonald: Mr. Chairman, you certainly are putting words into our
mouths, and I must protest that in some manner or other I think
you have taken a judgement about the Weather Bureau end its
position on this matter which - well I hesitate to say it, but
which does not just quite fairly take into account the whole
position of the Bureau.

Anderson: I admit that is possible. I recognize that fact, but
after one has tried for months to put a bill together and has had
one group steadily working in the other direction, one comes to
conclusions if one is at all mentally alert. (132)

In rejoinder to Anderson's deprecatory comments, Weather Bureau Chief
Reichelderfer wrote Anderson -



If the Bureau's views have seemed negative or 'unenthusiastic'
it is only because the facts we have published spoke for
themselves in terms which by comparison with the many exaggerated
claims appeared conservative and because we have known that
farmers were in many cases paying commercial rainmakers for rain
which came naturally. (133)

In further documentation of its case, the heather Bureau summarized

3 position in six concise points:

(1) ...we seemed to be attuned to the expectation that any given
technological miracle is purchasable to a given price.

(2) he strongly represent the need for much greater emphasis on
the search for knowledge of the whole meteorological substratum
of the rainmaking process in relation to those great natural
controls on the weather experience.

(3) From 1946 to 1940, the heather Bureau conducted over 200 tests.
No significant differences in precipitation were detected.
The Bureau also kept in close touch with other experimenters
including Langmuir.

(4) The heather Bureau never had a direct and clear appropriation
for weather modification research. Their past efforts were
consistently financed out of their general fund. In fact,
the Appropriations Committee in its report, declared that
'the government ought (not) to be doing this kind of business'.

(5) Congress disallowed the original request for funds for weather
modification research requested by the heather Bureau in
1946-47.

(6) Afterwards, this item was never even included within the
President's budget which meant that the Executive Department
subsequently failed to make provision for such research. (154)

Thus it was not due to a lack of legislative authority that the heather

eau did not undertake a more extensive programme but rather from a lack of

-itical support from either the Congressional or Executive branches.

. MacDonald, Deputy heather Bureau Chief explained:

Apart from the regular legislation, there now exists abundant
authority to pursue the research to which the proposed bills are
directed. (135)
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We are of the opinion that the Weather Bureau should continue
to be responsible for leadership in this field. (136) ... But
we have to be recognized for the size of the job and given
enough money to do a job and not left to do it on a shoestring. (137)
The Department of Interior mustered its own variety of arguments as to

why rainmaking should justifiably be placed under Interior, which was

resnonsible for -

(1) Development and conservation of natural resources __

(2) widespread areas of the United States (mainly Western) under
irrigation

(3) the land area of Alaska and the Gulf of Alaska where the three
air systems - polar, Asiatic, and oceanic - converged and in turn,
generated the storms which blew across the American continent, and

(4) its general concern for water problems throughout the United
States. (138)

In response to a question put by one of the senators, Interior stressed that

successful artificial precipitation would not make the Department of Interior's

responsibility for ensuring adequate water supplies obsolete but contrarily,

would increase their business. (139) With regard to overall responsibility,

Interior declared its readiness to co-operate with the other government agencies

but with Interior in the position of primacy. (140)

The Department of Agriculture was decidedly more deferential. 'Whilst

indicating a desire to undertake some activity in clotid seeding, they expressed

doubt that the Department was ready to assume federal responsibility for the

entire field. All it wanted, was "clear authorisation to do research in

weather control as it affects agriculture,"^^ ^ further volunteering that the

Weather Bureau should be entrusted with the nrimary or at least co-ordinating

responsibility.

The Bureau of the Budget, which has the responsibility for co-ordinating

and resolving conflicts of a jurisdictional nature among the executive agencies,

opted for delaying the decision altogether. According to P.J. Lawton,

Director of the Bureau of the Budget -



The Departments of the Interior, Agriculture, and Commerce (including
the Weather Bureau) all have responsibilities and programmes which
may be deeply affected by further developments in weather control
and modification.

It would be unwise, if not impossible, to attempt to settle the
jurisdictional questions which the three bills raise. (142)

Nor, in its opinion, was any new legislation needed. Senator Case's

bill designating the Department of Agriculture as responsible agency was

unnecessary, since legislation already existed on the statute books. As

for the Anderson bill, the licensing of private rainmaking contractors was

not considered useful, particularly at that point in time, and further, that

there was nothing to prevent a government agency from establishing an immediate

procedure for requiring private rainmaking operators to submit reports on

operations. Congress, it suggested, could instruct the Weather Bureau as

the logical agency on how and when to inaugurate the most effective reporting .

procedure. To vest responsibility in some agency other than the Weather

Bureau would take this activity out of the context of general weather observing

and research and tend to confuse the public. Such a move would also probably-

increase the costs. For these reasons neither the Case bill nor the Anderson

bill, in the opinion of the Bureau of the Budget, deserved enactment.

Upon finding that his proposed bill was receiving a mixed reception,

Anderson volunteered that "the purpose of the bill that I introduced was to

provide for the development and regulation of methods of weather modification

and control. Now, if that should be in some other agency, that is the purpose

of these hearings." (143)
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Regulation and Control - Senators

When it came to determining how best to regulate the activities associated

with rainmaking, the views of the senators revealed even greater differences.

On the one hand, Senator Anderson advocated strong controls over rainmaking

and rainmakers. Although a number of witnesses felt that regulation was

premature, Anderson thought it better to apply safeguards immediately since

economic benefits might come sooner than anticipated. It was "... a question

of intelligent regulation now or continued haphazard interference with the

weather with no central authority to channel the course of these measures in

the national interest." (14-4)

Anderson seemed particularly concerned to control the activities of the

more powerful commercial rainmakers, several of whom had garnered contracts..

covering thousands of acres worth hundreds of thousands of dollars. As

mentioned earlier, one prominent purveyor of rain was Irving P. Krick, president

of the Water Resources Development Corporation. Based in Denver, Colorado,

the WRDC by 1951 had concluded rainmaking contracts in over seven states with

a clientele of over 200, including many large landowners in the Southwest from

which region many of the senators on the ad hoc committee hailed. (14-5)

Despite an automobile accident that occurred to Mrs. Krick shortly before

the hearings which prevented Wrick's scheduled appearance, Anderson wrote Krick

his condolences, granted him a delay and indicated that whatever day was

suitable for Krick, the Committee would find suitable in turn. The result

Wos an entire day set aside exclusively for Krick (April 5) 16 days after the

rest of the hearings had been completed. On the appointed day, Senator

Anderson directed a barrage of questions at Krick.

What about the possibilities of over-seeding from an airplane in the
case of dry ice? Does that disappear when the use of silver iodide
comes into the picture? Does it eliminate the possibility of over-
seeding? Is there a possibility of over-seeding right in the
immediate target area? (146)



No sooner had Dr. Henry Houghton began his testimony indicating that

Senator Anderson's proposed Weather Control Commission could inhibit freedom

of research in the field when Anderson interjected - "What do you think of

Krick?" Houghton sidestepped -

I have left with the committee as part of my testimony that which
is really an appraisal of cloud seeding as means of increasing
precipitation. I would prefer not to be called upon to appraise i

/an individual's work. I have attempted to give an impersonal
/ appraisal in this paper as completely as I thought I could now. (14T)

i
I

- Executive gcncies j
Krick was not the only person with whom .Anderson clashed. The

representative from the 'Weather Bureau came in for his share. In contrapt

to Anderson's sweeping regulation, the Weather Bureau proposed regulating

only large-scale attempts at weather modification. Localized activities,

such as fog dispersal at airports and frost prevention in orchards, should

be exempted. Inasmuch as local activities were conducted on a frequent and

widespread basis, regulation would be difficult. -Furthermore, the impact,

both technically and economically, was restricted to rather limited areas.

Senator Anderson hammered unrelentingly at the Weather Bureau representative

underson: What opportunity is there for a complete control on an
experiment if you may be spraying silver iodide into the skies one
place and this rancher just over the hill has three generators
working?

Hill: It is going to be impossible.
i

Anderson: I am trying to find out if you think there is any necessity,
then, for a Federal bill which would keep track of what is going on. (14S)

The. Department of Defense also opposed Anderson's projected Weather Control

Commission as boing unnecessarily strenuous, especially at such an early stage

of development. (149) Fodornl legislation should provide means for protecting

the public against the danger of victimisation, especially farmers and others

who need water, but accomplished via research, not regulation. (150)



As for regulations, the Defense Department favoured simply vesting authority

to issue regulations in an existing agency such as the quasi-judicial Intel atat

Commerce Commission. The regulations would set forth the conditions for

conducting cloud seeding experiments and requiring those engaged in such

experimentation to furnish additional information to the Weather Bureau. (151)

Agriculture which bad veered towards the optimistic interpretation of

rainmaking and emphasis on practical aspects put forth by the senators, parted

company from them on the issue of regulation. Like the Heather Bureau and

Department of Defense, Agriculture supported a limited form of control over

local efforts to modify the weather and co-ordinating any research undertaken.

The establishment of as extreme an organ as the Weather Control Commission,

it felt, was open to come question, (152) concluding -

It would appear that further careful study needs to be given to the
form of organization and extent of its powers in light of the present
knowledge of this subject.

The Interior Department was more ambivalent towards regulation, especially

pertaining to commercial rainmaking. "¥e can neither encourage nor discourage

these good people (commercial clients) from spending their money on these

activities." (l53) Regarding commercial raimnking, Michaeo. Straus

(Commissioner of Reclamation

otherwise, "we assume that tl

i) declared that until scientific research shows

hey are - or should be - at least contributing

something to the general knowledge of the subject", (l54j whilst on the other

hand, William E. Warne (Assistant Secretary of she Interior) warned that the

"promising, budding science of weather modification would be brought into

disrepute by uncontrolled experiments", (155) A third view, preferred by

II.B. Bennett (Assistant Director of Project Plaining, Interior) pointed to

the need for a "yardstick by Which to estimate the increase or decrease in



precipitation that way be possible to cause artificially". (156) But overall,

Interior's position agreed with its executive colleagues that whatever controls

were enacted should be done on a go slow basis and only "as the facts warranted".

- Commercial Rainmakers

Those reaping the financial profits from rain ranking operations exhibited

a more strident view. Both the small commercial operators and the larger ones

(including the National Weather Association, whose motto was "Everybody talks

about the weather but we do something about it"), expressed opposition to any

outside control, management or legislative action. In a letter to the ad hoc

Committee, William H. Smith, president of the Powder Hiver Weather Research

Corporation of Gh'lette, Wyoming, emphatically declared that "Federal control

(was) not warranted at this time". (158) Commercial operators were willing

to accept proper and constructive regulation through legislation only when
i

"facts become available". ..Such laws, they qu?"Jcly added, should begin at tV
j

state level and "...any such elaborate or unwieldy agency (as was) contemplated

by the Anderson till (was not) at all necessary at this time." (l60)

While Irving P. Xrick shared his competitors' apprehensions regarding

stringent regulation and further agreed that the proposed Weather Control

Commission in Anderson's bill, 8. 222, was formidable and premature, Erick war.

willing to see a modest government co-ordinating agency established. Such an

agency, Krick suggested, could receive and disseminate reports of cloud seeding

throughout the country to all organisations (including his own) and could

license private operators, thereby keeping down .;he overall number.



- Pressure Grout)

iioberi McKinney (chairman of tiie New Mexico Development Commission)

representing what one might call a public pressure group, made one of the

most forceful pre;.natations before the ad hoc Committee in favour of government

regulation on a national level. In McKinney"'s opinion regulation was necessary

(1 g 1N.
for "preventing mulcting of the public", and for dealing with such extravagant

claims by commercial rainmakers as "our artificial hail is mushy and will not
(162)

hurt your crops" or "our artificial rains are gentle and will not erode your
(163)

soil", "iiainmaking, McKinney asserted, "was too new and too important a field
•V

to permit the unqualified or the irresponsible to prey on human credulity for

personal gain." (.164) To McKinney, the need for regulation was vital

regardless of whetner artificial rainmaking proved feasible or not, and ideaVy,

on a federal level. As a constitutional substantiation for his contention,

McKinney cited the clauses in the Federal Cbnr.t..tution concerned with public

welfare, public safety, protection of interstate commerce, and the common

defence, as reasons for strong federal control over rainmaking.

Some of our States cannot be expected to be more mindful of national
public interest than the local lobbies which control them. (163)

What McKinney had in mind was pressure exerted by cattle growers on the Mew

Mexico Legislature for passage of a bill establishing a non-profit corpcratic>

to promote artificial rainmaking. This bill set forth the study of annual

precipitation and general weather conditions as being an the public interest

and therefore cha 'acterisable as "a charitable, benevolent and scientific

undertaking", (166) This meant that the inco:.pcrators would be exempt from

taxation and legal liability for damage resulting from their rainmaking

activities. Incensed at what he regarded as a legalistic cover-up for a form
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of state subsidisation, KcKinney upbraided the cattlemen's association which,

he alleged, had opted for governmental activity in New Mexico where their

influence was greater than on e. federal level.

Richard D. Sourlea,a client of the rainmakers, also favoured federal

'emulation but for somewhat different reasons than KcKinney, Government

regulation would reduce the cost of evaluating cloud seedii g which, in many

instances, exceeded the cost of seeding itself. Additionally, regulatory

legislation, Searles thought, would reduce the promotional character of

rainmaking operations. (16'7)

Another member of the interested public, Henry T. Harrison (Manager of

the United Airlines Heather Service and analyst of conanerci.i7 rainraaking

operations in Colorado) represented regulation as something ..hat "no legitimate

group need fear".

At this midway point in the account of government interaction \ uth

artificial ro.inraak.ing, it might be useful to recall that the aim of this study

d< 33 not purport So present a scientific account of rainraaking, nor the full

story of its reception by the public. Its focus is on how government reaot:t=»,u«

the brunt of the information was taken directly from the records and statements

of the Executive a~e.tt03.e3 and Congressmen concerned. In this way, one can

perceive the diversity of interpretations given to the alleged breakthrough by

a number of groups and individuals operating simultaneously at the same level

of government.

This suggests that factors other than scientific ones influenced the

course of political judgementa. In the case of the executive agencies, v;e

observed that different individual, organisational ; nb environmental factors

influenced the separate «->d differing decisions reached by the Army Signal

Corps, Office of Naval Research, Weather Bureau and the Air Force. In a



similar fashion, one can imagine that a variety of factors also influenced

the deliberations of a Congressional group in shaping a policy for scientific

and technological developments.

At the conclusion of the Senate hearings in April 1951, the senators

had two alternatives:

(1) thoy ccu'id. abandon the three bills presented, giving them up as

unacceptable and continue to leave the initiative in rainmaking to the

ezec-'iive branch, or

(2) they could endeavour to effect a compromise ac actable to all the

parties concerned (senators, government agencies, meteorologists,

commercial rainmakers and other pressure groups.;.

Any compromise would have had to take cor, lideration of the views exproece

at the hearings \.n the state of the art, whether rainiaaking was considered

practicable, or whether additional research was felt necessary, which agency

was appropriate for overseeing rainmaking activity rud should this activity
!

include regulation and control?

But as we have seen in the case of the executive agencies, the same fund

of information'r.;n be given a selective interpretation by decision makers.

Indeed, as we pass from the public forum of politics to its innei sanctum, .we

shall explore the manner in which Congressmen confront their own constructions

of a scientific breakthrough with those of lay and expert spokesmen in a desir

to hammer out a public policy for artificial 1-airmailing capable of advancing

their own political interests.



Chapter IV.

GOUGA: sbi:i?"£
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Ilil'HR m'.C-J'UjI __0? POLITICS

Whereas previously Sen. Anderson had been the prime Congressioxial

mover, 'Sen. Case now assumed the role. The reasons for the shift in leader¬

ship were in part fortuitous and in part political. On the one hand, Sen.

Anderson contracted illness, effectively reducing his political nativity.

0.u the other hand. Sen* Case viewed rainmaking as en attractive item to feature

in his forthcoming campaign for re-election.as (t) Both Anderson and Case shared

the conviction that raininaking '•'•by cloud seeding could "bring significant

practical "benefits to the arid regions of the country from which they hailed.

Both senators al, o agreed on the need for federal legislation to relieve the

drought-stricken: farmers, ranchers, and other water users, rollof which seemed
1

to them a real possibility,. The extent of Case5 s interest was demonstrated in

his personal participation in a cloud seeding trial with two friends over the

dry land of South Dakota. (2)

In taking. o~ the mantle of responsibility, Bon. Case (vm.th the tacit

support of Son. Anderson) (3) took over the arduous task of finding a

basis for legislation acceptable to all parties. To reach this objective,

Sen. Case closeted himself with interested members of the executive agencies,

scientists, commercial rainmakers, and influential constituents. The- hope

was that in ah informal setting, each spokesman would feel freer to express

frank views and be more receptive to equally Annie retorts, with the end

re .alt being a very acceptable basis for legislation.

Anderson's bill (d. 222) calling for strict regulation of cloud seeders

was evidently not acceptable either to the executive .agencies or to a number
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of the scientists and lay public and, most cercainly, not to the coam.eroi.al

rainmakers. Similarly, Case1 s advocacy of the Agriculture Department

(S. 798) was unsettling to the other executive agencies and was not even

responded to warmly by Agriculture itself. Nor did many meteorologists

agree with Case's assumptions regarding the feasibility of cloud modification

and his expectations regarding applications®

In a manner of speaking, Sen, O'Mahoney* r bill, S~ .9, essentially took

care of itself or rather, the House of Representatives disposed of it for'hi: *

Inasmuch as cloud seeding had been simply grafted on to Sen. OHlahoney's bill,

in the first place, (his bill having been originally confined to desalination)
several Congressmen later questioned the advisability of tying them together

when the enlarged bill reached the House for disci'1 sri'-g in raid 195 • - To

O'Mahoney, both techniques were means to the same end - getting water. But

whilst the con^ilngi of these two techniques did not seem to raise any

particular difficulty'among O'Hahoney's colleagues in the Senate, a rather

different reaction emerged in the House.

In the opinion of Rep. Clair Ingle (L-Calif.), Chairman of the House

Subcommittee on'Irrigation and Reclamation, before which 3. 5 was being vetted,

"They (desalination and rainmaking) are two very big fields and 1 am not sure

we can bite off and handle both of there in one piece of legislation." (4)

Republican Congressmen voiced similar scepticism. Rep. John P. iaylor
\

(R-Penna.) shared Angle's doubts of the advisability of placing both subjects

in one bill, and further, of allowing the Department of the Interior to claim

jurisdiction over the two areas. (5) Saylor asked Michael Straus,

Commissioner of Reclamation, ".'.'hat special ability does the Bureau of

Reclamation have to control the elements.'To which Straus answered,
•if

(8)
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Rep, Norris Poulsen (California) also expressed apprehension concerning

the empire-building tendencies of Interior -

"If r&inmaking is turned ever strictly to the Department of Interior,
it could lead to control over the Department of Agriculture - which
they've been trying to do all the time.
"The Bureau of Reclamation will be all over the country whether needed
ox' not, and we have enough trouble with them, where they are supposed
to operate." (7)

On 22 June 195*1 the chairman moved the subcommittee into executive

session to consider the bi-partisan objection to placing both subjects in one

bill. Faced with the prospect of delayed passage of the original bill, a

possibility which seemed to grow ever stronger, the separation was finally

accomplished on 11 March 1952 when S. 5 was restored to its exclusive emphasis

on desalination.

Whilst policymaking for rainmaldLng aborted in the House, progress of

a different sort was talcing place within the inner sanctum of the Senate with

the two remaining bills. The result was that pieces of S. 222 and S. 5

were merged with other items into a new compromise bill numbered (by coincidence)

So 2225 which was introduced in the Senate on 8 October 1 951, passed that

body the following summer. Although it failed to pass the House because of

the rush of business during the closing days of the session, it did in fact

pass the following year with some amendments as S. 285. But first, to examine

the compromise ingredients of S. 2225.

COMPROMISE If.'JjR&HS - Advisory Committee on Weather Control (ACWC)

The objective put forward under S. 2225, was "To Create a Committee to

Study and Evaluate Public and Private Experiments in Weather Modification."

The committee envisaged an -Advisory Committee for Weather Control (-ACWC).
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Congressional. versus dxeou'vive Prerogatives

from the start, the senators coiiesra®4 envisaged an agency or committee

independent of the executive hvar.cn. The desire for Congressional iiv3cpenc.sn.oo

vj'as clearly revealed in the composition envisaged x'or the AGIO. Allowing

initially for representation fraSI four executive agencies. explicit provision

eras' made for a predominance cf five private, non-govcrnmentc.1 tiembers to be

selected from the sciences, agriculture and business. To further ensure its

independence of the executive, the chairman of the AGIO was to be selected

from among the private members. I

The Senate giroup held to the view that ",. .weather control being an all-

embracing natter, the interests of business, science and agriculture should

be represented as net1 the interests of the G-overia;t;jt.': (8) Govern¬

ment department s, they believed, might be inclined to develop a parb-iculaz

aspect of weather control and to neglect eaxisJXy significant aspects. In

their opinion, recommendations on research and legislation submitted by an

independent, non-governmental group would carry more weight before Congress

than those of:

"government employees who Bight be accused perhaps unfairly of trying *

to perpetuate their jobs or enlarge their d yrartrsents or agencies,1'' C 9

The Department of Cor.vaerc

Congressional initiative wrote

i (heather Bureau) in an attempt to deflfcl

a letter to the executive Office of the President.' >

recommending esta dishing an Interdepartmental Committee comprised solely of

executive agencies appointed by the President. Such*a move would, clearly

have kept the initiative within the executive branch. The Bureau of the

Budget, anticipating Congressional reaction to such a proposal, steered

towards a comnromise.



In the compromise that was tru-hed out, ti.e executive branch accepted

the proposed fori;; of the kC'JC, with its mixed pri.va.ito governmental composition,

whilst Congress receded to the inclusion of two more executive representatives

(the National Science Foundation and the Department of Health, Education and

Welfare) but ais^ masUfcaihxng the requirement that tie committee chairman

should be chosen from among who private members.

The Commerce Department did not press its proposal airy further, Thomas

C. Davis, Acting Secretary of Commerce, wrote that if the Congressional

committee "believed that-enactment of legislation would be s mure appropriate

method (than an executive order setting up an Interdepartmental Committee) he

"would concur in the enactment of S„ 2225 which he believed to be "in the &.•?■* n,

a. satisfactory ball for that purpose," (ip)

The ""kireau of the Budget, for its part, served notice on the legislators

that they would soand by their executive prerogative and insist that whilst the

Chairman; could be selected from the private sphere, his selection should be

made by the President, with the advice and consent of the' Senate, and not

by Congress alone, as the senators had originally indicated* (11)

Further, should the ACVfC be created this should not be allowed to affect the

primary responsibility of the executive departments for j. ainmaking programmes.

In another instance of Congressicnal-Sxecutive tugging, conflict ensued

over the words "shall conduct" versus "may conduct". The original version

of S, 2225 read, tne executive agencies "shall conduct or contract research

and experimentation." At the urging of the BOB, the wording was subsequently

changed to "may conduct,.,", the latter arguing that the executive agencies

already had ample authority to conduct the work which the original wording

implied they did not have. Sen, Case acceded to the change stating he was

more concerned that experimentation go forward than in pushing explicitness of
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Congressional authorisation versus executive prerogatives. (la;

Differences regarding Regulation

Further C-ffo; en 3s 3...erged between the senators and their erecstive

counterparts over the issue of regulating rairunaking activities. According

to Secretary of the Army Face, (,. o also served as spokesman for the POD)
thei'e was a need for "licensing for and regulation of rainmairing activities to

prevent indiscriminate and irresponsible activities." (13/ This position,

however, was not the one taken by the DOP in 1351 when, in his letter to

Sen. Johnson, Pace had stated,

"Emphasis at this time should be on research with only so much control
as may be necessary to ensure coordinate" effort and to prevent In¬
dus "iminate and irresponsible attempts at cloud modification." (14)
Host meteorologists including the Council of the American I,let serological

(15)
Society and those testifying at the hearings had favoured

moderate controls: regulation should be in proportion to the feasibility Ox

control over weather. Inasmuch as there was little evidence illustrating

the prospects of large-scale weather control, they recommended that any

regulatory legislation should be modest,-sufficient to protect the public,

and simultaneously foster basic research in the physical processes of rain

formation. (l6)

The revised proposal for regulation contained in 3. 2225 was not as

stringent as either the Department of Defence cr the" 'General Electric Company,

for that matter, would have preferred, or how Sen. Anderson wanted it

originally. (17) Nonetheless, the functions envisaged for the projected

Advisory Committee were wide-ranging. Thcso included the authority to

secure data directly from any government instrumentality, to subpoena
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reports and records froiu any private person, and to collect reports on projects

from commercial and official operations. No provision was made as to who

should be allowed to engage in weather moSificrtion or when and whore such

activit' es ought to be conducted. "This," said Pace, "is a, serious de¬

ficiency in the view of this department." (1$) Pace also felt that the

rainmaking activities of all the executive agencies should be coordinated,

and furthermore, that estate and local governments engaged in rainmaking

should be required to register as well.

Evalua '.on and economics

The powers granted tc AC'.7C wore designed towards enabling it to evaluate

the activities of public and private rainmakirs programmes, rather than

regulate them. Anxious about the encroachment of commercial operations

over wide areas, the senators sought a uniform method of evaluation to set

straight, once una for all, just what could be achieved by cloud seeding;

Millions of dollars had been invested by farmers and ranchers.«*
The value of private experiments would be lost unless an independent

. v and evaluative agency could be set up in tue near future. Lacking
both data and scientific knowledge, the farmers wore unable to determine
whether "they wore obtaining their money's worth" and often wore left
in a position of "paying for rain that wc„id have fallen naturally.
Farmers should be provided protection against fraudulent claims, and
promises of commercial rainmakers and unskilled operatorss (19)
This practical orientation was made manifest in the preamble to S. 2225

which caJf ed for

to perfect at the earliest possible elate tho beneficial development
of weather nriification, preventing"ats harmful ad indiscriminate
exercise and fostering sound economic undertakings in the nubile interest.
(-0)

"Much basic research must be dons before judgements on weather control
(21)

measures can be ju ie," / admitted Sen. Case, on the one hand, but consistent

with his emphasis on practical development of ruirurufring activities, en the



other/land stressed that whilst private institutions were carrying out

experimentation. of some significance, they were "not likely to perform some

types of research that is immediately needed and should he done", (22)
-> '*-•'' i" ,

Rising

Thus whilst the senators accepted the prospect of an AOifC as a step towards

fulfillment of economic rainmaking, it was regarded as an intermediary step

only. Its activities, they felt, should be fulfilled in the shortest period

possible. hoc02dinghy, 3. 2225 provided that the AC¥C! report on its activities

from time to time, and not later than two years from the enactment of the bill.

Various representatives of the executive agencies took exception to this

and had pressed for a longer period of investigation before final reporting.

C.J. KcCormick,, Under Secretary of Agriculture, explained that since the field

was quite new a*.'d the research requirements ^aite rigorous, more time should be
.-/-N

allotted. (25.) Concurring in this view, Secretary of the Army, rrank Pace

(who had co-ordinated his reply among various POD research hoards), stated that

the sheer volume of statistical analysis of cloud seeding alone would iequine

more than two years of examination. Pace suggested Ik. t no time limit be

indicated and that an interim report only be made within two years. (24)

But on this point, the senators refused to budge. Since the initiative

lay on their side, the executive branch did not consider it wise to arouse

Congressional ire and press its brief. In January, 1952, S. 2225 survived

the "aunblet of the Senate. Later, it was renorted out favourably by the

House Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce. Because of the impend:ng

terminatior. of the Congressional session, the bill was placed on the Consent

Calendar of the House. But this meant that the bill required unanimous passage.

In the last few days of the session. S. 2225 was objected to by a single member

of the House, and died or. the House floor.



Final Hearing

On 28 July, 1953, the House Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee

again considered t* i uestion of federal support of raimnaking and held what

proved to he the final hearing on "heather Modification Experiments". Both

the latter and the 1 c4-8 Simpson hearings were one-day affairs, held before the

same committee, and essentially pro forma. The critical difference was that

in 1948 the subject of rair.making had. just arrived on the national scene whereas

by 1953 ar. ..intensive hearing had been conducted two years previously and by the

Senate, from which a bill creating an Advisory Committee had been forged. As

one of the witnesses said at the opening of the 1953 hearings,

In .lew of the excellent presentation of this subject in Senate Report
305... there is no necessity to discuss *ie need for legislation in
the field of weather modification and control, (25)

Further, S 285 was virtually identical *.,o 3. 2225 which had previously

passed the Senate (1952) but had died on the consent calendar of the House in
t.

the.closing days of the session. The changes between the two bills were minor:

a change in date extending the life of the proposed Advisory Committee or.

lieather Control from 1955 to 1956, plus some email changes suggested by the

Comptroller General. (26) In point of fact, except for Senator Case, who

took the opportunity tc plead his particular interests in rainmalcing legislation

before Rep. V/olverton's House Committee, the 1953 hearings were rather lacklustr

confined essentially to statements from several executive agencies. It is not

a ur-al practice for Congressmen to testify before other Congressional

committees.

Senator Cere's anxiety to impress his brief upon his House colleagues

was immediately apparent from his opening remarks, before the Committee:



the Senate is driving for adjournment, and 1 only have two other
committee meetings going on at the same time, one of which I am.
supposed to preside ever. (i.e. instead, I am here.) (27)

Chairman Wolverton,as a mark of Congressional courtesy, welcomed Senator

Case to the hearings, talcing note of the extensive shady that Case had giver

to the sunject and anticipating the helpfulness of his remarks ~

. *». we recognise the fact that this subject lias claimed your
interest. For that reason, we look with great favour upon
the recommendations that you have made, and you may be assured
that your statement... will be given consideration, by this
committee. (23)

A third clue to the relatively routine nature of the 1953 hearings wae

that of the five executive agency spokesmen who testified in 1953? none were

of really high rank except for Alan T. Water-. ..u, Director of the National

Science Foundation: the other four were either assistant chief of division

or the equivalent. But the fact that NSP was represented on this occasion

demonstrated that despite its recent emergence in 1950, the NSF had by 1933

become an agency to jae reckoned with in government-science matters, at less
I

to the extent of haying its views aired. In a letter to the House Committee

shortly before the hearings, the NSF indicated that "the Foundation lias been

talcing an acta ee interest in basic research in this field for quite some time,

and expects to continue to do so". (29) The Department of the Interior,

which had testified extensively in the 1951 hearings, was not included in the

1953 session, presumably because its views were well documented.

The only representative, this tine, fro: the scientific community was the
*

•« *

American Meteorological Society (Alls). But, as in 1951? the AHS did not

directly testify st the 1953 hearings; its participation being confined to a

memorandum for the record. The reason for the inclusion of even this

memorandum seems due more to the alertness of Kenneth C. Spongier, Executive
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Secretary of the AMS, than to any particular interest on the part of the House

Committee. Spongier had noticed in the- Congressional Record that the House

Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee had scheduled hearings on weather

modification. Cabling the Chairman, Spongier informed him of the interest

of the MS in weather modification and the Society's favourable disposition

towards the pending bill, S. 259, in testament of which he submitted an

official statement from the Society. (?0)

The Council (of the AMS) now feels that as a public service it should
make known its position relative to legislation designed to regulate
ana control the practice of weather modification. As a scientific
and professional organisation, the society's position is based on the
scientific principles involved and the society's desire to serve the
people of the country as a whole. ("31)

But the passage of time, hearings, clashes and. compromises notwithstanding,

the question confronting the House Committee remained the same. In the words

of Chairman Wolverton, "Has the time arrived for the Federal Government to set

up some type of agency to study and evaluate experiments in weather modification?''

Providing his own answer, Wolverton said,

Although we have had more experience in connection with weather
modification since that time, the same problems are 'confronting
us, and satisfactory solutions to them have yet to be found. ('32/

Turning to the purpose of the hearing, Wolverl on queried, "Bo any of the"bills

now before this committee provide the proper course we should pursue?" (33)
The four bills*considered at the hearings had the common objective of

fostering "the study and evaluation of cloud seeding" "in order to arrive at a

reasoned basis for formulating a public polio v. -Three agreed on the same

vehicle to undertake the study ana evaluation: the Senate proposed an Advisory

Committee on Weather Control. The fourth bill put forward the Department of

Commerce (Weather Bureau).

The four bills were:



In 3. 285, the functions of the ACvfC were confined to evaluation and

co-ordination with no mention made of research. H.F.. 1064 (which, with
H.R. 2580, was similar to 3. 285 in most respects) incivled provision for

research on theories underlying cloud formation and development, as did

H.R. 2580, but the latter designated the National Science Foundation to

undertake the research function instead of the ACv'O,

The fourth bill, H.R. 1584, differed from the others not only in focusing

entirely on the decretory of Commerce rather than on the ACWO to do research,

and study but in requiring co-operation with iha States to establish appropriate

safeguards for weather modification operations. The other three bills made no

mention of any form of regulation, ("54) The AC¥C, as projected in S. 285,

was strictly "a committee to study and evaluate public and private expertise. ,s

in weather modification".

State of the Art and Research

In turning to the issues raised during the 1S55 hearings, we find a

scattering of statements appraising the state of cloud seeding ana appropriate

research required with a few ('but sometimes pungent) comments or. regulating

rainmaking activities.

The executive point of vjiew on rainmaking remained essentially the same.

In words succinctly put to Chairman Wolverton, the Budget of the Bureau

indicated that it considered rainmaking more of a possibility to be proved,
'^5) (55^than proven. Agriculturew and Defence spokesmen reiterated the

uncertainty surrounding rainraaking and the consequent need for additional

investigation. The Weather Bureau still acknowledge!that whilst "some cloud

modification is possible and that rainfall may .e locally influenced to some
id 37)

degree by artificial means, \ the primary need was for research to resolve

the many and serious unanswered questions.



Sines the NSF had not participated in previous bearings and inasmuch-as

it const!Lutes the basic research organ of the federal government, its vie-as

on the state of rainmaking will be set out more fully:

Recent developments in studies of cloud nucleation and in experimental
seeding of supercooled clouds Indicate that significant artificial
modification of weather may be possible. Current studies, as supplemented
by field experimentations, do not afford a satisfactory basis for
belief that widespread practical applications of weather modification
efforts are feasible ac the present time.. Present knowledge is
inadequate for formation of definitive conclusions as to the nature
end extent of possible modifications, the means by which they may
best be accomplished and the conditions and circumstances required
for successful and oeneficial effects. Because of the lack of
necessary basic data, much current cloud seeding activity appears
to represent inefficient expenditure and perhaps actual wastage of
energy and funds. (38;

Whilst commencing on a more optimistic note than its colleague, (the
Weather Bureau), the NSF concluded oa the sau~ theme of uncertainty and the

need for more basic data to avoid wasted effort. In its description of the

kind of research required, the detail also resembled language employed by tne

Weather Bureau but, the NSF added to that-an emphasis on striving towards

practical goals, ail aim which would curry favour with the more practically

minded senators - -

The greatest need at the present time is for additional basic research
in cloud nucleation processes. Such basic research should go forward,
both in the laboratory to gain an understanding of the nucleation
processes by which moisture condenses, and in the field to investigate
natural processes of cloud nucleation. Controlled field experimenta¬
tion, applying the knot
and practical use of cl

ledge thus gained to more effective understanding
oud nucleation, is also necessary and. desirable. (39)

The Statement of Weather Modification of the American Meteorological

Society in May 1953 was not very different from its observations of two1 years
(/ c. %

earlier, and wae joi essential agreement with tne executive agencies. In 1353;
the AK3 still concluded:



The evaluation cf tka effects of seeding (was) difficult and often
inconclusive. (40)

The reason was that the meteorological conditions favourable for artificial

release of precipitation were much like those leading to natural release.

Statistical analyses failed to indicate that precipitation had '"significantly

increased" by ground-based silver iodide seeding. Although these studies

did not preclude the possibility .that precipitation could be increased, they

suggested that any increase was relatively small.

Senator Case pressed a more positive (if not glowing) picture or the potential

for making rain via cloud seeding. Just as the Senate Report 1514 after the

1951 hearings confined its selection of extracts to those depicting a positive

view of the state of rainraaking, Senator Case did likewise in his presentation

before the Houct Commii+ee, where he predicted,

The potentialities of weather control have been liicenea to those of
atomic power with the difference that weather control will certainly
benefit humanity, whilst atomic power mav he used for destructive
purposes. Thus developments might make this one of the most important
pieces of legislation considered by this Congress. (41)

o_

Case c.ited Vannevar Bush, jhighly respected scientist, who, after admitting
his less than complete knowledge on the subject as a non-meteorologist, sold,

I have become convinced that it is possible under proper circumstance-
to jgake rain. As it stands today, we arc on the threshold of an
exceedingly important matter, for man-has begun for the first time to
iffect the weather in v hich he -lives, and no man can tell where such
a move will finally enc, (42)

Following, in response to a query posed ly Rep. Rogers (F-Fla.) "3o you

think that you could stop a rain as well as produce a rain?", Senator Case
t.

replied,

Yes, sir; in fact, the United Fruit Co. has for years sought to
break up cloud formations where they thought hail v s involved,
in order to avoid hail at the time their banana crop was ripening
in Nicaragua and that area in there.

That is, ycu can overseed clouds as well as underseed.„. I had a
little experience in that myself, in doing a little seeding of
some clouds with dry icq. We think in one instance we overseeded
hut I do not want to get into that. (43)



when Rep. Rogers continued with the classic remark that "everyone talks

about the weather, but no one does anything about it"', Senator Case

rejoindered,

I do not think that 1 have the answer, but I think GE and the peoole
who have been connected with this type of activity in the University
of California and the M.I.T. and these other great research
institutions, when they say that something can be done about the
weather, there is reason to think that it can be done. (44)

<y-6

from other luminaries, whose -relationship to rainmaking was at least 11 ssnoiis

To heighten the stature of this presentation still further, Case borrowed
'-6

as that of Bush. Bernard Barueh, prominent financier and advisor to presiamrr

had written that if he (Baruch) were a young man today, he would dedicate his

life to water research because, he believed that in the nest 50 years, the

greatest problem of the country would be associated with water, in the

purification of water, in bringing water where y^u. want it, and in recovery

of minerals fror. ocean water, "Water research was probably of greater
i

importances, if that jiould be, than atomic research", said Baruch. (45)
$n yet another /thrust, apparently aimed at appealing to those concerned

with the then o--going Cold War, Case spelt out some of the possible military

benefits derivable from, weather modification. A former U.S. Array officer had

•cold Case that,

It was the opinion of men engaged among tnose projects in Western
Europe that the time would come when we would know enough about
'weather modification that, taking advantage of the wind and. the
drift and the. natural trend of clouds from the Atlantic Ocean over
the British Isles and Western Europe, it would be possible, under,
conditions'."where you. have the right cloud formations, to -bog down
any military movement on the ground that sought to move west in
Western Europe. (46)

To wlf ch Case added-

He may have been overly enthusiastic about it, but we do know
that the possibilities of cloud modification are of sufficient
importance in the dispelling of fogs, to open paths on landing
strips for planes landing on island, mid. so on., that that was
used to some extent in. World War II. (47)



Regulations

x

To realise the civil ar.d defence potentials of rainmaking, federal

legislation, Cass felt, had "become absolutely essential» whereas previously

he had stressed state participation, hio reasons for new advocating federal

supervision were two-fold.

Whilst several States had begun processing rainmaking legislation, the

fact was that winds and clouds do not respect State lines. This was especially

true in the New ibngland area where the States are quite small. For example,

Case told the Committee, it would be impossible to think of cloud modification
_ .. (48) , „ .. .for hew Jersey alone, unless you were seeding a particular type 01 cloud,

to achieve a limited and temporary effect directly from an. airplane. As for

ground-based silver iodide generators which depend largely on widespread

dispersion of very fine particles along mist and wind, the effect could not

be confined to State boundaries. In short, said Case, it was .just as

impossible to deal with weather on state lines as it would be to treat radio

with its electromagnetic waves on such lines.

■ 'The other reason why Cs.se favoured federal over state control stemmed from

his felt need for effective regulation of'rainnaking.

You need some Federal agency which has the authority tc go to the
various corporations, the individuals, and associations which are
now engaged in cloud modification end say, 'Before you engage in
this, we want your name, we want to know your type of operation,
and then, when you do something to affect the weather, we want vor.
to tell us what you did and with what res'Its. (49/

The Department of Defense (BCD) in some ways outdid Case in calling for

regulatory legislation. Senator Case relateo. Low a representative from the

armed services red called'his office just before he submitted his latest Mil

(s. 239) wanting to know "whether or not we proposed, to re-in [.reduce the bill,

and, of course, we said we did. They said that if we did not, they wanted to

take steps to have legislation of this type introduced." (f>0)
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Regulation of weather modification activities, DOD stressed, should

encompass registration of all weather modification activities, both governmental

and private. The projected ACWC should be empowered "to prevent private

weather activities where, in its opinion, such activities would interfere with

Government operations".

In explaining these rather far-reaching regulations, the DOD representative

said,

Weather control experiments and research should, of course, be encouraged,
but there should also be a certain measure of control to assure co-ordinated
effort and to prevent indiscriminate and irresponsible attempts at cloud
modification. The Department, however, does not propose to prohibit
experimental activities on the part of individuals. What we do recommend
is the co-ordination of the executive departments mentioned in the bill,
all State and local agencies, other individuals, and organizations engaging
in weather modification.

This co-ordination will result in a broader dissemination of acquired
knowledge and will, to a large extent, eliminate the dangerous possibilities
inherent in the plan which would encourage and permit scientifically un¬
qualified persons to experiment in this new and relatively unknown field.
To assure this co-ordination and to protect the public interest, therefore,
the Department recommends that the Advisory Committee on Weather Control
be given the power to license and regulate participants in these activities.
(51)

To buttress their arguments, DOD maintained that these views were shared

by such persons as Dr. Vannevar Bush and Vincent J. Schaefer. Indeed it may

well be that the DOD emphasis on preventing unqualified persons from

experimenting in cloud seeding derived from a desire to please Schaefer.

For as pointed out in Chapter II, Schaefer repeatedly voiced a.warning that

"unqualified persons can produce disastrous results". (52)

The NSF differed markedly with DOD and Senator Case and sided with the

other executive agencies like Agriculture which believed in a modicum of

regulation. NSF, if anything, went still further in contrast to Case's

emphasis on Federal supervision —
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In view of the present lack of adequate knowledge for development of
a sound regulatory programme and the probable ability of the several
states to protect their citizens against deceptive claims or practices,
it is believed that regulation is not a serious need at the present
time... Informal liaison with State regulatory agencies and private
operators would perhaps be useful, and would seem to be sufficient
to protect Federal interests at the present time. (53)

Although the emphasis on state liaison by the ITSF and the call for

strong Federal legislation by the DOD, added a new wrinkle, the 1953 hearing

was not essentially different from the earlier hearings. As we saw, most

agencies as of 1953 still felt that the art of rainmaking was yet to be proven.

Senator Case clung just as tenaciously to his hopes for practical applications.

The major item of discussion at the 1953 hearings involved the selection of
\

an appropriate agency to take charge of a programme in rainmaking. Several

agencies pursued this prize as in 1951. The new contender in 1953 and a

vociferous one at that, was the National Science Foundation.

Appropriate Agency - National Science Foundation

In its letter of 27 July, 1953 to the Committee, the NSF presented an

imposing case for designating it as primus inter pares in rainmaking research.

Notice was served on the Departments of Agriculture, Commerce, Interior and

Defence that the NSF had been interested in rainmaking for some time. In

view of these interests and responsibilities of the NSF, membership of the Found¬

ation on the Advisory Committee on Weather Control, and inclusion of the

Foundation among the agencies authorized to support research would seem desirable.

(54) The reason offered was that "the paramount importance of basic scientific

research makes NSF membership uniquely appropriate". (55)

To achieve these ends, NSF recommended that S. 285 and H.R. 1064 be

amended to include the NSF on the proposed ACWC. H.R. 2530 had already added

NSF to the ACV/C membership indicating that NSF had secured at least one
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Congressional champion (56) The reason for being listed in all pending

legislation was that should only one bill pass, NSF would be sure to be

included.
") _ . . • •

To reinforce its own position, NSF directed a frontal assault on its

strongest contender - the Department of Commerce. NSF claimed that it was

bettersuited for conducting rainmaking research than other executive agencies

because of its overall responsibility for research under the federal

government. (57) Deftly, NSF acknowledged the interests of the other

agencies at the same time that it made a specific plea for its own interests.

Insofar as the Federal Government is concerned, the recent scientific
developments present certain issues andproblems which deserve attention.
Further knowledge of natural mechanisms underlying possible modifications
of the weather and of the potentialities of practical application is of
broad interest and significance to several departments and agencies.
Such matters as the nature, extent and distribution of Federal research
activities in nucleation processes require careful consideration and is
of special interest to the NSF. (5s)

When Alan T. Waterman, (NSF Director) appeared before the House Committee,

the same dual acknowledgement and restraint was exhibited: "The Foundation

believes that other agencies al30 have authority to engage in research on this

subject..." (but added Waterman) "when it is directly related to their other

statutory functions..." (59)

To carry its case still further, NSF proposed the House Pommittee consider

not only assigning NSF responsibility for rainmaking research but that it

co-ordinate and survey research overall:

I should like to invite your committee's attention to an existing
statutory mechanism for achieving a comprehensive survey of research bearing
unon weather modification. Section 5 (a) 7 and 9 of the NSF Act of .

1950... provide for the establishment by the Foundation of special
commissions to make comprehensive surveys of research being carried on
in specified fields. The Foundation has been considering the establishment
of such a special commission to survey research relating to weather
control. We wish to advise your committee that this facility is
available, in the thought that your committee may desire to have this
knowledge while considering 3. 285, H.R. 1064, and H.R. 2580. Such a
commission could well provide the mechanism for the research survey
functions envisaged by these bills, leaving the regulatory aspects
to. the overall committee. (60)
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- Weather Bureau

The Weather Bureau offered another alternative to a special commission -

an interdepartmental committee. In fact, the implication was that an inter¬

departmental committee was not only better than a commission but an advisory

committee (e.g. ACWC) as well .

We were thinking mostly of the economy of the thing. We were thinking
in terms of an advisory committee that would set up its own staff and
require appropriations and so on , which would perhaps be more costly
to set up, a small bureaucracy, for a couple of years, than it would
be to set up an interdepartmental committee. (61)

t

When Congressman Homer Thornberry queried:

Have you submitted suggestions on how to amend the bill so that it
would be an interdepartmental study rather than a commission? '

Kr. Little replied: "Yes: they have been largely incorporated in 3. 285."

But, said Mr. Thornberry: "I thought you were trying to vary from 285."

Mr. Little: "Oh, no." (62) j
But earlier on, Kr. Little had said:

The Senate did not see fit to incorporate into S. 285 the suggestion
made that dn interdepartmental committee be appointed by the
President... (65)

All of which signified that the Weather Bureau and N3F, after putting forth

their respective proposals, deferred to the senators authorising S. 285 to

respond. When they did not, both suggestions were simply dropped. The .

overall initiative came from Congress, and for this reason, the executive

agencies let it set the pace.

Mr. Pelly: But S. 235 is the one that the Department favours?

Mr. Little: Yes, that is right. (64)

Similarly, the Weather Bureau failed to comment on H.R. 1584. In the

words of its spokesman, "I could find no record in the files of a comment." (65)



Whilst not all the agencies commented on all four bills, the Bureau's lack of

comment on H.R. 1584 was somewhat curious since the prime purpose of the bill

was to authorize the Commerce Department (Weather Bureau) to extend its

activities in rainmaking (research, study and regulation). The Weather

Bureau's reason for not responding to the specific bill also revealed an

insight into its overall reticence -

It is my personal opinion, an opinion derived from discussions with
others in the Bureau, that we would not like to get into the policing
business. This would get us into the problem of setting up regulations
and then providing for violations of the regulation. That is a

provision of fine and imprisonment.

Of course, if you wanted to, you could incorporate that feature in
S. 285, which would then be under the advisory committee and not in
the Department of Commerce. But I believe that the Weather Bureau
would not like to be in the policing business. (66)

• Advisory Committee on Weather Control

The champion of a mixed governmental-private body represented by the

ACWC, Senator Case did at one point concede, "... I would applaud.that

(interagency committee) in the absence of anything else". (67) But there

was something else - Case's proposed 2SCWC. What Case was ready to accede to

the Weather Bureau was inclusion in the ACWC (but along with several other

executive agencies;

I think it is only fair, also, to say that the Weather Bureau
in the past year and a half apparently has changed its attitude
towards legislation in this field. Wow, instead of mildly
opposing or expressing scepticism, their attitude has changed to
one of feeling, perhaps, that the evaluation should be centred in
the Weather Bureau. I certainly think that the Weather Bureau
ought to be interested in this field, but our lengthy hearings
in the Senate demonstrated, I think, that the national security
angle and the national defence angle was extremely important, that
the interests of the Department of Agriculture, because of the
effect of weather modification on everything from the Forest
Service to the making of hay, were extremely important. We felt
there should be these other agencies of the Government represented
in a primary evaluating programme. (68)
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But Case's preference for a mixed body (the ACWC) remained clear. In his

own words -

(1) a mixed body would feel freer to submit an independent report
rather than one affected by the wishes of the Department of
Defense, Commerce, Agriculture, Interior or other executive
agencies, By bringing in experts from outside government to
sit on the Committee, such independence of expression was further
assured.

(2) the proposed bill provides something which no interagency committee
could do without specific authorisation, and that is the requirement
that anyone engaged in cloud modification shall register with the
committee and report at periodic intervals what they have done and
under what conditions, and with what results. No interagency
committee can, so far as I know, without legislation, recmire
reporting by these many agencies that are now at work. (69)

- Agriculture j

In contrast to Commerce, the Department of Agriculture chose not to assert

its position in rainmaking vis-a-vis the other agencies. "Each of these four

bills, we believe, has desirable objectives. With the changes in the language

here that we suggest, all are acceptable and we wish to express no preference

for one over the others." (70) The changes suggested indicated that

•Agriculture was not anxious to assume the central role that Senator Case had

originally envisaged for it in its bill, S.798 (introduced in 1950) but was

content instead to rely on co-operation among the executive agencies. (71)

Regarding the struggle between Commerce and N3F for primacy, Agriculture as in

1951 inclined towards Commerce. "We look to the Weather Bureau in the Departmen

of Commerce for leadership on research of this kind." (72) Its reason for

-not taking this on directly was explained as - "We have no meteorological

—research organisation in the Department of Agriculture and would not expect

—to set one up." (73) The only point on which Agriculture evinced some

=3ensitivity was a fear lest the Weather Bureau's construction of weather
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Kxocntivo versus Congressional Prerogatives

What all the executive agencies shared was an unwillingness to rely on

Congress for authorization which they felt already existed, especially since

such authorization could be construed as impairing executive prerogatives.

The issue-(which arose in an early form in the 1948 hearing and in more

aggravated form in 1951 •) fell oyer the words "shall require" versus "may

require".

In a letter to the House Committee, one of the executive agencies wrote,
/ ' ' ,

We recommend, however, that the word "shall" appearing in line 3 and
again in line 4 of section 9 of the bill, be changed to "may" to j
avoid having the bill require all four departments engage in research
on weather modification. (78)

.

Having seen the handwriting on the wall, Senator Case had already jacceded to
-

I

the modification, explaining -

... the bill does not authorize experimentation by the Federal Government.
We proposed this at first (in 3. 2225). However, the Federal Government
has done this work without such authorization, in the instance of the
famous project Cirrus, and is now carrying out large-scale experiments
in the State of Washington without such authorization. • Furthermore,
private research - the source of major discoveries in the field to
date - i3 going forward at a rapid rate. So it was not thought
necessary to include an authorization for Federal research in this bill.

Personally, continued Case, I have no objection to that phase of it
except that there was a little objection to the experimentation
programme starting another Government activity, and. we really took it
out in deference to what we understood was some question raised in the
House, in the prior Congress. (79)

In the same vein, all the executive agencies, including the Bureau of the

Budget, agreed that the subject of rainmaking required additional study. But

since no one could agree on which agency was best suited to undertake primary

responsibility, i.e. Weather Bureau or N3F or an interdepartmental committee,

the Executive acceded the initiative to the Congressional promoters. The

remaining battle was fought on ensuring that the Congressional hold over the
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modification might not be broad enough to embrace the particular interests of

Agriculture. To provide for its interests, it recommended that the term

"weather modification" (as encompassed in H.R. 1584) cover "cloud dissipation

to reduce lightning fires in forest areas and for other purposes such as

improving visibility". (74)

- Department of Defense

The DOD, in contrast, showed its preference for S. 285, which did not

single out Commerce for any special attention. In fact, under S. 285, the

roles and relationships among the executive agencies were not made explicit ,

The Department of the Interior, through its Bureau of Reclamation,
and the Department of Agriculture,through its Soil Cohservation
Service.will concentrate on the development of auxiliary water
supplies for the benefit of the farmer and the cattleman.

The Department of Commerce through its Weather Bureau can be expected
to take a rather general scientific interest in weather research
and also to interest itself in its commercial aspects.

The Department of Defense will, of course, continue its interest
in the military utilization of weather modification techniques. (75)
Within this amorphousness, DOD^thought it might retain a predominant

position by virtue of its contracts with GE and other groups,

What DOD was concerned about was that the Department of Commerce should

not be placed in the position of directing or limiting, by its regulations,

operations by other departments; instead, it should be required to come

into agreement with other government departments with respect to their

recommendations before promulgating regulations or orders affecting their

activities. (76) Specifically, it recommended all DOD employees as well as

contractors and sub-contractors should be exempt from reporting to any federal

agency other than the DOD. (77)
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ACWC was not unduly insensitive to executive prerogatives. Speaking on.behalf

of the executive agencies, the Bureau of the Budget directed a letter to the

Congressional Committee requesting several amendments to the pending legislation:

We believe that it would be more appropriate for the chairman
and vice chairman to be selected by the President instead of by
election of the members.

It is suggested that section 10 be amended so as to provide that
the reports of findings and recommendations be submitted to the
Congress through the President. (80)

In addition to the foregoing suggested amendments, the Bureau of
the Budget believes the committee may wish to consider the
desires of the Department of the HEW (Health, Education and Welfare)
and the NSF to be included in membership of the committee. (81)

In reply, and by way of summation of the Congressional reasoning for
o,

sponsoring <pn ACWC, Senator Case said -
The Senate has concluded ths.t only a committee established by the
Federal Government, empowered to require information from rainmaking
contractors, can get the answers and can bring a degree of order and
system to this field. 3. 285 sets up such a committee and asserts
the Federal Government's interest in weather control, in the theory
that very few things are of such public concern as the weather.

In view of this uncertainty, the bill sets up a temnorary committee,
which would go out of business in 1956. If.warranted, permanent
legislation would thereafter be passed, depending on the answers the

' committee develops.

The bill does not authorize the advisory committee to prohibit or
regulate weather experiments. We are not yet convinced that this is
necessary or desirable.

The need is for an independent and impartial evaluation of all these
experiments, as soon as possible, so that the investment being made
will not be lost and wasted.

The ACWC, as set up by S. 285, would have the job of finding out
'who is doing what, and with what results'. It would serve to encourage
honest experimentation and tend to discourage unscientific and P';
fraudulent activities.

... it is a bill to co-ordinate what is going on, to set up an
independent commission with representatives from five government
agencies find four recognized scientists who should gather the data
from the people who are engaged in this research and attempt to
evaluate it, and then come up with some dependable reports as to
what there is in it and what might be done, and then to recommend
whether or not there should he any supplemental Government research
but we do not in this bixl provide for government research as such. (82)

(1)

(2)

(3)
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Case pointed to the "farmers and ranchers and the many industrial concerns

sponsoring weather experiments, at a cost running into many millions of dollars

(who) do not at present know whether they are getting something for their

money from rainmaking contractors or are paying for rain that would have fallen

naturally. (83)

These people do not have the knowledge and facilities to enable them
to evaluate their experiments. Furthermore, the effectiveness of
weather control methods cannot be determined by evaluating single experiments
or a few experiments together. Only an evaluation of a large number of
experiments averaged up can lead to any worthwhile conclusions. (84)

But, conceded Case, there are important questions remaining which "bring

out the great ignorance in this field of fixed laws or fixed criteria. That
»}

is the importance of this bill.

...we know we can affect the weather in a direct way, and when conditions
are right, in a substantial way. But how far can we go? This is
what we want to find out.

I hope, therefore that thi3 committee will report this bill and that
the House of Representatives will pass it. Its passage this session
is urgently needed. (85)

On July 31» S. 285 successfully passed the House of Representatives and

wa3 signed into law by President Eisenhower on August, 13, 1953.

Executive Agencies' Withdrawal

When rainmaking pierced the political threshold, it happened due to the

interest of the executive branch, notably the Army Signal Corps and Office of

Naval Research. From 1947 to about 1950, Congressmen essentially deferred

to the executive investigatory programmes represented' by Projects Cirrus and

Cloud. Physics. But when results were not forthcoming and pressures persisted,

certain senators displayed a more prominent role. As the Congressmen passed

legislation on rainmaking, it was now the executive branch that deferred. After
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five years of debate, both in the public and private foruias, a compromise was

finally worked out acceptable to senators, executive agencies, meteorologists

and pressure groups.

But before we examine the operation of the ACWC. in studying and evaluating

artificial rainmaking on behalf of the Federal Government, let us take one final

look at the executive branch to see whether any further initiatives were being

exerted.

Whilst Congress held hearings, the executive agencies continued along with

Projects Cirrus and Cloud Physics. Little active interest was expressed by

other executive agencies, nor did any new initiatives emanate from the Budget

Bureau or elsewhere in the Eisenhower Administration.

Project Cirrus

Project Cirrus continued along the course set by the Steering Committee of

the Army Signal Corps and the Office of Naval Research, chaired by Michael

Ference. From March 1947 to August 1950, the active flight period under Cirrus

totalled 174 flights, conducted over the Northeastern United States. The aim ' •

was to determine the impact of dry ice on various types of clouds under diverse

climatic conditions. Additional investigations were carried out for comparative

purposes over Florida, Puerto Rico, and New Mexico. (86) By August 1950 the

feeling was that sufficient flight, field and laboratory data had been accumulated

and that the critical need lay in evaluation. (87)

In the first phase of Project Cirrus, stratus and cirrus clouds were seeded,

which led to the finding that seeding produced holes in stratus clouds by

precipitating out the water droplets. 'Turning next to cumulus clouds, seeding

was carried out in Honduras and Hawaii, where there was some indication that
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even clouda with temperatures above the freezing point could be made to

precipitate with dry ice. (88)
On the basis of the laboratory, field, and flight studies conducted during

the five-year period of active research under Project Cirrus, the following

conclusions were reached. As a result of the experimentation, information

is now available so that "seeding techniques could be designed as follows:

(a) To clear a solid overcast of supercooled clouds;

(b) to produce a snow area in air supersaturated with respect to ice;

(c) to increase or reduce visibility in supercooled ground fogs;

(d) to initiate or prevent orecipitation from orographic cumulus clouds."
(89)

Additional research was suggested on the prevention of cirrus formation in

cumulus clouds, delaying the precipitation cycle of the ocean and modifying .

the circulation pattern of the jet stream. But, concluded Schaefer, author

of the Pinal Report on Project Cirru3, these problems "will not be solved unless

the approach... is made with imagination, enthusiasm and a thorough knowledge

of cloud physics..." (90)

Project Cloud Physics

The Weather Bureau carried on its relatively modest activity in rainmaking

experimentation under Project Cloud Physics. This programme lasted approximately

two years, terminating in mid 1949.

Phases I and II (conducted over Ohio from January 1948 to September)

involved cloud seeding on stratiform clouds followed by seeding on cumuliform

clouds. (91) In an attempt to locate cloud formations more appropriate than

those prevalent over the Weather Bureau base in Ohio, Phases III and IV shifted

to California and the Gulf States. Over California stratiform clouds were

—again sought and seeded while the semi-tropical cumulus and cumul#-nimbus
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(thunderstorm clouds) were the favoured seeding target in the Gulf area.

Dry ice was used throughout all phases of the Cloud Physics Project

exceut for occasional seeding with water and vaporized lead oxide. The rate

of seeding was varied on successive runs in order to determine the effects of

under and over-seeding. All seeding operations were co-ordinated from a radar

control centre with precipitation measurement equipment distributed over a

wide area to acquire a representative sample; the aim being to pinpoint the

exact effect of seeding versus natural causes.

Prom the radar observation precipitation measurements, as well as visual

observation, comparisons were made of the seeded and unseeded clouds to

determine whether any change in cloud structure had taken place and whether

precipitation was initiated or accelerated and if so, whether any actually

reached the ground. The resulting information was compared with the general

weather pattern over the area of operation and with the general physical

characteristics of the cloud mass prior to seeding.

As the 120 odd seedings of Phases I and II "failed to demonstrate the

feasibility of cloud seeding in producing precipitation in significant amounts" (92)
the results of Phase III on orographic stratoform cloud3 were held even less

conclusive:

(1) Seeding was capable of initiating or accelerating dissipation when
this was already occurring naturally in the area.

(2) Even as favourable an area as the one selected had' suitable cloud
conditions for seeding on only relatively few occasions. (93)

The Air Force, which had joined the Weather Bureau in the latter series

of cloud seeding trials during the winter and spring of 1949, reached similar '4>,vp

findings,
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As to why dissipation did occur in 7 of 15 seedings, or conversely,
why it did not occur in 8 of the 15 seedings, the limited number of
total cases plus the complete lack of cloud variable measurements,
create a situation whereby it would be extremely foolhardy to claim
verification or non-verification of a particular theory. (94)

The seeding of 59 semi-tropical cumulus clouds in Phase IV produced

similar uncertainty. There was again difficulty in locating appropriate

clouds in the first place and ones in which precipitation was not taking

place naturally. Whilst 5Ofo of the clouds seeded produced rain, in only one

case did the rain actually reach the surface. Dissipation instead was the

general rule. Prom this the Weather Bureau reached the conclusion that under

certain conditions seeding could actually dissipate precipitation rather than

encourage it. (95)

At the termination of Project Cloud Physics in 1949, the conclusion was

essentially that reached by the Weather Bureau from 1947 on -

On the basis of existing tests and experimentation cloud seeding
techniques were unlikely to produce precipitation of any economic
value. (96)

But on this occasion, the Air Force spokesman interjected a note of interest -

It would be a serious mistake to discard completely the concept of
cloud modification by artificial means because of the failure to
achieve more spectacular results to date. The demonstrated

• modifications are highly significant in the sense that they prove
that cloud control is not an impossibility; and, in fact, it may
develop into an extremely valuable technique. (97)

But in order to convert theory into technique, the Air Force, as did the

Weather Bureau,th ought that -

... the greatest need at present is to understand thoroughly the cloud
physics processes which are significant in weather control. A
sound knowledge of these fundamentals certainly will enable one to
make definite predictions as to the extent of possible control,
and at the same time point out the direction in which the maximum
effort should be made to achieve this control. (98)
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Whilst there were important differences in tone and content between the

conclusions reached in Project Cirrus from Cloud Physics, both projects agreed

on the need for further research and for improvements in research techniques,

and on the fact that, regardless of economic importance, cloud seeding could

be adopted as an existing tool for atmospheric research. For these reasons,

the Weather Bureau and the defence agencies discussed prospects for

collaboration.

Other influences were brought to bear on the military. During his silver

iodide seeding in New Mexico( done as part of Project Cirrus), Dr. Irving Langmuir

claimed that he had obtained important results which could affect hurricanes

and fogs. At that time the Korean War was on and fog was an important problem.

Vannefcar Bush (oft cited by Senator Case) who had supported the military potential
(99)

of rainmaking during his testimony at the 1951 Congressional hearings, joined

Langmuir in strongly recommending support of additional cloud seeding to the

Joint Chiefs of Staff. The Chief of Staff, Omar Bradley, was impressed and

responded favourably to the request for a new project on cloud nucleation. (lOO).
Project Artificial Cloud Nucleation

Project Artificial Cloud Nucleation (ACN) was a four-pronged affair, wherein

the Army, Navy, Air Force and the Weather Bureau collaborated. The Army

concentrated on the possibilities of dissolving cold stratus clouds and fog.

Subcooled stratus clouds were seeded with dry ice and silver iodide by plane.

(lOl) The Office of Naval Research concentrated its seeding to study cyclone

development. The hope was to confirm Langmuir's contention that the larger-

scale motion systems could be modified by seeding. Dry ice and silver iodide

were cast over the east coast region of the U.S. in cyclone breeding grounds.
(102)

The Air Force, as its contribution to the interdepartmental ACN Project,

sponsored basic research. Cumulus clouds were studied to determine the extent
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and associated laboratory research were carried out under the direction of

Dr. Horace R. Byors of the University of Chicago, who had proposed the

randomisation method of experimentation. (lOj)

The Weather Bureau's project under ACM concerned study of the mechanism

causing natural precipitation and the effect of artificial nucleation on cloud

structure and precipitation. is in Phase III of Project Cloud Physics, coastal

stratiform clouds were chosen for seeding with dry ice again used as the seeding

agent. (104)

This time, the Weather Bureau cho3e the southwest portion of the State of

Washington to conduct its seeding. Operations began in March 1953 and continued

for approximately one year. The actual nucleation of clouds was conducted

from aircraft equipped with instrumentation to study the natural structure of

clouds as well as modifications produced by the seeding. The cloud parameters

measured included temperature, liquid water content, drop size distribution

und. ice crystals content and 3ize distribution. Ground instrumentation

encompassed networks of recording rain gu,|Sge3, two radar sets, tracer particles,

detectors and raindrop spectrographs.

Of the total number of seedings, one-half were selected at random with

the remainder used as control cases, with results compared between seeded and

unseeded instances. Emphasis was given to the rate of seeding in order to

determine the minimum required for detection on the one hand, and to pinpoint

more precisely the threshold of overseeding, on the other. (105) The

significant difference between the Bureau's project Cloud Physics and its

ACM Project was that instead of evaluating the results of each separate seeding,

the ACN Project employed the statistical method of evaluation, known as the

regression line method, embracing a larger number of seedings.
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rainmaking companies, who contended that the design prevented the detection

of precipitation increases due to seeding. It was felt that the total

amount of clouds seeded represented an infinitesimal portion of the total

rain-producing cloud mass over the target area, therefore the resulting

•, increase in precipitation was so small as to be undetectable or statistically

insignificant. (106)

One of the more avid proponents of this viex* was Irving P. Krick, who
i

made extensive use of silver iodide in his commercial operations and relied

on statistical evaluations to affirm his efforts. In a letter addressed

to Reichelderfer on 1 February, 1954, Krick wrote

... it would seem that the very design of the Project makes it
entirely improbable, if not impossible, for the analysts evaluatin
the programme to detect any precipitation increases which may have
resulted. This is true even though there might have been actually
large increases in natural precipitation during the affected period
in the air stream being seeded. Under such circumstances, results
of this project can be considered at best inconclusive.

It is my opinion that continuing the project in the present pattern
of execution can place the Weather Bureau in an embarrassing
position. Dr. Langmuir can claim and possibly prove on the basis
of the scientific stature of the ACN Planning Committee his
allegation that this project was deliberately designed to disprove
his work. Naturally, such a statement would receive considerable
public attention, because the project has been entirely at public
expense and cannot be proved basically constructive.

The fact that seeding has been accomplished on your ACN Project for
a total of approximately 45 hours thus far, in a period during which
this time represents only a small fraction of the duration of
natural precipitation, is the basic fault we have to find. - This
procedure completely defeats the stated intention to evaluate
quantitatively the results of seeding. (107)

Retorting, Reichelderfer addressed a letter to his superior, Robert 3.

Murray, Under Secretary of Commerce, requesting that an impartial,

interdepartmental committee be set up to review the design of the experiments

and to serve as an advisory body -
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We exrected that Dr. Krick and possibly also Langmuir and other
commercial interests would 'lower the Boom' at what they considered
the proper time to discredit any results of the Weather Bureau
experiments which would be commercially disadvantageous to them.
Krick's letter of 1 February is, I feel sure, intended for this
purpose. (103)

Shortly thereafter, an advisory group for ACN was established. Meanwhile,

the Advisory Committee for Weather Control had come into existence the previous

year (August 1953) and immediately expressed interest in the fate of the

ACIT Project and more particularly in the future role of the DOD in cloud

seeding programmes. Lewis Douglas, influential non-governmental member of the

Advisory Committee, was anxious to preserve the DOD base of support for cloud

needing.

At its Kay 1954 meeting, the Advisory Committee considered a report drafted

by Lewis Douglas, whose view was that aircraft and logistic support of cloud

needing were proper activities of the DOD and, further, that the DOD cloud

physics activities should continue at all costs.

The report contained four recommendations to the effect that the DOD

■should:

(1) continue its present cloud physics research,

(2) establish a project in support of weather modification in the
more arid regions of the U.S.

(3) continue its present programme of aircraft and aircrew support
to the artificial cloud nucleation programmers, and

(4) afford similar support to other Government sponsored programmes
in this field. (169)

The report was adopted by the Advisory Committee and was then presented

)y an ACWC task force to President Eisenhower who agreed to meet with them on

0 June, 1954. At the meeting with the President, Douglas stressed the need

'or continuing a joint University of Arizona (his home state) - University of

'hicago cloud physics research programme which depended upon continued aircraft
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support by the Air Force. They estimated the annual cost at $255,000

including cost of personnel and logistic support of aircraft. (110)

At the conclusion of the meeting, the President said that he was "very

much interested" in this research programme, having come from a dry land

farming region where rain was very essential. Turning to Donald A. Quarles,

(Assistant Secretary of Defense for Research and Development and ACWC member);
(111)

.

he asked him to "take another look" at the question of aircraft supoort of

the University of Arizona, and convey to the Secretary of Defense his personal

interest.

However, the action finally taken by the DOD was confined to sending

Air Force Chief Scientist, Sverre Petterssen,who was also Chairman of the

Advisory Group for the ACN Project, to the August 1954 meeting of the ACWC to

present a review of the Project. In his presentation, Petterssen praised the

research phases of ACN and,decried the lack of results from field experiments.

As for Dr. Langmuir's claim of having affected weather periodicity (in New

-Mexico in 1949) Petterssen said the periodicity that did occur was a rare if

-natural accident. The rhythm (periodicity) did not show any corresponding

-shift when seeding days were changed. Turning next to large-scale weather

-phenomena, Petterssen described the Navy Project (ONR.) for seeding incipient

-cyclones as having no effect on large-scale systems. Moreover, the number of

-cases was small (37 in all). The project was subsequently discontinued. (112)
Similar inconclusiveness emerged from the Weather Bureau's seeding of large-

scale migratory cloud systems covering two winters and 58 flights. (113)

The seeding work on stratus or fog clouds done by the Army Signal Corps

.ccording to Petterssen, fared better - "Remarkable results had been obtained.,

—here seemed to be no danger of overseeding - the more dry ice, the better.
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Seeding of warm stratus with nucleating agents was more difficult and hope

in this field lay in different treatment." (114)

But the most far-reaching findings, in Petterssen's view, came from research

studies of cumulus clouds sponsored by the Air Force and undertaken by the

Jniversity of Chicago. This programme studied information obtainable from

rain gauges.

Interesting results had been obtained which might alter considerably
present day thinking on the rainfall process. For example, the
first radar echoes had often been discovered below the freezing level.
This did not invalidate the Bergeron-Findeisen theory but that the
rainfall process was not as simple as many had believed. (115)

In concluding, Petterssen pointed out that the Advisory Group on ACN

had recommended that all ACN projects be discontinued inasmuch as the aims

of the programme had essentially been completed. However, the Air Force's

cumulus cloud project was being considered for continuation as a basic research

project, Pettorsson further commontod that if the ACN woro continued, it

night hinder efforts to carry out sound basic research by the DOD. (116)

What Petterssen clearly implied was that available evidence was

Insufficient to warrant further support of cloud seeding projects by the BOD.

Pnat needed -study was the basic and findamental processes whereby rain is

"ormed, a view espoused consistently by the Air Force.
In the meanwhile, a study of another sort had begun. The Advisory (

env

CommitteejWeather Control, the private/governmental creation of Senator Ccjise,
/'

Parted its consideration of how best to fulfill its Congressional mandate -

o study and evaluate rainmaking experimentation.
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Chapter V.

COITGRESSIONAL-EXECUTIVE EVALUATI PITS -

ADVISORY COMITT^ Oh WEATHER CONTROL

0AGAUIS/iTIOIiAL CONFLICTS

Establishment of ACWC

Prom the moment it was signed into law, the ACWC experienced the first of

what was to become a series of crises in its four-year chequered history.

Created in compromise,•the ACWC fell into limbo midst the begrudging acknow¬

ledgement of the executive agencies and an uneven reception by Congress.

On 21 September, 1953, a full month after President Eisenhower signed

Public Law 256, establishing the ACWC, the White House was reported as having

"no specific plans for the Committee or appointees at this moment", (l)

When tho five private mombors wore finally appointed by tho President in

December, 1953, Senator Case commonted, "The President named tin outstanding

committee." (2) In fact, as one notes the characteristics of the

appointees, one discerns a compatability in their backgrounds with Senator

Case's outlook.

Of the five private members, A.M. Eberle came from Case's own state of

South Dakota, where he was dean of South Dakota State College. Lewis

Douglas, former director of the Bureau of the Budget and U.S. Ambassador to

Great Britain, was a director of various large corporations with lines to

the government and hailed from the neighbouring state of Arizona. Of

J.J. George of Eastern Airlines, who had previously directed cloud research

for the Air Force during World War I, Senator Case noted his "remarkable record

in stability of operations...(and) understanding of atmospheric problems." (5)
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was to Sen. Case "one of the best informed men on the subject and is scieptifi-

cally trained in the field of wind, weather, and water." (A) Case des¬

cribed the Chairman of the ACWC, Capt. Howard T. Orville, who had previously
been involved in Project Cirrus, as an "outstanding meteorologist." (5)

What appears evident is that Sen. Case not only prodded the Eisenhower

Administration into expediting the appointment of the ACWC private members,

but that he also provided suggestions concerning the composition. Case's

association with the newly-established Committee showed up even more pro¬

minently in the appointment of Charles A. Gardner, then Administrative Assistant

to Sen. Case, as Executive Secretary of the ACWC.

Gardner defended the appointment of a non-scientist like himself as

-Executive Secretary by emphasising the need for action in this area in pre-

-ference to research, a sentiment shared and voiced by his former employer,

-Sen. Case. In a similar vein, Gardner balked at the BOB's suggestion that the

■National Science Foundation, the newly established federal scientific research

-agency, service the ACWC. ■ The aim of the legislation, to Gardiner's mind, was

'to obtain a review of the weather modification situation by practical men

•and) not to further the cause of science and learning as such." (6)

The composition of the Committee determined, Gardner turned to the next

.tem of business - Committee funding. But before requesting an appropriation .

'rora Congress, a government instrumentality must first socuro the approval of

ho BOB. In his conversation with the BOB representatives in the fall.of

953, Gardner not only broached the proposed ACWC budget request of $120,000
or the first year of operation, (FY 1955) but also intimated that the ACWC

-hould be regarded as an independent office. This designation, in contrast

The governmental representatives designated by PL 256 were from the Departments
of Defence, Commerce, Agriculture, Interior, Health, Education and Welfare
and the National Science Foundation.
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to the alternative one of the association with an existing executive agency,

would have given the ACWC a considerable amount of autonomy and prestige.

The funds, Gardner suggested, could come either by tapping the President's

Emergency Fund (as an interim measure) or by making a supplemental request

of Congress (in January 1954). The Bureau of the Budget replied that the

Appropriations Committees probably would not like the President's Emergency

Fund used that way. The best path, it thought, was the supplemental.

But if this should mean that appropriations would not take effect until the

beginning of the following fiscal year (July 1, 1954), Gardner plainted "this

would be most unfortunate". (7) i

The indifference that Gardner experienced from the Bureau of the Budget

paled, in contrast to the hostility he found in the House Appropriations

Committee. Appropriations Committees are, by tradition and function, les3

concerned with substantive or programmatic aspects of legislation, than vrith

;

the budgetary and organisational impact accompanying each item. Previous

to the 1948 Congressional hearings, the House Appropriations Committee had

already put the Weather Bureau on notice that rainmaking was none of its
I

business, (s) Whilst individual members of the House Appropriations !

.Committee subsequently changed their attitude to one of keen interest i|i

rainmaking, the -underlying anxiety endemic to appropriations committees

prevent the proliferation of new agencies did not change.

Early in 1954, the House Appropriations Committee made it clear tH;

Advisory Committee would be better attached to an existing executive agency

rather than attempt to establish itself as an independent office. (9) Gardner

considered the possibility of appending the ACWC budget request to the Weather Bureau1

n

to

at the



budget. But because the Bureau had been a party to the rainmaking controversy,

he thought it impolitic to be associated with them.

He then prevailed upon Sen. Case, who was well aware of appropriations

committees' dislike of proliferating agencies. On 10 May 1954 Sen. Case

addressed a letter to the chairman of the Senate Appropriations Committee re¬

questing a sympathetic hearing of the ACWC budgetary submittal, pointing out

that the House had declined its inclusion in the supplemental bill. Case

explained, "The House conferees, as I understand it, did not wish to initiate

the programme in a supplemental bill, saying it should be proposed for a regular

bill where hearings could be held if desired." (1Q)

But the Senate Appropriations Committee sided with its House counterpart

and refused to treat the AC'.VC as an independent office. Gardner realised

that he was not only in danger of not gaining autonomous status for the ACV/C,

but failing to obtain any appropriation as well. An extreme position called

for an extreme action. Gardner informed Chairman Orville who then persuaded

tho influential Lewis Douglas to approach the President. On 10 June 1954,

"Orville, Douglas and tv/o representatives of the executive agencies * met

with President Eisenhower.

In his presentation to the President, Chairman Orville indicated that

cloud seeding could alleviate the on-going drought, which was having a costly

and devastating effect. (11) The relationship ascribed by Orville between

cloud seeding and drought comes off strange from a meteorologist when one

recalls that meteorologist Henry Houghton testified at the 1951 Congressional

hearings, "Seeding can effect the release of precipitation only from existing

clouds. The requisite flow of moist air and the cloud-forming processes

must be preexistent." (12) Inasmuch as drought was accompanied by cloudless

* A. Waterman, (NSF) and D. Quarles, (DOD)
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kies, cloud seeding was a practical impossibility since there would be no

louds to work on. Houghton's statement oulled from his paper, "An Appraibal
I

of Cloud Seeding as a Means of Increasing Precipitation" was later publisheji

in the Bulletin of the AMS, and further used in the Society's subsequent !
Statements on Weather Modification.

Helmut E. Landsberg of the DOD's Research and Development Board in his

prepared statement before the same joint Congressional Committee had also pointed

out -

One of the major difficulties is that even under the best circumstances,
rain might possibly be induced if nature provides the moisture and forms
the clouds. In cases of drought conditions, when the water problem is
really critical, the skies may remain cloudless for days on end.

(13)

Even Irving P. Krick, president of the commercial Water Resources Development

Corporation, admitted, "The best we can do is wait for nature to provide these

opportunities and then to try to assist in increasing and giving a more uniform

distribution to the resultant precipitation." (14)

Another instance cited by Orville to the President which put him at

variance with other meteorologists centred on an experiment in South Dakota,

where, Orville alleged, over Ix" of above average rainfall had taken place

after seeding. (15) No proof was requested and no proof was provided.

The Weather Bureau projects and those undertaken by the favourably inclined

Army Signal Corps and Office of Naval Research had never ventured such explicit

assertions.

Coming from a dry farming area himself (Kansas), President Eisenhower was

apparently impressed with Orville's implications of the potential of cloud

seeding, and of prospective benefits to the public. Only recently the

President had established a Cabinet Committee on Water Resources to demonstrate

the Administration's concern in tackling the national problem of water scarcity.

Eisenhower directed that the BOB and the Congressional Appropriations Committee

be apprised of the President's interest in the subject and of its eminent
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importance. (16)

With but twenty days left before the start of the new fiscal year (1 July,

1954), the ACWC finally received its first appropriation of $120,000, (17)

but at a price. In the future, all budget requests were to be made part of

the Weather Bureau's budget to which the ACWC was to be appended; Independence

was over.

Starting off with high hopes and ardent support by Senator Case, the

first year of ACWC's existence wa3 marked by its members having to pay their

own way to attend the initial meetings and having to borrow staff help.

The result was that the Committee was "seriously handicapped" until

July 1, 1954. Thus even during its gestation period, the ACWC had to face

the absence of keen support by the executive branch on the one hand, and the

•conservative character of the House Appropriations Committee on the other.

PR0G3AHMTIC BATTLES

Definition of a Work Programme

With the initial appropriation finally on its way, attention was turned

to the drafting of a work programme. The first draft was prepared in

May 1954 by Chairman Orville and Executive Secretary Gardner comprised of
/

two parts: (1) reviewing reports from private cloud seeders and ascertaining

the economic value of increased precipitation; and (2) evaluation, drought
and research. (19)

Reports

In its initial meeting of 18 December, 1953, the ACWC had decided to

request reports from cloud seeding operators on a voluntary basis. But by the end
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drawn up, approved by the BOB, and subsequently mailed to all known cloud

seeding operators. (20)

Aware of Sen. Case* s positive views on formal reports, Gardner boasted

to the Senator/of the over two hundred reports on croud seeding received by the

Committee both within and without the U.S. Gardner went on at some length
(f 4

about the value of formal reporting and emphasized -the emboldened modus operandi'

of the Committee in requiring reports l-ather than relying on voluntary

submissions:

By requiring reports from the clcud seeders on reporting forms we supply,
we can get more data and more uniform data on the experimental work*
This means we can carry out more individual evaluations than was the case
before and also we can combine the data of more experiments than ever
before.

(21)

Sen. Case, for his part, had been consistently in favour of formal requirements

and had, in fact, assumed their adoption from the start.

Under the law (Public Law 256) all agencies, private and publio, who
engage in cloud seeding operations, are to register with the Committee
and then later to report the methods they uso, the conditions of the
atmosphere and the results that follow.

(22)

Economics

Having resolved the matter of submitting reports, the Committee turned

to considering the economic implications of increased precipitation. Lean
w *

Eberle (private Lumber) who was placed in charge of the project, wrote to all

of the U.S. agricultural land-grant colleges for the:(r assessment of the value

of increased precipitation from cloud seeding. When queried by his colleagues

(at the November 1954 Committee meeting) whether he intended to confine his

study to agriculture, Eberle replied that all .potential economic benefits

would 1- considered. (25) 1



Drought

Whilst Eberle's group was examining the economics of rainmaking and reports

from commercial rainmakers were coming in, the ACWC considered the question of

relieving drought by cloud seeding. At the August 1954 meeting, three months'

after presentation of the initial Work Programme, Gardner apparently changed

his mind about alleviating drought by cloud seeding. By August Gardner

thought that the drought conference tentatively proposed in the Work Programme

would be "unwise". (24) Other agencies, including the Department of

Agriculture, would no doubt be holding conferences on the drought problems

and very possibly the Advisory Committee could participate in those. (25)
In October (1954) the ACVJC decided that the project should be "placed in

(26)
abeyance, and greater attention given to the problem of evaluation of

cloud seeding."

Evaluation

The drought was not the only matter on which the ACWC members had second

thoughts. As the Committee probed into methods for evaluating cloud seeding,

the complexity of the entire matter of cloud precipitation came increasingly

to the fore. In August 1954, Gardner wrote Senator Case,

For a while last month I felt the whole thing was beyond us and we
would never be able to write a report that would have any firmness
whatsoever.

Right now we are shy of even thinking about any action programmes.
We are getting a great amount of information, all of which points
up the complexity of the problem and adds to the confusion. (27)

Statistical Evaluation

To obtain the best opinion available, the Committee canvassed 23 prominent

meteorologists, physicists, and statisticians as well as representatives

of the executive agencies on the best mode for evaluating cloud seeding.

Host of the replies evinced greater or lesser disenchantment with

statistical evaluation as a means of assessing cloud seeding.
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Richard D. Coons, who had participated in the Weather Bureau's Cloud

Physics Project stated,
I

It i3 surprising to consider the little progress we have made in
the past eight years towards evaluating the results of weather
modification techniques. Mainly, this is because we have beclouded
the issue with abstruse and inconclusive (and certainly highly
controversial ) statistical relationships.

Even if my scepticism of statistical relationships is not shared, we
can all agree that, at best, they are not satisfactory to the physical
scientist, for they never explain why, when and where a certain stimulus
will cause a predictable result. There is no understanding - thereis
only a certain mystical and debatable relationship. (28)

Even commercial cloud seeders voiced criticism -

We are not certain that cloud seeding will ever be proved or disproved
completely by any type of controlled statistics.
It is not always possible to satisfy all the necessary statistical
requirements in evaluating the results of individual cloud seeding
projects and in such cases the results from a statistical viewpoint
are inconclusive. (29)

Henry G. Houghton, professor of meteorology at M.I.T., agreed that -

It has been found that statistical evaluation of rainfall data is a

very crude tool... (30)

The important thing, he stated, was "to keep in close touch with the real

atmosphere. This involves aircraft, radar, cameras, special instrumentation

and the human observer." (31)

Others who shared the latter view were Charles P. Snow of the Pacific

Gas and Electric Company and Eugene Bollay of the North American Instrument

Company.

Radar can see through the enveloping cloud forms and discern the more
intense convection cells as they approach and pass the target area. (32)

Mordy, Johnson and Eber of the Pineapple Research Institute of Hawaii,

which had conducted extensive rainmaking experimentation, described radar as

an "X-ray machine" (through which)



we have been able to watch the birth, growth and spread" of the raindrops
in the seeded areas. This time and place coincidence provides quite,
satisfactory evidence so far as our purposes are concerned, of the cause
and effect relationship in the cloud seeding trials. (33)

But others like Dr. Roscoe Braham, Director of the Institute of Atmospheric

Physics (University of Arizona) who, whilst agreeing that "Carefully calibrated

radar provides a positive indication of the presence of precipitation in the

clouds," admitted - i

the technique is still far from perfect but there is( little doubt
that it is much better than a network of widely spread rain gauges
for studying individual storms. (34)

But at best, radar could be only a supplemental source of affirmation.

Something more conclusive was still required.

On September 22-24, 1954, the ACWC convened a special evaluation conference

at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Four of the eight discussants

at the conference's session ,on statistical evaluation questioned the quality

of the statistical evaluation conducted by commercial cloud seeders. 'The

feeling was that commercial operators believed their clients "primarily

interested in precipitation, not knowledge". (35) Further, the operators

were under pressure to do the work at the lowest possible price. Since many

expenses could not be reduced, evaluation costs were cut to the bare minimum

needed to satisfy the client.

Captain Berry, Chief Scientific Advisor to the ACUC, agreed that commercial

analyses were "generally warped in the direction of producing results favourable

to their advertised needs." (36) Some operators did endeavour to perform an

objective evaluation, Berry felt, adding that he could pick out the objective

rainmakers from those promoting their own interests. (37)

Professor Houghton, Chairman of the Evaluation Conference's Statistical

Group, reminded the members of the need for arriving at some determination of

the effect of cloud seeding. Accepting this view, the group insisted, however,
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that any statistical analysis would be of a preliminary nature, and that the

commercial cloud seeding projects should be carefully selected. Further, the

entire process should be subject to revision as knowledge of cloud precipitation

and cloud seeding advanced.

Two members persisted, however, in emphasising the shortcomings of statistical

evaluation of weather phenomena to the very end. Dr. George Wadsworth of H.I.T.

maintained that weather motions render the relationship between target end control

unstable 30 that even a difference of as little as in the precipitation between

target and control areas could result in invalid results. (58) Dr. Fred Decker,

Professor of Physics at Oregon State College, laid equal stress on the difficulties

of measuring precipitation increases in the target area in the absence of suitable

controls. A carefully designed experiment would in his opinion eliminate much of

the uncertainty and lead to a more acceptable answer and sooner than by evaluating

commercial projects. (59)
At the conclusion, the group deferred to Chairman Houghton*3 urgings and

agreed that the ACWC should collect information on the operation of commercial

operations, and lastly, that it commission a recognised statistical group to

evaluate these operations using exsisting statistical techniques or modifications

thereof. (40)

Experimental Design

On November 29, 1954, the ACYfC appointed its statistical evaluation group

chaired by H.C.S. Thorn, chief climatologist for the Weather Bureau. On

February 4, 1955, Capt. Berry, Chief Scientific Advisor, and Herbert Thorn set

out four objectives for the statistical evaluation programme.

1. Conduct a series of individual and combined evaluations on a group of
cloud seeding operations to provide as definitive as possible an answer
to the question of whether artificial nucleation increases or otherwise
affects precipitation, and to what extent.



2. Classify further individual operations according to different
meteorological situations and operational procedures to determine the
effectiveness of cloud seeding operations under <_ range of conditions.

3. Analyse large-scale operations, i.e. the operation of one or several
simultaneous projects, with the objective of obtaining as much information
as possible on whether established positive effects of nucleation in one
area could reduce or otherwise affect precipitation in another area and
to what extent. r „

*

4. Examine available dat§ on effects of artificial nucleation other than
caugmentation (e.g. lightning suppression, hail suppression, tornadoes^

® * and related meteorological phenomena) of precipitation with a view to
develops evaluation techniques and information as t.o overall effective¬
ness. (4-1)

The basic statistical method employed was the regression technique.

Regression is used- to measure differences between two .areas, one designated

as target and the other as control. But to be effective, there should be a

sufficient quantity of data for both areas. Comparison can then be made of

past rainfall in. the target areas with that oi the control area. The latter

is usually a nearby area thought to have a pat ;err. of rainfall similar-to that

of the selected target area.
c

Thus a regression analysis of cloud seedLig would measure" the rainfall - .

over two areas during a given period, of time before seeding and just after

the actual seeding. The seeded rainfall on the target area would be measured

and compared with the natural rainfall that fell on the control area. Th_

difference between the expected and the actual rainfall oil the target area is

assufied to indicate the effectiveness (or lack) of the seeding.

The Committee recognised that such analyses contained a certain probability

oj^ error depending on hov/ comparable were the target and control areas.
f • (*?'

Nonetheless, tin Committee accepted regression because it felt that this

technique would have greater validity than, alternatively, comparing the

seeded rainfall with the "normal" or average precipitation for the same area.

The weakness here lay in determining the "norm.". Prom one year to the next rainfall



could vary tremendously. In fact, it was highly unusual for the "normal"

precipitation to occur in any one year. The greater the fluctuations in the

yearly rainfall, the greater the uncertainty in forecasting the amount that

would fall at any given particular moment. Thus whilst conceding that any

analytical technique could provide only an estimate, regression seemed the

beat alternative. (42)

At the March 15, (1955) meeting of the AC¥C, remarks by Herbert Thorn,

(chief statistician) and others demonstrated, however, how complex statistical

evaluation would really be and how large the area of uncertainty was. Thorn

began by acknowledging that decisions regarding effectiveness of cloud seeding

had to bo made on the basis of probability and against a background of high

random variability on weather. The use of mathematics,ywhilst a simplifying

process, presented problems.

Tackling the target control relationship first, Thorn proposed a four-fold

criteria"in order to ensure greater compatibility between the txiro:

1) the precipitation or discharge in the control area must have a good
correlation with the target area's precipitation and dischargeprofile,

2) the control area must not be subject to more than minimum contamination
by seeding from the target area generators,

3) both areas must have suitable meteorological or discharge records,

4) the historical and seeded data for both areas should lend themselves
to analysis by available methods. Ideally, the control areas should
be as close as possible to the target area but remain outside the effects
of seeding, with some suitable measurements made of precipitation or
discharge. (43)

These criteria were ordinarily met by a control area to the south or west

of the target. As for locating control areas with high correlations to target

areas, past experience had shown that distance wa3 the main factor governing

correlation. As for the quality of measurements upon which the subsequent

statistical evaluation was based, careful attention was given to the quality
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of all precipitation gauge records in both target and control areas. Only U.S.

government controlled precipitation and stream gauge records were to be employed.

But the value of the target control formula depended on the completeness

and reliability of the rainfall distribution pattern. Rainfall was highly variable

even over a small region. Over a ten-year period, Thorn had, in fact, attempted

to compile a theoretical distribution profile for rainfall, using data from all

parts of the world. This formed the basis for his equi-probaility transformation

model. Thorn's model, designed to increase the sensitivity to changes in rainfall

in a given area, meant that measurements might be made of even small increases

due to cloud seeding, and also to serve as a tool for developing further indices

of evaluation. If cloud seeding produced large-scale effects, these would have

already been detected. The problem was to devise methods for detecting small-

scale effects. For the first time, Thorn and his colleagues felt that enough data

was being collected to accomplish the latter.

One further refinement in measurement technique proposed by Thorn concerned

the substitution of a natural unit, the storm, for a unit of time (e.g., a week,

month, season or year). The advantages of using a storm unit, Thorn said, were

several:

to

1. A storm was the unit that opeijtors most typically attempted to seed.
2. If one could determine that an operator did not seed a storm, it could

then be removed from consideration, enhancing the sensitivity of the
evaluation.

J. The storm was a basic physical unit, not an arbitrary time unit. Being
a meteorological entity, it had somewhat simpler statistical properties,
such as lower time sequence correlation than comparable short arbitrary
time units.

4. Definition of the individual storm was not as much affected by weaknesses
in the cooperative station records caused by variations and inaccuracies
/ in the recorded time of observation (a factor bedeviling all attempts at
evaluation;. (44)
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Concluding, Thorn conceded that no single test,even a significant one, could

provide proof of the effectiveness of cloud seeding; therefore, one had to

combine a series of experiments and tests.

The problem uncertainties and complexities surrounding attempts to employ
■ I

statistical evaluation notwithstanding, Charles Gardner was enormously encouraged.

In a letter to Sen. Case dated March 21 (six days after the meeting, Gardner

waxed optimistic —

We now have confidence that the Committee staff will be able to produce
statistical evaluations superior to any so far performed and envisaged
at the present time for the following reasons:

1. We have the first group ever assembled which can tackle the job of statistical
evaluation on a full-time basis with the facilities necessary to do the job...
our group has been able to handle as much data in two weeks as another group
kindles in a study extending over a period of two years.

2. We have examined practically all statistical analyses carried out by other
individuals and groups. We are confident, therefore, that we are abreast
of the latest developments and can proceed from there.

3. Mr. Thorn's group has developed a 'model' into which theoretical precipitation
increases can be 'plugged'. This model enables us to determine almost
positively the sensitivity of our analyses. This eliminates one factor of
uncertainty in previous analyses. (45)

Gardner conceded however the importance of considering simultaneously

physical evaluation of cloud seeding.

Our group will make it a practice to fully consider meteorological
and physical factors before and during the carrying out of evaluations,
A failure to do this has to a considerable degree invalidated the results
of some previous evaluations. (46)

In conclusion, Gardner said,

All of the above indicates, I think, that we are making an intensive
effort to get reasonably definite and positive answers by June 30, 1956.
(the original termination date of the ACWC) (47)

Having provided at least a preliminary form of design based on the

regression technique, the statistical evaluation group proceeded to the execution

of its design in order to arrive at Gardner's hoped-for answers. Three important

considerations were: selection of appropriate area, cloud systems and a quasipermanent



seeding agent.

The kind of region that appeared most promising was the mountainous (orographic)

areas. Orographic areas were considered ideal for cloud seeding because of the

updrafts created by the land barriers which not only force air to rise and cool,

but simultaneously lift artificial nuclei to heights where their effect could

be exerted. Additionally, precipitation in orographic cloud systems was generally

of wider and longer duration than in non-mountainous cloud systems.

Another consideration in the selection of cloud systems was to find those

which had a deficiency of natural nuclei. The West Coast of the U.S. was considered

more frequently subject to deficiencies in natural nuclei than the continental

interior and the east. For these reasons, the West Coast was selected for concentration

of effort. As a control to the orographic project, a semi-orographic programme

was also carried out where airlift and nuclei were less in evidence.

With regard to the sooding agent, silver iodide war. considered preferable

to dry ice for the following reasons —

Widespread effects could not be achieved by dropping CO2 (dry ice) pellets
from airplanes so a quasi-permanent ice nucleus such as AG I (silver iodide)
must be employed. This has been consistently verified in several experiments
where only small immeasurable amounts of precipitation have been observed
from CC>2 seeding. Such seeding, it appears, cannot be made continuous enough
to allow accumulation of measurable amounts of precipitation. On a few
occasions commercial operators have employed CO2 but little data were
available which could be independently evaluated. (Commercial operators
for the most part have used only ground-based AG I generators). (4°)j
Physical Evaluation

The second method of evaluation adopted by the ACWC was based on evaluation

of the physical meteorological phenomena underlying cloud seeding. The evdluation

conference convened by the ACWC in September 1954, as pointed out in the

discussion on statistical evaluation, had clearly borne out the misgivings of

a number meteorologists regarding reliance on statistical methods of evaluation
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Executive Secretary Gardner acknowledged that the scientists assembled at

the September conference were of the almost unanimous opinion that statistical

evaluation would only provide answers within certain limits of probability,

which limits would likely be so broad as to be unsatisfactory and inconclusive.

The topic of critical concern was appraising the effect of silver iodide

seeding, i.e. the extent to which silver iodide crystals were effective ice

nuclei at temperatures higher than other natural substances, the rate of

deactivation of silver iodide plumes rising from ground-based generators and

amount of the output of silver iodide crystals from generators and at points

from the generator site.

In February (1955) the Physical Evaluation Panel was appointed, comprised

of V.J. Schaefer', B. Vonnegut, S.E. Reynolds (state Engineer, New Kexico) and

Charles P. Snow, of the Pacific Gas and Electric Company of California. Two

projects were drawn up, both concerning the investigation of the effect of

silver iodide seeding in atmospheric conditions. Project Overseed simulated

commercial seeding techniques and was performed during winter storms over

mountains. The aim was to ascertain whether the silver iodide particles

.actually reached the clouds in significant amounts and what effect they had.

The term "overseed" was used to emphasise dramatic or easily recognisable

effects by using extraordinarily large quantities of silver iodide.

Using ground-based silveriodide generators, intensive follow-up studies

were made of the behaviour of invisible "plumes" of silver iodide particles

under varying weather conditions. Methods were devised for detecting silver

iodide in the surrounding atmosphere, on the slopes and at the summit of

Mount Washington. The latter site boasted an abundance of supercooled clouds

into which silver iodide could be discharged. This would help determine

whether there was an optimum level of cloudseeding.
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During the operation, silver iodide generators were strategically located

upwind from Mount Washington. At the summit, periodic samples of seeded air

were taken. Simultaneously, observations would be made of the temperature,

pressure humidity, wind velocity and direction and of changes in clouds

that were seeded. The hope was that seeding effects would show up in the

analysis of air samples. This information would not only supplement the

statistical evaluation but would' be of interest to all meteorologists.

The otherphysical evaluation project, Sailplane, was on a much smaller

scale than Project Overseed. Project Sailplane investigated the motion of

silver iodide particles and their deactivation under warm, sunny conditions.

Silver iodide released from the ground was traced with equipment mounted in

a sailplane carrying a pilot and portable cold chamber. The sailplane J was
|

especially valuable because of its inherent capability to find the strojig,
narrow upcurrents most likely to carry the silver iodide aloft. Field:' work

I
was begun in the summer of 1955 at Missoula, Montana. Later that year, the

work was continued with a light plane in California. The technique of

tracing the silver iodide by airplane was used on virtually all the ACWC

field projocto.

Field Evaluation Metamorphosis

When the ACWC had originally considered the question of the physical

evaluation programme in 1954, sharp differences emerged between the members

and the staff. At the October 20, 1954 meeting of the ACWC, Executive

Secretary Gardner presented the ACWC'a FY 1956 budget, which included an item

of $115,000 for field evaluation (physical evaluation) encompassing the usage

of computers as well as hiring of staff. Some of the members complained at



the shortness of notice in apprising them of the budget. Gardner endeavoured

to explain that the budget had had to be prepared in a rush in order to comply

with the timing set by the Bureau of the Budget.

We were directed to produce a budget for FY 1956 at the early date
of September 15,-1954. We had practically no operating experience
on which to base the budget. The best we could do was to compile
a record of expenditures for 10 weeks commencing 1 July and ending
15 August. This gave us feeble and precarious grounds for drawing
up the 1956 budget. (49)
In support of his Executive Secretary, Chairman Orville acknowledged that

because tho budget had had to be prepared in a hurry, many important questions

'could not bo adequately resolved. But, continued Orvillo, consultation

had been carried out with such persons as V.J. Schaefer and the ACWC. Moreover,

whilst the field project was only a rough estimate with the details yet to

be worked out, the examiners of the Bureau of the Budget, Orville said, had

reacted sympathetically and had taken into consideration the manifold problems

confronting a newly established committee. In fact, they indicated that they

would allow almost complete latitude in the Committee's use of its funds. (50)

The ACWC executive agency members, however, did not demonstrate a similar

inclination for "latitude" towards Orville and Gardner. First, sharp exception

"was taken to the term, "field evaluation". Was the Committee statutorily

permitted to engage in this kind of activity? According to Dr. Luna Leopold

(representative of the Department of the Interior), field evaluation was not

properly the Committee's job. In his opinion, the Committee should concentrate

on published material. Moreover, the field evaluation programme proposed

would not be feasible in the two years allotted the Committee. (51)

Assistant Secretary of Defense, Donald A. Quarles, shared Leopold's

misgivings but for different reasons. Quarles, whose views reminded one of the

executive agencies' statements at the 1951 hearings, felt that only government
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agencies should do field evaluation. It would take a long time to build

up the instrumentation and to train the staff to use then, he explained,

concluding on the same note as Leopold: the ACWC could "adequately meet the

terms of law by evaluating the information now available without going out

and making measurements". (52)

Dean Eyerie (private member) argued against asking other government
agencies to do the Committee's field work. Even then the answer they would

most likely get would bo that the agencies had no funds. "The Committee

should not have to beg the other agencies to do its work and be placed at

their mercy." (53) In language reminiscent of Senator Case, Eberle pointed

out that 15 million acres were under contract to private operators. The

farmers wanted to know "Does it pay?" The Committee had a definite responsibil¬

ity to get an answer. The operators themselves supported the study. The

Committee could not get away from its responsibility to both groups andi
I

taxpayers. !

The Commerce representative began by saying that he liked to see budgets
■ J

get smaller. The ACWC's FY 1955 budget was S120,000 whilst the FY 195j6
budget request jumped to 3295,000. Further, he understood that the equipment

-

involved in the field evaluation was not available and would have to bb designed.

Orville replied that it was more a matter of its being assembled. Commerce

asked if it was necessary for the Committee to hire meteorologists and other

personnel, which looked like the start of a big "build-up". Orville responded

that the intent was to restrict activities to study and evaluation and not to
o

undertake research. As noted in the last chapter, Senator Case had dropped

the provision for ACWC research from his bill in response to executive agencies'

pressures. Up to now, consultants had been relied upon, but it was not

unreasonable to expect greater reliance on permanent staff, concluded Orville.



Gen. George (private member) mentioned the difficulty of drawing a line

between evaluation and research. The Department of Agriculture representative

said that ho also had reservations about tho field evaluation programme in this

context. Dr. Waterman (KG?) said that evaluation was a matter of determining

what other persons were doing. It seemed appropriate for the Committee to

go out and do this. Commerce, however, questioned the wisdom of sending a

crew out into the field. Orville said that it was not likely that the

Committee would send out its own crew but that it would probably contract

the work out.

On this point, the debate finally jelled. With the DOD and Commerce

proposing the motion, the Committee opted to contract out the proposed field

evaluation rather than perform it in-house. Commerce further stated that if

a round figure were inserted into the budget in place of the $115,000 item

for field evaluation, it would withdraw its objection to the budget.

In further clarification of its resolution, it laid down three points:

(1) That no permanent staff on the scale contemplated should be hired.

(2) That technical people should decide whether field evaluation was
feasible.

(3) That the full Committee should decide whether such a programme was
desirable. (54)

Tho motion was voted on and adopted.

The above compromise made clear that the tedious argument over which the

ACWC staff and private members had locked horns with the executive agency

representatives revolved around the agencies' desire to protect their

prerogatives. Very little is mentioned about the soundness of the programme

per se, the merits of physical evaluation, or similar scientific considerations.

What did concern and apparently disturb the agency spokesmen was the fear that

the ACWC might become more powerful and infringe upon executive agency manoeuver-

ability in the area of rainmaking.
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Coming from Congress, Gardner realised the character of the struggle.

Following the October 20 meeting, Gardner drafted a private internal memorandum

to Gen. George who had been appointed chairman of the ACWC Budget Subcommittee.

In his anxiety to "explain the philosophy behind the budget drawn up by

myself and the Chairman", Gardner revealed a high sense of pique -

Assuming that the Committee should attempt to carry out the assignment
specifically given it by the Congress and the President, instead of
lying back "philosophically" and relying on traditional methods of
evaluation and asking the Congress for an extension of its life, then
obviously, the Committee will have to request funds in addition to
those which would only be enough for it to carry out the traditional
evaluation. (55)

The above was restrained in contrast with the first draft of the same

letter written by Gardner but which was apparently blue-pencilled by a

superior, before being dispatched -

It is unfortunate that few members of the Committee could attend the
(September) Cambridge conference on evaluation, did not have to talk
informally and freely with the outstanding scientists meeting there,
have not had the time to follow in detail the latest thought in the
field, and therefore have not been able to understand the serious
problem facing the Committee as it attempts to chart its future
activities.

... However, it seems apparent that the Committee cannot just 'deal
in numbers', but must get out into the field and evaluate in other
ways (in all cases, of course, evaluating the experimental work
done by others and not engaging in experimental work as such). (56)

In his final paragraph, Gardner broadened his attack on scientists -

It has beon a source of surprise to me that scientists in this field
have so often resorted to the ad hominen argument which type of
argument has, without question, hampered efforts to arrive at
reasonably definite conclusions as to the effectiveness of weather
modification measures. I hope the statements I have expressed in
thi3 memorandum will be considered on their merits alone and will
not be resented as the outpourings of an "underling". If the
members of your subcommittee consider my thoughts on this subject
inaccurate and prejudicial to the Committee, I am flexible enough
to adjust myself and assume a more mechanical role. My inclination,
however, is to express my views for what they are worth and I wish
to have them considered for what they are worth. (57)
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The Budget Subcommittee considered Gardner's memorandum (i.e. the more

restrained version) and accepted the budget request of $295,000 but insisted

that the $115,000 item for field evaluation be executed on a contractual

basis only, as had been agreed at the October 20 meeting. Similarly, all

proposals for field evaluation were to be approved by the full Committee.

The difficulty,alleged the members of the Budget Subcommittee (chaired

by Gen. George),was that statistical evaluations could provide answers "only

within certain limits of probability". Whilst these limits might be narrowed

ovor a period of five to ton yoarn, the Committee's mandate ran out in two

yours. Furthermore, the subcommittee members acknowledged their inability

to appraise the proposed field evaluation, as had Orville and Gardner. They,

too, hoped that some of the pitfalls encountered in statistical evaluation

might be avoided.

Budgetary approval granted, Gardner set the wheels in motion for obtaining

Bureau of the Budget approval of field evaluation. To put a better cover on

the activity proposed, Gardner substituted the term "physical evaluation"

for "field evaluation" in deference to comments made by the agency representatives.

But the real definition of physical evaluation came out not in Gardner's

statement to the Bureau of the Budget which ran along the lines of evaluation

equipment including radar, panoramic cameras, generators and gauges, nor in

the inhibiting assertions made by the agency spokesmen in order to protect

their organisational prerogatives, but in Projects Overseed and Sailplane

set out by the four-man Physical Evaluation panel headed by Schaefer, and

appointed in February 1955.

In March 1955, the full ACWC met to debate the physical evaluation

programme outlined by the Schaefer Panel. Assistant Secretary of Defense,

Quarleo, responded by defying anyone to "get up on their two feet and say it
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(Project Overseed) would work. (58) Accepting the gauntlet. Captain Berry

(Chief Scientific Advisor to the AC¥C) readily acknowledged that there would

be difficulties. But, he reminded Quarles, the project had been evolved

pursuant to the advice of experts and that Dr. Waterman of the National

Science Foundation had also concurred. It was important to determine whether

one could, in fact, overseed clouds, and conditions at Mount Washington were

most propitious for this purpose. The possibility of failure, he philosophized,

existed in any type of field experiment. (59)

Dr. Reichelderfer (Chief of the Weather Bureau) supporting Captain Berry,

volunteered that all tilings considered, Mount Washington was as good an

outdoor laboratory as one could find. The Weather Bureau had made plans the

previous year for a similar project but would modify these if the Committee

proceeded. One thing Reichelderfer wanted to find out was whether ground

generators actually succeeded in putting nuclei into clouds. In sum, he

said, "We will have to regard the Mount Washington project (Overseed) as the

best we can do." (60) Upon hearing the opinions of Captain Berry and

Dr. Reichelderfer, Quarles withdrew his objections, and the Committee voted

unanimously to adopt the Physical Evaluation Panel's report. (6l)

This change in reaction by the executive agencies towards field (physical)

evaluation was not due wholly to scientific considerations but rather to

political motivations. When executive concern regarding infringement on

executive prerogatives was laid to rest (i.e. by contracting out and providing

for full Committee approval of the programme) there was proportionately less

concern as to whether the ACWC was legally empowered to undertake such experim¬

ental activities under the law. (62)
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Interim Report

Whilst, the statistical and physical evaluation programmes were being

discussed, pressure was being brought to bear on the Committee to produce an

interim report. In the extended correspondence between Senator Case and '

Executive Secretary Charles Gardner, J Case brought pressure on Gardner for

an ACWC Report as early as August 1954. To Case, such a report would have

served as an important means of impressing his constituents with his continuous
and active involvement in rainmaking and equally, to impress his Congressional

colleagues with the seriousness of the ACWC.

In response to Senator Case, Gardner prepared a tentative outline of an

Interim Report by 29 November (1954)• The major headings were:

(1) the scientific state of tho art of cloud seeding

(2) the problems of evaluation

(5) economic and legal implications of cloud seeding

(4) tentative recommendations to the President and the Congress
possibly including

(a) a statement that no regulation should be undertaken at
the present time for lack of basic knowledge

(b) a statement that more basic research is warranted and
should be undertaken. (64)

In contrasting the November 1954 outline with Gardner's tentative Work

Programme of Hay 1954, one can already note some important differences. By

November 1954, Gardner had apparently become impressed with the importance

of considering the state of the art and with the amount of uncertainty

surrounding it. The scientific state of rainmaking was not simply listed

as in May 1954 but, as in the case of evaluation, was characterised as a

problem.
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On the other side, economic aspects of cloud seeding were given a less

optimistic construction. Equally, all mention of drought was dropped. No

attempt was made in November to link rainmaking and drought. Finally, the

Noveraber recommendations included an acknowledgement of the lack of basic

knowledge, a hesitancy towards regulation, and an emphasis on basic research.

In presenting his outline to the ACWC, Gardner pointed to the ACWC's

statute (Public Law 256), requiring the ACWC to report from time to time.

"We can hardly expect", wrote Gardner, "the Congress to continue to support the

Committee's activities unless the ACWC reports on its activities. (65)

In anticipation of weak support, if not opposition, on the part of the

executive agencies regarding* an interim report, Gardner characterised his

report as low-keyed and its recommendations as safe. In a re-write of his

outline (January 1955), Gardner made further changes designed to mollify the

Committee's members' apprehensions by framing the report in the conditional

tense, i.e., the Committee "may wish to say that the present state of knowledge

concerning the effects of weather modification activities is insufficient", (66)

and that the Committee "may also wish to make a general recommendation in

support of basic research". (6?) In conclusion, Gardner maintained that

a report would help crystallize the thinking of the committee and present a

"united front". £y providing written evidence of its activities and

suggesting the potentialities of weather control, the support of Congress and

an informed public might be enlisted. (68)
On March 15 (1955), the ACWC met to consider Gardner's proposed interim

report. Most of the executive members were not terribly keen on the idea

of an interim report. But under the constant prodding of Gardner, who was

supported strongly by Orville, they acceded to a brief report which-would



emphasise the desirability of further basic research. Dr. Luna Leopold of

Interior suggested to the Committee that the statement should be confined

to work actually undertaken without attempting to review the whole field of

weather modification. Dr. Waterman of the NSF pointed out that since the

results of cloud seeding whilst small, were nevertheless real, some results

of the economic study should be indicated. Dr. Waterman, who shared his

colleagues' emphasis on research, added a note on the economic potential of

rainmaking, as he had done in his statement at the 1953 House hearings.

Following consideration by the ACWC Executive Committee, the members agreed

that an Interim Report should, in fact, be produced, but that the responsibility

for drafting it should be taken from Gardner and given to an executive member,

viz. National Science Foundation alternate representative, Dr. Paul E. Klopote^a"^
It was not long before Senator Case queried Chairman Orville, "Can you

tell me when you will issue this report and whether it will contain information

helpful to farmers and other water users?" (70) Accepting the fact that

the Committee might not be in a position to make positive and exact statements, —

Case persisted,

Our farmers would like to get a better idea of what the odds are.

They take risks every time they plant a crop or buy a calf, and
they expect these risks. Nevertheless, they want to get all
the information they can before they invest their money, and this
applies to rain-increasing projects as well as other things.
At present, about the only pertinent information they get comes
from the cloud seeding concerns themselves, and from an
occasional newspaper story. (71)

Case's letter further revealed his long-standing optimism in cloud seeding.

Since relatively small precipitation increases could produce
substantial economic results it is very important that farmers
not miss out on these benefits if they are a reasonable possibility. (72)

Indeed a law had been passed in his home state of South Dakota permitting

county boards to levy a mill for paying the cost of cloud seeding projects.
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undoubtedly want the latest advice on the feasibility of cloud
seeding. It seems to me that you have here an opportunity of
performing a public service by making what information you
have available to the public as soon as possible even on a
tentative basis. (73)

Less than two weeks later, however, Orville, who had in the interim

examined the situation more closely, stated -

The plain fact is that scientific information now available will
not justify our issuing a report which would carry information '
on the efficiency of cloud seeding. (74)

The closer look involved examination of hundreds of reports of weather

modification projects conducted in the U.S. and abroad. To soften the

disappointment, Orville promised a report within a few months and one that

would be of "considerable interest and importance". (75) But, added

Orville, "only when we can do so with confidence and with supporting data". (76)

In the meantime, as a personal gesture, he and his staff would be glad to

meet with Senator Case and even supply him with information at any time.j To
which Case replied,

I thoroughly agree with what you refer to as a 'conservative policjf'
so that the.ACWC will command and retain confidence in the reports
it issues. I merely want to be alert enough to keep in touch
with such reports or data as you may be in position to release at
any time - and be among the first to know about them. (77) j

On November 16 (1955) Chairman Orville, whose control of the direction of

the Interim Report had by now become manifest, sent Senator Case a preliminary

draft of the Interim Report on a confidential basis. Orville's letter revealed

the same optimistic slant evinced by Gardner and equally consistently by

Senator Case himself. The basic findings prepared for the Interim Report

were:
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1. Four cloud seeding projects (West coast)* showed an average
increase of precipitation ranging from 9 to 16fo which
clearly means that the Nation can now consider cloud seeding
to produce economically important precipitation increases
in certain areas, as a demonstrated fact. (78) (emphasis
supplied)

Going beyond "demonstrated facts" Orville speculated -

2. Yet greater increases might have been achieved had the
cloud seeders been able to seed during all the favourable
opportunities occurring during the contract period.

3. By analogy, other cloud seeding projects in mountainous
areas may have produced or could be expected to produce
economically important increases. (79)

In turning to the ACWC's assessments of cloud seeding conducted under

less ideal conditions, i.e. semi-orographic and flat country, Orville

admitted

We have studied and subjected to analysis a few flat country
projects with no statistically significant result as yet. (80)

But, added Orvillo,

This does not at all mean that cloud seeding over flat country
ha3 not or cannot produce precipitation increases. It may
mean that such projects produce smaller increases which our
meteorological tools of statistical analysis are not sensitive enough
to find. (81)

Concluding again on a note of optimism, Orville was hopeful that

statistical analysis over a longer period of time would show that cloud seeding

has produced or can produce precipitation increases. Whilst smaller than

what could be detected statistically, these increases .would still be economically
I

important.
'

The Interim Report subsequently published in February 1956 reflected

several of Orville's statements to Case but with an important and different
-

emphasis. Whilst it stated that -

* 1. Santa Barbara County (Calif.), 3 year average increase, 16^
2. Stanislaus-Mikolumne watersheds (Calif.), 3 year average increase, 117>
3. Santa Clara County (Calif.), 2 year average increase, 97"
4. Southern Cascades (Oregon), 3 year runoff increases, 177"
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statistically significant increases in precipitation have occurred
in five Pacific Coast projects that have been studied. (82)

It also emphasized that -

The present state of our knowledge is far from adequate from the
standpoint of effective application to modification of weather and
climate. (Sj)

In further contrast to Orville, the report stressed the small number of

cases in which demonstrable proof had been adduced:

Granted that the committee's procedures are valid, it can now be
inferred that in a fraction of the seeded storms that were analysed
major increases in precipitation were produced.

Average increases above expected precipitation over other periods
analysed ranged from 9 to 17a>

It i3 noted also that the demonstrable increase in precipitation
from the operations that have been studied is a relatively modest
fraction of the total. (84) (emphasis supplied")

The latter emphasised fraction, average and modest; the former demonstrated

facts and high hopes.

The examination of the economic and legal aspects of weather modification

was characterized in the Report as "involved and difficult". (85)

Just as the state of rainmaking knowledge precluded drawing up any

-definitive or legal guide lines, the A.CWC similarly felt that federal regulatory

legislation was also better left to the future. In its view, commercial

seeding was for the most part in competent hands. Further, if large-scale

experiments were performed in the future, the Committee believed that

commercial organizations would co-operate with the government.

Basic and applied atmospheric research were held of wide and general

importance. More scientists, more research workers and additional government

aid was required, the Report stated^in order to enhance the state of knowledge.
To undertake active promotion of research and to improve the state of knowledge
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of atmospheric physics, the Report put forward the Rational Science

Foundation.

The Report itself was a relatively short and simple affair. No

technical detail or supporting data were included (until thefollowing year).

The reason for this simplicity and brevity stemmed from the long-standing

unwillingness of the executive representatives to issue a report in the first

place and doing so only under the constant prodding of Orville and Gardner

(with Senator Case effectively pressuring in the background).

Just two weeks before issuance of the Interim Report, Gardner circulated

a five page critique of the draft prepared by Dr. Klopsteg of NSF. Gardner's

comments re-echoed the optimistic tone reflected in Orville's letter to

Senator Case -

It seems to me the Committee should not admit it has been a

failure but should first point to its accomplishments and then
second, hold out warm promise for accomplishments in the next
two years. (86)

Gardner attacked Klopsteg's draft as vague, and weak in its selling

attributes. Klopsteg's acknowledgement that the Committee could do no more
(87)

than "achieve partial solutions" was a weak admission, as was his further

admission that extension of the ACWC for two more years would "still not

assure finding complete answers". (88) "True", agreed Gardner, "in a

sense, of course, but why" he rejoindcred, "stress it?" (89) Admissions

of this sort, Gardner said, would "kill us on the Hill". (90) What one

might say instead was -

not because the Committee had failed to get the job done in the
time provided, but because it had succeeded in establishing some
positive and important results which justify the Federal Government
in continuing its special interest in the field. (91)
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Carrying this theme further, Gardner recommended that the conclusion

regarding statistically significant increases reached in five projects should

not be buried in the report but should be headlined. Taxpayers, he argued,

were more interested in conclusions than in anything else. Whilst the

conclusion was not headlined as such in the letter of transmittal, it was

nonetheless given prominent place.

Aware that busy executives are more likely to read letters of transmittal

than the documents that accompany them, Gardner suggested transforming the

letter of transmittal to the President that was to accompany the Interim

Report into a hard-hitting document with the accent clearly on the positive.

Phrases such as "superior methodology", "first time in history", and

"substantial increases" were put forth by Gardner and subsequently integrated

(by Orville) into the letter of transmittal .

Gardner further suggested mentioning drawing a connexion between the

Committee's work and the Administration's interest in a water resources programme.

Gardner explained ,

The President may have a vague interest in meteorology as a
science. But he has a real and special interest in the nation's
problem of adequate water resources in the face of growing demands,
an interest he has expressed most vehemently in private and in
public. Because of the President's interest and the public's
interest, this kind of tie-in is clearly the way to get support
and money for evaluation and research. (92)

Accordingly, the final sentence of the letter of transmittal read, "We feel

that our Committee's programme can be a factor in solving the water problem

of the Nation." (93)

Gardner and Orville's positive construction of events was not confined

to the letter of transmittal to President Eisenhower. The press release

accompanying the Interim Report exhibited the influence even more. Issued in
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the form of an "Information Sheet for the Press", eighteen questions and

answers were so worded that one came away with the impression that man could

not only make rain but suppress hail, inhibit lightning, and possibly even

prevent tornadoes.

For instance, in response to the query, "Does this mean that man can

make rain?", the Press Release stated, "Yes, - with qualifications." Whilst

the qualifications in the remainder of the reply encompassed important pre¬

requisites that cloud seeding must have in order to be successful, (e.g.
sufficient moisture and proper temperature) the qualifications were buried

in an emphasis on the "more and more favourable opportunities" available

to cloud seeders midst the prominent theme that "a small increase in

precipitation would pay for the cost of the cloud seeding". (94) As for

the efficacy of cloud seeding in non-orographic areas, the release stated,

"The Committee can say very little." But in the very next sentence, it

asked for a two year extension (of the ACWC) so that this situation could be
V

appropriately investigated. |

The next query produced the claim that an evaluation, completed after

the Interim Report was issued, showed an increase of a higher per centage than

that cited in the report, and that other projects gave promise of yet higher

results. This stress on promise and potential, of hope and optimism, emerged

throughout. From increasing rain to suppressing hail, the implication was

that success was not far off. Statistical analysis of a project in Switzerland,

for example, ostensibly conducted under scientific auspices,was cited as

producing a 50^ reduction in hail. Personal testimony of Committee members

after a field trip was adduced as evidence of an almost absolute suppression

of hail. Notwithstanding the explicit admission that the evidence was
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fragmentary, the statement was included. Supplying its own'rationale, the

release characterized the Swiss project as "impressive enough", adding that

the "staff'3 belief in the theoretical possibilities is great enough to

warrant the closest interest in commercial hail suppression projects and a

Federal investment in public experiments to find out more about the subject",

(-emphasis supplied) (95)

Since the type of storm conditions which produce hail are often those

which produce lightning, the release analogised that the same "tonic" for

stopping hail can also stop lightning. Carrying its analogy further, the

release continued "Success in suppressing hail would indicate possible

success in modifying tornadoes." (96) This statement was made notwithstandir

the accompanying admission that such an eventuality "must certainly be some

time in the future", and the further acknowledgement that "the economics of

setting up a cloud seeding network for this purpose has not even been

considered". i

Interestingly, the cress release stopned short of extending its analogy

to hurricanes. The hesitancy in this instance may have been prompted by I
the fact that the Weather Bureau had reached essentially negative results

its efforts at seeding hurricanes.

Irritated by the construction adopted in the press release, several

members of the ACWC complained. Dr. Waterman (lis?) -

While it is true that the press can be counted on to select
out of material given them items which make an important story
still the criterion in writing press releases should bo to be
able to 3tate that what was said in the release did not warrant
the position stated in the press.

One of the consequences of over-optimistic reports of the
Committee's interim findings which is of concern to many
meteorologists is, of course, the impetus this gives to

m
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commercial operators to go ahead in a big way. I believe the
Committee should be especially cautious about this, since if these
operations fail to produce results, the Committee can be pointed
to as partaking in the responsibility. (97)
In point of fact, the number of those engaging in cloud seeding rose

dramatically after issuance of the report and press release. This was

especially true in the western United States where the press release and

Interim Report were eagerly noted by water-hungry residents and water-

supplying commercial rainmakers. Pacific Gas and Electric Company, for

one, expanded its programme in this field to extend over a five-year period.

Dr. Leopold (interior) was critical of the fact that the press release,

like the transmittal letter to the President, had been released without being

first submitted to the ACWC Executive Committee. In an attempt to explain,

Orville replied that the press release was prepared at the request of the

White House Press Secretary, Jame3 Eagerty, on February 7 (1956), one day

before the scheduled release of the report. The actual work was done by

Gardner and Mr. Murray Snyder (White House press staff), who worked through

the night to have it ready by 11 o'clock the folloxri.ng morning. There was

therefore no time to submit the material to any member of the Committee for

approval before it was issued.

Gardner, however, found time to report to Case -

x Following issuance of our interim report, some of the people at j
Oklahoma A and M became interested in carrying on a long-term,
say five years project in Okla. to determine whether cloud
seeding could produce measurable effects in the flat country... i
The Okla. people flew to Denver to meet some of us when we were
there a few weeks ago and to meet also with representatives of thp
four major cloud seeding firms. As a result, the four firms arej
undertaking a survey of an area in Oklahoma around Stillwater, anjl
they are being paid J510,000 for this, not by U3, but by the Okla.J
group. (98)
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Extension of the ACWC (S. 2913)

In addition to the Interim Report, letter of transmittal, and press

release, the ACWC members also wrangled over effecting a compromise regarding

extension of the ACWC. At the culmination of a sharp debate over the future

of the Committee (if any) and its successor, a compromise was reached allowing

for continuation of the Committee for two years, and setting a definite

termination date, after which it would be taken over by an executive agency.

The initial discussion of the future of the ACWC took place at its October

(1955) meeting v/here various alternatives were discussed, one of which was the

creation of a permanent agency to conduct cloud seeding, i.e. place the ACWC

on a permanent basis. Although this suggestion was rejected by the Committed
Chairman Orville reintroduced the matter at the December meeting recommending

that attention should be paid to the two following possibilities: continue

the ACWC as is, or continue the ACWC with certain amendments. (lOO)

After declaring that none of the staff members, technical or administrative,

were desirous of perpetuating their jobs, Orville nonetheless came down clearly

on the 3ide of extending the life of the ACWC. In affirmation of his stand,

Orville read for the members the provisions of P.L. 256 concerning ACWC's

assignment, implying that the Committee was honour-bound to complete its

assigned task. Siding with Orville, Dean Eberle and Lewis Douglas spoke against

transference to an executive agency, but for somewhat different reasons. Said

Eberle,

Any programme that was an appendix to another programme did not
receive the attention it should. If someone in authority decided
on a curtailment of funds, then it would be cut off first. One
might just as well say, "Well, it's gone." (101)



Douglas stressed that the members were in no position to reach any judgements

about cloud seeding. The only visible course of action, he felt, was to find

out more. For the present, that meant an extension of the ACWC to be followed

later by transference to an executive agency. (102)

Host of the governmental spokesmen were of a different view. For their

part, the ACWC might well be allowed to expire in June 1953 and have its

functions "fitted into the existing government framework". (103) All six

governmental representatives agreed on this procedure with the sole exception

of the Agriculture spokesman. In his opinion, the Committee should not

discharge itself or slough off its responsibility to another agency. Instead,

he suggested that the Committee be given explicit authority to set up experiments

without having to operate under the guise of such rubrics as physical evaluation

Once the job was finished, he agreed with Lewis Douglas, the task could then

be turned over to an executive agency (or private enterprise). (1O4)

The other government spokesmen concurred in the recommendations for

turning over ACWC's assignment to an executive agency, but much earlier. The

DOD representative said that the time required for completing the Committee's

work would be more like ten years rather than two:

... government agencies had the resources and the ability to carry
out a long-term programme, the kind of programme that a committee
could not really undertake properly, especially a government agency 1
with a strong staff and an advisory committee or interdepartmental
group to maintain co-ordination. (105)

In a tacit bid for it3 assumption of ACWC functions, the Commerce

representative assured the members that the Weather Bureau would evince a

positive attitude towards weather modification, and promised that its findings

would be reviewed by an interdepartmental group in an attempt to eliminate any

implication of bia3. (106)



Supporting his superior, the Secretary of Commerce, Chief Reichelderfer indicated
l

/ 1
that the Weather Bureau was vitally interested and had prepared a research

. i ■

programme on its own. So far as the Committee was concerned, asserted

Roichelderfer, it "ought not to build up a large research organisation". (lG7)

On the matter of research, the NSF representative, Br. Waterman, agjreed

that the Committee's life should be extended as little as possible with jthe
work placed into the regular channels of government so as to get the necessary

research underway. His own organisation, he pointed out, was precluded by

it3 charter from conducting operational activities but was fully able to

(108)conduct research and in fact was the central research agency of the governiaen

The representative from the Department of Health, Education and Welfare

supplemented the call for more vigorous and imaginative research and for placing

a substantial programme under executive agency auspices. Joining his

government colleagues, the spokesman from Interior questioned the relevance

of committees when one arrived at the point where an administrative job is

required. (109)

Unable to secure a consensus on an acceptable course of action, the

meeting was adjourned. Discussions now shifted off-stage. Whilst the pieces

are difficult to trace, the central figure appears to have been Lewi3 Douglas.

Highly respected by all the members, Douglas was selected as the appropriate

person to broach the prospect of the ITSF taking over the responsibilities

of the Advisory Committee. Since this recommendation was not one to curry

favour with Chairman Orville or Senator Case, it was unlikely to have come

from those quarters. The most logical source for the NSF proposal was the

Bureau of the Budget. A3 a former director of the Bureau of the Budget, Douglas

was known personally to many of its senior staff. The Bureau of the Budget
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itself was never anxious for the establishment of the ACWC in the first place

let alone for its perpetuation. Bureau of the Budget was also aware that the

Weather Bureau would not be acceptable to Senator Case as the ACWC's successor

because of the Bureau's sceptical appraisal of cloud seeding and its consistent

espousal of basic research.

On 6 January, 1956, the Executive Committee of the ACWC met to consider

the possibility of the NSF's assumption of responsibility. Orville pleaded

that the shifting of the Committee's work to another agency might impair

continuity and incur serious delays. The red tape and bureaucratic hurdles

involved in any such transfer could materially affect the prospect of fulfilling

the mandate laid o\it in P.L. 256. For these reasons, he countered, thought

should be given to extending the life of the Advisory Committee. (110)

Waterman responded that the NSF had not sought this assignment but if

asked to do so, he would place the matter before the NSF Board meeting

scheduled in 17 days' time. Taking up Orville's point, Waterman countered
V

that the ACWC's assignment could be continued by the NSF beyond June 1956

without any serious loss in momentum. (111)

The two sides drawn, the discussion then went off the record. Four

days later (januarylO), at a meeting of the full Committee, the fruits of .

the private discussion emerged in a compromise:

(1) ACWC would be extended for two years (June 1956 - June 1958); and

(2) NSF would take over thereafter. (11 2)

At the January 10 meeting, Dr. Luna Leopold (Department of the Interior)
an active participant in ACWC deliberations, proposed an amendment making it

clear that the ACWC should not embark upon any evaluation programme extending

beyond 30 June, 1958, and that the Committee should prepare for transfer of its



responsibilities to a government agency m ample time before its termination, (ll?)
With Leopold's amendment as the basis, the motion for simultaneous extension

of the ACWC and its ultimate transfer to another government agency, was

accepted by all the private members present, plus the Departments of Agriculture

Interim and Health, Education and Welfare. The representatives of the

Weather Bureau and the Department of Defense voted against whilst the KSF

abstained. The notion carried 7-2-1. (114) .Significantly, the

designation of the successor agency was left unspecified in the motion despite

the fact that the Committee's discussion had focused on the ITSF. This

omission was to re-emerge full blown at a later date.

The compromise formula was then included in the Interim Report issued by

the ACWC the following month (February 1956) and forwarded to the White House,

The reason behind its inclusion, explained Orville, was that "The sooner such

a report (is) made to the President, the soone: the Committee could expect

the White House, the Bureau of the Budget, and *>ther Government agencies to

get behind (they legislation needed to effect the transfer. (115)«
■> • t

In point of fact, only two days after the Committee meeting, Senator Case

introduced S. 2.913 to effect the first part of the compromise formula, i.e.

extension of the ACWC. In gratitude to Senator Case, Orville penned a note

on 10 February, 1956 expressing his appreciation for Case's interest in the

Advisory Committee end his kindness in accompanying him (Orville) to the White

House to present the Interim Report.

About one month- later, Charles Gardner.forwarded his own "thank you" to

the Senator from Couth Dakota, and added -

It would certainly he fine if we could get something going in
South Dakota. I do not suppose we could expect to got any oil
money but it might prove feasible for the Federal and State
governments to co-operate with some county and local groups. (116)
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What was meant by "get something going" related to a proposal fox- an operational

survey of weather modification work in South Dakota which the Advisory Committee

had solicited from commercial seeders (along with similar proposals for other

areas). Whilst the Committee, thoughtGardner, would unlikely finance an

operational programme, it might finance a survey, probably the following

year, which could run to approximately $10,000. After thanking Gardner,

Case queried, "when can the operation be made public?" (11?)

Sharing Case's interest in cloud seeding were eleven senatorial colleagues

who co-sponsored his bill 3. 2915 extending the ACWC. Hailing from the western

States (with only two exceptions), the senators included both Republicans

and Democrats, illustrating as in 1948 and 1951 that the issue of rainmaking

vaulted partisan politics. What did unite Republican and Democratic senators

was the persistent drought and water scarcity, especially acute in the

traditionally dry West, and extending as far east as Texas. SL. Frederiekson

of Draper, S.D., described to Senator Case the dry conditions in the western

part of South Dakota. "It looks like a repetition of the mid-30's", said

Frederickson, "Forced sales of livestock have begun and the wheat crop is

shot." (11S) Other constituents wrote to Senators Anderson and. Chavez,

both of Hew Mexico, whilst some people and Congressmen wrote to the ACWC

directly. Representative J. Edgar Chenoweth of Colorado asked the ACWC

whether weather control could relieve drought conditions in Colorado and

other states in the area and what were the prospects for tapping the ACWC

rainmaking fund (which he understood amounted to $13 million dollars) as well

as the prospects of moving DOD rainmaking experimentation towards his home

state of Colorado. (119) Senator Watkins of Utah, having heard something

about a million dollar cloud seeding programme for the Upper Colorado River

Basic, pleaded with the ACWC to he kept informed. (120)
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But not all members of Congress were convinced of the merits of cloud

seeding nor was everyone consistently solicitous of ACWC. Congressman

Dempsey of New Mexico reached a different construction regarding the Coloivado

River development project bill, when he said,

The height of absurdity was reached in desperation by the opposition
when one of its Southern California power interests spokesmen
proposed that we should resort to the services of so-called
rainmakers in the upper basin states arid abandon any plan for
utilisation and conservation of the Colorado River waters. I shall
not attempt to add further insult to the intelligence of this
honourable body by making a detailed reply to such a weird proposal, (l2l)

Senator Herman Welker of Idaho added that several constituents had asked about

the effectiveness of cloud seeding and rainmalcing, in general, and specifically

about work done in and around Boundary County, Idaho. (l22)

Others went still further alleging that rainmaking did more harm than

good. In his letter of 21 July, 1954, to Messrs. Anderson, Chaves, Dempsey

and Fernandez, J.L. Hinman wrote -

... I believe the intensity of the drought is mad-made. Most
of our summer rains result from Thunderhead activitjr. (sic).
Aeroplane activity around these clouds has been on an increase.
I ride a good deal and see the plains (sic) working over these
clouds, in short order, the clouds are dispersed. I believe that
tho Air Command based in Albuquerque, New Mexico, is doing its
best to disperse their clouds that usually bring us our summer
rains. Their record must show fair success at least 50?£. (123)

Rep. Antonio Fernandez, in a letter to the AC¥C dated 15 February, 1955,

wrote of New Mexico, his home state, as:

... the scene of some of the earliest experiments in weather
modification and now is an area where persistent drought in
recent years has suggested to many people that weather modification
projects may have had long-range and harmful effects. (124)
Some Congressmen were wont to impute all sorts of things as causing

droughts. In April 1955, in a routine appearance before the House
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staff found themselves closely quest .oned on possible connections between

atomic bomb explosions and changes in the weather. One Congressman urged

the Advisory Committee to investigate the matter seriously and ad-vise

Congress and the public, whether such explosions could or had already affected

the weather in any significant way.

Subsequently, Charles Gardner submitted a statement to the same House

subcommittee asserting:.

The explosion of an atomic bomb does not constitute an experiment
expressly designed to modify weather. We feel, therefore, that
the ACWC does not have the responsibility for issuing pronouncements
on the effect such explosions have on weather for the guidance of
the public... Hone of the data receiver by the Advisory Committee
suggests the theory that atomic bomb explosions or any other
activities of man, can have or are having large-scale ox* far-reaching
effects on the weather. (125)

This unambiguous statement notwithstanding, what remained clear was the

extent of Congressional interest in the atomic-weather question. The

Advisory Committee's; sensitivity to Congressional interest became especially

acute as it experienced annual difficulties in what should have been routine

budget requests. In an accommodating move, the ACWC appointed a special

uanel to study any possib1s connections between atomic explosions and weather

changes. In February 1956, the panel reported that the explosions apparently

did not exert a significant impact on the weather one way or the other, but

that the matter would receive further study. (126)

Aware of the divers:ty of views (frequently hostile) prevailing in

Congress, Orville and Gardner set cut to win over enough Congressmen to

insure the successful passage of the legislation extending the ACWC (s. 2913)

which was introduced by Senator Case. As in the presentation to President

Eisenhower on 10 June, 1954, and in the carefully edited press release and
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Gardner and Grville emphasised the promise of cloud seeding almost to the

exclusion of its problems.

In a letter to Senator Warren Magnuson (Dem.-Washington) Chairman of the

Senate Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee (and a sponsor of S. 29'3)

Orville wrote -

The Advisory Committee's programme of statistical evaluation has shown
that a group of cloud seeding proiects have apparently prod oed
precipitation increases ranging from to 17!® in the West Coast
states... If its life is extended, the Committee will attempt to find
out whether such increases can be produced in other areas of the
nation.

... the ACWC programme of physical evaluation has tended to support the
belief that the increases in precipitation found statistically have
occurred actually. But the Committee must obtain more physical
evidence in order to substantiate its findings-

.«. additional work in physical evaluation would lead to improvements
in engineering techniques for cloud seeding. (12?)

i

Continuing, Orvij-le added that extending the ACWC would enable a "careful
I N

study of the social, political, economic and legal implications of weather

modification". ouch studies had already been initiated under ACWC auspices

but had, in fact, been limited by the prior need, as Orville himself admitted,

of first "ascertaining the effectiveness of cloud seeding". (12S)

In a follow-up letter by Gardner to the sane Committee, the lobbying

evinced even greater intensity accompanied by greater intimations of success.

In his typically pungent style, Gardner wrote, . •

Experiments in West Coast States produced increases in precipitation
ranging from 9/£ to 1 7a>. Such increases si ould mean benefits ranging
from $20,000,000 to $50,000,000 annually in those States... (129)

Equally suggestive, Gardner continued,

Economic studies indicate that a 10$ increase in the Colorado River
Basin could mean annual benefits of $14,800,000 (or) a 1C$ increase
in the Missouri River Basin could mean an average increased income
of $1,000 per farm... (130)
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As to the future, Gardner promised that if extended, the Committee would
Tf<-

Find out, if possible, whether similar rerults have been, or can be
created under orographic conditions in mountainous areas (about
2r s.tares/l ... (also) in convective situations, i.e. flat country
(in other f-ordi,- the rest of tne U.S.). v 131)

Lastly, the Committee would:

Find out more about cloud seeding to suppress hail and lightning, the
prospects of which seemed promising. (132)

The combined efforts of Gardner .and Orville met with .success. The

multiple-sponsored S. 2913 passed both houses of Congress and was signed into

law by President Eisenhower .on 9 duly, 1956 as P.L, 664. Within a fortnight,

however, a curious reaction took place. The House Appropriations Committee

refused to appropriate the funds. This meant, in effect, that the authorises

(programmatic) side of Congress had granted the AC¥C an extension of two years

until 30 June, 1958, whilst the appropriating (funding) side had balked at

providing the nrcessary funds.

As in ACv/C' s first confrontation with the House Appropriations Committee

in 1953-54, the mid-1956 struggle exposed the nerve of organisational

zealousness on their part. Sceptical about the establishment -of the ACWC

in the beginning, especially as' an autonomous organisation, the House

Appropriations Committee became even more negative in reacting to the ACWC's

request for extension.

C. Clevenger, member of the House Committee, complained -

*

Mr. Chairman, I am somewhat surprised to find this request here,
because we were asked just recently for permission to carry this
programme through August. We had $120,00° the first year and
last year, $275,000. We can reasonably expect that they will
want $500,000 in 1958. Will hot this thing be harder for these
gentlemen to lay away in the casket with its hands folded nicely
when it gets to be a lusher, bigger operation than now? What
is ahead of us two years from now? (133)
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It was noted that the pending ACWC request for $350,000 did, in fact, represent

an increase of $73,000 over the previous year's budget.

.Recalling the attitude of the Appropriations Committee towards rainmaking

since its initial presentation before the House, Clevenger said,

. We fool with a lot of forces of nature. But I do not know whether

spending a million or a million and a quarter dollars will be
„ justified. All of us took a vague look at it when it was first
presented, when it came from the other body. It is disconcerting
and alarming to see how it grown in cost. (134)

Taking up the point further, the Committee Chairman, Mr. Preston,

queried -
i

I do not see why this was not assigned to the Weather Bureau to begin
•with instead of building up this new organisation that is likely to
keep running for another couple of years. But yea are going to set
a record if you wind this thing up in two years. (135)

Orville responded by reading the resolution adopted by the ACWC on

10 January, 1956 which contained a definite termination date (30 June, 1953).

The Chairman rejoindered -

That is a wonderful resolution, but that is subject to change, you
know. It also.takes care of any contingency by providing, if there
is anything unfinished, you will just transfer it to another
Government agency and let it be carried on. When we create these
agencies, we never can strike the blow that winds them up. (136)

Well, two years from now, we will be around to help you carry out
your good resolution on this, Captain. W? will help you. (137)
Confronted with a blockage in the House, Orville turned to the Senate.

In a letter to Senator Carl Hayden (Chairman of the Senate Appropriations

Committee) Orville pleaded for Hayden's intercession to avoid preeiaptory

foreclosure of the ACWC• s activities. (13S) 1 r.en made aware of the awkward

position in which the ACWC found itself (i.e. having obtained a legal extension

for two years but no funds), Senator Hayden (with Senator Case not far behind;

prevailed upon the conference session of the Senate and House Appropriations
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Committees to restore the XCllC's budget fcr FY 1957. A budget was .finally-

appropriated to the ACWC but for $500,000, a reduction of $50,000-

Perpetuations vs. Extinction

&

Approximately six months later, on 2 January, 1957, ACWC Chairman Orvj.lie
c

issued a three-point memorandum which had a manifest purpose and a more

implicit one.•

(l) A co-operative Federal-State basic and applied research programme
to bs conducted by the Federal government, the States and. their
universities, and private institutions and industry.

(?.) The programme could be administered by the NSP or other appropriate
agency similar to the Office of Saline Water in the Interior
Department, and the costs shared in the same manner as are similar
Federal-State research and investigation p "og^n.imes of the
Departmen s of Agriculture, Commerce, HEW end Interior-

(5) Based on 'he findings and the programme recommendations of the •
ACWC, the administering Federal agency could formulate, in
co-operation with the interested Statec and groups on weather
modification, jresearch and development programmes, authorise the
expenditure of the Federal portion of the funds for approved

- programme^, and co-ordinate the programmes of the various States
and local organisations. (139)

The manifest objective was to propose a basis for a government programme

in weather modification, the implicit purpose, (which comes from a closer

reading of the above and from, actions following its submission) indicated

that Orvillc once again attempted to extend the ACWC whichever way he could.

Instead of simply designating the NSF a3 the successor agency, as had

been agreed upon during the 1956 discussions, Orvr'lle not only inserted the

phrase "or other appropriate agency" but volun.tee.sd the Office of Saline

Water! as another illustration. This office had never been mentioned in any

of the ACWC discussions regarding the extension or the future conduct of

weather modification. Indeed, when Orvills circularized his memorandum to
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the member agencies, asking for their recommendations and an appropriate

agency to administer future programmes in weather modification, the response

(except for the Weather Bureau) was unanimously in favour of the K3F. The

Weather Bureau opted for "arrangements for inter-Departmental co-operation
o

o "
/ V

on any„large-scale research undertaking weather modification, (140)
<V o

o

Further, the planning and administration of research in weather modification

should be "under the supervision of highly competent scientist-administrators.,-"
(141)

That Orville triwd to ignore or circumvent the Executive position was

further indicated in the presentation just two weeks later (January 1?) by

his avid supporter, Senator Case, of 5, 86 "A hill: To provide for an

experimental research programme in cloud modification", in effect, a companion

piece to Orville's memorandum. Case's bill envisaged an experimental

programme in cloud modification to be undertaken by the ACWC for a five-year

period, subsequent to rts statutory demise.

In both Case's" S. 36 end Orville's memorandum, there was a two-fold

emphasis: (l) Federal-State co-operation, and (2) applied research

(notwithstanding Orville's usage of the term "basic and applied research").

Co-operation with States was an item which Senator Case, as a politician,

would"normally have preferred since such an avenue builds political support.

Federal aid of State programmes can be cited bp senators as tangible evidence

of their political acumen.

In his written statement to the Senate Interstate and Foreign Commerce

Committee, which held hearings on S. 86 in March 1957, Orville, in a blatant

appeal, emphasised the amenability of the ACWC for supporting Federal-State

co-operative programmes, j



During the past six months the serious drought conditions have
been the occasion for an increasing number of proposals and
inquiries from the Congress and other sources to the AC¥C regarding
the urgent need for starting a Federal-State research and
experimental programme of cloud seeding. This interest has been
demonstrated from all parts of the Nation by farmers, ranchers,
electric utilities, state municipalities, foresters and other water
users concerned with rain and. snow increasing and hail and lightning
reducing. At the request of state and local officials, representatives
of the Advisory Committee have attended meetings regarding its study
and evaluation of weather modification activities and the local water
ana drought problems involved in such States as Arizona, California,
Florida, Nevada, Oregon, South Dakota, Texas unci Utah. (142) (Note
predominance of western States.)

Orvilie's responsiveness to Congressional interests went beyond his

stated concern for their various constituents, and eagerness to co-operate
I

with state and local officials. Ee also asserted that "the Members of the

ACWC are unanimously in favour of a ce-operativp Federal-State basic and

applied research programme of the nature contemplated by 3. 86." (143)
Not only were the governmental members not in favour of such a programme

but the NSF representative. Dr. Waterman, explicitly pleaded that -

,Tt would be contrary to Foundation policy to conduct or support a
general plan in co-operation with the States, or in any other manner,
aimed at development of practical means for weather modification, or
at operational plans for proceeding towards this end. (144)
In contrast to this statement, Orville told the Senate Committee that

whilst the majority of government members recommended the NSF for executing-

the research programme, some stated that the NSF should be given essentially

the same authority enjoyed by the AC¥C. (145) This notwithstanding

Waterman's preceding statement (which was repeated on several occasions)

that the Foundation's charter find policy precluded its consideration of the

practical and operational activities embraced by the ACvJC.

A further important difference in approach and emphasis between Orvi.He's

presentation of views and those made by the government members of the ACWC
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arose in connection with the definition of basic and applied research. At

the March, 1957 Senate hearings on S. 86, Senator Case initiated a dialogue

with Orville which permitted the following distinctions between basic and

applied research to be made:

Orville: Basic research is the type that is conducted without any
direct knowledge of where you may be going. It covers the wide
field of the subject of cloud physics, without any design or guided
objective, whereas the applied research is conducted specifically
to improve known methods and to expand the knowledge of some definitive
facts which we know something about, but do not have complete knowledge.

Case: Basic research would compare with -

Orville: With the laboratory, and field experimentation or the operations
which are presently being conducted by the commercial cloud seeders,
or by the State of California Santa Barbara County, would be in the
nature of field experimentation, or applied research, though there
may be some basic facts come from that.

Case: It is applying the laboratory theory.

Orville: Applying the laboratory theory and possibly improving our
engineering methods of cloud seeding.

Case: And this bill seeks to take the basic research and get
some application in the field.

Orville: That is correct, Senator Case.

Case: It seeks to take the principles discovered in this basic
research as you have evaluated them and applied them to a pilot
plant operation, so to speak.

Orville: Yes, sir. (146)

Whilst scientists would argue whether basic research necessarily lacks

a design or guided objective, what the government representatives did not say

is what Orville stated at the hearings to a direct question from Senator Bible.

That is true, sir, and I have attempted in my statement to point out
that we have definitely passed the basic research stage, that we have
evidence - Senator Case showed you pictures of the clearing of clouds
and the effect of seeding on cumulus clouds, so that we definitely have
a toe-hold in this cloud physics field, and in cloud seeding. (147)
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What the government representatives on the Advisory Committee 'haa said

as recently as two months before the hearings (January 195?) was that it would

be "misleading and wasteful of money and effort to embark upon operational

or even developmental plans in the expectation of achieving practically-

important results." (148) In fact, the reasons that the other agencies

supported the N8J?' was because of the common acceptance that basic research .

in cloud physics was essential before any significant progress could be made

in weather modification. This finding also developed from the several

executive investigatory programmes including Projects Cirrus, Cloud. Physics

and Project ACN.

But the type of applied research Orville and Case had in mind was

different ac was made clear from their usage during the hearings of such

phrases as "experimental programme of cloud seeding", reinforced by other

Congressional witnesses such as Congressman Englo of California, who said -

3. 85, if enacted, would provide that opportunity to extend research
and experimental activities, such as these now being conducted in
Santa Barbara County (i.e. cloud seeding) to other areas of California
and the Nation. This legislation should be enacted and I hope this
Committee nil?, approve it. (14-9)

The other witnesses present at the March Senate hearings on S. 86 were

predominantly Congressmen end commercial rainmakers. The Congressmen were

essentially from Western States, which, as Congressman Hull of Missouri

pointed out, were -

... experiencing one of the worst drought in our history along with
a vast area t' reughout the Plains States. (150)

Rep. Baring of Nevada (who introduced H.R. 5954 in the House as a companion

bill to S. 86) joined his Western colleagues in the belief that the proposed

programme would benefit the Western States, including his home' state of
j I

Nevada. In return, he hoped that his home region of Northern Nevada would

provide the ACWC with data of scientific value. (151)



Further support for Case's bill came from, the commercial rainmaker

witnesses? who looked with favour upon the applied nature of the programme

envisaged under b. 86 (cloud seeding) and to its explicit provision for

contracts with private agencies.

But not everyone reacted positively to the parade of Congressional and

commercial witnesses supporting the ACWO and cloud seeding for another five

years. Samuel Broadbent (senior staff member of the Bureau of the Budget)

who was assigned executive responsibility for 3. 86. was reported as being

"almost inarticulate with disgust over the policital wire—pulling that is going

on in connection with S. 86". (132} To Broadbent? the impetus motivating

the Congressional supporters of" S. 86 was a desire "to improve l-heir standin0

with their constituents in the dry areas. (15?) Broadbent went so far to

state that "If S. 86 should pass? the Bureau of the Budget might recommend

a veto and hoped .hat. the IT5JF would concur with such action." (154)
In the weeks following? the Bureau of the Budget worked out an Administration

I .......

response to S. 86. Regarding the distinction between basic and applied research

the Bureau of the Budget (in an Internal Memorandum prepared for the White

House) clearly s'ded with the executive agencies -

without additional basic knowledge about atmospheric processes, sound
judgements about weather modification canr Dt be reached, (ibt?)

Previous evaluation of weather modification activities had been confined

largely to analysis of empirical data with an inadequate emphasis on basic

research. The Bureau of the Budget concluded -

In view of this, it would appear wasteful at this time to enlarge
Federal efforts in the direction of actuai seeding experiments,
moreover? as indicated by current proposals, a seeding programme
could easily take on the character of a highly speculative drought
assistance effort rather then a research programme. (156)



Sensitive to the political pressures confronting Congressmen from the

drought-stricken areas, th» Bureau of the Budget was nonetheless put off by

the cost anticipated that would follow enactment of 3„ 86, as well 'as the

wasteful nature of the projected prograxpmo in cloud seeding. As regards

the question of agency authorisation, the Bureau of the Budget was aware that

the executive agencies, except for the Weather Bureau and the NSF, were not

particularly keen on getting involved in the raiiimaking business. Of these

two, the Weather Bureau was regarded as too much a party to the controversy.

Therefore, if legislation were to pass, ITSF, because 'of its lack of involves®!

in, controversy and its primary concern with basic research, appeared the sort

appropriate. As for the ACWC, the Bureau of the Budget declared -

the original creation of the AGWC was unnecessary... To now enlarge
its rissicn would be most unwise. Temporery committees generate
pressures of self-perpetuation. To yield to such pressure, in.
whatever guics, is to invite a new peraanei fc government agency where
one is not needed. (157)

The Bureau or the Budget was not the only one who regarded the ACWC

in this manner, nor the only one fearful of temporary committees being

perpetuated. 'The day after the Bureau of the T>udget Memo to the White House

the ACWC found itself in what by now had become a standing crisis. The

House Appropriations Committee rejected the entire ACWC budget estimate of „

$510,000 for FY 1953, the last full statutory year. Further, the

Appropriations Committee requested that "Final reports should be rendered

and the agency (ACWC) completely liquidated by June 50, 1957." (158)
Faced with the prospect of foreclosure in two months' time, the ACWC

staff put aside the battle f'or a five-year extension and turned to Senator

Case to undertake a rescue operation. As in the budget ciisis of 1956,

Senator Case appealed to Senator Hayden, Chairman of the Senate Appropriations



Committee, to try to get at least #250,000 ct the requested 1510,000, tnis

being the minimum ACWC felt necessary to complete its work. (l5S) At

the same time, Case's colleague in the House, h.Y. Berry, also from South
I

Dakota, direct i a similar plea to Rep, Earl Wilson, Chairman of the House

Appropriations Co:umittee. (160)
On 15 May, the Senate Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce resumed.

f

its final hearing or. S. 86 but in a highly changed atmosphere. The Advisory
Committee, now fighting to preserve its life and the one year remaining to

it, abandoned any thought of extension. The only question left was who would

take its place. The break came just shortly before the Hearings in a letter

from the Acting Secretary of Commerce to Senator Magnuson, Chairman of the

Senate Committee and Convener of the Hearings:-

... it is our conviction that a more expe itious and economical
approach, to the development of weather modification techniques
would be to center responsibility for the cleaning and co-ordination
of an adequate programme in the National Science foundation... 1161;

At long last, the Department of Commerce had shifted its support from

its own Weather Bureau and concomitant propose", for an interdepartmental

committee to explicit support of the National Science Foundation. Orville,

who by now had accepted the inevitable demise of the ACTJ and its replacement

by the NSF, attempted to rescue the applied research emphasis of the proposed

programme which he feared under NSF might be overlooked, for NSF Director

Waterman had repeatedly said, it would be contrary to Foundation policy to

conduct a programme aimed at the development of practical or operational plans

for weather modification.

In an effort to ensure a fair share of applied research in the new

legislation. Orrille met with Chief Reickelderfer to effect a compromise.

On the morning of the healings, May 15, Reicheiderfer and Orville issued

a joint statement:



There ought to be great emphasis placed upon 'basic research5;
equally, it is recognized that we have ome to the point in
this field where 'applied research' becomes increasingly
important.

In view of the need for this double-pronged approach to
research in weather modification, it is cur belief that the
basic research portion of the programme should be under the
c 'rectior of the USF. On the other hand, the applied research
portion of the programme should be directed by one of the
permanent operating agencies of Government, having principally
in mind the Department of Agriculture, Commerce or Interior,
In this connection it should be emphasised that good administration
of the overall programme demands that responsibility be placed
in one official office of Government. It would appear that the
best place for such responsibility would 0© in the office of the
Secretary of one of the aforementioned permanent'operating
agencies of Government. (lt>2)

What the above statement reveals is that Orville and Reichelderfer

reached a compromise on the twin issues of applied research vs. basic

research, ana the appropriate administering agency. The former acknowledged

that tas_c research deserved great emphasis concomitant with applied research.

With regard to the administering agency, the NSF was to be given basic research

whilst an operating agency was to be given' applied research. Cf the throe

candidates mentioned, Reichelderfer was well aware of the conspicuous lack

of enthusiasm on the part of Agriculture and Interior for assuming- responsibility

in this field, which left Commerce. Under these circumstances, one could

appreciate Reichelderfer's expectations regarding Weatlrr Bureau (Commerce)

prospects for acquiring responsibility for the applied research portion of

the programme.

At the conclusion of Reichelderfer's testimony, the Joint Reichelderfcr-

Orville Statement was read. But to the dismay of Senator Case, it seemed not

to be recognized for the grand departure he felt it was. Whilst remaining

a staunch supporter of the ACWC, Senator Case believed in options. The

formula cited in the Joint Statement giving the NSF basic research responsibility
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and another agency the applied research portion was one such option. In a

move to give the Statement added weight, Senator Case asked Reichelderfer

whether' it had heen cleared by the Bureau of the Budget. When Reichelderfer

replied in the affirmative, the implication was that the Statement represented

the position of the Eisenhower Administration.

But the USE, for its part, was more concerned to make abundantly clear

its position regarding basic research vs. applied research in artificial

rainmaking -

Only when our basic knowledge of the processes involved have
advanced further would it be desirable to enter into co-operative
arrangements in needy areas for development and operational
activities m this field. (163)

To carry rut the necessaiy research, Waterman referred to the Foundation thnsly,

The National Science Foundation, as a Federal agency, has the
authority and a definite interest In promoting basic research
in the general area of weather Diodificaron both in the laboratory
and in the field. (164)

Apparently aware that his emphasis on research and de-emphasis on

application and co-operation with areas (i.e. obates) would not be warmly

received by Senator Case and the other ACWC private members, Waterman tried to

soften the .impact After referring to the "excellent evaluation activities
/

,j gp \
of the staff of the Advisory Committee"\ Waterman singled out the Final

Report of the Advisory Committee then under preparation for its constructiveness

and selection of primary avenues of research. To assuage Senator Case,

Waterman indicate! his willingness to consider evaluating cloud seeding effects

using such techniques as statistical analysis. But, at the end of his

testimony, Waterman came back to the cause of basic research in opposition to

operational programmes -



It would seem to us wise not to attempt to embark upon any programme
having as its aim the development of a means of weather modification
with practical results, until we have some scientific assurance that
such a means is practical and feasible. It would be even more unwise
in my opinion, to attempt field operations using present techniques,
in the hope of achieving results of practical importance until we are
sure that there is good evidence that they may succeed. Such activities
V' uld be misleading, would undoubtedly lead to disappointments and
would in. all probability involve a waste of money and effort, (166)
Hot easily put off, Senator Case took up his own construction of basic

vs» applied, research and attempted to ply it out of Vincent J, Schaefer,

who was one of the witnesses of the May 1957 hearing -

Sen. Case: At that point, if I might, I would like to ask, would you
make a distinction between basic research and applied research?

Schaefer: Hell, this is a very difficult question to answer, because
very often some of the most basic new discoveries are made during
applied research. But they are always made by people who have their
mind conditioned to accept new things. Sometimes what we call
fortunate accidents.

Sen. Case:. You have made a very signifi '.ant statement. 1 don't want
to lose ire significance of it for the record ore for those present.
You said that sometimes some of the most interesting discoveries
have been made in applied research,"which, Mr. Chairman, may have
considerhole importance in the final deliberations of the committee.
There has been a feeling on the part of some people that the only
research that should be authorised by the Government is what we
would call basic research. It was my purpose in introducing this
bill to go beyond that and to get into the field of applied research
because I have felt that some of the things we need to know can never
be discovered wholly in the laboratory. We have got to get into the
field. (167)

Schaefer: That is right.

La the conflict over the interpretation and scope of basic vs. applied

research that had emerged during the two phases of the Senare hearings

(March and May 1957), Br. Luna Leopold (Department of the Interior and active

participant in the Advisory Committee's deliberations) emphatically opted

for basic research. 'To Leopold, the basic dilemma in rainmaking was -
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As every scientist that I have heard testify this morning, we still
are never sure, because we don't know the details of what is happening
in the cloud. There still remains the possibility that a mere
reservation that rain did occur or snow did occur might have occurred,
due to r* tural causes.... Despite some millions of dollars expended
for large-scale field experiments, including Project Cirrus, it is
still not possible to say exactly under what conditions rainfall
might be increased by artificial inoculation, nor to specify certain
quantitative amounts of such increases. (168)

Turning to the projected federal programme in artificial weather

modification, Leopold pointed cut that -

The tests which have been made as well as theoretical considerations

prove that under conditions of drought, weather situations conducive
to rainfall increases or to rainfall initiation from oleud seeding
are more rare than during periods of normal weather. A bill for
Federal participation in weather modification studies should, therefore,
be written with the idea in mind that cloud seeding probably cannot
be considered a practical measure for drought alleviation until further
basic data are developed. (169)

In outlining a proposed programme, Leopold concluded -

These facte and this history argue strongly for assigning first priority
to basic research in cloud physics, including the mechanics of
precipitation, the nature and distribution of natural nuclei, and the
structure of clouds. The answers required at the present time will
not come, as we see it, from continuatio" in the immediate future of
large-scale field experiments in which clouds are seeded... and the
results of the seeding are measured... At a later stage when more
basic knowledge is available, large-scsi „• experiments under
statistically controlled conditions will be required. The needed -

research includes both studies in the laboratory, theoretical studies,
and studies in the atmosphere. (170)

Following his stress on basic research, Leopold plumped for the National

• Science Foundation as the best agency to administer the basic research

required. Equally decisively, he deemed the ACWC as inappropriate mechanism -

The Committee type of organisation (i.e. ACWC) is useful for
evaluating the status of a field but docs not appear to be the
best administrative mechanism for administering a long-term
research and experimental programme of the type which we
visualize -nd recommend. (171)

Despite Senator Case's fervent advocacy of Interior in preference to the

NSF or the Weather Bureau, Leopold equally consistently forewent Case's support -
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... the Department of Interior does not have a met2orological aria.
It would seem unwise for us to compete with universities, with the
Weather Bureau, with, the Defense Department, and those organisations
both public and non public, who by the very nature of their work
are meteorological or have a meteorological arm.., (172)

Before the close of the Senate hearings in mid-Hay, Senator Case had jB*de

a final effort to secure the application-oriented activity he wanted and under

an agency whose pnilcsphy was in keeping with suc-h activity«, In a personal

note to Vincent J. Schaefer, Case thanked Mm for his emphasis on practical

research and asked Schaefer for suggestions as to which agency would be., most-

suited to administer such a programme. (l7o) In Case's opinion, the Weather

Bureau had never really changed its basic attitude whilst the Department of

Agriculture had demonstrated a lack of interest as illustrated by its sending

only unofficial observers to ACWC meetings. Dr. Leopold's testimony had

sorely disappointed him, since he had regarded Interior as the most logical

choice for the job.

Earlier Senator case had made several approaches to Interior. In April

of 1957, Case asked the legal counsellor'jrche ACWC to ascertain whether any
special supervisory or advisory boards had previously beeh established under

the Department of Interior, and the extent of independence and autonomy su L

bodies enjoyed. The reply was that the Virgin Islands Corporation and the

Advisory Board of National larks, statutorily created groups affiliated with

Interior, were precedents for the possibility of transferring ACWC functions

to a similar autonomous body affiliated with Interior. But when Senator

Case broached ti.3 latter possibility to Assistant Secretary of the Interior

Aandahl, he received a lukewarm reception, as did his subsequent proposal to

Aandahl for a more direct takeover by Interior of applied research in weather

modification. ;



In a final attempt to avoid an NSF take o«er and thereby a basic research

emphasis in weather modification, Case turned once again to the equally

diffident Department of Agriculture, But this.avenue was again blunted after

an "ii^'cimal" meeting of the Advisory Committee was held on Hay 27 to take

stock of the situation relating to S. 86. Apparently, the NSF representative

Paul Klopsteg, had found out about Senator Case's overtures to Agriculture.

During the meeting, klopsteg pointed out that -

if the primary responsibility were given, for example, to the
Department of Agriculture we (NSP) foresaw some serious administrative
difficulties in co-ordination. (174)

Such co-ordination was natural to his own NSF, which, he pointed out, had

authority to establish interdepartmental advisory committees and further,

had the power to transfer funds and effect co operation between basic and

applied x*eseareh activities. In short, Klopsteg recommended that 3. 86

should be redrafted, substituting the NSF for the AOWC. Lewis Douglas

supported Klopsteg, explaining that the existing S. 86 might encourage only

cloud seeding and. dismiss the necessary research work. Aware that his

leather Bureau stood virtually no chance of becoming the administering agency

for applied research in weather modification, in spite of the Joint Statement

he drafted with Orville, Reichclderfer acquiesced in the selection of the'

ITSF as the only acceptable alternative .to the extension of the ACWC.

The Advisory Committee turned next to the specific means of changing the

pending legislation (S. 86). The first suggestion was to transmit a statement

to Congress reco amending the substitution of the NSF for the ACT:7C. Chairman

Orviile, however, contended that any comments at this time would arrive too

late for inclusion in the Senate Report on S. 86, since the deadline for all

submissions had already expired four days previously. Klopsteg then suggested



the possibility of transferring these same views informally via the AOWO

legal oou.nse.llor who was scheduled to meet with the Senate SubcoiEiait bee for

revising S. 86.

however, at the close of the meeting, Klopsteg became uneasy as to just

what would be transmitted to the Senate Subcommittee. He feared that Orvilie

might use the legal .counsellor to relay his ovat views, and not those of the

Advisory Committee;. Klopsteg told Waterman, his Director, that a showdown

with Orville was required to:

learn his motives and to impress upon him that he is by no means
representing the opinion of the majority of the Committee.: (175)

Klopsteg further speculated that should Senate r Case's bill pass a? is and the

ACI'JC or Departme i; of Agriculture get the assignment, the Chairman (and .legal

co'onsellor) might be provided with jobs for the nay* eve years, 1176)

l'n a further move to ensure that the views of the full Committee reached

the appropriate quart-Jars, Klopsteg wrote to Douglas suggesting that he call
I

Senator Case himself Ias well as Senators Anderson and Bible to inform teem

directly of the Committee's views. "Unless this is done," warned Klopsteg,

"we may be getting legislation that is thoroughly undesirable from the

foundation's point of view because its background and motives will be politics,

rather than, ^scientific." (l?7)

But the final and fatal blow to the status of the AC¥C came from another

quarter: the controllers of the Federal purse strings. As mentioned previou

Orville had been confronted by the House Appropriations Committee with a

complete rejection of the ACWC budget for its last statutory year of operation

(,Tme 1S57 - Juno 1958), coupled with their ultimatum that the Advisory

Committee terminate its activities six months earlier (by Dec. 31, 1957). Do

get around this, Orville approached the Bureau of the Budget to secure its



approval of a supplementary budget for the ACWC either via the President's

Emergency Fund or from Congress. But the Bureau of the Budget replied

that since Congress had recently rejected ACWC appropriations, it would be

impolitic to resort to the President's Emergency Fund, and that it was too

late to make a supplemental request of Congress.

On 10 July, Orville succeeded in. obtaining an appointment with Governor

Sherman Adams, Special Assistant to President Eisenhower. Accompanied by '

Waterman, Orville pared his budget request from 4310,000 to 3250,000, enough

to complete the ACWC Final Report. To assuage the opposition from the

executive agencies, the Bureau of the Budget and the House Appropriations

Committee, Orville added that any funds remaining would be turned over to th •

RSF as the successor agency. (178J

Within a week Orville received a letter from President Eisenhower,

stating that the White House had been impressed with Orville1s "indication of

the probability that at least along the western coasts, increased precipitation

might be expected from cloud seeding operations". (1 '79) Once again Orville

had apparently gone beyond the stated findings derived from the ACWC

statistical and physical evaluations in bio intimation of prospects for a

still higher yieiu of precipitation from cloud seeding. But despite

presidential support of the ACWC's budget request, as set forth in Eisenhower'3

letter end Sherman Adams' private calls to Senator Hayden of the Senate

Appropriations Committee, the House Appropriations Committee remained

unbending.

Consistent with its belief that temporary committees should noo be

perpetuated and aware of the move underfoot to place weather modification
|

activities into the regular channels of government (NSF), the. House
i

Appropriations Committee said "no" to the original request of 3310,000 as



well as to the reduced request of $250,000. The budget request now went

to a conference committee of the Senate and House where Senator Case exerted

his final burst of influence. Armed with a letter from President Eisenhower

to indicate Administration support and two telegrams from Lewis Douglas as

supplementary support. Senator Case met with a measure of success - but

only a measure. The final budget agreed to was cut to #1CC,C00, and the

ACWC was forced to agree to its abolition six months earlier on December ,31,

1957.

Attention now turned to the successor to AC¥C, the NSF. In August of

1957, the Senate adopted an amended form of S. 86 designating NSF as the

administering agency. Effective 31 December, 1957, the ACWC was to turn over

its functions, duties, records and funds to the NSF. (180)

In addition to designating the administering agency, the new Senate

version of S. 86 contained other significant amendments involving (l) definition

of research, (2) political liaison, and (3) regular vs. special channels.

The new 3. 86 transformed Senator Case's emphasis on cloud modification.

Additional scope was provided in the bill for consultation between the NSF

and private meteorologists end scientists as well as governmental agencies

interested in weather modification.

B\xt the wider definition of weather modification was motivated by

considerations of polities as well as the fell need to emphasise research.

Senator Case's S. 86 referred only to "areas .01 the States that have suffered

from shortage of' natural rainfall." The new version cf 3. 86 stretched

this to include "floods, drought, hail, lightning, fog, tornadoes, or other

weather phenomena". This meant that many more States would be included when

consideration was made by the NSF as to what kind of weather modification

programme it would undertake. But including the phrase, "other weather



phenomena", just about any Congressional representative had a platform for

bringing to the attention of the government the weather situation in his

state re/ lining government aid in weather modification. Further indication

of Congressional concern to maintain its position in the future of weather

modification arose from the stipulation that the NSF report annually to the

President and the Congress.

The final amendment involved the conversion of Senator Case's emphasis

on special powers and functions to regular ones. In place of the special

programme funded at 35 million dollars and extending over a five-year period,

as stipulated in Senator Case's S. 86, the new Senare version left out both

the designate on of funding and time period, which meant that the NSF would

have to present a programme and budget request annually and subject it to

the normal review of the Bureau of the Budget and Congressional Appropriation

Committees.

Final Report

As the Senate hammered out legislation for a weather modification

programme under the NSF, the ACTC turned to its last piec of business ~ the

Final Report, and ran. headlong into another of its series of internal confide

Several of the executive representatives were apprehensive lest Orville

again attempt to dictate the form and content of this important ACTC document

(as with the Interim Report). "Captain Orville", stated Dr. Klupsteg of the

NSF, "is evidently intending that ho alone have the flnalword which no doubt

he will press in a covering letter to the President". (181)
Orville had already appointed private members Gen. George and Kenneth

Spengler as editorial reviewers for the Final Report. |lb2)
To circumscribe Orville, Klopsteg suggested to Waterman (Director of

the NSF) that Lewis Douglas be contacted and persuaded to get in touch with
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White House Presidential Assistant, Sherman Adams, ana ask Adams to place in

reserve 390,000 from the appropriation left to the ACWC after the deductions

made by Congress (allowing only 310,000 for preparing the Final Report).

Br. Luna Leopold (interior), sharing the desire to restrain Orville, further

suggested that the full ACWC meet and decide upon the Final Report, not

Orville alone. (183)

At Leopold's suggestion the invitations originally designat d for'the

executive committee were sent to all ACWC members. Consequently, when the

executive committee met on 30 September, 1957, leopold called attention xo

the number of members present. numbering over six, and thereby constituting

a quorum of the fill committee, the "Eighteenth Session of the Executive

Committee" transformed itself into the "Tenth Session of the Full Committee",

The brunt of the discussion centred on the disarmingly straightforward

question as to whether the Final Report should consist of one or two volumes.
Ik ' \ .

Some, like Waterman,!felt that there should be two volumes, with a clear

separation between findings and recommendations contained in the first and

detailed supplemental reports and anlyses in the second. Orville preferred

one volume containing both sorts of material, whether written by staff,

contractors or consultants.

After extended discussion at subsequent meetings, the decision-went

against Orville. Volume One of the Final Re art was to be concise and factual

and most importantly, given "Careful consideration and approval of the

Committee as a whole". (184)

Volume Two would contain supplementary technical material submitted by

ACWC consultants and contractors including statistical and physical reports.

The) reasoning behind the separation into two volumes was to make clear the



separation between the recommendations reacted by the ACVC from those

reached by the consultants and contractors, the latter being generally of a

more far-ranging and ambitious character. To underline the separation,

Volume Two was to be prefaced with the formula - "The Conclusions and

recommendations contained in Volume II are not necessarily those of the

Committee." (l8p)

But when the actual volumes were published, the demarcation had apparently

been blurred. Several projects were discussed in Volume One that executive

members felt should have been confined to Volume Two. Reicheiderfer complained

to Orville that material included in Volume 1 in the section, ox. the South

Dakota project i®garding the "question of practical -significance to the (186)

farmer" was susc ptible to usage by commercial operators for sales purposes

and that further, it was not consistent with the factual orientation de-sired

for Volume One. In [vigorous agreement, Lewis Douglas asked Orville to
I

delete the material 6n significance of seeding to the farmer and insert in

the section on the South Dakota project a statement absolving the Committee

of responsibil: \rr for conclusions and recommendations set forth in that

section.

Reicheiderfer and Douglas aisc pressed Orville to remove any suggestion

that the ACv/C supported this type of project by deleting the phrase,

"The sponsorship by the AC¥C.„," In a phone conversation with Captain Berry

(Chief Scientific Advisor) the latter had told. Reicheiderfer that the

South Dakota flat land project had no documentation and that the whole

prbject had been launched very suddenly on the basis of a phone call the

the Committee received.

Captain Veils (AC'VC Consultant) had been cent out on the next plane
and he did not have time to organise the project, Weather conditions
had changed sc that there was evidence that general rains would set in



and the National Guard acting on orders from Governor Foss, former
Ctate Commander of the National Guard, ard through the interest of
Senator Case, had decided to seed right away to see if they could
increase the natural rainfall. (13?)

Therefore, the entire seeding was without adequate documentation end without

reasonable scientific organisation. For these reasons, Captain Berry

thought the reports proved nothing. (188)

But even before this dispute was resolved, another broke out.

Eeichelderfer further protested against Orville's insertion, into Volume Cue

of a report on another flat land project in Atlanta, Georgia, which the

Committee had specifically indicated was not suitable for inclusion in

Volume One, since it purported to give positive evidence of rainfall increase

over ncn-orographic terrain, i.e. flat lands, where, everyone was agreed,

the effect of cloud seeding remained negligible - Beic^elderfer telephoned

Orville followed " y a letter for the record stating:

There is no doubt about the agreement as regards the status of the
report of the Atlanta Study. The committee was assured that there
would be nothing an Volume One about the Atlanta Study except a brief
reference to the (fact that a description of the Study would be
included in Volume Two. It was definitely pointed out that the
Committee had not had the opportunity to study the Atlanta report
and that there were questions, but with your assurance"that this
report would not be included in Volume One, it was agreed that
questions would be held in abeyance until the authors had published
the Atlanta report separately and it could be produced carefully, \189)

, C
Continuing, Reichelderfer majfinjained that daring the last several meetings

of the AC¥C, it had been made clear that "nothing should go into Volume One

except text and material that iiad the careful consideration and approval .of

the Committee as a whole". (l90) The insertions made by Orville regarding

the Atlanta study showing positive evidence of increased rainfall involved

material "that none of the members of the Committee have yet seen". (191)

Concluding, Reichelderfer warned Orville -



Your insertion bears on a highly contro\'srsial subject, namely,
the results of seeding without orographic influence. The statement
you have inserted is open to serious misinterpretation. It is not
a trivial matter. it is a major issue and I am sorry to have -co say
that I think you have made a very grave mistake. {19.?)

Reichelderfer's laments were echoed by other members of the ACWC, some

abrasively, c hers more tactfully. On January 24, Dr. Leopold wrote

Orville ~

I cannot overemphasise how strongly I feel that the inclusion of
unauthorised maierial in the printed copy of Volume One should have
teen avoided.

I know that this feeling is shared by some other members of the Committee
and I canncr: urge too strongly that the printed copies beheld in the
office of the Superintendent of Documents until an erratum sheet is
tipped into each copy indicating that the Committee disclaims
responsibility for these pages. (193)

Shortly thereafter, Waterman wrote Orville -

I have now had the opportunity of seeing it (Volume One) and I am
confirmed in the view that these pages should by all means have been
part of Volume II, and should not have appeared in Volume One,

I particularly recall the serious concert, of most of the members of" the
Committee rhat Volume One should contain only findings and recommendations
officially approved by the Committee, Clearly, the material in ques_j.cn
■was not so approved.

. " It is most unfortunate that this mistake occurred, -and it must be
corrected. It is ray view, in which Mr. Douglas concurs, that Volume
One must not be issued as it stands. We suggest that an "erratum
sheet" be printed and tipped in, imraedir rely following the front cover-
to read as follows: (l9i)

ERRATUM 5K3LT

The summary report on pages 22 and 23 entitled "Atlanta Project
for Study of Flat Land Cloud Seeding appears in this volume in
error. It should have beer, included in Volume II. It has '
not been reviewed by the Committee and consequently -is no part
of the Committee's findings. U9b)

In the face of such strong and widespread opposition, Orville had the

erratum sheet typed and placed inside each copy of Volume I.
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Evidence of the wrangling between the executive members and. the Chairman

did not stop with the erratum sheet. In the foreword to Volume One, we
/

find the juxtaposition of one stateumt -

Volume II contains the detailed technical reports which in
part form the basis for the findings and recommendations. (196)

followed by another sentence (in italics) «

THE CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS CONTAINED IN VOLUME II
ARE NOT NECESSARILY THOSE OP THE COMMITTEE. (ly?)

The extent of the dispute is borne out by the fact that the reports

and documents ostensibly supporting the Committee's findings were still

considered a subject cx contention in the 1957 Pinal Report, four years after

the ACW commenced.

Let us then observe just what progress the ACWC made in its "study and

evaluation of public and private experiments in weather control,,." (19B)
In reading the "Summary of Committee's Findings and Recommendations" prefacing

Volume I, we find a marked similarity to those contained in the Interim

Report (1956). The intervening year had evidently been taken up with the

normal press of duties, preparation of the mr rerial in a. form suitable for

publication and incorporation of numerous additional suggestions received. (19
But precisely because these were the final conclusions, let us examine

them one by one •

(l) The statistical procedures employed indicated that, the seeding
of winter-type storm clouds in mountainous areas in western
Uniteu States produced an average increase in precipitation of
10 to 15a from seeded storms with heavy odds that this increase
was not the result of natural variations in the amount of
rainfall. (200)

The above concl. *ion corresponded closely to the major finding of the Interim

Report, i.e. increase of 9 to 17a>, but with the same, built-in tone of

imputing the cause of rainmaking to man and not nature. This bias was also

reflected in the next finding -



(2) In ncn-mountainous areas, the same statistical procedures did
not detect any .increase in precipitation that could he attributed
to cloud seeding. This does not mean that effects may not have
been produced. The greater variability of rainfall patterns in
non-mountainous areas made the techniques less sensitive for
picking up small changes which might have occurred there than

i when applied to the mountainous regions. (201)

The Final Report, as the Interim Report, not only attempted to emphasise

the positive but to downplay the negative as well.

(3) Ho evidence was found in the evaluation of any project which was
intended to* increase precipitation that cloud seeding had produce!
a detectable negative effect on precipitation. (202)

But in the remaining findings and in the outline of recommendations, a

decided and important change in content and tone becomes evident. Here the

uncertainty and inconclusiveness surrounding attempts to evaluate artificial

rainmaking become stressed.

U) Available hail frequency data were completely inadequate for
evaluation purposes and no conclusions as to the effectiveness
of hail suppression projects could lv reached. (203.)

This statement stands in sharp contrast to a statement made in February 1956

accompanying the Interim Report which said -

... the staff's belief in the theoretical possibilities (of hail
suppression) is great emough to warrant the closest interest in
commercial hail suppression projects and c Federal investment in
public experiments to find out more abouo the subject. (204)
With respect to the Bergeron-Findeisen theory which inspired much of the

effort in cloud seeding, the Final Report made an important distinction.

The first sentence read -

Formation of ice crystals is thought to be essential for the
initiation 0 : precipitation from most cold clouds, ^emphasis supi'lic x)

(2Cb)

But the very next sentence read -

However, it is relevant to observe that precipitation does not
necessarily follow. (206)



Tea years efter V.J. Sehaefer's seeding: of clouds with dry ice, followed

by Vonnegut's substitution of silver iodide, and Langmuir'a method of seeding

with water droplets on warm clouds, one was still not sure of just what

effect, if any, the implantation of artificial agents had on clouds. An

extensive number of commercial and governmental cloud seeding operations had

been conducted and evaluated without any greater surety of results than

ten years earlier. . Neither statistical evaluation nor physical evaluation

had proven satisfactory. For these reasons the first and primary •

recommendation made by the AC'WC was:

The development of weather modification must rest on a foundation of
fundamental knowledge that can be obtained only through scientific
research into all the physical and chemical processes in the
atmosphere. (20?)

The kind o~" research programme recommended read like a programme for

general meteorological research. If the last or the proposed eight-fold

research programme were deleted, the rest would simply stand as detailed

programme for generaj atmospheric research:
i i

(1) The effect: of solar disturbances on weather.

(2) The factors which control our global atmospheric circulation.

(5) The factors which govern the genesis -and movement of large-scale
storm.,.

(4) The dynamics of cloud motions.

(5) The processes of rain end snow formation, and the relative importance
of the physical phenomena which govern these processes,

(6) The electrification process in clouds, and the role electricity
plays in meteorological phenomena.

(?) The natural sources of condensation and ice-forming nuclei and
their role.

(8) The methods, materials and equipment employed in weather modification.
(20S;



The Pinal Report characterised the above recommendations as "basic

and fundamental", (209) Before cne eenld resort to a technology of weather

control, it asserted, one had first to have recourse to the basic scientific

knowledge. The existing knowledge was described as meagre and the problems

to be investigated as complex, Pop these reasons, the ACWC supported the

enactment of a basic research programme under the Nations. 1 Science Foundation.

Sputnik Intercedes - No? Takes Oyer

Senate Bill 3. 86, an act to provide for a research programme in the

field of weather modification to be conducted by the National Science Foundati

finally passed the Senate on August 9, 1957. All that remained was House

passage before transmission to the White House for signature. But in October

1957, a dramatic event intruded. The Soviet Union launched the world's

first artificial earth satellite - Sputnik. What would have been a nro fo: na

hearing by the House Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce on a Son--Ta

bill was transformed in March 1958 into anxious questioning about Soviet

activities in meteorology and weather control. Taking advantage of the

frenzied atmosphere, Orviile and Case and their associates responded with

dramatic speculations regarding the "impact cf weather control on the Cold

War".

Senator Case: What mar. is seeking to do is to find out the recipe
that produces weather of different character. The space age
opens the door cf opportunity to know more about the weather. ',210;

Continuing, Senator Case quoted. Dr. Edward Teller, who had testified'

before the Senate Military Preparedness Subccr. uittoe -

Please imagine a v/orld in which the Russians can control weather on
a. big scale, where they can change the rainfall over Russia., and
that - and here I am talking about a very definite situation - that
might very well influence the rainfall i" our country in an adverse
manner. They will say, 'We don't care. We are sorry if we hurt
you. We are merely trying to do what we need to do in order to
let our neoole live,' 1



What "kind of world will it he where they have this new kind of
control, and we do not? I think as you think- that this and
other examples totalAy become very vivid on your mind - what it
might mean to become a second-class power. (211)

Reporting on Russian meteorology, Dean Euerle, vice-chairman of the

forme! AGWC, . '"old the House subcommittee of a statement by Dr. Henry Houghton -

"Prom the reports now reaching us from many sources, it is clear that the

Russians have a very large meteorological research effort". (212) Referring

to the launching' of Sputnik, Eberle continued Dr. Houghton's observation

that -

Since the beginning of October, no one has any question of the
scientific ability of the Russians and their meteorological research
is first-rate. I shudder to think of the consequences cf a prior
Russian discovery of a feasible method of weather control. (213)

Citing an article he had written entitled, "The Impact of WeatherConirol

on the Cold War", Orville presented for the benefit of the House subcommittee

some possibilities available to the Soviet Union, i.e. control of the wind

circulation in the Northern Hemisphere and speeding the melting of the

polar icecaps wnich would turn the Arctic Ocean into a sort of warm water

lake. "This means that Russia might then enjoy warm water ports and mild

temperatures, but at the expense of great flooding of the Western Nations'

coastal areas". (214)

Satellites designed for weather purposes, Grville said, could serve an

platforms for weather control, could chart cloud movements, detect the birth

of hurrican.es or other severe storms and vastly improve surveillance of weather

oatterns. In an earlier statement to the U.S. News and World Report,

Orville had warned -

If an unfriendly nation gets into position to control weather
before we can, the results could be even more disastrous than
nuclear warfare. (215)

To offset this eventuality, Orville proposed to the House subcommittee
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that the Department of Defense and State Department conduct a careful review

of the research, programmes presently underway in weather modification. Aside

from this hint at enlarging, government participation in weather modification,

Orvil/ 3 also threw out the suggestion that the 1ISF might consider appointing

a special private commission on weather modification research, which would

be comprised of meteorologists and scientists from private life.

But the question that was on the minds of most Committee members was

"will it be possible to eventually control the weather?" 'To which Orville

replied -

If we accept the opinions of several of our leading scientists in
the United States, 'yes'. (216)

But instead of citing some of the numerous prominent scientists with

whom the ACwC had become associated, Orville chose to mention three scientists

(l) a nuclear physicist - Dr. Edward Teller, \2.) a mathematician - Dr. John

von Heumam, and (3) an atmospheric physicist - Dr. Joseph Kaplan. The only

one mentioned by Orville who had been affiliated with the ACUC's work, was

Henry Houghton. To the end, Orville selected his views, emphasis and

supporting evidence in a singularly idiosyncratic manner."

The Committee heard a rather different -cint of view put forward by a

scientist with long-standing involvement in weather modification - Dr. Bernard

Vonnegut. The >rery title of 3. 86 (amended), "AH ACT To Provide for a

research programme in the field of weather modification to be conducted by
tt

the Hational Science Foundation, and for other purposes, was based on a
i. •

false premise, said Vonnegut -

... the mistaken assumption that it is possible to define and
recognise some kinds of research that ma} lead tc weather control
and other kinds which will probably not. (217)

The first step, counseled Vonnegut, towards achieving weather control

is -



to enlarge our present very fragmentary understanding of how
nature makes weather. Only when we understand this will there
be any real chance of our controlling the weather.. (218)

In more specific terms, Vonnegut added -

I think our understanding of just what a cloud is, for example,
how the ail moves in it, and how precipitation forms, that this
is in terrible shape. (219)

To reinforce his advocacy of basic research, Vonnegut cautioned -

You cannot have a technology of weather control that is independent
of any science. (220)

Vonnegut believed in the cause of basic research to the extent that he

was prepared, in collaboration with Schaefer, who was of a 3 ike-minded view,

to help found a National Institute for Atmospheric Research. Thus Institute

would study "how natural atmospheric processes operate, how they wan be

predicted and how they can be modified". (221) Thus we perceive how a

significant change ip emphasis from seeding and applications to basic

research in cloud physics had taken place amongst the original protagonists

of the cloud seeding experimentation themselves -

On February 8, 1957, Schaefer luid written to Qrville;

Vonnegut aid I independently reached the same conclusions in working
up a plan which was based on letting our imaginations run freely. (222^

This free run of imagination depicted most cieud seeding efforts as a pure

waste -

It would be tragic if five million dollars or some such sum were to
be made available fcr haphazard cloud seeding without the main emphasis
placed on basic research. There has already been far too much of
that sort of thing and a pitiful amount of basic studies in the field.
We have essentially lost at least five or six years by not paying raore
attention to personnel, long-term projects and the proper orientation
and enthusiasm on the part of those in charge of the programme.
Let's not waste any more time. (22p)

On Hay 7, the House Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee reported

favourably on 3. 86, essentially in the form that it arrived from the Senate.



Apparently the dramatic Sputnik-related speculations were discounted as Cold

War sparring. Furthermore, by the time of the House hearings, there was no

longer any serious difference of opinion regarding the provisions of S. 86

In its Final.Report, issued December 31* 1957, the Advisory Coram'ttee on

Weather Control had given explicit endorsement to the KSP as its successor.

Senator Case, accepting this finding after having failed in his attempts to

find an alternative administering agency "look (ed) to the National Science

Foundation with confidence to find the answers to our questions." (22?)
All the executive agencies, notably including the Weather Bureau, had

clearly gone on record in favour of the IISF. These views were explicitly

reinforced at the House hearing in the legislative recommendations put forth

by the legal counsellor of the ACWC and in the separate statements made by

the Weather Bureau, whw liCF, and the Departments of Commerce, Agriculture,

Interior and Defense.

As far as the Bureau of the Budget executive agency overseer was

concerned -

Although our view is that the 1TSF already possesses the necessary
authority to carry out basic research needed to advance the field
of weather modification, we would not ob.ject to enactment of these
bills (S. <36 and H.R. 9246) if the Congress believes that they
would give a desirable emphasis to the Foundation's work on this
subject. (225)

This statement made by the Bureau of the Budget in 1958 bears an amusingly

close resemblance to the Bureau of the Budget opinion of (948 on Pep. Bid

Simpson's bill, H.R. 4582. This clearly reveals that once the executive

agency programmes (Cirrus, Cloud Physics and Artificial Cloud Nucleation)
had been conducted and appraised, the initiative for probing cloud seeding

came essentially from Congress.
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The LIS? was required by provisions of S. 86 to report to the Congress

as well as to the President The Foundation was to study a host of weather

phenomena of interest to a wide number of States. Indeed, during the House

hearings, hurricanes, which are of intense concern to the entire bolt of

southeastern' States, was added to the list of weather phenomena with which

the NSF was to concern itself in executing the programme in weather

modification.

On 10 July, 1953, President Eisenhower signed into law the Congressionally-

approved 3. 86 as Public Law 85-510. A new phase of research on the basic

meteorology of weather modification was initiated.
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CHAPTER VI

ANALYSIS

POSTSCRIPTi POLITICS VERSUS SCIENCE

At our story*s end, a public policy for artificial

ralnmaking was finally adopted. In July, 1958, a new law

was enacted aooeptable to both branches of the U.S. Federal

government. At first glance, it appeared that the national

programme envisaged under the law emphasised research:

The National Science Foundation was authorised
and directed to initiate and support a programme
of study, research and evaluation in the field of
weather modification. (1)

But closer examination revealed another emphasis

... giving particular attention to areas that ,

have experienced floods, droughts, hail, light¬
ning, fog, tornadoes, hurricanes, or other weather
phenomena. (2)

But if particular attention were given to such practical prob¬

lems, little time would be left for research. Hesearoh

entailed study of such cloud essentials as precipitation

mechanisms. Emphasis on floods, droughts and hail begged an

operational approach to ralnmaking including the assumption

that it worked.

Thus, the public polioy that finally emerged after

twelve years of confrontation amongst Congressmen, scientists

and Executive officials was one of ambivalence and compromise.

As one of the policymakers important to the ralnmaking events
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put Iti "The final compromise worked out was a pure case of

polities; science was but one element of a political fudge."

(3)

In the same vein, the confliot between the Executive

and Congressional branches over their respective prerogatives

was also resolved by political compromise. Instead of report¬

ing to the Chief Executive alone, the National Science Founda¬

tion (NSF) was directed to "report annually to the President

and to the Congress thereon," thereby providing the latter

with the equal opportunity for making its views felt. (4)

The choice of executory agency was similarly based on

politloal rather than scientific considerations. The Weather

Bureau (WB) would have been the logical choice to conduct a

programme combining atmospheric research and applications.

Whilst the NSF was also able to sponsor research, its char¬

ter precluded it from engaging in applications. (5) But,

for Senators Case and Anderson, the ohief architects of the

new law, the WB, was not responsive to their demands. The

NSF, despite its organisational limitations, seemed more

amenable. (6)

Even a legal anomaly did not deter the two Senators

from the pursuit of their quest. Legally, NSF should have

had its charter amended to accomodate the application respon¬

sibilities envisaged under the new law. But inclusion of

such responsibilities, even in one subject area, oould have

been interpreted as affeoting the over-all research character

of NSF. But because the Senators were anxious for results,
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NSF was given explicit powers In the new rainmaklng law, In¬

herent contradictions with research provisions of its char¬

ter notwithstanding.

Nor was this the only legal compromise built into the

new law. NSF, by its charter, already possessed authority to

engage in research, including atmospheric research. There

was no need for any new authorisation. Indeed, during the

debate, the heads of both the NSF and the BOB informed Con¬

gress that insertion of such authority in the new law was

superfluous. (?) But Congress favoured expllolt mention of

research on raimaaking for the same reasons that It endorsed

the NSF, and the latter took comfort in Congressional endorse¬

ment, which cushioned it from attack by other Executive agen¬

cies.

To protect his flank vis-a-vis other Executive agencies

who might be disturbed by such political wallpapering, NSF

Director, Dr. Alan T. Waterman, met privately with WB Chief,

Dr. Francis Reiohelderfer. Both agreed that if any cloud

seeding application) should develop. Dr. Waterman would trans¬

fer it to the Weather Bureau. (8) This informal understand¬

ing helped pave the way for WB acceptance of the NSF's role.

But in the event that the NSF-WB understanding were to be

realised, the final irony would resultt the agency chosen to

execute rainmaking applications would be the one considered

non-responsive by the Senatorial architects of the new law.
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BACK DOOR SBQUEL

Senator Anderson, whose dissatisfaction with the Wea¬

ther Bureau had been constant and explicit throughout the

twelve-year episode, was not altogether pleased with the

prospect of the NSF taking charge. (9) To his mind, the

action-oriented Interior Department was best.

To aohleve this aim. Senator Anderson conducted a bit

of off-stage maneuvering. In 1955 and 1956, the Department

of the Interior was authorised to conduct weather modifica¬

tion activities. These authorisations were obtained by means

of a Public Works Appropriations Act in support of a programme

to supplement water resources in the Colorado River Basin.

Despite the indirect form of this legislation, the role of

the Department of the Interior was established thereby. (10)

In January 1966, Senator Anderson took a more direct

course introducing a bill to "authorise and direct the Secre¬

tary of the Interior to conduct operations for increasing the

yield of water from atmospheric sources(11) Through this

legislation, the role of the Interior Department on rainmak-

ing became both explicit and substantial. Not without coin¬

cidence, "field experiments on precipitation and enhancement

in the western states" were allotted the largest portion of

funds, since these states were amongst the most avid support¬

ers of the Interior Department. (12) By 1966, the Depart¬

ment of the Interior had beoome the largest sponsor of weather

modification activities in the entire Federal government, out-
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distancing both the NSF and the WB. (13)

Pleased with his accomplishments and apparently not

disturbed by their behind-the-seenes nature. Senator Anderson

remarked at a Congressional hearing on weather modification

convened in March, 1966:

I am pleased to see that the National Academy has fin¬
ally concluded that the Senate Interior Committee has
been on the right track for more than fifteen years in
stimulating scientific and engineering research in
weather modification. It is good to have you folks on
the team too. (14)

But not everyone shared the Senator*s enthusiasm. In an off-

the-record comment, an authoritative Executive official

described Senator Anderson's maneuvering of the Interior

Department into a prime position in weather modification as

"an out and out political business." (15)

SCIENCE-POLICY ANALYSIS

How does one explain the predominance of such politi¬

cal constraints over scientific desiderata and legal require¬

ments? How could a small minority impose its will over a

large body of policymakers and scientists? Further, what

enabled this minority view to prevail over such an extended

period—indeed, going beyond the twelve years covered by our

narrative.

To resolve these queries, we have to determine more

precisely:

- who were these Senators

- what motivations Impelled them to impose political
constraints over all other considerations

- what environmental conditions affected their actions
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• were they Influenced by the findings of scientific
mechanisms

and, finally,

*» did they appreciate the complex nature of the object
they wished to exploit; if so, to what extent, and
was it demonstrated in their decision making?

Such a probe might shed greater Insight into the interaction

amongst politics and science and the impact thereon of environ¬

ment, governmental machinery and unconfirmed science objects.

Political scientists provide a somewhat different basis

for analysing public policy making. S.P. Bailey, writer on

American and international institutions, devised a formula

termed the "four I»s of public policy," individuals, Ideals,

institutions and Interests. These four I*s, Bailey stated,

encompass a host of factors impinging on the policymaking

process:

... National experience, the contributions of
social theorists, the clash of powerful economic
interests, the quality of Presidential leadership,
other Institutional and personal ambitions and
administrative arrangements in the Executive
branch; the initiative, effort and ambitions of
individual legislators and their governmental and
non-governmental staff, the policy commitments of
political parties, and the predominant cultural
symbols in the minds of both leaders and followers
of Congress. (16)

Given these factors. Bailey concludes: "If we are to under¬

stand policymaking, we must first understand what goes on in

the minds of those who act." (17)

Professor Wlldavsky, student of the American budgetary

process, defined politics as a "conflict over whose prefer¬

ence shall prevail in the determination of national policy."

(18)
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E.P. Herring, political science author, described the

policymaking process in similar terms: "Bargaining among

individuals in terms of their conflicting ideals and inter¬

ests." (19) Whilst omitting institutions. Herring acknowl¬

edged the other three I's and, like Bailey, placed greatest

stress on the role of the individual policymakers.

Turning to writers on science-policy, we find basically

the same emphasis. Don Price, author of one of the early

works on soienoe-polloy, wrotes

Policymaking is not something that begins with the
definition of a political ideal according to some
partisan doctrine and concludes by using adminis¬
trative and scientific means to attain that end.
It is a process of interaction among the scientists,
professional leaders, administrators and politi¬
cians. (20)

In contrast to Bailey, Price de-emphasised the importance of

Ideals and institutions. The ultimate authority, concluded

Price, "rests with the politicians." (21) In fine, both

political science and science-policy writers stressed the

paramount role of the individual policymakers.

This study (and its sequel) substantiate the emphatic

role of policymakers over mechanisms, environmental conditions

and scientific assessments. In contrast to Bailey, Herring
. ■ • • ' 1 • J, ... . . . . ...

and Price, the analysis following will also examine the

influence of environment on the final outcome. Environment

is based on traditions and customs, which can become venerated

into what Bailey termed "cultural symbols." Therefore, in

probing the motivations of individual policymakers, it would

appear useful to determine what impact American traditions,

geography and topography exerted on them. (22)
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Yet another factor worth analysing and one critical

for distinguishing science-policy from political science,

concerns the nature of the object over which policymakers

deliberate. In the normal course of policymaking, politi¬

cians frequently take the object for granted. Its omission

in the formulae put forth by Bailey and Herring could suggest

a felt non-significance. In science-policy, its inclusion is

critical. ij:' Without the science (or technology) object,

one could say there would be nothing for policymakers to

deliberate. (23)

The questions remains whether policymakers do, in fact,

respect the distinctively technological character of the

object, or whether they simply subsume it within routine poli¬

cymaking. In our analysis, we shall try to determine whether

the policymakers appreciated the scientific complexities

raised by cloud seeding and whether they incorporated the con¬

sequences of these complexities within their policy formulations.

Had the rainmaking phenomenon not presented any partic¬

ular difficulty of interpretation, then our analysis could

have omitted it. Omission would have transformed our study

from one in science-policy to an orthodox exercise in politi¬

cal science. Because cloud seeding did present specific and

persisting challenges for the policymakers throughout our

narrative, indeed, even beyond it, our analysis can ill afford

to ignore it. Appropriate to a study in science-policy, it

takes a central place alongside political will.
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POLITICAL WILL

Of all the personalities involved in our oase study,

none stood out more forcefully than Senators Case and Ander¬

son. Representative Sid Simpson played a leading role in

formulating legislation for artificial rainmaking at the

Initial stage, but his part was short-lived and of no durable

consequence. In the words of th executive secretary of the

Advisory Committee on Weather Control*

The energy of two men stood out above everyone
throughout the cloud seeding cases. These two
men were Senator Case and Senator Anderson. (2k)

Congressional Over Executive Initiative

The predominance of two Senators over other policy¬

makers becomes significant when one recalls that in American

politics, the tradition has generally been* "The Executive

proposes and Congress disposes." (25) Some political sci¬

entists have suggested that Congress and the President share

"a commonality of power ... as separated institutions shar¬

ing powers.M (26)

In a few cases. Congressional bodies have actually

succeeded in promoting projects opposed by the Executive.

The Joint Congressional Committee on Atomic Energy, for

instance, has frequently taken the initiative in atomic

energy legislation, even where national policy has been

Involved. (27)

In practice, however* the majority of items has been

initiated by the Executive, a trend on the increase in recent
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years. Over eighty percent of governmental proposals have

originated In the Executive branch, especially those involv¬

ing national defence and foreign policy. Congressmen are

said to regard Executive initiative as normal. (28) Such

an outlook and such trends make the Congressional initiative

evidenced in our case study all the more striking. The ques¬

tion we have to consider is why and how such exceptional Con¬

gressional initiative developed.

Why Not Sooner?

Acknowledgment of Senators Case and Anderson*s predom¬

inance amongst the other cloud seeding dramatis personae was

so widespread that one might ask the converses why did it take

the Senators so long to prevail?

One major problem involved Executive branch resistance

to their views. (29) Another was the difficulties the two

Senators experienced in gaining the concurrence of their col¬

leagues in the House of Representatives. (30) In the Senate,

Case and Anderson were Senior Senators and Members of impor¬

tant committees—they wielded considerable power. (31) But

in the House, where another establishment prevailed, they

were looked upon as just two more Senators. (32)

Another important reason explaining the delay derived

from the absence of a national crisis:

In the absence of a widely recognised crisis, leg¬
islative policymaking tends to be fought out at the
level of largely irresponsible personal and group
strategems and compromises . . .*• (33)

Since cloud seeding was not viewed as an object of

national promise, and since the drought was not regarded as a
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national crisis by either Congress or the Executive, Senators

Case and Anderson had to resort to a wide variety of personal

and group stratagems to win over their governmental colleagues.

This took time. Even at the story's end, cloud seeding was

still not universally regarded as an object of national pro¬

mise, and the drought was still not considered a national cri¬

sis. But the stratagems of the two Senators had finally suc¬

ceeded.

Senatorial Ambitions

As Individuals, Senators Case and Anderson were ambi¬

tious men. As Senators, they curried favour with their con¬

stituents. To Senator Case, artificial ralnmaking became

more than just another avenue for re-election or for improving

relations with his constituents; it became the central one.

Coming from the traditionally water-parched state of South

Dakota, Senator Case realised how his farmer and rancher con¬

stituents regarded a new method for augmenting water supplies.

(34) If cloud seeding could be shown to increase rainfall, its

sponsorship would earn the gratitude of all the voters of South

Dakota. Senator Case was not only anxious to be counted as one

of the cloud seeding sponsors, he wanted to be known as its

chief supporter. (35) To Senator Case, "artificial ralnmak¬

ing looked like a good thing, too good to miss, and this is

why he championed it as his primary theme throughout his state

and why he became such an avid promoter of it in Congress." (36)

Senator Anderson shared Senator Case's keen Interest in

artificial rainmaking as a means of impressing his constituents.
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Senator Anderson had additional personal reasons. The water

supply on his New Mexico ranch was in danger of being cut off*

which could spell the ruin of his entire crop. (37) Accord¬

ing to one of Senator Anderson's legislative assistants* "the

Senator was constantly alert to any new water saving or add¬

ing technique. For example, besides cloud seeding* he was

also an active promoter of water desalination." (38)

Not everyone appreciated Senator Anderson's expansive

interests. "What can I back which is big and new?" Senator

Anderson asked a high government official. "I could have rec-

commended weather control via satellites, but I didn't believe

in it," said the government official* "and I also didn't like

this kind of political urge to outdo one's fellow Congress¬

men." (39)

Senator Case's championing of artificial raimasking was

accepted by many of his Executive counterparts as part of the

political game. Senator Anderson's role was viewed more crit¬

ically. To some* like Ferguson Hall* a Weather Bureau official

active in the cloud seeding programmes* "neither Senator Case

nor Senator Anderson knew anything about ralnmaking." (40)

Dr. Alan Waterman (NSF Director) shared these views (41)

whilst Weather Bureau Chief Francis Relchelderfer added that

"Senator Case, though somewhat naive, was more stralghforward

than Senator Anderson. Senator Anderson never really under¬

stood rainmaking or meteorology, nor did he appreciate sci¬

entific explanations of cloud seeding uncertainties." In

his estimation, "Senator Anderson was a politician through

and through. He was an arbitrary, some might say, a ruthless
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politician." (42)
V "

Senators Case and Anderson were also impelled by pres¬

sures from individuals and groups located in their home

states. The standing and substantial pressures exerted on

American Congressmen by individual constituents and organized

pressure groups are widely known. "Write your Congressman"

has become an American folk idiom. Whenever anything goes

wrong, e.g. a flood breaks out or American troops are sent

overseas, the invariable reaction is to pressure one*s Con¬

gressman. (43)

One reason for Congressional sensitivity to constituent

complaints was set forth by an astute observer of the American

scene. Lord Windlesh&mj

It matters intensely to national politicians what
the folks back home think, for unless they can
retain the support of voters in their own communi¬
ties, the "locality rule" ensures that they will
go out of polities for good. (44)

In America, unlike other countries, each Congressman must

fight for his own re-election. It is his home state which

determines his success and not his appearance on a party list.

His political party may be of some help, but, basically, he

stands or falls on his own. (45)

Constituent Pressures

In the case of rainmaklng, the folks back home not only

wrote their Congressmen about the drought, they buttonholed

them on their visits home and by various and sundry means dem¬

onstrated their concern that something should be done, and soon,

by Washington. Behind these pleas rested the Implication ,
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"next time we*11 remember who helped us when we needed him

most." (46)

Representative Sid Simpson, despite his being a first-

termer in Congress, had apparently learned his political les¬

sons well, being among the first to respond to his constitu¬

ents* pleas. As a government official related, "Simpson

wanted to be sure that his first term was not his last," (4-7)

Active sponsorship of cloud seeding to relieve the dry spell

was one form of insurance. Rep. Simpson*s introduction of

his bill on rainmaking demonstrated that he, unlike other Con¬

gressmen, was prepared to do more than make speeches. His suc¬

cess in obtaining a hearing for his bill was even more impress¬

ive. Among other things, this meant publicity. Publicity

meant greater assurance of constituent awareness. (48)

An important factor in Rep. Simpson*s favour was the

support he enjoyed from his committee chairman. Rep. C.A. Wol-

verton. Rep. Wolverton*s home state of New Jersey was also

suffering from a long-standing dry spell. He, too, wished to

demonstrate to his constituents that he was making every

effort to do something about it. Rep. Simpson*s bill repre¬

sented a convenient opportunity to show precisely that. (49)

Senators Case and Anderson, like Reps. Simpson and Wol-

verton, were also buffeted by constituent pressures, but their

reaction was even more Intense and extended than that of their

colleagues. They made speeches on and off the Senate floor

(and in the House), participated in Congressional debates on

rainmaking, Introduced legislation on rainmaking, and obtained

extended hearings for their bills—ant even more impressive
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engagement of governmental machinery than Hep. Simpson*a one

day hearing. Perhaps the most dramatic, if not naive approach

employed by any of the Congress Members involved was Senator

Case's airplane ride with South Dakota friends to seed

clouds. (50)

Group Pressures and Lobbies

Members of Congress are not only obliged to impress

individual constituents, they must often accommodate groups

such as organised lobbies. Because lobbies constitute a bloc

of individuals (or votes) and because they often wield sub¬

stantial influence in the home district, their voice is one
i ' w

which few Congressmen dare Ignore. (51)

Farmers* cooperatives, cattle growers* associations,

public utilities and state water commissions were typical of

the organised groups that exerted pressure on Congressmen to

exploit cloud seeding techniques. (52) To Congressmen, farm¬

ers* cooperatives and cattle growers* associations represented

a substantial bloc of votes, whilst public utilities and state

commissions often constituted an Influential force in local

polities. When the head of a farmers* cooperative speaks,

the Congressman knows that anywhere from a few hundred to sev¬

eral thousand families may be involved. When a state commis¬

sioner applies pressure, the Congressman realises that the

issue may be considered Important to those wielding power at

the state capitol. (53)

Congressmen also know that farmers and ranchers as well

as comissioners are generally down-to-earth people, and that
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they prefer action to words. This action-orientation was not

lost on Senators Case and Anderson, who throughout the narra¬

tive and beyond remained the most staunch proponents of

cloud seeding applications.

Commercial Bainmakers

In due course, the two Senators were confronted by a

new source of pressure. Commercial rainmakers began to dom¬

inate the field. As desperate farmers continued to employ

their services, the commercial purveyors of rain increased

pressure on Congress to let them prove their case and to dis¬

courage governmental agencies from interfering in their oper¬

ations. (5^) The focus of the commercial rainmakers* pres¬

sures fell on Senators Case and Anderson. (55) With Dr. Irv¬

ing Krick as one of their prominent spokesmen, they pressed

the two Senators to let more governmental contracts and to

lessen the intrusion, especially from the Weather Bureau.

One mark of success was the amount of time Senator Anderson

granted Dr. Krick at the 1951 hearings, his displacement of

Congressional Committee schedules notwithstanding. (56)

As for the smaller rainmaking companies, whose number

mushroomed after the first cloud seeding, they eventually

became the object of counter-pressure. As the client farmer

became suspicious of their increasingly extravagant olaims, he

pressed for an evaluation of their activities. Impressed with

the farmers* complaints. Senator Anderson proposed a Weather

Control Commission (W.C.C.).
0

Introduction of such a far reaching device as the W.C.C.
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becomes clearer when one realises that Senator Anderson was a

member of the Joint Congressional Committee on Atomic Energy,

from which he derived his inspiration. To most, the controls

envisaged under the W.C.C. were too ambitious and, some

thought, irrelevant, given the imperfect state of the cloud

seeding art. (57) Bainmaking was not nearly as well devel¬

oped as atomic energy and, therefore, in their opinion, did

not warrant a control agency on the scale of the Atomic Energy

Commission. (58)

Most of the Executive agencies were amongst those who

did not share Senator Anderson*s enthusiasm for extensive con¬

trols, nor his subsequent support of the commercial rainmakers.

In their view,

commercial rainmakers have complicated the entire
situation. Their approach was to gamble, and
since they could afford it, they did so. (59)

Professional Society

In contract to the aetion-oriented pressures exerted

by individual constituents and organised pressure groups,

notably Including commercial rainmakers, there were few objec¬

tive or professional forms of pressure, with the single excep¬

tion of the American Meteorological Society (A.M.S.).

The A.M.S. represents the most prominent grouping of

meteorologists in America. (60) It holds periodic meetings,

issues a Journal on meteorology, and includes meteorologists

inside and outside governmental service. The A.M.S. could

have appraised cloud seeding at any time and issued the

results via a meeting, journal or governmental channel. In
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time, the A.M.S. used all of these avenues, but belatedly,

with the result that Its impact was considerably reduced.

The modest role of the A.M.S. may be explained partly by the

fact that several of its prominent members had previously tes¬

tified before Congress. (6l)

Whatever the reasons for the delayed reaction of the

A.M.S., the final reception of its views depended, as usual,

on the state of mind of the policymakers. Throughout the nar¬

rative, the professional quality of the A.M.S. notwithstand¬

ing, Senators Case and Anderson were more interested in the

complaints of their constituent farmers and in the opinions of

the commercial rainmakers. (62) Under such circumstances,

professionalism had little prospeots for exerting influence.

Executive Drives, Motivations and Pressures

The focal point for political expression in the Execu¬

tive branch is the White House. Elected by popular vote, the

President must impress the populace, as must his Congressional

counterparts, bent on re-election. (63) As titular head of

his party, the President is also subject to pressure from his

party. But whilst pressures may be exerted on him by outside

forces including party officials and Important constituents,

or from within by his staff, in the end it is the President

alone who must make the gruelling decisions "Is it in the

national interest?" (6k)

Not in the National Interest

Harry S. Truman, President during the first phase of
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our story, was not eligible for re-election. Hence, his need

for political exposure was correspondingly low. Moreover,

having attained the apex of political achievement under the

American political system, he did not have the same need as

Senator Anderson to search for "big or new items." (65)

President Truman was not, however, without sympathy

for the drought stricken constituents, having been raised in

the water-poor state of Missouri. In his budget message of

1951* the President had requested Congress to enact legisla¬

tion on water desalination. (66) Cloud seeding, however,

was not mentioned, reflecting the negative assessments of

cloud seeding supplied him by the Bureau of the Budget. Given

the President*s lack of interest in political exposure, he

demurred to his staff. (67)

Another reason for the sub-national interest in cloud

seeding followed from its nonpartisan nature. Prom the very

beginning, supporters included both Republicans and Democrats

(Democratic Senator Anderson and Republican Senator Case).

This bi-partisan partnership helped to explain why rainmaklng

never entered any party platform , nor did any party official

ever raise it as an item for Presidential concern.

Republican President Dwlght D. Eisenhower, who also

came from a water deficient state (Kansas), reached the same

conclusions as his Democratic predecessor. Like President

Truman, he left Executive Interests to the best judgment of

the Bureau of the Budget. The one personal appearance of

President Elsenhower into the case came at a rather late stage

and subsequent to the urglngs of a personal friend and former
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high government official (Lewis A. Douglas). President Elsen¬

hower* s Interest in rainmaking, according to an informed

source, arose mainly from the desire to Impress Mr. Douglas.

(68)

Precisely because the highest levels of the Executive

branch did not consider cloud seeding a matter warranting

national concern. Congressional politicians were left abun¬

dant scope for initiative. The battle that emerged between

the two branches was joined by the lower levels of the Executive

branch and Congress. (69)

Relegation to Lower Levels

In recent years, the major trend has been the relega¬

tion of items from higher to lower levels. (70) As problems

have grown in abundance and complexity, the White House has

delegated an increasing amount of decision-making to subordi¬

nates. Decisions which in President Jefferson*s time were

matters of White House concern, have been settled increasingly

by desk officers located in sub-bureaus and departments. (71)

The President, understandably, could not begin to familiarise

himself with the thousands of Items brought before him. Mod¬

ern day demands oblige him to rely on agency and staff support,

as was the case with Truman and Elsenhower.

Professional Shield

As we turn to the Executive agencies, we find that inter¬

nal motivations and external pressures are generally of a dif¬

ferent sort than those prevailing on Congress or the White
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House. Executive agency personnel, spared the traumas of

election oampaigns, are less obliged to adopt a politically

attractive posture. Located below the Office of the Presi¬

dent, they are also relieved of the responsibility to define

the national interest. Executive officials, from rank and

file up to the White House level, are hired employees who

enter governmental service pursuant to reasonably well-defined

regulations. Upon obtaining tenure, they become civil serv¬

ants. (72) This tenure imparts a certain confidence to Exec¬

utive officials as they conduct their day-to-day negotiations

with Congress, Permanent tenure also produces a certain pro¬

fessional restraint , which is less evident in the case of

Congressmen, who are elected for limited periods. (73)

Executive officials execute the laws of the land only

after they have survived the Congressional gauntlet and re¬

ceived the President*s concurrence. They may advise pro or

con during the preliminary phases, either In Congressional

testimony or in staff reports to the White House. But once a

law is enacted, theirs is not to question why. (7^) For

these reasons, they deferred to the persisting and more vocif¬

erous Congressional initiative in the case of cloud seeding

and accepted the Chief Executive*s decision placing the sub¬

ject below White House level.

Organisational Mission

In carrying out the laws of the land, the civil servant

operates from behind a professional shield buffering him from

the intense and sometimes crude pressures exerted on Congress-
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men and White House politicians. The pressures that operate

on Executive agencies are of a different genre, (75) steaming

from the agencies* felt need to realise their organisational

missions. (76) One might say that fulfillment of programme

objectives is to the Executive agency what sensitivity to con¬

stituent concerns is to Congressmen. The defence agenoies,

for Instance, charged with maintaining America*s security

posture, therefore examined cloud seeding*s relevance to the

national defence. But the fact was that the Army and Navy

had rejected £ chaefer* s and Langmulr*s overtures made before

the December, 19^7 snowstorm. Defence Department acceptance

subsequent to that date indicates that factors other than

relevance to organisational mission also influenced Executive

decision-making.

Spokesman and Publicity

Another important factor in decision-making concerns

the existence of a governmental official willing to act as

spokesman for the issue. Coming from within the establishment,

a spokesman can persuade colleagues in ways that would only

confound an outsider, should he even succeed in gaining a

hearing.

Another factor is publicity. Publicity may make govern¬

ment officials (and others) not only aware of an event but

also heighten their interest. The final result, however, may

be positive as well as negative.

After the December snowstorm and the attendant publicity,

defence spokesmen stepped forward to support Schaefer*s and
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Langmuir*s contract request: Dr. Michael J. Ference (Army

Signal Corps) and Dr. Sari G. Droessler (Office of Naval He-

search) were both favourably impressed by the publicity and

positively disposed towards the Bergeron-Plndelsen theory,

including Flndeisen*s optimistic predictions regarding wea¬

ther modification. (77)

Favourable publicity and felt relevance to organisa¬

tional mission were sufficient to push the DOD into establish¬

ing a programme for cloud seeding. But the third arm of the

DOD, the Air Force, as well as the Weather Bureau, reacted

differently to the very same stimuli.

Public opinion can indicate very powerfully the
general area of its needs but it remains for an
individual or group of individuals to come forward
with specific proposals towards which opinion can
display approval or disapproval. (78)

The staff meteorologist of the Air Force, Dr. Helmut

Landsberg, did not share Doctors Ference and Droessler*s opti¬

mism regarding cloud seeding, nor, for that matter. Dr. Find-

elsen's optimism towards weather modification. (79) Lands-

berg*s skepticism was shared by Dr. Sverre Petterssen, advisor

on meteorology to the Air Force. (80)

Major John Bippler, one of the Air Force staff officers

assigned to the case of cloud seeding, indicated that the atti¬

tude of the Air Force throughout was one of skepticism because:

The state of the art just did not seem ready and
even statistics did not satisfy everyone. (81)

In addition to negatively inclined spokesmen, Air Force reaction

to the publicity following the snowstorm was opposite to that

exhibited by the Army and Navy. Dr. Landsberg was, in fact,

incensed by the extravagant nature of Dr. Langmuir's cloud
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seeding claims j

At one point* Langaulr claimed he could divert
hurricanes fey seeding the entire east coast* This
isan was blinded fey speculation. (82)

Given the negative construction of cloud seeding and

the similarly negative reaction to the attendant publicity*

one can appreciate why the Air Force declined to follow the

example of the other armed forces. But the decision of the

Weather Bureau was different despite the similarity of its

views to those of the Air Force. In probing the reasons for

this difference in reaction* we shall be obliged to dig fur¬

ther into internal governmental machinery and thinking.

As we read in the narrative* the Weather Bureau spokes¬

men shared the skepticism of Air Force meteorologists Drs.

JLandsberg and Fetterssen. Dr. Harry Wexler* Weather Bureau

Chief Scientist* among the first to evaluate cloud seeding*

reached the conclusion that it was wiser to abstain from seed¬

ing until the theoretical base was improved. (83) Dr. Relchel-

derfer concurred.

As in the case of the Air Force* publicity left a nega¬

tive imprint on the Weather Bureau (WB). Frequently depicted

as conservative and unimaginative* the WB became resentful*

preferring that the subject fade away so that everyone could

return to more serious business. (84) As a result* one might

have expected the Weather Bureau to opt out of cloud seeding*

as the Air Force had decided.

Congressional Prods

But the Weather Bureau proved unable to disengage. The
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reasons for this reversal reveal the extent to which politi¬

cal pressures can overwhelm professional opinion, in the same

way that Senators Case and Anderson overrode scientific

assessments. The reader may recall the number of Congressional

hints dropped to Chief Beichelderfer in his appearances before

Congress and the telephone calls Chief Beichelderfer made sub¬

sequently to the chairmen of the Bouse and Senate Appropria¬

tions Committees to clarify these hints. (85) Congressional

concurrence in the modest cloud seeding programme conducted sub¬

sequently by the Weather Bureau was not formally required,since

no new funds were involved. Dr. Belchelderfer simply regarded

this, course as wise. (86)

Dr. Beichelderfer's felt sensitivity to Congressional

prodding, both in initiating and in following up his cloud

seeding programme, may be better understood when one recalls

the modest dimensions of his Bureau. The Weather Bureau is

one of the smaller parts of the Executive branch. For some

time, it had no permanent home, being shifted from one govern¬

mental agency to another (Department of the Army to Agriculture

to Commerce). (87)

Dael Wolfle, editor of the journal, Science, explained:

Whilst such services (e.g. Weather Bureau) consti¬
tute the backbone of the federal scientific effort,
in recent years they have been overshadowed by more
spectacular institutions such as the Atomic Energy
Commission. Some of the scientific service agencies
are limping along with inadequate support largely
because there is no one at high level whose respon¬
sibility it is to argue their case before Congress
and to see that they get the support. (88)

A relatively small agency without glamour in the eyes of

national policymakers, the WB felt obliged to placate the body
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responsible for approving its annual appropriations.T In an

effort to modernise the WB, it established a special appropri¬

ation for research and development, hoping that this more glam¬

orous category might encourage greater support from Congress.

(89)

Inter-Agency Competition

Tests of political will were not restricted to Execu¬

tive agencies versus Congress. (90) Executive agencies also

competed with each other. Conflicts took place over agency

predominance in rainmaking and budgetary allocations.

Dr. Beichelderfer feared that his agency1s prime respon¬

sibility for meteorological programmes might be infringed upon

by other governmental agencies. As the DOD augmented its

cloud seeding activities. Chief Beichelderfer increased his

agency's participation. Thus, inter-agency apprehensions,

like Congressional prods, pushed the WB into a course of action

from which it might otherwise have abstained. Dr. Eeichel-

derfer's testimony showed clear preference that another agency

take on the challenge of rainmaking—if it had to be pursued

at all.

No one could promise weather modification as the
man in the street would like to see it, and certain
Members of Congress were not too far from the man
in the street. (91)

But Congressional prods and anxieties over assertions of organ¬

isational primacy by his sister agencies transformed ambiva¬

lence into assertiveness. Both forms of pressure were sub-

national in scope and were often expressed below the surface
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of visible politics, but they were nonetheless real and im¬

pactful .

NSF*s Director, Dr. Waterman, operated from basically

the same set of drives and reservations as his WB counterpart.

He, too, was uneasy about cloud seeding*s alleged economic

potentials, and he also disliked the often exaggerated publi¬

city. Like Dr. Heiohelderfer, he resented the "interfering

and boastful role of the commercial rainmakers.M (92) More¬

over, in HSP's case, it worked hard to reconcile the relevance

of an applications-oriented programme such as cloud seeding to

an agency dedicated to basic research (NSF). For these reasons,

Dr. Waterman, like Dr. Reichelderfer, felt that rainmaking was

not an appropriate activity for his organisation tomundertake•

(93) But Members of Congress were interested in cloud seed¬

ing. Further, the DOD was already involved. Some agency was

going to get more funds, so why not the NSF?

NSF*s ambition to be primus inter pares can be better

appreciated when one notes the parallel between its history

and that of the Weather Bureau. Proposed at the end of World

War II, it took Congress five years to reach agreement on

NSF's establishment. Subsequent history showed the same kind

of Congressional indifference, as budget after budget was cut.

(9*0

Congressional indifference to NSF and to its basic

research mission bore heavily on its director. Like Dr. Beich-

elderfer. Dr. Waterman felt obliged to court Congressional good

will. But whilst pushing his Foundation's candidacy. Dr. Wat¬

erman also strove to keep inter-agency competition to a mini-
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mum, and for this reason he initiated private discussions with

WB Chief Relchelderfer. (95)

Congressional Versus Executive Prerogatives

The major factor uniting the other Executive agencies

behind NSF was the shared feeling that any kind of Executive

control was preferable to Congressional. Recall that Senator

Case was fighting to perpetuate the Advisory Committee on Wea¬

ther Control, whose links with Congress were manifest. With

the Bureau of the Budget pressing for the guarding of Execu¬

tive prerogatives, the Departments of Interior and Agriculture

swung around to NSF support. (96) The WB, being unacceptable

to Congress, was out of the game.

The Members of Congress behind the cloud seeding pro¬

posals acknowledged the BOB-led drive on Executive preroga¬

tives and in the spirit of compromise proposed counter-

conditions . Senator Anderson proposed the Interior Department

whilst Senator Case proposed the Agricultural Department. But

since neither department was ready (at that time) to take on

ralnmaking, and the WB was unacceptable to the Senators, the

only compromise acceptable to both branches was the NSF.

Thus we note that, despite the difference In views on

the merits of cloud seeding, traditional political concerns

involving vested interests replaced professional assessments

to the extent that whether one supported cloud seeding tenets

or not, one was obliged to protect one's political flank.
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ENVIRONMENT

Conditioning of the Mind

In addition to political ambitions, constituent pres¬

sures and inter-agenoy rivalry, there were other factors that

help to explain why certain Members of Congress pursued their

point of view against the majority opinion of scientists and

the preferences of Executive counterparts.

Action Over Research

One factor involved what one might call conditioning of

the mind or environment. In the minds of many Congressmen,

researoh of science is "something nice, but distant* the thing

they are interested in most is action and application." (97)

As R.H. Gilpin wrote in his work on science policy: "Basic

research has yet to be sold to a traditionally reluctant Con¬

gress who regard research as synonymous with delay." (98)

Echoing Dr. Gilpin*s observation on Congressional dis¬

interest in research. Professor Douglas G. Chapman wrote:

Applied research is tolerated, perhaps even accepted,
while pure research is still a stepchild. I think
no one will deny this even though the funding of
pure research has increased in thirty years by sev¬
eral thousand per cent. If the starting base is low
enough^ not much of a dollar increase is necessary
to make the percentage increase appear impressive.
(99)

Reinforcing this view is Richard A. carpenter*s (Library

of Congress) capsule sketch of the Congressional disinterest in

basic science from 19^5 onwards:
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World War II brought a recognition of the useful
results from the purposeful application of science
to a variety of immediate problems. But after the
war, several years elapsed during which basic sci¬
ence received little government support. Techno¬
logy projects were confined to the Department of
Defence and the Atomic energy Commission. Even the
Congressional endorsement of the National Science
Foundation in 1950 did not reflect any deep under¬
standing of science policy. Little money was
involved and basic research was supported on the
faith that the data would eventually be useful. (100)

The case of rainmaking further substantiated the view that

interests in science and technology have been either political

or practical, without particular concern for science or tech¬

nology. Others share Mr. Carpenter»s thesis that this is an

attitude of long standing:

Multi-million dollar particle accelerators, rocket
boosters with satellite payloads, and oceanographlc
vessels are more often supported because of Soviet
competition, the glamour of the project, or the
expected practical applications than because of the
scientific promise of high energy physics, space
research, or oceanography. (101)

Dan Greenberg, journalist and student of science-policy,

offered an even more prosaic explanation of Congressional sup¬

port of research and development:

Research and development had become the new public
pork barrel, and though few politicians had a com¬
prehension of what high-energy physics was about • . .

they knew it was expensive, and they knew that glory
and power were to be had for those who could bring
such federal monuments heme to their constituents.
(102)

Continuing this theme, Greenberg described how Congressmen

from the Midwest were especially active in using science for

furthering political aims.

The Midwestern Congressional delegations, accordingly,
became more and more interested In the processes gov¬
erning the allocation of resources for basic scienti¬
fic research. The politicians had not suddenly
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acquired affection for the substance of science nor
did they seek to coat their interest with such a pre¬
tense. Bather they were now proceeding, at least
rhetorically, on the assumption that basic science
is good for business. (103)

Solenoe and Technology genle

Operating alongside Congressional preference for techno¬

logy and action over science and research was another wide¬

spread Congressional attitude: "In this atomic age, apparently

almost anything is possible if man sets his mind to it.* (104)

Faith in the ganie-like qualities of scienoe and technology

arose from such innovations as the atomic bomb, guided missies,

jet-propelled aircraft, rockets, and others of this genre.

Project Manhattan (its staggering costs notwithstanding) and

the similarly expensive (but no less impressive) V-2 missiles

of World War II fame helped inspire the belief amongst many

people (notably including Congressmen) that "where man wills,

man will." (105) On this base, the myth developed that almost

any scientific or technological development could be realised—

for a*price.

At this point, the reader might wonder how any Con¬

gressional mind could reconcile such contradictory proposi¬

tions: preference for aotion over solenoe whilst, at the same

time, extolling the greatness of science. Apparently, such

conflicting thoughts can be reconciled. Senator Case, for

instance, simultaneously advocated cloud seeding applications

and the merits of scientific institutions such as the Massachu¬

setts Institute of Technology. The difficulty, to his mind,

lay not in asking scientific institutions to perform applies-
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tions, but in the failure of some policymakers to perceive

the possibility, (106) In the same vein. Senator Anderson

endorsed cloud physics research, but only so long as it was

carried out by an action-oriented agency (such as Interior}•

For the same reasons, the call for cloud physics research by

scientists was rejected by the same Congressmen because they

felt that research alone would not solve the practical prob¬

lems at hand, Soience was to be served, but only so long as

it served political ends,

This state of mind emphasising action was also influ¬

enced by other environmental conditions, (107) In our twelve-

year narrative, three background elements stood out: drought,

cold war and publicity. All three affeoted the thinking and

actions of the Congressional policymakers and, in a different

way, their Executive counterparts,

Publlolty

Lord Windlesham, who described the role of publicity in

American politics as "a routine relationship between politi¬

cians and Journals," felt that the proximity was "demanded by

the need for publicity in the working of the political system,"

(108) Whether such publicity is demanded by the political sys¬

tem or not, it has exerted a definite and frequently important

impact on policymaking in general and cloud seeding in partic¬

ular.

One need only follow the activities and publications of

Ralph Nader for Impressive documentation of the way in which

appropriately publicised messages can affect political actions,

(109) Rachel Carson's book. The Silent Spring, th ough attacked
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by some biologists and eoologists as somewhat exaggerated,

also received a wide and sympathetic hearing in official

circles. (110)

The recent furor over heart transplants produced the

same kind of raised expectations, sensationalism and journal¬

istic exaggeration that was manifest in the publicity surround¬

ing cloud seeding. Medical scientists had been aware of the

technique of heart transplantation for some time, but they had

been equally aware of post-operative difficulties, such as

weakened patient immunology. One could administer drugs to

suppress auto-immunology, but the result might be that "the

heart lived on but the patient died."

Dr. Christian Barnard, like Vincent Sohaefer, counseled

caution in drawing overly optimistic conclusions from live

heart transplants. But his words, like Schaefer's, were lost

in a dramatic communication of his feats across the length and

breadth of the world via satellite, radio and press. The visual

effect was most impressive: patient previously given little

time to live, with badly damaged heart, now replaced, was shown

alive and smiling post-operation. What happened afterward,

even death, and how soon it occurred, did not receive the same

extent of publicity. (Ill)

Catalyst

One cannot predict how publicity will affect policy.

As a catalyst, publicity may induce a variety of reactions.

Political scientist. Dr. Donald W. Cox, maintained that policy

is often "determined by the most highly powered publicity pro-
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gram, and that expediency takes charge over reason. Whoever

generates the maximum crisis receives the most money." (112)

In our study, we noted that publicity impacted on the

dramatis personse in a very direct manner in its optimistic

portrayal of cloud seeding, especially during the initial

stages. (113) But the impact was not uniform. The fact

that the media accounts were so positive, often enthusiastic,

with implications of fait accompli, on the one hand, and ab¬

sence of qualifying details on the other, lent an Impression

of achievement which meteorologists, both within and without

the government, continually fought. As one rereads the media

write-ups on the December snowstorm, one is struck by three

emphases:

SUCCESS—after Schaefer's seeding, a snowstorm of
historical dimensions blanketed New England

SIMPLICITY—just throw some dry ice into clouds
and • • •

CHEAPNESS—pay only #2.50 for dry ice purchasable
at your corner drugstore and ... (114)

Scant mention was made of Schaefer's two other cloud seeding

trials, one of which was only a partial success, whilst the

other was a complete failure.' (115) Even Schaefer's dis¬

claimer of credit in causing the snowstorm failed to curb

media enthusiasm, which by . • indirection, juxtaposition,

or mere 'interesting speculation' Inevitably linked Schaef¬

er's snowmaking with the storm." (116)

iieslduma of Belief

The impact exertable on the lay public by on© storm
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when accompanied by extensive, dramatised publicity, was also

demonstrated in the cloud seeding trials of General Dyren-

forth and the Dutchman, August Ver&rt. In contrast to Schaef-

er, August*Verart sought publicity. According to a Weather

Bureau offioial, he was "quite conscious of the role that pub¬

licity could play in influencing people and used it to the

hilt." (117)

Of the five trials conducted by General Dyrenforth,

one cannonading happened to coincide with a heavy downpour.

(118) As a meteorologist later observed, "This was suffi¬

cient to leave a residuum of belief among the credulous." (119)

This "residuum of belief," which also followed the

December snowstorm, helped to explain how certain Senators

could maintain an optimistic construction of cloud seeding

over such a long period of time in the face of widespread pro¬

fessional opinion to the contrary. To the believing Senators,

popular press reports were equivalent to professional apprais¬

als as demonstrated by the frequent citation in Congress of

lay articles appearing in Country Gentleman. The latter, a

farmers* journal, makes no pretense to scholarly attainments,

being designed for leisurely country reading. But the impli¬

cation left by the Congressmen who quoted its positively-

oriented articles, was that this journal in some way equalled

professional scientific opinion. (120) Another important

factor explaining how such lay opinion could prevail follows

from the uncertain character of cloud seeding. If the proof

had been conclusive, no further argument would have been

entertained.
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Double-Mged Effect

In many cases, publicity exerted a double-edged Impact,

On the one hand, the Army Signal Corps and Office of Naval

Research were favourably impressed with the publicity that

followed the December snowstorm, to the extent of granting

the contract General Electric had been seeking. But General

Electric also suffered from press reporting. Resort owners

and others who had suffered a heavy loss of business due to

the snowstorm, blamed Schaefer,s cloud seeding and subsequently

filed lawsuits against General Electric, (121)

Commercial rainmakers also benefitted and suffered from

the publicity. Commercial rainmakers who thrived on the wide¬

spread and initially favourable publicity, subsequently suf¬

fered from the tendency of many crop growers and cattle owners

to blame cloud seeders for any sudden change in the weather.

(122)

In the same way, the Weather Bureau, impressed at

first by the press reports of Schaefer*s oloud seeding, began

to explore the subject in earnest. But when the media

depicted the Weather Bureau as conservative and unimaginative,

they backed off. Determined to dispell the image of the Wea¬

ther Bureau as sacrificial lamb. Chief Reiohelderfer more

than any other governmental official involved strove to set

the reoord straight. (123)

But whilst publicity was a cause for consternation,

the Weather Bureau did not allow a sense of pique to propel

it into a program which to its mind was scientifically
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unproven. Its stance In the face of Congressional prods
and inter-agency rivalry was, as we have noted, another mat¬

ter.

Personalisation

Exaggeration and dramatisation are some of the forms

that publicity can affect. Another involves personalisation

of issues. Emphasis on personalities in lieu of facts was

vividly demonstrated in the press reporting of "Dr. Irving

Langmulr vs. Dr. Ross Gunn." Elderly, impatient and explicit

in speech, they made interesting copy. In Dr. Reichelderfer*s

opinion, Dr. Langmuir's advanced years helped explain his

willingness to indulge in speculations

Reichelderfers You admit you are speculating,
Langmuir. Why not wait a year or
two to get better evidence?

Langmuirs Well, Reich, in a year or two, I
may be dead. (124)

Irving Langmuir, Nobel Prize winner in chemistry and

mentor to Schaefer, frequently waxed more enthusiastic (125)

about cloud seeding*s potential than his former laboratory

assistant. This irked several Weather Bureau officials, espe¬

cially Dr. Ross Gunn, who had reached rather pessimistic views

on cloud seeding following his work on Project Cloud Physics.

(126)

One of the more vitriolic encounters between Gunn and

Langmuir took place at the American Meteorological Society

Conference in New York, when the two not only exchanged

heated words but reportedly came close to blows, (127) di*.
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Gunn argued that Dr. Langmtiir*s Nobel Prize in chemistry had

"nothing to do with meteorology and less with cloud physics,"

(a view shared by others). (128) "Langmulr," continued Gunn,

"sometimes outdid the commercial rainmakers in rainmaking

claims." (129) A conspicuous example occurred during the

Korean War, when Dr, Langmuir promised Chief of Staff General

Omar Bradley that he could clear up the military's fog prob¬

lem using cloud seeding. (130) Dr. Gunn resented Dr. Lang¬

muir* s usage of Vannevar Bush to influence General Bradley,

even though Dr. Bush*s background (like Langmulr*s) was un¬

related to cloud seeding. (131)

One important outcome of the personalised (and well-

publicised) struggle between these two men was the characteri¬

sation of the Weather Bureau as reactionary, senile and nega¬

tives (132) "The AMS Conference where Drs. Gunn and Lang¬

muir had words, helped place a negative cast on the Weather

Bureau which proved impossible to remove." (133)

On a somewhat plaintive note, (13^) Beichelderfer,

who was himself a man of advanced years, told the author, tn

old man is naturally looked upon as conservative, even though

it has nothing to do with cloud seeding or the running of a

governmental bureau." (135)

Drought

Publicity was not the only environmental factor affect¬

ing the shaping of a public policy for artificial rainmaking'.

Drought was another. The impact of the drought on the decision-
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making process was, In some respects, more substantial than

that of publicity but operated in a simpler fashion. One

could accept, reject or discount media reports on artificial

rainmaking. The drought was there! As we saw, publicity

helped both to stimulate and to dampen political interest;

the drought was a direct," one-sided and continuing pressure

on the decision-makers, (136) An Important reason why cloud

seeding was regarded with such interest in the first instance

as well as thereafter, was in large measure due to the on¬

going drought.

Congress and the Dust Bowl

Of all the policymakers, those most affected were Con¬

gressmen from the drought-stricken states,

Xou Senator Bible come from a state, Wevada
which certainly has its own problems of marginal
rainfall. I know your interest in this subject
• • • Texas had outstanding problems of water
shortage the past few years. Senator Schweppel
comes from Kansas , , , some very severe problems
which not only have affected agriculture but also
the communities of Kansas," (137)

said Senator Case, Senator from the arid state of South Dakota,

One may obtain a better idea of the impact that droughts

have on Congressmen if one is aware of their long-standing

history in certain regions of the U.S. Many states in the

Great Plains and the Southwest have suffered perennial prob¬

lems of dryness. For this reason, they are often described

collectively as the Dust Bowl. (138)

But whilst drought is a familiar phenomenon to the inhab¬

itants of the Dust Bowl, each new occurrence is disquieting..
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Farmers and ranchers have resorted to all sorts of remedies,

including "conjurors of rain," in order to bring relief. When

these remedies fail, they turn to their state governments and

to the Federal government in Washington.

With the commencement of our case study, the memory of

the grinding dust storms of the 1930*s and the assistance pro¬

vided by the Federal government was still fresh in the minds

of many farmers, ranchers and other constituents, encouraging

them to seek Congressional aid to combat the drought of the

19^0*8. (139) The spectre of the drought, which never left

the scene during the succeeding 12 years, remained as a con¬

stant source of pressure, especially on Congress.

President and National Crisis

As mentioned in the preceding section on political

will, constituents may also write the President regarding

complaints or to request aid. But, in the case of droughts,

the Presidents Office is not likely to step in unless the

drought reaches drastic proportions or becomes a national

crisis. American television frequently shows the President

flying over areas stricken by flood or drought with a view to

determining by first-hand observation whether they warrant

designation as "emergency areas." (140) In the absence of

such designation, the White House has generally left the

handling of such matters to the discretion of the Congressmen

concerned and to the appropriate federal agencies. Since the

drought of the 19^0*s was not deemed sufficiently extraordin¬

ary to warrant White House intervention, and in the
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absence of other political pressures,, cloud seeding was rele¬

gated to the two federal agencies customarily concerned (141)

with drought alleviation: the Departments of Agriculture and

Interior, (142) Both departments traditionally provide aid

to drought-stricken areas end, in the process, maintain close

contact with the Congressmen from the states affected. This

traditional collaboration further explains why Senators Case

and Anderson opted for Agriculture and Interior, respectively,

to take over cloud seeding in preference to other federal

agencies.

Cold War

A third environmental phenomenon hovering constantly

in the background was the Cold War. The felt need to

strengthen the U.S. arsenal by incorporsting any scientific

or technological Innovation strongly influenced the favour¬

able outlook of the Army and wavy. (143)

With the enunciation of the Truman doctrine in 194?,

the boviet-American confrontation was Joined, (144) From

then on, every single U,S. Federal budget reflected concern

for Soviet prowess. The impact of national security on sci¬

ence and technology, as on many other facets of American life,

was substantial, (145) A document issued by the Organisation
f *>

for Economic Cooperation and Development argued for "greater

frankness in identifying the non-scientific factors respon¬

sible for allocation of resources for scientific programmes."

(146)

Gerk and Calm, authors of Economic Factors of Sclen-
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tlflc Development, replied, "A broad and comprehensive pro¬

gramme of scientific development has become a matter of con¬

cern for national security, if not for national survival."

(1^7) Hichard A Carpenter, senior specialist in science and

technology for the Library of Congress, maintained that

research and development funding was "more often than not asso¬

ciated with the fear that national security would be jeopar¬

dised." (1^8) Other students of science-policy subscribing

to this view added:

Government's main concern with technology and with
the uses of science ... lias been for national
security and welfare and not with the growth and
development of science as a cultural activity. (1^9)

By 19^9» Federal government expenditures for research

and development soared, with almost ninety percent devoted to

developing military hardware designed to anticipate Soviet

weaponry. As the forties passed into the fifties, comparisons

and pressures became even more intense. (150)

Sputnik and Cloud Seeding

The launching of Sputnik in 1957 had a staggering

impact throughout America, pervading the halls of Congress,

including the committee rooms where debates on oloud seeding

were taking place. (151) Almost overnight, cloud seeding

discussions took on a new, dramatic tone. Once placed in

the context of the Cold War, cloud seeding prospects were

elevated beyond the level of weather modification to that of

weather control. Several Congressmen declared that control of

the atmosphere may prove to be more important than that of
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outer space, Lyndon B. Johnson (then Senator) warned that:

From space, the masters of infinity could base the
power to control the earth*s weather, to cause
drought and flood, to change the tides, and raise
the level of the sea, to divert the Gulf Stream and
change temperate climate to frigid, (152)

Whilst this over-extended reaction eventually quieted down, it

left its Impact on the course of cloud seeding legislation.

Not many months thereafter, the bill on cloud seeding, placed

in the environmental context of national crisis brought on by

Sputnik, passed both houses of Congress. She relevance of

cloud seeding to Sputnik and outer space is moot, but Congress¬

ional oratory, especially of the dramatic character quoted

above, proved more re or, at least, more persuasive to

the Members of Congress,
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MECH&MISMS

Assessment Mechanisms

At this point, we might ask whether something could have

been done to introduce a more detached, professional tone to

offset the lay, Congressional approach that predominated. One

of the first questions a student of political science might ask

concerns the nature of the mechanisms available to the policy¬

makers for assessing such complex phenomena as rainmaklng and,

the corollary, were these mechanisms used effectively?

Congressional Assessment Mechanisms

We have previously noted how a Congressional Member*s

background and ambitions can colour his interpretation of

Issues and his usage of mechanisms. In the same vein, we

noted that the Impact exerted by lay publicity depends largely

on the prior orientation of the receiver. Similarly, constit¬

uency pressures (individuals and lobbies) also affect policy¬

makers unevenly. Finally, we also observed that Executive

representatives may explain the complexities of science to

Congressmen, but modifying their opinion may prove to be

another matter entirely, (153)

Two assessment mechanisms which we have not yet dis¬

cussed and whose impact on political will we have not yet

assessed are:

1) Congressional staff

2) Committee hearings and investigations, (15^)
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Congressional staff

A Congressional Member*s personal ataff of professional

and olerlcal assistants say range from five to twenty or more.

(155) Congressional staff perform a variety of tasks, limited

only by the demands of politics, the resourcefulness of their

employer, and their own energy. In general, once the demands

of politics are satisfied, there Is little time left for exten¬

sive appraisals, especially of complex subjects. Staff may

also be called upon to ferret out Information from Executive

agencies as well as from persons outside the government. (156)

In our study, as far as can be determined, none of the

Congressional staff conducted evaluations of cloud seeding or

ferreted out information from the Executive or elsewhere.

Instead, their efforts were consumed in supporting the politi¬

cal ambitions of their employers. (157) Senator Anderson*s

aides worked diligently to line up Congressional support behind

his rainmaking legislation both on and behind the scenes.

One should appreciate that, as employees, they were

obliged to do as requested. Since neither Senator Case nor

Senator Anderson expressed interest in scientific analyses,

neither did their staff.

Probably the most glaring example of Congressional usage

of staff to advance political ambitions was Senator Case*s

manoeuverlng of his assistant, Charles Gardner, onto the staff

of the Advisory Committee for Weather Control. As Executive

Secretary, Mr. Gardner could oversee any development that might

interest his former boss, which is precisely what he did. (158)
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Congressional Hearings

Congressional hearings are possibly the most substan¬

tial mechanism available to Congress for conducting Investi¬

gations. (159) Hearings may be open or closed, extended or

brief, with many witnesses appearing and abundant papers sub¬

poenaed or few, and sometimes aocompanied by background stu¬

dies.

... when hearings are held, witnesses, experts
and interested citizens appear in favour of or in
opposition to the Bill. They are examined and
cross examinedj and, in this way, the issues are
clarified and crystallised, and the facts are
developed. (160)

In our case study, several hearings were held, all open.

The number of persons and papers subpoenaed was considerable.

But no supporting research was requested, via either committee

or Congressional staff or via other sources. Moreover,

throughout the hearings, political considerations overwhelmed

professional, as witnesses, experts and interested citizens

found their testimony used to further political purposes

rather than to clarify issues.

Hepresentatives Simpson and Wolverton's primary motives

in convening the one-day hearing of 1948 was to impress their

constituents. Not every bill Introduced into the Congressional

hopper obtains a vetting. The final decision rests with the

chairman of the committee under whom the subject of the pro¬

posed legislation falls. (l6l) As previously discussed, Rep¬

resentative Wolverton sympathised with his colleague*s need

for political visibility (coupled with his own) and therefore
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opened the committee machinery. (162)

Once opened, the political orientation ©gain showed

up in the limited number of witnesses called, among whom was

one meteorologist whose major qualification derived from the

fact that he came fro® Illinois, the home state of Rep. Simp¬

son. Hep. Simpson's non-professional approach was Indicated

by the random manner with which he chose the sum of #5#000,000

to realise weather modification and by his equally casual man¬

ner in designating the Weather Bureau as the responsible agency.

(163)

The 1951 hearings were a more striking instance of

using mechanisms for the advancement of political ends. (164)

From the inception of the trl-committee hearings to the issu¬

ance of the follow-up report, the Senators involved had their

eyes on one target: to impress their constituents that their

outlook was positive and practical, scientific assessments and

professional evaluations to the contrary notwithstanding.

The convening of the three Senate committees (Agricul¬

ture, Commerce and Interior), ostensibly premised on the desire

to appraise cloud seeding better, became an instrument for

reconciling conflicting political ambitions. Bach of the three

committee chairmen was anxious to assert his committee's primacy

in the field of rainmaking, just as each Executive agency was

to maintain its interests. None was ready to share his pre¬

rogatives. The compromise ultimately forged was in the time-

honoured tradition of politics: all would sit simultane; ously.

That such a situation could result in an unwieldy hearing did

not cause oonoern. (165)
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The 1951 hearings were more impressive than their 19^8

predecessor both in the number and quality of witnesses called

and in their greater length of time. But the organisation was

little better than that prem&liing in 19**8. Instead of ensur¬

ing that all scientific and technical points of view were

expressed or that the extent of uncertainty be delimited, much

of the hearings were consumed by what many witnesses openly

termed irrelevant considerations, e.g. regulation and control

of cloud seeding activities, which agency should regulate,

which should exeoute, and so forth. (166)

Lest one exaggerate the import of political ambitions

in determining the conduct and outcome of hearings, one should

also note other causes that help to explain how and why Congress¬

men use mechanisms. In an extended interview held by the author

with Mr. Jerrold, chief clerk of the Semite Interior Committee,

the latter spelt out some criteria employed in selecting wit¬

nesses:

It all depends on the subject matter, but most often
we try to call on someone knowledgeable in the sub¬
ject. Irate citizens often get a hearing before us,
especially if they are important people. Others are
called because they represent Executive agencies
affected by the proposed legislation, othersare
called because they are known to have a polfct »f
view shared by the Senators most actively interested
in the subject. Still others are called simply
because they happened to come along, write in, or
because someone recommended them to us. (16?)

The interview ended with an invitation by Mr. Jerrold to the

author to appear as a witness before © forthcoming committee

hearing on ralnsaklng.

In contrast to this relaxed approach towards policy¬

making, the final act of the tri-committee, the issuance of
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its report, was calculated. Senate Report 151^ presented con¬

clusions substantially different from those that emerged during

the hearings. A common purpose of Congressional reports is to

advance public awareness and, where possible,public knowledge.

(168) But Senate Report 151^ was plainly constructed to sell

Congressional colleagues and others on a programme favoured by

a few Senators.

All the possible benefits that successful cloud seed¬

ing might realise were stressed. Efforts before 19^6 were char¬

acterised as either non-scientific or pseudo-scientific. (169)

The views of Mr. Schaefer and Dr. Langmuir, which happened to

coincide with those of Senators Case and Anderson, were given

prominence. Hie views of distinguished but dissenting meteor¬

ologists were omitted. Notwithstanding his disclaimer of Igno¬

rance on being asked to appear before a committee to testify

on a subject on which he knew very little. Dr. Vannevar Bush*s

positive endorsement of cloud seeding was reproduced in its

entirety despite the fact that the majority of meteorologists

testifying had stressed cloud seeding uncertainties.

The most glaring Senatorial rewrite concerned the effect

of silver iodide on clouds. (170) At the hearing, a number of

scientists had stated that silver iodide dissipated quickly

when released into the atmosphere, especially in sunlight. Dr.

Langmuir insisted that silver iodide lasted for some time and

that, moreover, it was capable of inducing a chain reaction

along a line of cloud systems. The ramifying effect was so

great, warned Dr. Langmuir, that dangerous consequences could

follow. In SB 151^» Or. Langmuir1 s views and warning were
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carried in full; the dissenting opinions were omitted. (171)

Ad Hoc Devices

In additions to hearings and staff. Congress can also

create special, ad hoc devices, e.g. the Advisory Committee

for Weather Control. The ACWC enjoyed special powers, its

own appropriations and staff, and a membership combining

both Executive officials and prominent personages outside

the government. (172)

Its evaluation of cloud seeding was one of the most

thorough conducted to that date, comprising both physical

and statistical assessments. The scientists and statisticians

appointed to its panels came from all parts of the United

States. They examined commercial and governmental records.

But even before the ACWC opened for business, Senator

Case's staff assistant, Charles Gardner, demonstrated keen

sensitivity to his Senator's political Interests. {173)

Together with ACWC Director, Captain Harold Orville, they

rewrote important ACWC documents. For instance, in the ACWC

final report, the letter of transmittal to the President and

the ACWC press release, they consistently downplayed the need

for research, emphasising Instead the promise of cloud seed¬

ing. (17*0 The ACWC interim report would not have been

issued at all except for their prodding (with Senator Case in

the background). (175) The Executive members of the ACWC

did not appreciate their emphasis on statistical increases

(176) nor their unwillingness to admit that the ACWC efforts

at evaluation might be termed a failure, the outstanding com-
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position of its expert panels notwithstanding. (177)

following Captain Orvllle and Mr. Gardner*s prefer¬

ences, the press release and letter of transmittal employed

superlatives such ast "superior methodology ... substantial

increase (178) ... full success around the corner." (179)

The determination of Senators Case and Anderson to

extend the lifetime of a mechanism which produced views rein¬

forcing their own, was demonstrated by the assiduousness with

which they worked for the ACWC*s perpetuation. (180) Their

zeal underscored the extent to which political determination

can subsume mechanisms, even of a formidable standard.

Legislative Reference Service (LBS)

Another formidable mechanism is the Legislative Refer¬

ence Service (LRS). One might, however, wonder why we included

the LRS amongst the assessment mechanisms, since it was not men¬

tioned in our study. Nor, in fact, did any of the persons

involved in cloud seeding raise it in their discussions with

the author. Precisely because its omission further demon¬

strates the predominance of political over professional desires,

it might prove salutary to consider whether an institution

such as the LBS could have affected the course of events.

The LBS is equipped to provide a wide range of services

for Congress. It can answer short, specific questions or pro¬

vide extended surveys and analyses. (181) It can prepare

background material for legislation, suggest names of quali¬

fied experts as witnesses at hearings, draft questions for wit¬

nesses, analyse testimony presented at hearings, help in pre-
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paring committee reports, and even lend LRS staff to Con¬

gressional committees or to Members of Congress. (182)

In short, the LHS is capable of providing "members

and committees and staff of Congress with information, re¬

search and materials . . . . " (183) Further, it strives

to do so in an "objective, non-partisan and scholarly manner

... (and even more significantly, from a politician^ view¬

point) they have always demonstrated a willingness to be

anonymous." (184)

The Service has no views regarding which is the
better solution to a dilemma, and a researcher who
attempts to plead a cause is inappropriate to our
staff, (183)

The reputation of the LBS, like that of the Bureau; of the Bud¬

get, is o£ a high quality. Both have been acclaimed for their

competent personnel and for their objective and thoroughgoing

research. (186)

LBS services are available, however, only to Congress.

Established in 1915 part of the Library of Congress, the

LHSfs aim was to provide Congress with an independent source

for obtaining accurate, authoritative and current information

on a level comparable to that enjoyed by the Executive branch.

(187)

In 1946, LBS was established on a permanent basis offer¬

ing services on "anything within the broad interests of Con¬

gress." (188) The natural resources division of LBS has pro¬

duced studies on "agriculture, forestry, conservation, engin¬

eering and water resources." (189) More recently, the divi¬

sion became immersed in environmental problems: enhancement of

nature, prevention of further land, water and atmospheric dete-
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rioration, eventuating into a report entitled, "A Congress¬

ional White Paper on National Policy for the Environment." (190)

The reader has undoubtedly wondered why Congress failed

to ask the natural resources division to perform an analysis of

ralnmaking. Alternatively, Congress could have assigned the

task to thesenior specialist for science and technology appointed

to the Library of Congress in 1958. (191) Since no Member of

Congress o? Congressional committee requested its aid in cloud

seeding, LHS continued with its other duties. Had Senator Case

or Senator Anderson desired, they could have sent a letter to

the LBS director requesting the services of either the senior

specialist or the natural resources division, or both. But, as

far as can be determined, they requested neither. Nor did they

ask for any kind of study or survey from any other LBS organ.

In 1966, LBS issued a study on "Feather Modification and

Control." (192) A comprehensive document, it covered all gov¬

ernmental programmes in weather modification serving as a basis

for shaping Congressional policy alternatives. Had Congress¬

ional Initiative been forthcoming earlier, such a report (or a

reasonable facsimile thereof) could have been produced before

that date. (193)

Executive Assessment Mechanisms

As we turn to the Executive branch, we find assessment

mechanisms different from those prevailing in Congress and, more

significantly, a different usage. Political manipulation was

less evident, giving professional assessments a wider base for

influence. Had cloud seeding been adjudged a party issue, or
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an item of national concern, one might have witnessed the same

manipulation of mechanisms in the Executive that occurred in

Congress.

Bureau of the Budget

Whilst the BOB shares certain qualities in common with

the Legislative Reference Service, the BOB functions in the

political center more than the research and service-oriented

LRS• In further contrast to the LBS, which has to await the

call of its Congressional overseers, the BOB can take the ini¬

tiative. (19^-) Thus, in addition to its charge from the

White House, the BOB guarded Executive prerogatives from Con¬

gressional infringement and maintained constant vigilance over

inter-agency differences within the Executive.

Because details on how its personnel operate are diffi¬

cult to find in political science textbooks, and because these

details shed light on how this vital agency employed its assess¬

ment mechanisms, we shall set out verbatim the account provided

the author by a senior BOB official of how BOB assessed artifi¬

cial rainmakingi

Soon after the whole thing began, a BOB staff pro¬
fessional was assigned the task of finding out what
the issues in cloud seeding were all about. As
much as possible, the staffer is taken from a sec¬
tion whose background most logically approximates
the subject.

Since we had no scientific or technical competence
built into any of our divisions, we took the staffer
from the division that normally deals with the Wea¬
ther Bureau, which meant that, at the least, he had
some familiarity with meteorology.

The first thing the BOB staffer does is to delve
into the background of the problem and the main
issues: who's interested and why; what are the basic
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Issues at stake; and, most Importantly, what items
are of interest to the Office of the President,

After finishing his background analysis and inves¬
tigations, he then proceeds to deliberate with what¬
ever organs of the Executive Branch are most qual¬
ified to comment on the issues he uncovers.

In the case of cloud seeding, the obvious first step
for the BOB staffer was to consult the meteorologi¬
cal arm of the Executive Branch—the Weather Bureau;
besides this, he knew them best. Because of this
he could consult with people with whom he had daily
contact, from the Weather Bureau Chief to the chief
scientist, to anyone he wanted on their staff. Be¬
cause of his constant dealings with these people, he
also knew how to check out any version of a story
he thought suspicious. But, in this case, our
staffer got essentially the same answer from all Wea¬
ther Bureau sources: the technology of cloud seeding
was a dubious proposition, whilst the science of
cloud physics was"plagued by many unknowns. The
only useful approach was research.

Because of the high element of uncertainty, which
made conclusive answers difficult, the staffer
sought additional opinions. Once again his natural
reaction was to turn to the Executive Branch, this
time the Armed Services. There, he found more opti¬
mistic interpretations of cloud seeding techniques
from Army and Navy scientific sources. In contra¬
distinction to the Weather Bureau-like assessment
put forth by meteorologists.

Faced with opposing views, the BOB staffer was
obliged to probe yet further. In his search, he
went outside the Executive structure, consulting
the open literature for comments on the subject as
well as Congressional documents. In both the lit¬
erature and Congressional testimony, he came across
the views of a wider range of the meteorological
community, the majority of whom shared the opinion
of the Weather Bureau. He was especially impressed,
as we all were, by the sharp agreement of views
which included those of the American Meteorological
Society, which, as you know, represents Amerlca*s
most distinguished association of meteorologists.

Not only did he find that the Weather Bureau views
were widely shared by meteorologists, he also dis¬
covered that the skepticism regarding cloud seed¬
ing prospects was much better documented than were
claims for its promise. In fact, to his mind (and
to ours), the evidence was sufficiently clear-cut.
No one, not even those optimistically inclined,
could provide a scientific explanation of what hap-
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clouds. At best, it seemed that some sort of crys¬
tallisation took place, but it appeared that this
could just as easily lead to dissipation as to pre¬
cipitation. In a number of instances, in fact.it
seemed that clouds dried up or that holes were made
in them instead of rain. One thing that put sev¬
eral of us off here in the Bureau of the Budget was
the immense publicity accompanying this whole busi¬
ness. Often press reports were either exaggerated
or misleading; anyway, we did not let the press
intimidate us.

Getting back to the BOB staffer, although he accepted
the difficulty of conclusively proving any point in¬
volving cloud seeding, he nonetheless felt that the
weight of scientific opinion was against any hope of
significant economic payoff in the near or reason¬
able future, and that the only useful road to follow
was basic research. But I should mention that that
path also looked like a long and somewhat uncertain
one.

His recomiaendation;f which was accepted by his super¬
iors, was that the best thing would be to concen¬
trate on another and more promising method for
increasing water supplies. But since several Con¬
gressmen began sponsoring legislation on ths sub¬
ject, we thought it best not to rock the boat so
long as they kept the programmes modest and so long
as they did not Infringe Executive rights, (195)

Department of Defence B and D Mechanisms

Because the Department of Defence (DOD) had scientific
review mechanisms built into its infra-structure, it did not

need to seek outside advice. As early as 19^7# the Joint DOD

Besearch and Development Board was established and assigned the

duty of preparing integrated research and development programmes

for the entire DOD. (196) In 1953* the DOD became the firrst

Executive agency to create a high-level position in research

and development, much before the advent of Sputnik.

The Assistant Secretary of Defence for Research and Devel¬

opment was put in charge of all research and development matters

throughout the defence establishment, including the Joint
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Research and Development Board. (197) In 195^« the Army also

established a Chief for Research and Development in the Office

of the Deputy Chief of Staff. (198) In the same year, the

Navy appointed an official on an equally high level as Assist¬

ant Secretary for Logistics and Research and Development.

Like his Army counterpart, he was assigned the task of coord¬

inating all (Navy) research and development programmes and

bureaus. (199)

Recommendations for undertaking a oloud seeding pro¬

gramme were laid before the Naval Research Planning Board,

chaired by the chief of the Office of Naval Research, who sub¬

sequently became responsible to the Assistant Secretary. The

procedure adopted by the Naval board was essentially the same

as that followed by its Army counterpart. (200) Briefs were

set forth by their meteorologists: Dr. Earl Droessler in the

Navy and Dr. Ference in the Army. Each spelled out his reasons

for pursuing cloud seeding:

- the cloud seeding trial by Schaefer in December,
1946 was impressive

- the Bergeron-Findelsen theory was plausible

- the optimistic prognosis by Dr. Walter Findeisen
concerning weather modification, including cloud
precipitation, appeared sound

- the value of weather modification in general and
cloud seeding in particular to the military was
obvious.

Both services approved the briefs. But when the items reached

the DOD Joint Research and Development Board, the Air Force

assessment was introduced.

The Air Force meteorological advisor, Dr. Helmut lands-
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berg, repeated tim conclusions he had already transmitted to

his Air Force overseers, which stressed the Improbability

that cloud seeding could cause clouds to precipitate, and

concluded with the recommendation that the DOD expend its

funds for more reliable objectives, (201) Since his views

were widely shared by other members of the meteorological

community, including other scientific members of the DOD Board,

the Bbard accepted them, (202)

Like the BOB, the DOD Board would have preferred spend¬

ing more money for other purposes. But since the Army and

Navy were so keen on trying their ftand, and since a small ray

of hope lingered, the DOD allowed them to undertake cloud

seeding programmes, provided these were modest and that funds

were taken from sources already available.

Such an approach may be termed pragmatic rather than

ideal, but it had the advantage of maintaining harmony in the

DOD household, Just as the B0B*s decision was based on the

desire to keep peace amongst the Executive agancies as well as

to placate Congress, Once again, scientific assessments gave

way to political desiderata.

The Army and Navy Projects (Cirrus and Project Artifi¬

cial Cloud Nucleation) that followed, provided a more sub¬

stantial basis for scientific evaluation of cloud seeding

prospects than was possible during the Initial, more theoreti¬

cal review, (203) Some meteorologists contended, however,

that the Army and Navy projects (for which Vincent Schaefer

and Irving Langmulr were employed as advisors) were designed

less to prove or disprove the thesis of cloud seeding than to
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determine how far the state of the art could he extended.

This assumption of capability was construed as a built-in pre¬

judice, diminishing the final results. (20*0

Nevertheless, upon completing the projects—which ran

over an extended period and covered a number of cloud seeding

trials under diverse conditions*-the project leaders (notably

including Schaefer and Langmulr)concurred in the majority

meteorological opinion that more scientific knowledge was desir¬

able before one could develop the technology of cloud seeding

with any degree of assurance. (205)

Weather Bureau Mechanisms

Although the mechanisms available to the Weather Bureau

(WB) were more modest both in number and scope than those of

the DOD, they were equally close at hand. Weather Bureau

meteorologists dealt with weather phenomena on a dally basis.

Once aware of Vincent Schaefer*s experiment, they looked into

it as a matter of course before any formal request was made.

When Chief Belehelderfer consulted his staff meteorolo¬

gists, thsy were already primed to respond. The first one to

examine the pros and cons of cloud seeding was Chief Scientist,

Dr. Harry Wexler. In an extended interview with the author.

Dr. Wexler Indicated that he had no particular preconceptions

regarding cloud seeding prior to Mr. Schaefer*s trials and,

further, that he took the subject quite seriously. (20$)

Once assigned the job of checking out the efficacy of

the dry ice technique, he scoured the library and archives,

where he found the writings of his predecessors, Drs. Cleve-
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land Abbe and W, Humphreys. In their review of weather mod-
-.'ftSfvjiSSA*/

ification, Dr. Wexler discovered a strong skepticism towards

the entire subject. Searching for other weather modification

attempts, he caiae across August Veraart*s cloud seeding trials

in Holland. By good fortune, the WB files contained corres¬

pondence on Mr. Veraart, which, whilst evincing some openness

to his cloud modification trials, expressed doubts that Mr.

Veraart had accomplished anything substantial.

Eager to see whether these views were still held by

members of the meteorological profession, Dr. Wexler started

inquiring in an informal manner not untypical of many pro¬

fessionals in government services

Any time I have a question or problem on any aspect
of meteorology, I contact my meteorologist friends
and associates by simply picking up the phone, or
accidentally for deliberately) bumping into them,
and ask them for their opinion. (207)

The MB enjoyed a long-standing and close relationship

with the meteorological community by virtue of its govern¬

mental responsibility for meteorology. For the Weather Bureau,

attendance at conferences and symposia convened by the American

Meteorological Society was a routine matter. Conversations by

phone and visits with other meteorologists were equally com¬

monplace. (208)

Thus, the WB had lees need for conducting the formal

investigations undertaken by Congress and the multiple echelon

reviews employed by the Department of Defence. Because of its

constant activity in meteorology and continuous association

with meteorologists, it could use more informal "mechanisms."
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Thus, after conducting its own assessment of cloud seed¬

ing, it consulted other meteorologists. Prom their readings,

it reached the conclusion that Mr. Schaefer's December cloud

seeding was no better grounded in scientific theory than Mr.

Veraart's. Further, the Bergeron-Findeisen theory was not uni¬

versally acceptable as a plausible explanation of what made

clouds precipitate. Walter Findeisen^ prognostication of

weather modification was regarded by many as visionary. In

conclusion, the WB, like the BOB and DOD, would have preferred

dropping the subject. If anything further had to be done, it

favoured research. (209)

Obliged for reasons discussed in preceding sections to

continue with cloud seeding projects, the WB, in contrast to

the Army and Navy, tested cloud seeding theory. The WB*s exper¬

imentation aimed at uncovering the postulates underlying cloud

seeding in order to determine whether cloud seeding rested on

a sound theoretical base. At the conclusion of their tests,

they found their original skepticism confirmed. (210) Just

as pressures from Congressmen and felt competition from sister

agencies propelled the Weather Bureau into cloud seeding, the

same pressures obliged it to continue^despite negative findings.
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OBJECT

Our analysis thus far has demonstrated the critical

role exerted by political will power in shaping public policy

for artificial rainmaking. Political ambitions fed by indi¬

vidual and group pressures, influenced by special environ¬

mental conditions, led Congressmen to pursue a programme

opposed by other policymakers and scientists. Scientific

conclusions produced by standing and ad hoc mechanisms in

Congress and throughout the Executive proved unable to

modify lay opinions of determined Senators. Executive policy¬

makers who paid greater heed to scientific assessments were,

in turn, influenced by a felt political anxiety to maintain

rapport with Congress and by inter-agency competition.

On this note, we could conclude our analysis, bemoaning

the stubbomess of policymakers who persistently ignore

scientific reservations to suit their own designs, and end

with a plea for greater correlation between future scientific

and political judgements.

But before concluding, it might prove useful to probe

the scientific assessments more deeply just as we investigated

the nature of the political drives. Although this exercise

might seem anti-climatic from the view of political science,

a closer look at the science object would illuminate the

difficulty inherent in attempts to confirm an elusive area of

science.
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Prom the perspective of the polloymaker, the Initial

view of cloud seeding; was that of an apparent breakthrough.

Publicity had acclaimed It successful, cheap and simple.

Executive agencies took on the task of determining whether

the technique could be extended. Since the state of the art

was not in question, everyone awaited results with high

expectations. (211)

Seeding

With the aid of Mr. Sohaefer and Dr. Lengmuir, the

Department of Defense tested dry ice and silver iodide. The

primary aim of their technological approach was to determine

whether seeding could cause precipitation to start earlier

or cause more precipitation to fall than would have occurred

normally, A second aim was to increase the number of times

seeding met with success• A third aim was to widen the ex*

tent of clouds effected so that a large chain reaction could

b© realised• (212)

The extent of optimism in the initial period wee re¬

flected in Dr. Langamir*© claim that "...even a single pellet

shot into the side of a cloud from a flare pistol could pro¬

duce significant results.* (213) The only spokesman whose

confidence exceeded that of Dr. Langasuir's was the commercial

rainmaker who promised clients rain after cherry trees blossom

and before wheat seedlings germinate. (214)
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Hurricanes

The defence agencies made no such promises. But they

also strlved to extend the art of an assumed breakthrough.

The negative results that followed their seeding of hurricanes,

tornadoes and lightning constituted the first signal that

cloud seeding may not be the significant breakthrough It was
first thought to be. (215) Dropping of many pounds of dry

Ice into a hurricane that later diverted Its course towards

the coast wreaking extensive damage shocked even enthusiastic

defence officials.

Droughts

In an equally pessimistic vein, meteorologists informed

Congressmen that cloud seeding could not ameliorate droughts.

Drought by definition meant no rain. No rain meant no clouds

or very few of them. Without clouds, there was nothing to

seed. Moreover, given clouds, they had to be of a type amen¬

able to seeding. Further, in drought conditions, the inter¬

vening air was generally so dry that anything but substantial

precipitation would dry up before it reached the ground. (216)

Pre-conditions

To ensure seeding success, the number of pre-conditions

stipulated rose: (217)

Firstly, there had to be clouds, not just ordinary
ones, but supercooled and of a certain type.

Secondly, unless a minimum was present, appreciable
precipitation cou3.d not occur.

Thirdly, no thunderstorm or other large weather
motion was to be in the vicinity.
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Fourthly, the seeding agent must actually reach
the clouds selected.

Fifthly, the clouds should not be in the process
of or on the verge of precipitation.

The greatest difficulty stemmed from that fact that as the

first two pre-conditions reached fulfillment, the fifth one

was also in danger of occurring. As Mr. Schaefer acknowledged,

"...natural weather processes generally produced precipitation,

given suitable cloud systems, without the addition of any

artificial stimulant." (218)

For these reasons, the layman, left skeptical and ex¬

asperated, was heard to observe, "Veil, it would have rained

anyway.n The scientist, obliged to find convincing proof,

was no less frustrated. If one could have seen rain fall

from seeded clouds, then farmers, ranchers and other pur¬

chasers of cloud seeding would not have required further

proof. But, as Dr. Langmuir admitted, photographic obser¬

vation directly within clouds was not yet feasible, whilst

photographs taken below clouds were often difficult to inter¬

pret. Similarly, visual observation by airplane was fre¬

quently handicapped by loss of visibility due to falling rain

or snow. (219) Since visual evidence was not possible from

the ground or from the skies, other means of confirmation

were sought.

Cloud Seeding as ^oierioe

Most of the scientists questioned by the Congressional

and Executive groups focused on two queries (ones which had

been put forward by the Weather Bureau Chief Scientist in 1900)
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1) Mould the proposed plan, if put into operation,
actually affect one or more of the essentials in
the genesis of rain,

2} Was the plan proposed adequate with respect
to its command of energy and otherwise to pro¬
duce the desired result, (220)

Affect Ralnmaking Essentials

All that one could say with certainty was that dropping

seeding agents into clouds could cause a certain amount of

crystallisation. But whether crystallisation would lead to

convective action necessary to precipitation remained uncertain.

(221) Air Force meteorologists believed that seeding would

neither "cause or even stimulate continued convective action,"

(222) On the contrary, instead of inducing precipitation,

seeding sometimes caused holes in clouds or a complete drying

up, (223) Against these doubts stood the certainty of Dr.

Langmuir that "... under favourable circumstances, the effects

produced by seeding my become self-propagating,M (224)

With the technological approach to rainmaking found

wanting even by its champions, the skepticism raised by the

Weather Bureau, the Air Force and the national Science Foun¬

dation appeared re-inforced, (225) their view, the wiser

course was to research precipitation mechanisms and thereby

strive to improve the theoretical base of cloud physics. (226)

In 19571 Vinoent Schaefer himself described most of the cloud

seeding trials of the past years as a "waste of time," (227)

Together with Bernard Vonnegut, he proposed the establishment

as soon as possible of a»Institute for Atmospheric Research.
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Large-scale modification was considered more doubtful.

(228) One reason for hoping that man could affect weather

patterns and climate arose from the bold language employed

by Dr. Walter Findeisem. (229) But Dr. Findeisen's boldness

notwithstanding, the American Meteorological Society saw little

evidence of large-scale modification from seeding, and no

scientific basis for expecting it. (230)

Difficulty of Proof

Ensuing arguments centered on whether seeding could

Induce even moderate increases. Here too, convincing proof

proved elusive. Those who believed moderate increases were

possible were unable to persuade others because the technology

of cloud seeding failed to provide convincing results and the

science of cloud physics was beset by gaps. In such circum¬

stances, resort was had to statistics. (231)

Statistics

The hallmark of statistical confirmation arrived under

the auspices of the Advisory Committee on Weather Control:

The statistical procedures employed indicated that
the seeding of winter-type storm clouds in moun¬
tainous areas in the western United States produced
an average increase in precipitation of 10 to 15#
from seeded storms with heavy odds that this increase
was not the result of natural variations in the
amount of rainfall. (232)

But even before publication* numerous objections arose:
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1) data upon which the conclusions were based
came from commercial operators, whose records
were generally sparse, ill-kept and biased, (233)

2), comparability of the target and control areas
selected for the statistical sampling was often
faulty. (234)

3) the random nature of selecting clouds for
seeding was adversely affected by the large
number of weather variables in the atmosphere
and by the significant and sometimes rapid
changes in weather motion. (235)

4) statistical confirmations were often crude*(236)

5) statistics provided no explanation of
physical causes. (237)

To many meteorologists, statistical analysis, at best, wasin¬

conclusive, and, in any event, *the statistical data do not

show what happened." (238)

Variables

When pressed further, meteorologists acknowledged that

the entire subject of cloud physics suffered from imprecision,

and for this reason, they considered it premature to claim

verification of a theory as ambiguous as the Bergeron-Flndeisen.

(239) No one was sure what triggered precipitation: subli¬

mation nuclei••.electrical phenomena (240)...or Just plain

dirt...? (241)

Moreover, what happened in the laboratory (or Vincent

Schaefer*s icebox) could not be duplicated in the atmosphere.

Laboratory conditions were limited, whilst, in the atmosphere,

the scale, intensity and number of variables were considerable,

(242) as acknowledged by Dr. Vonnegut himself:
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The process by which clouds dissipate into rain
sounds like a very simple question, but it is one
of the least understood in meteorology. (243)

Imprecision of Theory

The challenge confronting appraisal of artificial rain-

making, given the extent of imprecise theory and overall

ignorance concerning cloud dissipation, was explicitly stated

by a V, B. meteorologist:

If we still experience difficulty in predicting
the weather, how can we claim to modify it?
The strength of this argument becomes even more
compelling if one recalls that the success of
cloud seeding is directly dependent on the
weather forecaster apprising him before hand of
the appropriateness of the weather for seeding. (244)

Dr. Vonnegut stressed the need "to enlarge our present very

fragmentary understanding of how nature makes weather. Only

when we understand this will there be any real chance of our

controlling the weather." (24-5) All agreed on the difficulty

of separating "research in ralnmaking from the equally impor¬

tant and closely related field of general research in meteor¬

ology." (246) Succesful weather modification "Involved the

greatest possible knowledge of the processes that make weather,"

(247) a conclusion emphasised in the ACWC final report:

The development of weather modification must rest
on a foundation of fundamental knowledge that can
be obtained only through scientific research into
all the physical and chemical processes in the
atmosphere. (248)

Passage of Time

A policymaker responsible for shaping a public policy

for artificial rainmaking after 1958 might raise the following
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question: given the uncertainties that emerged during 1946
to 1958, has the research conducted since then brought us any

closer to convincing proof? (2*f9)

Underscoring the persistence of skepticism is the

echoing of the same reservations after 1958 before:

Behind all this wave of interest lies a seemingly
simple question: can we really modify the
weather elements to a useful degree? Big into that
question, weigh carefully its semantic aspects,
examine the present state of the art, and one finds
that, although that question is just the kind of
straight-forward query that a practical person
should ask, its seeming simplicity actually
conceals bewildering complexity, (250)

Within the frame of complexity, lay opinion was able to con¬

front scientific judgement. Given the edge that politicians

enjoy within their own sphere, science had little chance.

Hurricanes

The hurricanes seeded after 1958 were no more successfully

affected than were previous ones. The conclusion reached after

seeding hurricanes Esther and Beulah in 1961 and 1963 respec¬

tively was: "the changes observed in the two hurricanes fol¬

lowing seeding were not inconsistent with theoretical predictions

and because they were not very large, the differences could be

attributed to natural fluctuations." (251)

In 1971, cloud seeders assigned to the Commerce and

Defense Departments ias.de six seeding rounds designed to pacify

a hurricane named Ginger. At the conclusion, Ginger turned

towards the Morth Carolina coast and caused some one million

dollars damage. A drop of only five or ten percent in wind

velocity inside the hurricane by seeding would have been
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considered a major achievement. But the final note sounded

in 1971 was the familiar one used countless times before:

"...the information gleaned from Ginger is complex and will

not be fully deciphered for months." (252)

As for lightning seedings, a two year field programme

(1960-1961) in Montana showed that the number of cloud to

ground discharges that occurred on seeded days was J8% less

than those on unseeded days. But, this result "was not con¬

sidered to be statistically significant." (253)

Seedings

Even seedings conducted over mountains, the kind of

typography regarded most favourable for seeding (and the kind
cited in the ACWC final report) failed to produce results.

Silver iodide seedings conducted over the mountains of Arizona

from 1957 to i960 showed "no marked differences in rainfall

at the ground and in thunderstorm activity on the seeded and

unseeded occasions." (25E)

In 1972, a newspaper headline read, "Aereplanes Spray

Silver Iodide to Condense Vapor. Does it Help?" The reply:

We shall know in five years time...Bain
certainly falls from the clouds, but how much
of that is due to seeding, and how much would
have happened anyway requires statistical com¬
parisons, which take years of time. (255)

Dr. E. G. Bowen, noted Australian meteorologist with

extensive experience in cloud seeding, investigated six series

of cloud seeding trials in six different countries. From

his analysis, Dr. Bowen reached the remarkable conclusion

that the effect of persistence over years actually led to a
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decrease in precipitation. (256) In the author*s opinion,

Br £owen's study warrants considered attention as a possible

hallmark in the assessment of cloud seeding. His long-standing

and direct experience with cloud seeding makes his unfavourable

comparison of seeding trials in six different nations worthy of

special notice.

Statistics

Statistics is still offered as the best form of proof

by cloud seeding proponents and still subjected to criticism

by others. Some of the same objections raised before 1958

still persist. Douglas C. Chapman, professor of mathematics,

in an article on "Statistical aspects of Weather and Climate

ModifloatIon", wrote —

It map seem, therefore, rather ungracious on the
part of the statistician to be so skeptical of
the evidence for the claim of increased precipi¬
tation through cloud seeding. Nevertheless, this
seems to be the case, though it must be admitted
that some of the critical statisticians have been
evaluating the evidence at arm*s length. It is
my purpose in this paper to review in more detail
the reasons for the doubts of the statisticians,
and to suggest what further research in this
general area is needed. (257)

A noted meteorologist complained, " I am most emphatically

one of those who feel that, in thelong run. It will be physios

and not statistics that will open up the truly new insights

in this field." (258) A serious error, and an ever present

one, was that "at or near the time separating the historical

period from the seeded period, a shift in the general circu¬

lation might lead to a shift in the predominant storm type
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governing precipitation in both the target area and the near¬

by control area." (259) "Randomisation", he warned, "Is no

panacea.•• .a few statisticians warn that meteorologists may

have been oversold on randomisation.1* (260) The author of

this statement was not one of those scientists rankled by

statistical manipulation of a subject he felt properly left

to science. He was the chairman of the group that produced

the 1966 report of the National Academy of Sciences.

Note of Caution

This report had created quite a stir amongst commer¬

cial rainmakers and Congressional enthusiasts by its state¬

ment that —

There is increasing but still somewhat ambiguous
statistical evidence that precipitation from some
types of clouds and storm systems can be modestly
Increased or re-distributed by seeding techniques.
The implications are manifold and of Immediate
national concern. (26l)

The significance of this statement derived not only from its

Issuance by the prestigious Academy, but also because it could

be interpreted as a reversal to a conclusion reached by the

Academy panel of 1964 —

It has not been demonstrated that precipitation
from winter orographic storms can be increased
significantly by seeding, (emphasis supplied) (262)

Professor Robert G. Fleagle, chairman of the Department of

Atmospheric Sciences at Washington University and governmental

advisor in meteorology, counseled caution in reading the 1966

Academy report1

It does not assert proof of increased precipitation,
and it does not report that the basic processes in-
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volved are understood... (263) and It is important
not to lose sight of the fact that the committee
reports 'increasing but still somewhat ambiguous
statistical evidence'." (264)

Professor Fleagle emphasised — "The fact that the evidence is

increasing rather than extensive, that it is ambiguous rather

than clearcut. statistical rather than simple and direct does

not reduce the need- the need for wise decisions." (265)

In conclusion, he advised, "To use the Academy recommendations

to support large and expensive operations aimed at economic

objectives while ignoring the qualifications is dubious

wisdom." (266)

Persisting Variables

The central problem in weather modification remains

that of verification. The natural variability in the be¬

haviour of clouds and in the amount and distribution of rain¬

fall persist as major impediments to assess accurately results

from any single modification attempt. (267)

In a chapter entitled "Atmospheric Variability — the

Bugaboo of Evaluation," Professor James E. Mc Donald, meteoro¬

logist and chairman of the Academy committee on atmospheric

sciences, explained the factors lying behind the dilemma:

The answer is that our atmosphere is a physical
system characterized by many degrees of freedom
and exhibiting enormous variability. It defies
attempts at execution of the type of 'controlled
experiments' whose effectiveness we so admire in
many of the physical and engineering sciences. (268)

Dr. Me Donald's conclusion echoed that reached in 1958:

"The ability to modify the atmosphere depends very heavily on

our proficiency in describing and predicting the atmosphere.
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Extensive weather modification activities irill in all pro¬

bability not be undertaken until we have developed the capa¬

bility of predicting the consequences of sueh activities in

some detail." (269) In 1962, the Hand Corporation conducted

a study of weather modification commissioned by the National
Science Foundation, in which it reached the same conclusion:

"Progress in weather modification was inextricably linked to

progress in Understanding atmospheric processes." (270)

Thus, in the final assessment of ralmasking via cloud

seeding, the conclusion would be that despite the expenditure

of large and constantly growing sums, and the efforts of sub¬

stantial scientific, technological and commercial manpower

over twenty five years, we are no closer to convincing proof

that cloud seeding does what its claimants contend.
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CONCLUSIONS

Congressmen Over Executives and Scientists

The cloud seeding supporters in Congress, however,

proved no more sensitive to scientific findings after 1958

than before. Measured in monetary terms, the success won

by the Congressional cloud seeding enthusiasts after 1958

was substantial. But not everyone favoured the increased

funding for weather modification. Among the distressed

was Dr. James E, McDonald, author of the 1966 National
; -i- ' >

Academy of Sciences(NAS) report:

Congressional determination to push this
field along with financial support.••
seems to constitute almost unreasonable
munificence when measured against the
present, primitive state of knowledge in
this area or when divided by the scant
number of qualified investigators availa¬
ble to wisely utilise such funds. (271)

Professor Gordon J. F. MscDonald, chairman of the

NAS Committee on Atmospheric Sciences, of which Dr. James

McDonald is © member, taking an even longer view of govern¬

mental involvement in weather modification, expressed si¬

milar misgivings concerning Congressional determination -

Over the past twenty years Congress has
shown intense interest in problems of
weather modification. Indeed, Congress
has displayed considerable impatience at
the slowness with which the scientific
community has accepted weather modifica¬
tion as an important area for research
and development. (2?2)

Meteorologists were not the only ones over whom

Congressional views prevailed -

. . . the general view within the
Executive branch of government is that
weather modification is still primarily
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a matter of basic research and there¬
fore best coordinated by the usual mech¬
anisms available to the scientific com¬
munity, This Executive view opposed the
Congressional view that weather modifi¬
cation has moved from basic research into
the operational stage, (273)

As indicated in the introduction to this study,

rainmaking was not the only instance of politics prevailing

over scientific and professional considerations, The pre¬

vious instances of governmental involvement in cloud

seeding (Dryenforth and Veraart) discussed in the first

chapter revealed the same dimensions and the same end result.

Other Instances

August Veraart, who threw dry ice into clouds be¬

fore Schaefer, was, like the latter, neither scientist nor

meteorologist; but, also like Schaefer, benefitted from

widespread and dramatic reporting of a record rainfall im¬

puted to his seeding.

The Dutch Weather Bureau, like the U.S. Weather

Bureau, evinced skepticism emphasising that precipitation

could not succeed under drought conditions and that the

entire technology of artificial seeding rested on a du¬

bious scientific basis. The only governmental group sym¬

pathetic to Veraart, as in the case of Schaefer, was the
Dutch Parliament (in which his brother sat). (27^)

The Dryenforth episode which involved cannonading

instead of dry ice, also derived its primary support from

Congress. In this case, Senator Farwell pushed through

rather easily what it took Senators Case and Anderson
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twelve years to accomplish., But Senator Farwell's

success was received by the Department of Agriculture

with the same reluctance that the Weather Bureau showed

in reacting to Senatorial prods. In assessing the re¬

sults, the final conclusions reached regarding insuffi¬

cient data and the prevalence of too many variables were

sufficient to cause closing of the books. (275) Cloud

seedingwith the support of Senators Case and Anderson,
proved more enduring.

The sequel to the heart-diet study also revealed

the same kind of scientific uncertainty supported by

governmental funds. In the early 1950*s, the American

Framlngham study hypothesised that saturated fats (in¬

cluding animal fats and butter) were a causative factor

in heart disease.

After two decades of steadfast faith in the animal

fats theory, prominent researchers conceded that the cause

of heart disease was anything but straightforward. Pro¬

fessor Xudkin of the Department of Nutrition at London

University raised arguments reminiscent of cloud seeding «

It is true that persons with high levels
of blood cholesterol are statistically
more prone to heart disease. But are these
phenomena related causally?

In his estimate,

• • .medical opinion has been led up the
garden path over the cholesterol story.
(276)

In 1970, the conclusion was reached that a direct

relationship between saturated fats and heart disease

could not be confirmed. This reversal, analogous but
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opposite to the National Academy of Selence*s 196^ and

1966 findings, underscored the large number of unknowns

in medicine (as in meteorology) and the consequent diffi¬

culty it posed in shaping sound public policies.

Guidelines for Improvement

Accepting the predominance of political (especial¬

ly Congressional) over scientific considerations as a

concomitant of politics, one might still query whether poli¬

tical handling of such cases could be improved. Before

venturing any recommendations, one should acknowledge the

difficulties built into all spheres of decision making.

(277) Free of the multiple and conflicting pressures that

normally bear down on decision makers, it is all too easy

to pass judgment hastily, Senators Case and Anderson*s

ability to maintain perspective was impeded, at least in

part, by extensive and continuing constituents* complaints,

commercial rainmakers* counter demands, frequently sensa¬

tionalist publicity and their own anxieties concerning re¬

election. Any recommendations for reconciling political

drives with scientific ambiguity must take cognizance of

such pressures. With this in mind, we shall set out a few

guidelines for improvement, admittedly modest in scope and

tentative in character.

Pause for Befleotlon

Perhaps the most useful suggestion one could pass
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on to policymakers besieged by numerous pressures is the

need for reflection* A plea to this effect was made by

one of the scientists prominently involved in cloud seeding

and one whose views were held in favour by enthusiastic

Congressmen:

I wish to be counted as one who is enthusias¬
tically in favour of Federal spending on good,
sound programmes designed to assure benefit to
the general public. But I also wish to be
counted as one who deplores wasteful Federal
spending, and I wish to be counted as a sci¬
entist who fears that overfat budgets will,
in the long run, destroy some of the highest
values of science. (278)

Upon reflection, the policymaker might realise that support

of programmes whose scientific base is riddled by uncer¬

tainty is neither good science-policy nor effective politi¬

cal science and that continued support without any appreci¬

able reduction of the uncertainty is even less so. Politics

can subsume science and technology within its compass, but

only where the underlying base is sufficiently well developed.

As a noted meteorologist emphasised, "scientific activities

should not be undertaken until their consequences are under¬

stood and they must be planned and carried out in a manner

responsible to all concerned." (279) Unless policy-makers

concern themselves with such consequences, they run the

risk of "stuffing a goose incapable of laying the golden

egg." (280)

Consider Options

If the extent of scientific uncertainty is found

unmanageablejfor whatever reason, the policymaker could
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then consider his options:

1) drop the ease (and save the money or spend
it on something else), or

2) choose a different means of fulfilling the
political goal,

Zt might belabor the obvious to say that a policymaker

always has the option of refusing to accept an item in the

first place. He can also abandon it, once accepted. Ob¬

session with a singular method carries the danger that one

loses sight of alternative approaches. Senators Case and

Anderson, bent on exploiting cloud seeding, seemed to have

overlooked the primary need that brought it to their atten¬

tion in the first place — drought.

Droughts can be ameliorated in a variety of ways:

1) conserving existing water resources, e.g, recycling

through the same system, crop diversification, selection

of drought-resistant strains, and water-conserving culti¬

vating techniques (^^9; 2) spreading a film on top of

water reservoirs to serve as a preservatives 3) drilling

for new water sources; desalination (282); 5) other

more dramatic approaches, suggested by Professor J.A.

Crutchfield, which skirt the problem of inadequate water

supply, are "Supplementary water from other sources: .

shifts in production to other geographical areas; and

research and Investment aimed at increasing agricultural

productivity through improvements in Inputs other than

water," (283)

The above listing is not oomplete, but it does

serve to Illustrate that if one focuses on need, one may

select from a variety of remedies, when Professor
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Crutchfield compared cloud seeding with alternative means

of water supply, he found cloud seeding wanting even on

economical grounds —

The attractiveness of weather modification as

a source of water lies in its low capital cost
and short run flexibility. Extension of exis¬
ting irrigation systems, the development of
entirely new irrigation projects and desalina¬
tion — the principal competitors — all in¬
volve heavy initial commitments. This does
not guarantee a cost advantage to weather
modification; however, particularly where the
success of any such action is highly uncer¬
tain and the total increment of water realised
is relatively small (the typical case at
present). The ability to apply water in pre¬
cisely the times when it will be most bene¬
ficial will yield much larger returns at the
margin from each of the alternatives than
could be expected from an equal quantity of
water generated by cloud seeding... (284-)

The limited scope of the discussion is not
a matter of professional modesty but rather
of frustration. There is nothing that eco¬
nomic analysis can do to rectify the uncer¬
tainties arising from variable and unpre¬
dictable physical relations.

At the moment, it seems fair to say that we
know only a modest amount about the determi¬
nants of weather and climate, and far less
about our ability to control them. It is
hardly surprising that we are less sure which,
if any, of these modification possibilities
might be worth the cost and effort. (285)

Define Issues

If the policymaker chooses to ignore his options,

and adheres to one approach, then he should attempt to

define the principal issues Involved. (286) A major draw¬

back in the case of weather modification, stemmed from the

fact that the "specific effects of weather modification
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are imprecisely specified • , . and that some of the ques¬

tions are poor questions," (287)

For instance, rather than having spent time de-

hating which government agency was best equipped to carry

out rainsaklng programmes or which form of regulation was

most appropriate, it would have been more useful to have

determined whether there was anything to carry out or regu¬

late at all, (288)

Demarcate Uncertainty

Before any science-policy item can be clarified,

the nature of the science upon which It rests must be un¬

derstood, This sine qua non is even more relevant when

the extent of uncertainty Increases, Because uncertainty

demands a greater striving for coherence, one is obliged to

assess the state of the art in order to delimit what is

known from what is speculated. Without such analysis, one

cannot be sure that "one is viewing the emperor clothed."

(289)

Policymakers have to accept the fact that within

the world of phenomena embraced by science and technology,

some sciences are more rigorously constituted than others.

Physics, for instance, is generally regarded as resting

on a more developed theoretical base than meteorology, as

even prominent meteorologists admit. (290) Inchoateness

has also been ascribed to geology (291) and to biology:

. Though statements in biology can have scientific

validity, it is a statistical validity, and the future of
It

an individual organism is not predictable. In hard
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sciences, the future is." (292)

But even the "hard" sciences have not escaped

criticism: "The non-scientist has an exaggerated faith

in the exactness of physical science. • . There is great

difficulty in distinguishing between what is certain and
it

what is a natter of reasonable probability. (293)

The objective in all cases should be to demarcate

the maximum quality of certainty obtainable in each situ¬

ation:

To illustrate the nature of the problems
we are facing in weather modification,
let us consider one example. Removal of
the ice from the Arctic Ocean is probably
now technologically feasible. The first
consequences of this step can be predic¬
ted with certainty: in winter the rate
of evaporation would be greatly enhanced,
and Arctic air temperatures would be
Increased substantially. The secondary
effects are by no means obvious. We know
that middle latitude winter storms, which
provide most of the world precipitation
outside the tropics, result from differen¬
tial heating of equator and poles. If
the equator-to-pole temperature difference
were reduced by warming the Arctic, we
might expect reduced s tonalness and re¬
duced intensity of the large-scale atmo¬
spheric circulation. But we also know
that the latent heat of condensation of
water vapour is released in storms and
that this energy is important to the
development of storms and of the large-
scale circulation. This source of energy
would be enhanced by freeing the Arctic
Ocean from ice. We cannot therefore say
with assurance whether removal of the
Arctic ice would increase storminess, de-
decrease it, simply redistribute rainfall
in some complex way, or produce no im¬
portant change at all. We also cannot be
sure whether ice removal would be irre¬
versible: that is, whether once the
Arctic Ocean was ice-free, it would remain
so indefinitely with great consequences
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to world weather, as suggested by Budyke;
whether loe would form again the following
winter; or whether, as suggested by Donn
and Swing, ice removal might set in motion
a very long-term oscillation corresponding
to an ice age. So the scientist has a pro¬
blem to solve before large-scale ice re¬
moval should be attempted: to perform large-
scale experiments of this sort without under¬
standing the outcome would be to Indulge in
dangerous irresponsibility. (294)

Ambiguity is not an unknown phenomenon in decision¬

making whether political or scientific. Philosophically,

one could say that all decisions contain an element of

ambiguity. But policymakers, dealing with ambiguous

topics such as cloud seeding^ Tteowjmtesy greater irreduclbles
than such routine decisions as building a school or con¬

structing a dam. Greater complexity means that the scope

for difference of opinion widens. Inchoateness means that

the level of speculation increases. The further difficulty

with extrapolation is that each level is fraught with a

higher degree of tenuousness.

Unsure of the real mechanism responsible for cloud

precipitation, scientists constructed a series of inferences,

each level less amenable to visual,laboratory or experimen¬
tal confirmation. The only recourse lay with statistics.

The latter may be used as an acceptable basis for decisions,

but only where the data and controls used are judged sound.

To policymakers, the practical question posed by

uncertain situations is — can the uncertainty be clari¬

fied, at least to an extent sufficient for them to reach a

decision. One need only cite the case of economical nu¬

clear power to recall the initial burst of technological
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(and political) enthusiasm, followed by over two decades

of disillusionment, persisting even today. (295) How

much more optimistic can policymakers afford to be with

cloud seeding, whose prognosis compares unfavourably to

nuclear powers

Isuppose I would have to reluctantly agree
if I were only more strongly convinced that
we had grounds for telling Congress that we
will deliver truly useful modification
techniques once we get the money. That kind
of conviction is not in my view discernible
in the 'cautious optimism' carefully spelled
out in the final report of the MS panel on
weather and climate modifications. (2y6)

Subject to Appropriate Tests

To delimit the boundary between caution and opti¬

mism requires rigorous testing. The decision to probe may

be political, but the tests necessarily have to be scienti¬

fic and technical. At this point politics must confront

science (technology) and, most importantly, accept the

conclusions. If the questions requiring resolution are

theoretical, then fundamental controlled experimentation

may be called for. In cases where the scientific base seems

reasonably well grounded, the state of the art may require

confirmation and, even where positive results emerge, more

conclusive tests might prove worthwhile before large sums

are Invested.

Because of the complex nature of such objeets, the

policy-maker might well postpone reaching a final decision

until the conclusion of several series of tests. The first

review may not produce adequate proof. Should the second
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viewing reveal persisting uncertainty, then one is

obliged to demarcate the character and extent of the un¬

certainty.

If the same conclusions are reached after several

series of tests, then the policymaker has a sounder basis

for decision-making. At that point, he can either stop

(if the results are negative), go ahead (if the results are

positive), or pursue other alternatives, (if uncertainty
is politically unacceptable). Where the tests consistent¬

ly report largeness of uncertainty, then the policymaker

would see® best advised to postpone any thoughts of exploi¬

tation and to consider sponsoring a carefully constructed

research design aided at clarifying the underlying doubts.
* v

Construct Research Design

Ihe exact nature of the research design warrants

careful: reflection: Does the object manifest a measura¬

ble or definable effect? Is it based on empirical know¬

ledge or experimentation? Does the object in question

have an acceptable theoretical basis? If not, what is the

nature of the gap surrounding the underlying scientific

postulates?

Professor McDonald bemoans the absence of any book

or monograph "which adequately discusses experimental

design," In his opinion, "such a work is definitely needed

in view of present mounting interest in weather modifica¬

tion." (297)

But research is not a guaranteed bridge. If the
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theoretical gap Is very wide* or the level of extrapolation

very high, then the policymaker should be aware that he may

be getting himself into an extremely long-term situation.)

and one with only modest prospects of success. As we noted

in the sequel to our narrative, despite millions of dollars

having been spent on cloud seeding research since 1958* the

result remains one of continuing uncertainty.

That one hears echoes of the same misgivings in

the sequel to the narrative as during it suggests that well-

considered research designs tfarrant serious consideration,

even accepting the challenge that such deliberations might

necessitate a more sophisticated handling of science by

policymakers.

Unless policymakers are willing to pinpoint the

extent of uncertainty and support a rigourous research

design, they run the risk of being caught up in costly

programmes whose end result is continuous confusion. In

such unmeasured parameters, any conclusion is fair, ranging

from Dr. Boss Gunn's charges that "the roots for the entire

story of cloud seeding are founded on a hoax," to Senator

Case's view thatf

The potentialities of weather control have
been likened to those of atomic power...
<298)

In such eventualities, scientific modesty seems

more in place than political exuberance: better to forego

what is insoluble than to expend precious time and energy

in further demonstration thereof.
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One of the most common recommendations for im¬

proved handling of complex objects is to reorganise exis¬

ting mechanisms or to create new ones. According to poli¬

tical scientists E.P. Herring and Samuel P. Huntington, the

basic problem in Congress is the absence of a focal point

from which leadership could develop. In such situations,

herring declared, "The only discipline which can be achieved

comes through Presidential control," (299) In kis opinion,

nothing less than complete reorganisation of both chambers

would achieve the quality of Congressional control capable

of reducing Executive predominance•

Holbert Carroll, author of Congress and National

Solence Policy, noted the absence of Congressional staff

as responsible for indeterminate Congressional policymaking*

"Unless the Congress is adequately staffed,
its options are to take the word of execu¬
tive expertise to which the political lea¬
ders of the Executive branch have perhaps
already succumbed in bewilderment — or to
stab out haphazardly, irrationally, and in
frustration. In either event, the loss is
a loss for democratic government." (300)

Political scientist Donald W. Cox believes that the

shortcomings of Congressional decision-making in the special

area of science go beyond the absence of strong leadership

or inadequate staffing! "The entire Congressional machinery

for handling science (with the exception of the Joint Con¬

gressional Committee on Atomic Energy and the House and Se-

nate Space Committee) is woefullyout-of-date." (301)
In reply to Dr. Cox*s lament. Dael Wolfle, editor

of Science Maaa .zine suggested separating science-policy
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formulation from operational responsibilities. (302) But

in point of fact,. Congress is relatively free of operational

responsibilities., The challenge of balancing policy with

operational responsibilities is more of an Executive than

a Congressional problem. In any case, the predominant

policymaker in rainraaking was not Executive but Congressional.

One of the most comprehensive analysis of proposals

to improve scientific advice for Congress was conducted by

Mrs. Eilene Galloway, senior specialist of the Legislative

Reference Service. Three proposals examined by Mrs. Gallo¬

way were:

1} Congressional Office for Science and Technology

(separate offices in House and Senate)

2) Legislative Science Service (100-200 personnel)

3) Science Advisory Staff (each House)

In her estimation, the above recommendations were

unnecessarily ambitious and unwieldy. Moreover, she added.

Congress should never allow scientific considerations to

overwhelm its traditional political duties. In hiring

scientific and technological personnel, Congress should

ensure that they are familiar with political processes. Mrs.

Galloway concluded that the best course for Congress to

adopt was simply to increase the number of technical staff

on the already existing LBS and Congressional committees.

For any special requirements, Congress could always set up

special groups of scientific and technological specialists,

either by informal arrangement or under contract.

In rejoinder to the repeated complaints of
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Executive predominance over Congress, Mrs, Galloway sug¬

gested that Instead of complaining, Congress should join

forces with the Executive, Closer liason, she thought,

could be developed with the Offive of Science and Techno¬

logy {Executive Office of the President), (303) Echoing

the call for cooperation in lieu of competition, Professor

Hichard N. Neustadt (former advisor to President John F.

Kennedy) appealed to members of both branches of government

to become aware of "joint stakes and common risks. This

should not be too much to akk of our established system."

(30*f)

Senator Anderson, who had his own ideas on Execu¬

tive-Congressional relations, offered an idealised version

of what a Congressional scienee-policy staffer should look

like —

What Congress needs most • • • is the well-
rounded *generalist*, who, having a scien¬
tific or engineering background, is familiar
with the workings of the Federal Government
and with a number of executive agencies*
research and development programmes, parti¬
cularly with their management. Experience
in coordinating the work of others in terms
of the overall mission or goal would be
valuable. He must be familiar with the
scientific and technological community! • • •

he must have an appreciation of the values
and ways of the legislative process, a
feeling for public policy and a capacity for
sorting out public issues. (305)

One would think that such an imposing combination

of qualities would be difficult to institutionalise. (306)

But, as a matter of fact, these are precisely the qualities

to be found in LBS professionals. (307)

The likelihood of LBS*s meeting Senator Anderson*s
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test (308) is buttressed by its excellent reputation and

its working philosophy of self-effacements

The Service then sees itself as the agent of
the Legislature in securing and transmitting
information — hopefully identifying truth
to the best of its ability — from which the
members of the Legislature will make deci¬
sions of action. It endeavours to preserve
its good name so that representatives of all
parties can say on the floors of the Congress,
•The Legislative Reference Service says ...»
and at least that part of the debate will
meet with a minimum of challenge! The near-
impossibility of this state is self-evident,
but the struggle to maintain it is the most
potent force in the high motivation and
dedication of its staff. (309)

As one re-examines the usage by Congress of the

diverse mechanisms available to it, one wonders just how

much effect any new or improved mechanism would have had on

the outcome. One can understand why Mrs. Galloway*s insti¬

tutional recommendations were modest. Why set up elaborate

services or imposing offlcesjif existing ones are not used,

poorly used, or worse still, misused? Stress on mechanisms

may, in fact, mask more serious deficiencies.

On the Executive side, one noted few requests for

new or improved mechanisms to manage science and technology.

In the opinion of William D* Carey, senior BOB officials

"The government possesses a variety of
tools with which to test research proposals»
1) programming review 2) project evaluation
3) cost estimation *f)study groups and
5) advisory bodies." (310)

These mechanisms contain nothing dramatic, representing the

standard tools and devices available to most bodies in the

U.S. government. But the important distinction is that the

Executive agencies used them, and, more significantly, paid
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greater heed to their findings.

Contrary to Eolbert Carroll*s apprehensions, the

Executive actions in this study were not "haphazard, irra¬

tional or based on frustration," except possibly for the

frustration experienced in dealing with two determined

Senators. Such obduracy, based in large part on political

expediency and disregard for scientific opinion# might be

cited as © real loss to democratic government#

Congress did not make use of the mechanisms aval la-
>*•

ble to iti According to an analysis conduoted by Professor

Monro Mac Closky of LBS usage by members of Congress,

Senators Case and Anderson were not the only ones who used

LBS services sparsely. Before 1957, the majority of the

requests made by Congressmen of LBS were for straightforward,

factual information or background surveys. Since Sputnik,

the emphasis of the requests shifted to more substantial

"briefings, pro and con analyses, statements of positions

held by various protagonists on legislative issues and dis¬

cussions of alternative solutions." (311) At the same time,

the number of Congressional Inquiries jumped from 19,732 (in

1946) to 117,000 (in 1966). (312)

Such developments could indicate prospects for ful¬

ler usage by Congress of LBS services. Basis for such hope

was raised in a communication to the author by Lester C.

Jayson. LBS Director, where he previewed some of the changes

in store for LBS*

I should mention to you that only last week
our Congress enacted the Legislative Reor¬
ganisation Act of 1970, which, among other
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things, provide a new charter for the LBS.
la addition to chalking oar naae to the
Congressional Eos©aroh Service, the charter
looks toward a greater expanded research
role for a®. Under this charter, th© Cm-
gross con templates mm in-depth research,
©or© and continuous liaison between the
Las and the committees of Congress, and an
expansion of various of our other service®...
It confers new authorisations mn 1Mb for
©maple, it will authorise LIS to employ
experts» consultants, and research organi¬
sations for periods up to on© year to as¬
sist in our research efforts* * • * we are
now re-examining and reappraising our or¬
ganisation with a view toward implementing
the new Act. (313)

whether the new Las charter will cause m correspon¬

ding modification of political will on the part of its

Congressional users remain® to be seen. Similarly, whether

Congress will adopt Mrs. Calloway's suggestion to cooperate

more with the Executive bodies responsible for science and

technology or to respect professor Meustedt'e pim to be¬

come awar© of Joint stakes remains equally uncertain.

The predominance of Congressional ambitions over

scientific assessment© In coses such as cloud seeding ha©

led some students of science-policy to query — "Should

scientists or the public (through their elected representa¬

tives ) have the final word as to which scientific activities

deserve support?" (31M-)

Congresswoatan Edith P. Green opted for the elected

representatives — Neither science nor technology nor any

other specialised knowledge can serve me final authority In

a democratic society, congress needs the help of scientists

in legislation. . , * But, in the last analysis, the

responsibility for legislation must rest where it always
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oate ourselves to the vast implications of the world that

soienoe is creating," (315)

But some members of Congress wondered whether

Congress can, in fact, superintend complex scientific and.

technological developments. "How are elected officials to

direct the development of something they do not understand

with implications they do not comprehend?" In reply to this

query, one Congressman replaced humility with confidencet

"In the last analysis, only Congressmen can weigh all the

relevant factors in decision making. Scientific questions

must always be balanced with other considerations." (316)

The author of the above statement is Senator Clinton P.

Anderson| the date, I96A.

Political scientists Lawrence W. Bass and Bruce

8m Old countered Hepresentative Green*s contention with

the argument that those responsible for science and tech¬

nology in the government "should have first-hand knowledge

of the field," and further stipulated that the "government

needs to learn to use technical advisors properly." (317)

Dan Greenberg reacted pessimistically to the Congressional

prospects for successi "... Obviously they jCongreasJ can¬
not make policy for science and technology because they do

not understand It." (318) David Truman reported that

criticism of Congress in recent years has reached new

heights. This, he believes, is due to a widespread "Western

parliamentary crisis, rooted in the increasingly complex
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conditions of the twentieth century." (319)

In our study, we found little evidence to support

Representative Greeks confidence in the prospects for

Congressional self-education, and rather more for Drs, Bfess

and 01d*s felt need to use technical advisors properly.
f

The immovable object that refused to yield before the force

of scientific assessments and the workings of a variety of

political machinery was political will.

That this situation still obtains Is demonstrated

in a lament by a meteorologist with extensive experience in

the subject! "After twenty years of governmental endea¬

vours to shape a public policy for artificial ralnsaklng,

there was still no national program in weather modifica¬

tion. Rather, a group of activities are carried on in

various agencies." (320)

Significance of Insignificant Items

There is a hidden If not pernicious danger in

sponsoring programmes year after year based on slender

hopes. The first year one might aocept this as an in¬

evitable accompaniment of "bargaining amongst political

wills." But when bargaining goes on from year to year,

modest funding can become appreciable as occurred with

rainmaking with prospects for a sound national policy not

greatly improved.

Modest support, pragmatically conceived, year by

year, can assuage constituent pressures and even moderate
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competing political desiderata, but only temporarily and

at a price — the price being a gradual expansion of funding,

as compromise after compromise is forged until substantial

vested interests build around the compromise, protecting

it from orltioism, cancellation or improvement.

Because artificial rainmaking did not feature the

drama of outer space exploration or atomic bombs, there was

a tendency to by-pass it as politically insignificant.

But when after twenty five years, it still persists as an

item of sustained political support and continuing scien¬

tific uncertainty, it serves as a warning that other osten¬

sibly insignificant items could also develop in this manner,

benefitting neither science nor policymaking.
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